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We’ve come a long way…

Imagination Innovation

… and this is only the beginning!
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Can a machine understand emotion?

Behind the Scenes of ‘Not Easy’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FU_mDN5kaGY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FU_mDN5kaGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FU_mDN5kaGY
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Medical information 
is doubling every 5 
years, much of 
which is 
unstructured 

81% of physicians 
report spending 5 
hours or less per 
month reading 
medical journals 

The Healthcare Industry is beset with some of the most complex 
information challenges we collectively face

Source: International Journal of Circumpolar Health, DoctorDirectory.com, Institute for Medicine"

“Medicine has become too complex (and only) about 20% of the knowledge clinicians use 
today is evidence-based.” -----Steven Shapiro, Chief Medical Officer, UPMC
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Uh oh!
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Technology to the rescue!
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Maybe we can do more with less…
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Cognitive Computing in Action

New Insights Understanding 
Emotion

Reducing Bias

Doing more with less
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Example – How Watson Learns
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Example

Two Truths & A Lie with Watson
https://www.2truthswithwatson.com/

https://www.2truthswithwatson.com/
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Example – IBM Watson Engagement Advisor
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Transform Today
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How will you leverage cognitive computing?





Impact of Artificial Intelligence 
on the Practice of Law

MCCA GTEC
San Francisco, California June 19, 2017



Is Law Practice More Like Chess, Jeopardy, or Go?



Why Now?



Why Now? – Moore’s Law



Evolution to Artificial Intelligence

Moore’s Law Gas Mileage

2x – Every 2 
Years

20 mpg – 2002
40 mpg – 2004
80 mpg – 2006 
160 mpg – 2008 
320 mpg – 2010 
640 mpg – 2012 
1,280 mpg – 2014 
2,560 mpg – 2016 

Computing Power

1975 – Cray 1 – 80 MegaFLOPS (million) 
1985 – Cray 2 – 1.9 GFLOPS (billion) 

$16 million
1997 – Deep Blue – 11.38 GFLOPS

iPhone 4 – 1.6 GFLOPS
iPhone 5s – 76.8 GFLOPS
iPhone 6s – 115.2 GFLOPS
Galaxy S5 – 142 GFLOPS

IBM Watson (2011) 
Jeopardy! – 80 TeraFLOPS (trillion)



Is Law Practice More Like Chess, Jeopardy, or Go?



IBM Deep Blue (May 1997)



IBM Watson – Jeopardy (Feb 2011)



IBM Watson - Jeopardy






IBM Watson – Jeopardy



AlphaGo (Oct 2015)



Artificial Intelligence – Deep Learning



AlphaGo – 2 Neural Networks



AlphaGo

Move 37
With the 37th move in the match’s second game, AlphaGo landed 
a surprise on the right-hand side of the 19-by-19 board that 
flummoxed even the world’s best Go players, including Lee 
Sedol. “That’s a very strange move,” said one commentator, 
himself a nine dan Go player, the highest rank there is. “I thought 
it was a mistake,” said the other. 

WIRED, March 16, 2016



Artificial Intelligence – Deep Learning



LegalMation



Legal Discovery



Legal Discovery Today



Legal Discovery Today



Legal Discovery Today



Legal Discovery Today



LegalMation Demo
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Cyberspace Lawyer | April 2017 
Cyberspace Lawyer 
by Giulio Coraggioa0 

Are you ready for Artificial Intelligence? 

Artificial intelligence is a massive opportunity, but triggers some risks which cannot be sorted through over-regulations that 
might damage the market. 
  

Three simultaneous technologic revolutions unleashing AI 
One of the main topics of the World Economic Forum 2017 was artificial intelligence (AI). I found extremely interesting the 
interview to Ginni Rometty, the Chairwoman, President and CEO of IBM.1 She said that we are in a unique period since there 
a three technologic revolutions happening simultaneously which make this point in time different from ever before 

   • The rise of cloud computing; 
  • The rise of data; and 
  • The rise of mobility. 

Because of these three revolutions, there is a huge amount of information that cannot be dealt by humans, but we need 
systems that can deal with such data, reason around it and learn. This led to the rise of artificial intelligence. 
  
I have read a number of articles on how artificial intelligence might represent a threat for workers. It is quite recent the news 
about the Japanese insurance firm Fukoku Mutual Life Insurance that is making 34 employees redundant and replacing them 
with IBM’s Watson Explorer AI.2 But the point raised by Ms. Rometty is that AI does not replace humans, it does something 
that humans cannot physically do since no human would be able to deal with such massive amount of information and AI can 
reach results from which anyone can benefit. 
  
AI and robots are exponentially becoming part of our daily life and the potentials of such technologies cannot be always 
controlled by humans. If you think about Google DeepMind project3 where AI is not programmed/taught to solve problems, 
but needs to learn itself how to solve problems. This means that we will reach a stage when machines will take decisions 
whose reasoning cannot be explained by humans! 
  

The call for regulations on artificial intelligence 
Ms. Rometti herself mentioned as part of her interview that a 4th revolution is around security and privacy, and how such 
issues might still derail the revolution the three components mentioned above have combined to create. 
  
And on this topic, it might not be a coincidence that the Legal Affairs Committee of the European Parliament approved a 
report4 calling the EU Commission for the introduction of a set of rules on robotics. Such rules include: 
   Who is liable and how damages should be recovered? 
    
  The Committee is for the introduction of strict liability rules for damages caused by requiring only proof that damage 

has occurred and the establishment of a causal link between the harmful behaviour of the robot and the damage suffered 
by the injured party. 

    
  This would not sort the issue around the allocation of responsibilities for “autonomous” robots like Google DeepMind 

that did not receive instructions from the producer. And this is the reason why the Committee is proposing the 
introduction of a compulsory insurance scheme for robots producers or owners (e.g. in the case of producers of 
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self-driving cars). The issue is whether such obligation would represent an additional cost that either would be borne by 
customers or would even prevent the development of technologies. 

    
  Robots treated as humans? 
    
  What sounds quite unusual and honestly a bit “scary” is that the Committee also calls for the introduction of a “legal 

status” for robots as electronic persons “with specific rights and obligations, including that of making good any damage 
they may cause, and applying electronic personality to cases where robots make smart autonomous decisions or 
otherwise interact with third parties independently.” 

    
  The report does not fully clarify how such legal status should work in practice, but it seems like we are already 

attempting to distinguish the liability of the artificial intelligence itself separate from the one of its producer/owner. This 
shall be assessed on a case-by-case basis in relation to autonomous robots, but civil law rules definitely need to evolve 
in order to accept such principles. 

    
  Are ethical rules needed? 
    
  The Committee stressed the need of guiding ethical framework for the design, production and use of robots. This would 

operate in conjunction with a code of conduct for robotics engineers, of a code for research ethics committees when 
reviewing robotics protocols and of model licences for designers and users. 

    
  My prediction is that most of the companies investing in the area shall sooner rather than later establish an internal 

ethical committee. But the issue is whether statutory laws on ethics are necessary since they might limit the growth of 
the sector. 

    
  Privacy as a “currency” cannot affect individuals 
    
  It is the first time that I see privacy associated to a “currency.” However, it is true that we provide our personal data to 

purchase services. And the matter is even more complicated in case of complex robots whose reasoning cannot be 
mapped. Such circumstance might trigger data protection issues. But it is important that the Committee called for 
guarantees necessary to ensure privacy and security also through the development of standards. 

    

The reaction from the industry 
The European Robotics Association immediately reacted to this report stating in a position paper5 that 

  

Whereas it is true that the “European industry could benefit from a coherent approach to regulation at European 
level” and companies would profit from legal certainty in some areas, over-regulation would hamper further 
progress. This poses a threat to the competitiveness not only of the robotics sector but also of the entire 
European manufacturing industry. 

  

  

  
This is the usual issue that is being discussed also in relation to the recent European consultation on rules for Internet of 
Things technologies. It can be hard to set so specific rules on technologies that are rapidly evolving. The concern is that 
regulations might risk to restrict investments in the sector, while in my view we should welcome regulations that create more 
certainty and foster innovation. 
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“Artificial intelligence is our biggest existential threat” 

- Elon Musk2 
  
  
  
  

I. INTRODUCTION: WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE? 

*1 In this position paper, we seek to provide a preliminary outline of the ethical, legal, and social implications facing society 
in light of the growing engagement of artificial intelligence (“AI”) in our everyday lives as attorneys. In particular, we 
investigated these implications by developing, in collaboration with the IBM Watson team, a proof of concept. In this proof 
of concept, we aimed to specifically demonstrate the usefulness of AI in analyzing case law in the field of intellectual 
property, particularly within copyright fair use. To this end, we have extensively reviewed the relevant literature in an effort 
to pose pertinent and challenging questions regarding the implications of AI in all areas of law. 
  
*2 AI is a sub-field of computer science;”3 it can be broadly characterized as intelligence by machines and software.4 
Intelligence refers to many types of abilities, yet is often constrained to the definition of human intelligence. It involves 
mechanisms, some that are fully discovered and understood by scientists and engineers, and some that are not.5 
  
*3 AI is playing an increasingly important role in our everyday lives.6 It is asserted that in the near-future AI will replace or 
enhance various human professions.7 One of the overarching goals of the AI discipline is to improve machines and systems 
so that they can reason, learn, self-collect information, create knowledge, communicate autonomously, and manipulate their 
environment in unexpected fashions.8 During the past two decades, AI has advanced to make major and influential 
improvements in quality and efficiency for services and manfucturing procedures. 
  
*4 Some researchers hope AI will closely approximate or even surpass human intelligence, via an emphasis on problem 
solving and goals achievement.9 Both are possible, and AI may even reach computing levels more complicated than the 
human mind could ever reach.10 
  
*5 Many claim we are still far from achieving this objective, and that fundamental new ideas and paradigm shifts are required 
in order to push this field forward.11 These aims notwithstanding, AI studies thus far continue to progress in the direction of 
understanding and “modeling human consciousness and the inner mind.”12 
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II. DISCIPLINES & RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

*6 To understand the field of AI we must first understand how researchers and philosophers observe this field. They divide 
AI into two categories: strong and weak.13 Strong AI further divides into human formed AI and non-human formed AI.14 The 
first refers to the ability of computers to think, reason, and deduce in a manner similar to humans, and the latter refers to the 
ability to reason independently, without similarity to the human brain.15 Weak AI refers to computers mimicking thinking and 
reasoning abilities, without actually having these abilities.16 Understanding these observations is important when discussing 
issues of AI, thinking, and consciousness. 
  
*7 The main progress made so far has been within weak AI. However, some computer scientists are not “holding their 
breath” to attribute actual thinking and reasoning abilities to a machine with AI.17 To quote Edsger W. Dijkstra-a member of 
computer science’s founding generation-“[t]he question of whether Machines Can Think ( ... ) is about as relevant as the 
question of whether Submarines Can Swim.”18 Analogically, computer scientists argue that planes are tested on how well 
they fly, not whether they fly as birds. Essentially, these scientists believe that we need to step out of the current linguistic 
frameworks. Can a submarine swim? Can an airplane fly? Can a machine think? Many scientists claim these distinctions are 
meaningless-when we refer to machines as ‘acting’ intelligently, we are actually saying that they do not possess a mind or a 
consciousness.19 
  
*8 There are various AI applications each different from the other. For example: speech recognition, language understanding, 
problem solving, game playing, computer vision (two-dimensional vs three-dimensional), expert systems, heuristic 
classification, and more.20 These applications comprise two interest groups. One involves narrow applications (such as speech 
recognition), and the other is broader (artificial general intelligence (AGI), including autonomous agent possibilities).21 
  
*9 Currently, most AI applications are narrow (i.e., highly specialized entities used to carry out specific tasks).22 In contrast, 
the human brain excels in many different environments and combines strategies across applications. Current AI examples 
include a word processing program that automatically corrects spelling, a computer that learns and plays a video game, a 
chess-playing computer (e.g. Deep Blue, IBM’s chess-playing computer),23 or a GO playing system (e.g. AlphaGo, Google’s 
GO playing system).24 
  
*10 Due to the obvious distinction from human intelligence, society generally sees this type of AI as posing no immediate 
danger or threat. Yet, it is important to understand that even the current state of AI is represented by a broad spectrum of 
applications-including “smart washing machines and coffeepots”25 (assessing one simple task); “speech recognition 
programs, ... collaborative filtering software, like that used by Amazon.com ...”;26 “Aaron, a robotic artist that produces 
paintings that could easily pass for human work;”27 IBM’s Watson,28 eBay’s computerized arbitration Modria;29 and much 
more. All of these narrow AI applications range in capability from one simple task to intricate intelligent procedures.30 
  
*11 One explanation for the vast immersion of AI within current society may be the process of incorporating basic science 
researchers (such as computer scientists) in high tech companies.31 Here, scientists have quickly learned to appreciate that in 
order for AI to become accepted in human society, the emphasis must be on its benefits as a bridge for what could not have 
been achieved thus far--assisting and contributing to humans-instead of on how AI could replace them.32 This is in stark 
contrast to AI in fiction.33 
  
*12 In fiction and cinema, AI is frequently portrayed as an ominous entity entwined with danger (e.g. HAL in “2001: A 
Space Odyssey,”34 Agent Smith in “The Matrix,”35 and the T1000 in “The Terminator”).36 In many of these plots, AI is 
depicted as fully autonomous machines acting out in a way that is harmful to human beings.37 However, there are also 
movies, such as Spielberg’s “A.I.,”38 that portray machines in a softer, more humanlike light. Other films use AI simply for 
comedic relief, such as Star Wars39 or its spoof, Spaceballs.40 While reality is still far from the entities portrayed in science 
fiction, there are already AI machines that can cause injuries or death (e.g. autonomous cars), act as home and service robots 
(e.g., iRobot’s Roomba, Anny the CareBot), or serve in the private, finance, and governmental sectors.41 
  
*13 In light of all of the bad press it gets, it is important to understand how AI is being presented to society, what people 
think about it, and what needs to be considered nowadays in order to promote innovation in this area. 
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III. ETHICS & PHILOSOPHY 

*14 The use of AI poses many important ethical questions. The philosopher John Searle, in his famed Chinese Room 
Argument, noted that the idea of a non-biological machine being intelligent is incoherent: “[t]he point is not that computers 
cannot think. The point is rather that computation as standardly defined in terms of the manipulation of formal symbols is not 
by itself constitutive of, nor sufficient for, thinking.”42 Further the eminent computer scientist, Joseph Weizenbaum, warned 
that “the idea [of an AI] is obscene, anti-human and immoral.”43 
  
*15 Many philosophers, scientists, and others have deliberated on such ethical and existential dilemmas. The artificial 
intelligence control problem for example, was discussed in a book published in 2014 by Swedish philosopher Nick Bostom, 
titled “Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies.”44 It hypothesizes that AI could evolve into a form of super intelligent 
entities that outsmart human intelligence,45 and are even capable of self-improvement.46 In that process, he suggests the 
entities might become uncontrollable and lead to a human existential catastrophe.47 
  
*16 Two foundational concepts in the evolution of AI that tend to come up when people refer to the dangers of AI are 
technological singularity and swarm intelligence. Technological singularity refers to the point at which technological 
progress will become incomprehensibly rapid and complicated beyond our human capabilities.48 The AI, in a feedback loop 
of ever accelerating self-improvement, will surpass us in its intelligence and become too smart for us to control.49 The term 
was first used in this context by the mathematician John von Neumann, and was published in 1958 when Stanislaw Ulam 
wrote about a conversation he had with Neumann.50 
  
*17 When we speak about technological singularity in the AI context, we speak about the point at which the intelligence will 
surpass all human control or understanding, becoming too immeasurable and profound for humans to grasp-- an “intelligence 
explosion.”51 It can occur either when AI enters into a “runaway effect” of ever accelerating self-improvement, or when AI is 
autonomously capable of building other more intelligent and powerful entities.52 
  
*18 The second term, swarm intelligence, refers to incorporation of self-replicating machines in all aspects of life, science, 
industry, and even politics.53 The swarm will become a decentralized, self-organizing system.54 In the Terminator movies, this 
is Cyberdyne: a swarm of self-improving AI machines that take over the world.55 
  
*19 In addition to the ethical dangers of AI machines, there are also complicated existential questions, that raise not only 
questions regarding AI, but also humanity. Can machines have, or act as though they have, human intelligence? And if so, 
then do they have a mind? If they have a conscience, or self-awareness, do they have rights? 
  
*20 Consciousness relates to abilities of understanding and thinking. Nevertheless, consciousness is still a widely unknown 
concept. Should a machine be aware of its mental state and actions? Can it be aware? Is it even relevant? Can minds be 
artificially created? (as John Searle stated56) And how about free will? Even in some fields of philosophy it is debatable 
whether humans have free will, so how does it reflect on artificial entities? And if we consider AI entities as entities with 
consciousness or minds, then does it become immoral to dismantle them? And then how do we program them with an 
understanding of right and wrong?57 
  
*21 The vast majority of AI researchers do not pay attention to most of these ethical and social questions. Whether the 
machines actually think is not a concern for them, as long as the machines function properly.58 Yet, philosophers urge all 
researchers to consider the ethical and social implications of their modus operandi.59 
  
*22 When examining the connection between society and science, history shows us dreadful events regarding ethics and 
responsibility. However, the science of AI raises new intricacies-- regarding employment, rights, duties, and accountability. 
For example, are we as a society obligated to establish robot rights? This is not so implausible. For instance, the UK Office of 
Science and Innovation commissioned a report in 2006 dealing with robo-rights and possible future implications on law and 
politics.60 
  
*23 All of the above questions and discussions are yet to be answered, and as long as deeper understanding in the subject is 
not evident, strong AI will likely remain controversial.61 
  
*24 Evolving new technologies come with both a risk and a utility. It is unclear what AI will look like in the years to come. 
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However, today we have the ability to try and lay the groundwork for a future in which man and machine will function 
together, and quite possibly as one. 
  

IV. THE EMERGENCE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, ITS PIONEERS, AND THE BEGINNING OF ITS 
IMPLICATIONS 

*25 The AI field began evolving after World War II when a number of people, among them the English mathematician Alan 
Turing, independently started working on intelligent machines.62 
  

A. The Turing Test 

*26 It is argued that Alan Turing’s publication entitled “Computing Machinery and Intelligence,”63 published in 1950, was 
the first significant milestone in the AI field.64 In his book, Turing presented what is now known as the Turing Test.65 The 
goal of the test is to determine, to a satisfactory level, whether a computer has intelligence.66 Succinctly, to pass the test an 
observer has to be unable to determine if he is interacting with a computer or a human.67 There are three test participants--a 
‘judge’ played by a human being, and two entities, a human and a computer.68 The judge asks both entities questions through 
a computer terminal, and if he cannot distinguish between the human and the computer, then the computer is said to have 
passed the test and is considered to have intelligence.69 
  
*27 The Turing test is both highly acknowledged and highly criticized We have already witnessed situations in which 
computers have outsmarted man: IBM’s Deep Blue won a chess game in 1996 against one of the world’s best players and 
IBM’s Watson won the U.S. trivia game-show Jeopardy in 2011 against two former winners.70 
  
*28 In his relatively simple test, Turing aimed to elegantly examine a narrow range of AI capabilities including thinking, 
natural language processing, logic, and learning.71 
  
*29 The Test also has its critics who claim that the comparison to human intelligence is deficient in two respects: first, the 
comparison includes non-intelligent human behavior, and second, it does not include non-human intelligent behavior.72 For 
the second reason, a number of alternative tests have been designed to assess super-intelligent non-human computational 
capabilities: 

• C-tests, or Comprehension Tests: designed to test comprehension abilities--a main component of 
intelligence--while formulating information with new given data.73 

  
• Universal Anytime Intelligence Tests: aim to examine intelligence of any present or future biological or 
artificial system.74 

  
• The Winograd Schema Challenge: conceived by Levesque Hector, a professor of Computer Science at the 
University of Toronto, is based on a series of multiple choice questions (i.e. linguistic antecedents) which 
require spatial and interpersonal skills, preliminary knowledge, and other commonsense insights.75 

  
• The Logic Theorist System: demonstrated by Alan Newell and Herb Simon, is engineered to mimic the 
problem solving skills of humans and the determination of high-order intellectual processes.76 

  
• The Lovelace 2.0 Test: conceived in 2001 by Selmer Bringsjord and colleagues (and perfected in 2014 by 
Mark Riedl, a Georgia Tech professor),77 examines intelligence by measuring creativity under the assumption 
that there are works of art that require intelligence in order to create them.78 

  
  
*30 Another aspect of the Turing Test that received criticism is human misidentification,79 meaning it is not uncommon for 
humans to be misidentified as machines. One explanation for this is judge bias based on the answers he expects to receive.80 
  

B. The Roots of Artificial Intelligence 
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*31 The 1955 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence is considered the birthplace of AI as a 
discipline.81 Amongst its participants were John McCarthy and Marvin Minsky.82 
  
*32 John McCarthy, who is typically thought to have coined the term artificial intelligence, was an American computer 
scientist and cognitive scientist, and one of the founders of the AI discipline.83 In 1979 McCarthy published “Ascribing 
Mental Qualities to Machines,” where he argued that “[m]achines as simple as thermostats can be said to have beliefs, and 
having beliefs seems to be a characteristic of most machines capable of problem solving performance.”84 
  
*33 Marvin Lee Minsky was an American cognitive scientist in the field of AI and one of the main AI theorists.85 Minsky 
believed that computers were not fundamentally different than the human mind.86 Amongst his achievements was the 
construction of robotic arms and grippers, computer vision systems, and the first electronic learning system.87 In 1969, 
Minsky, along with Seymour Papet, published the book “Perceptrons”88 in which he emphasized critical issues that he felt 
prevented developmental research of the neural networks.89 Minsky was also an active contributor to the symbolic approach 
(described below) and the research of human intelligence.90 In general, Minksy had a positive outlook regarding the future 
humanlike intelligence capabilities of AI.91 
  

C. Physical Symbol Systems Hypothesis 

*34 The “Physical Symbol Systems Hypothesis” was developed in 1976 by Newell and Simon, and later became a core part 
of AI.92 The hypothesis states that “[i]ntelligence is the work of symbol systems ... a physical symbol system has the 
necessary and sufficient means for general intelligent action.”93 AI computers, as recognized physical symbol systems, are 
able to exhibit intelligence, and humans, as intelligent beings, must also be physical symbol systems, and therefore similar to 
computers.94 Both are capable of processing structures of symbols.95 
  
*35 One problem related to the Physical Symbol Systems Hypothesis, is that some activities human beings find hard or 
challenging-like mathematics-are easy for computers; while some activities that human beings find easy-like face 
recognition-are difficult for computers.96 This problem led researchers to develop a strategy that later became known as the 
“Artificial Neural Network” (also known as Connectionism) which aims to create systems with brain-like characteristics that 
are capable of learning.97 These particular efforts embrace some key elements from Machine Learning Strategy and provide 
partial answers for “The Common Sense Knowledge Problem” through an effort to create a database containing all of the 
general common sense knowledge a human possesses, presentable in an AI retrievable fashion.98 
  

D. Computational intelligence 

*36 Computational intelligence aims to understand the principles that enable intelligent behavior in artificial systems. 
According to this area of research, AI has the following four common features: 

• Ability and flexibility to change in the environment; 

  

• Evidential reasoning and perception; 

  

• Ability to plan and execute goals; and 

  
• Ability to learn.99 

  
  
*37 The early AI successes left researchers optimistic; however, in the late 1950’s the field began to encounter obstacles and 
difficulties. One concern that is still highly relevant today is the “Common Sense Knowledge Problem”: a system only 
“knows” the information that it explicitly receives, and it is often incapable of making trivial connections on its own.100 To 
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this end, many research strategies are trying to find a way around this problem, including limited domain systems and 
machine learning.101 
  

E. Child Machine 

*38 The idea of a “Child Machine” was first introduced in the 1950’s.102 A child machine aims to emulate the learning 
experience of a human child and implement it on an AI computer.103 In that way, a computer starts as a “child” and improves 
by acquiring experiences and knowledge.104 Yet current programs still have many drawbacks regarding physical experiences 
and language skills, which hinder the desired successful outcome.105 
  
*39 Even though there has been substantial progress in the science of AI, high hurdles remain. Difficult issues and 
thought-provoking questions that were raised over two decades ago are still far from receiving answers. Achieving 
human-level abilities, such as described in the common sense knowledge problem above, is still far from being reached.106 
While some types of human reasoning have been emulated to varying degrees, overall progress remains relatively sluggish.107 
  
*40 In order for AI to further evolve, it is necessary to continue researching different implementation techniques of common 
reasoning such as: logical analysis, handcrafted large scale databases, web mining, and crowd sourcing.108 
  
*41 The next sections examine and analyze the involvement of AI in the field of law, including its ethical, legal, and social 
implications in both the short term and the long term. Further, the third chapter discusses the fair use doctrine (a subfield of 
copyright law) which is used as a test-case to demonstrate AI abilities.109 The proof of concept was conducted through IBM’s 
Watson with the guidance of IBM Israel.110 
  

V. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS IN LAW 

“Of course I’ve got lawyers. They are like nuclear weapons; I’ve got them ‘cause everyone else has. But as soon as you 
use them they screw everything up.” 
  
- Danny DeVito.111 
  
*42 Notwithstanding the dire lack of paradigm shifting progress described above, AI technologies are still progressing 
rapidly, not only theoretically, but also practically. Developers in both large corporations and in start-ups aim to create 
learning and computerized thinking algorithms that will disrupt our reality.112 While some of these algorithms encompass the 
future of mankind’s welfare, others pose dramatic and imminent threats.113 
  
*43 This chapter depicts the rationale that brought forth and promoted the ‘invasion’ of AI into the world of law.114 After 
reviewing the causes, we depict the technologies and companies worthy of the title ‘game-changing’, that might bring great 
value to society, followed by dramatic shifts - ethically, socially and legally. 
  
*44 In the final part of this chapter we discuss what these dramatic societal shifts can offer, both as opportunities and threats. 
  
*45 Market failure provides a great opportunity for AI to come in to the field of law with a big impact on it. Our analysis 
focuses mainly on the United States market. 
  

A. Market Failure 

*46 Legal systems around the world are collapsing under an ever-growing workload.115 It is not a secret that the United States 
is currently leads the world in number of lawyers per-capita and has dramatically overloaded judicial systems.116 The fact 
remains, the judicial process is time consuming, inefficient, and cannot keep up with the speed and scalability in which 
conflicts grow.117 Add to that the legal tactics lawyers use to stall, earn time, and sometimes ‘dry’ their opponents out of 
resources, and you have a very dysfunctional system. The system’s own frequent users, lawyers, are active partners in 
creating the inability to function.118 
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*47 Although this realization is not news to most, the fact remains that with the current population growth, as well as the ever 
process of the internet, the worldwide potential for legal conflicts continues to grow as many judicial systems cannot keep up 
to face this growth. 
  

B. The Vast Market Size 

*48 The United States is among the largest consumers of legal services in the world.119 The market size in estimated to be 437 
billion USD annually.120 Additionally, in recent years there is an on-going shift of power. While in the past large law firms 
controlled most of the market, today, nimble boutique firms are gaining an ever-increasing market share.121 The potential to 
compete with the largest firms empowers young and small firms to innovate, become more efficient, and even try new 
services, enabling them to gain a competitive edge.122 
  

C. Funding 

*49 The legal industry is currently witnessing two trends in funding which make the invasion of AI into the world of law a 
fait accompli. First, reaching a five-year record, 2015’s fourth quarter had the highest funding levels for the entire area of 
AI.123 In addition, funding for legal tech start-ups has grown from seven million USD in 2009 to a whopping one 
hundred-fifty million in 2013.124 
  
*50 These account for a fertile ground in which technological solutions can arise, solving big scale problems like the ones 
portrayed by the judicial systems around the world.125 
  
*51 While the use of computation and software is not new to the field of law,126 we can now identify three main technological 
fields-Machine Learning, Natural Language Processing, and Big Data-which may enable AI to reign the world of law. 
  
*52 Some of these technologies comprise different pieces of the puzzle which AI will soon piece together. When applied in a 
holistic manner these technologies may replace most lawyers and judges.127 These changes will not be in the short term, but 
rather in years to come.128 Yet, we believe it will be faster than expected. The three main technological fields are: 

• Machine Learning:129 A computer science subfield in which computer generated algorithms are trained to 
recognize patterns within data.130 This usually involves massive amounts of data in all areas-from visuals, to 
categorizing language patterns within human conversations, to written data.131 

  
• Natural Language Processing: (NLP)132 A sub-category within AI and machine learning.133 In essence, NLP 
is heavily reliant on machine learning.134 This form of research integrates computer science, psychology, and the 
interaction between the two.135 Research in this field seeks to ‘teach’ computers how to comprehend human 
language, seek patterns, and perform deductions based on language patterns and reasoning.136 The difference 
between NLP and machine learning is the added value from interactions with human behavior, human 
language, and even human biases and other psychological traits.137 

  
• Big Data: This field typically refers to data sets too excessive to deal with and analyze via traditional data 
analytics.138 Big data sets are relatively young and likely due in part to the accumulation of legal data, which has 
accelerated greatly since the beginning of the digital storage age (2002).139 These data sets are used to create 
predictive analysis algorithms in various fields, from business trends to target audience marketing methods.140 It 
can also be used to analyze legal claims, judicial opinions, and more.141 This type of data usually exists in public 
records.142 

  
  
*53 We are now on the verge of a legal renaissance.143 Market failure mixed with an immense market, growing funding for 
start-ups, and available and rapidly growing technology is a volatile concoction, which will likely create dramatic and 
disruptive changes in the nearby future.144 
  
*54 Authors Buchanan and Thomas first raised the notion of using AI in the legal field in November 1970 in their article 
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“Some Speculation about Artificial Intelligence and Legal Reasoning.”145 In their research, they suggest the use of computers 
to model human thought processes and as a direct outcome, also help lawyers in their reasoning processes.146 Later, an 
experiment was conducted by Thorne McCarty who created a program that was capable of performing a narrow form of legal 
reasoning in the specific area of corporate reorganization taxation.147 Given a ‘description’ of the ‘facts’ of a corporate 
reorganization case, the program could implement an analysis of these facts in terms of several legal concepts.148 
  
*55 Today, in this subfield of AI and law there are already numerous technologies such as: 

• IBM’s Watson Debater:149 The debater is a new feature of IBM’s well-known Watson computer.150 When 
asked to discuss any topic, it can autonomously scan its knowledge database for relevant content, ‘understand’ 
the data, select what it believes are the strongest arguments, and then construct sentences in natural language to 
illustrate the points it had selected, in favor and against the topic. Using that process, it can assist lawyers by 
suggesting the most persuasive arguments and precedents when dealing with a legal matter.151 

  
• ROSS Intelligence:152 “SIRI for the law”153 was developed in IBM’s Watson labs. ROSS is a legal research 
tool that enables users to obtain legal answers from thousands of legal documents, statutes, and cases.154 The 
question can be asked in plain English and not necessarily in legal form. Ross’s responses include legal 
citations, suggested articles for further reading, and calculated ratings to help lawyers prepare for cases.155 
Because Ross is a cognitive computing platform, it learns from past interactions, i.e. Ross’s responses increase 
in accuracy as lawyers continue to use it. This feature can help lawyers reduce the time spent on research.156 

  
• ModusP:157 An Israeli startup which has created an advanced search engine using sophisticated algorithms 
based on AI. The search function helps jurists reduce legal research hours by finding legal knowledge and 
insights more efficiently.158 

  
• Lex Machina:159 An intellectual property (“IP”) research company that helps companies anticipate, manage, 
and win patent and other IP lawsuits by comparing cases to a database of information and helping their 
customers draw valuable conclusions that inform winning business and legal strategies.160 The technology 
compiles data and documents from court cases and converts them into searchable text files.161 After a keyword, 
patent, or party is searched for, data and documents are sent back out.162 It gives lawyers more information on 
specific judges, a client’s history, and information on what they can do to have a better chance at winning.163 

  
• Modria:164 A cloud based platform, initially developed for eBay and PayPal, functions as Online Dispute 
Resolution (“ODR”).165 It enables companies “to deliver fast and fair resolutions to disputes of any type and 
volume.”166 This technology aims to prevent submission of lawsuits, by providing easily accessible alternatives 
for dispute resolution.167 Modria aims to create fair ODRs, based on the knowledge and insights from millions 
of cases and other disputes that the system has already solved.168 

  
• Premonition:169 A technology which utilizes Big Data and AI to expose which lawyers win the most cases 
and before which judges.170 

  
• BEAGLE:171 A technology that uses AI to quickly highlight the most important clauses in a contract and also 
provides a real-time collaboration platform that enables lawyers to easily negotiate a contract or pass it around 
an organization for quick feedback.172 Beagle’s learning process allows the program to adapt to focus on what 
users care about most.173 

  
• Legal Robot:174 A platform that enables users to check, analyze, and spot problems in contracts before signing 
them.175 The platform is also meant to help users understand complex legal language by parsing legal documents 
and translating them into accessible language by transforming them into numeric expressions, so statistical and 
machine learning techniques can derive meaning.176 It is also designed to compare thousands of documents in 
order to build a legal language model to be used as a tool for referencing and analyzing contracts.177 

  
  
*56 The development of the field of AI and law starts with programs that analyze cases and continues with technologies that 
make lawyers’ tasks efficient, solve disputes, and replace human intervention. Surveying this course of development, we can 
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predict that in the long run, AI technologies using machine learning and deep learning techniques may replace lawyers, 
arbitrators, mediators, and even judges. Computers could do the work of a lawyer--examining a case, analyzing the issues it 
raises, conducting legal research, and even deciding on a strategy. 
  

VI. THE REALITY AS WE SEE IT, THE DAY AFTER ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

A. Judges and Physical Courts 

*57 Judges and their courts will become less necessary.178 Most commercial disputes and criminal sentencing will be run by 
algorithms and wizards,179 enabling algorithms like Modria to construct conflict resolutions in a much healthier and down to 
earth manner. After all, they reportedly solve over fifty million disputes every year without any human intervention.180 Most 
disputes can then be solved by an AI algorithm to determine the amount of damages to be paid to each side. Similar processes 
can occur in divorce hearings-algorithms can automatically asses the individuals’ property, financial background, and 
calculate the amount of time spent together to create a fair agreement of divorce. 
  
*58 One of the biggest problems with conflict resolution is the fact that it is run by human beings- prone to effects of 
emotion, fatigue, and general current mood.181 When a legal claim is first constructed by algorithms instead of human beings, 
the outcomes are likely to be more productive. For example, Modria is able to resolve hundreds of millions of commercial 
disputes yearly without the intervention of third party human beings providing a verdict.182 Claimants will, of course, be able 
to appeal to a human judge, but the need for those should dramatically decrease over time as machine learning algorithms 
gain better understandings of the statistical meaning of justice. To reduce the amount of appeals in tort cases, a government 
can create a fund to financially accommodate damages in order to facilitate a ‘sense of justice’ in the claimants’ minds. 
  
*59 Some judges may remain in office to rule on algorithm cases not brought to a decision suitable to both sides, and in cases 
where entirely new issues are being presented. 
  

B. Lawyers 

*60 Lawyers may also become a dying breed,183 as algorithms learn how to structure claims, check contracts for problematic 
caveats, negotiate deals, predict legal strategies, and more. Using AI to create simple, optimally designed regulations and 
laws that are easier to learn, understand, and litigate by computer, will further the winnowing of the legal profession.184 
  
*61 Lawyers-or something similar-will still be necessary, however they will focus mainly on risk engineering instead of 
litigation and contracts.185 Lawyers will need to use intuition and skills not yet available to machines to analyze exposure and 
various aspects of performing business and civil actions.186 They will, however, be helped by AIs that have already sifted 
through all the relevant data. Until AI is able to integrate the data into a nuanced analysis that requires some form of higher 
thinking, creativity, and predicting likely outcomes based on human reactions, we still need lawyers. In the future, all but the 
most skilled litigation and corporate lawyers will become unemployed as computer algorithms learn to emulate earlier 
successful strategies and avoid unsuccessful strategies to achieve optimal outcomes.187 Young (often overpaid) associates will 
become unnecessary as much of their grunt work will be doable by machine.188 
  
*62 In some areas of the law, lawyers may take longer to disappear entirely. In areas without clear precedent, cases may be 
deemed too delicate to be dealt with by computers. Some clients may never trust computers and insist on using humans; it 
will take time until we are willing to entrust our freedom (or our lives, in certain states in the United States) in the hands of 
algorithms.189 
  

C. Jury 

*63 Juries, like the other members of the legal system, will not be needed for most cases as there will be fewer trials.190 The 
majority of legal issues will be solved by algorithms. In addition, technology may ensure that juries are designed to represent 
society, perhaps even mimicking human biases involving race, background, and life experience.191 Such a jury could easily be 
instructed to disregard information, or weigh some data differently than others.192 
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D. Law School 

*64 Law schools will change dramatically, not least because we will need fewer lawyers. Moreover, the nature of legal 
learning will change to include subjects that are not taught in law schools today-creativity, understanding of statistics, big 
data analysis, and more.193 
  

VII. SPECIFIC ETHICAL, LEGAL, AND SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

*65 When considering these technologies and the changes they bring to the legal field, we must refer to the ethical, legal, and 
social implications that they create: 
  
*66 Today, the legal profession--lawyers, judges, and legal education--faces a disruption, mostly because of the growth of AI 
technology, both in power and capacity.194 
  
*67 An example of this disruption is that today, computers can review documents, a task which human lawyers did in the 
past. The role of AI is growing exponentially, so it is predicted that technology will evolve to a level that will enable 
computers to replace more complex legal tasks such as legal document generation and predicting litigation outcomes in 
litigation.195 These implementations will become possible as the learning abilities of the machine intelligence becomes better 
and better. Already, fifty-eight percent of respondents to the question “Is your firm doing any of the following to increase 
efficiency of legal service delivery” responded saying “Using technology tools to replace human resources.”196 More 
specifically, forty-seven percent saw Watson replacing paralegals, thirty-five percent thought the same for first year 
associates. Thirteen and a half percent even though Watson could replace experienced legal partners.197 Notably, while twenty 
percent said that computers will never replace human practitioners,198 that number has gone down from forty-six percent in 
2011.199 
  
*68 There are some benefits which derive from these implications. First, they will increase competition in the legal services 
market, which will increase efficiency.200 Second, today the pricing process of lawyer’s services is very ambiguous because it 
is hard to predict the total required services. This implication could enable price comparisons and entrance of new players to 
the legal services market.201 
  
*69 The forecast is that these implications will affect the following legal areas:202 

• Legal Discovery: Machine searches will enhance the legal discovery process by making the review of legal 
documents more efficient. There are already a handful of software tools that use predictive coding to minimize 
lawyerly interference in the ediscovery process, including, Relativity,203 Modus,204 OpenText,205 kCura,206 and 
others.207 The courts have also acknowledged the use and promise of predictive coding.208 

  
• Legal Search: Search tools as Lexis209 and Westlaw210 were the first legal search engines to use an intelligence 
search tool. Afterward, Watson enabled searching using semantics instead of keywords.211 Semantic search 
allows searching natural language queries and the computer responds semantically with relevant legal 
information.212 Ross, mentioned above, is an example of this kind of system.213 Advanced features provide 
information about the strength of a precedent, considering how much others rely on it, and enabling an effective 
use of it.214 Eventually AI will even be able to issue spot, based on the searches conducted.215 

  
• Compliance: Legal and regulatory compliance is often socially and morally required, not to mention the 
penalties that are due for non-compliance.216 As such, many corporations employ teams of lawyers to confirm 
that they comply with the applicable regulatory regimes. AI machines are already being employed in this area, 
including Neota Logic,217 which powers other companies’ AI regulatory compliance systems, such as, 
Compliance HR for employment regulations218 or Foley and Lardner Global Risk Solutions (GRS) for Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 (FCPA) compliance.219 

  
• Legal document Generation: In the past, the usage of templates helped reduce the cost of these legal 
services. Machine intelligence will evolve to generate documents that answer the specific needs of an 
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individual. When these files are reviewed in court, AI will be able to improve the documents by tracking their 
effectiveness, using his learning abilities.220 

  

• Document Analysis: In addition to generating documents, AI can and will continue to assess the liabilities 
and risks associated with particular contracts, as well as determining ways for companies to optimize contracts 
to reduce costs.221 Nowadays Companies such as eBrevia222 and LegalSifter223 are doing just that. 

  
• Brief and Memos Generation: Machine intelligence will be able to create drafts and memos that will then be 
revised and shaped by lawyers. In the future it will create much more accurate briefs and memos, assisted by 
legal research programs which will provide useful data.224 Some have even suggested using AI to draft 
legislative documents.225 

  
• Legal Analytics: Companies such as Lex Machina,226 Lex Predict,227 and Legal Operations Company, LLC228 
already combine data and analysis abilities to predict the outcomes of situations that have not yet occurred. 
There are areas of law such as copyright and fair use, which will be discussed next that are easier to model 
because the data related to this subject revolves around specific, easily predictable.229 Combining the 
exponential improvement of computers and their learning abilities, these models and predictions will evolve to 
support more complex areas of law, and to make prediction of case outcomes.230 

  
  
*70 These changes will not only affect access to hard to obtain legal representation,231 they also affect the workplace of 
lawyers. Those who practice these tasks and do not assimilate these shifts could lose their jobs.232 Additionally, in the future, 
fewer substandard lawyers will be needed. On the other hand, super-star lawyers or bespoke attorneys233 will be more easily 
identifiable (because of the legal analytics which can monitor lawyers success rate) and will use these technologies to their 
use. Even though machines could replace many tasks of a lawyer, they cannot speak in courts in the foreseeable future, so 
litigators will be needed.234 Moreover, there are some areas of law that are subject to a rapid legal change, so even intelligence 
machines won’t be able to learn them that fast, so lawyers will be needed in those specialized areas. Also, lawyers’ human 
judgments may still add value to computer predictions.235 
  
*71 As a result of these changes, predicting case outcomes will be easier and more accurate, cases will be more likely to get 
settled, and fewer trials will be conducted. So it follows that the number of physical courtrooms may also reduce 
dramatically. 
  
*72 Another change will occur in law schools. As a result of the changes mentioned above, fewer jurists will be needed and 
only in certain areas of law. Therefore, law schools should change their aim and focus on the necessities of the new legal 
profession including technical expertise and an ability to interact with and efficiently use the new multidisciplinary AI 
technology.236 
  

VIII. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN FAIR USE-AN EARLY STAGE PROOF OF CONCEPT 

*73 In our quest to explore the social, legal, and ethical implications of AI we partnered with the IBM Watson team which is 
creating a workable software product in the area of the AI and law. Being students with a strong orientation to other 
disciplines such as law, psychology, business, and government-we were naturally drawn to the field of conflict resolution. 
First, in the words of Steve Jobs, we had to create a “stupid-simple” legal analysis scheme.237 In this scheme we aim to 
effectively explain how lawyers and law students approach a case, to the engineering staff at IBM Watson. 
  
*74 We drilled down on the set of questions one asks himself when reading a ruling. As a rule, the more features or details 
one adds to the algorithm, the more data needs to be analyzed in order for Watson to effectively learn how the data was 
initially analyzed. To summarize this point, if we just needed Watson to identify a win or loss, the task would be relatively 
easy. However, we wanted Watson to analyze why someone won or lost, which is orders of magnitude more complex. 
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Model 1 - Case Law Analysis Scheme: 

*75 The logical process of analyzing case law is roughly similar, independent of the law, but requires a process of specific 
sets of stages in order to analyze the case at hand. After learning that process, the system creates a data set in certain legal 
topics, thus gaining the ability to analyze new cases. 
  

Stage 1: Identifying the case type variables 

*76 In this stage the focus is on the details of the case and establishing the specific normative framework. 

• Variable 1: Court type. The algorithm must identify in which court, state, or jurisdiction the case is being 
tried. This is imperative, since the court hierarchy dictates if an earlier ruling is binding for different lower 
courts. For example: United States Supreme Court case law is considered precedent for all lower courts. Any 
ruling that conflicts with binding precedent case law will not hold up on appeal. In addition, there are different 
approaches to the case in each court--district courts find facts and then apply the law, while in most appellate 
courts, previously found facts are applied to their understanding of the law. 

  

• Variable 2: Location & Date. The general rules in legal precedent are that new rulings overturn old rulings at 
that same judicial level and below, and that specific rulings overturn general rulings. This is why it is 
imperative for the machine learning algorithm to appreciate the source of each ruling. 

  

• Variable 3: Parties. The algorithm must identify which of the parties is the plaintiff and which is the 
defendant. This differentiation is imperative to refine which claims have been accepted by the court and which 
have not. In addition, different degrees of proof may be applied to different stakeholders in a case. 

  

• Variable 4: Legislative Standards. This should be categorized by both federal law and state law. The labeling 
of case laws and statuses makes it easier to locate cases with similar issues. In this variable, it must be 
remembered that there is also a hierarchy in legal sources. 

  

• Variable 5: Rulings & Other Case Law. IBM’s algorithms need to identify other case law cited within each 
case as persuasive precedent or unpersuasive precedent. This enables the algorithm to develop a broad network 
structure, enabling it to understand which ties between rulings are relevant and to suggest more cases, which 
can be addressed in a legal matter. 

  

• Variable 6: Secondary Sources. Legal literature such as academic articles, books, and blogs, provide valuable 
academic information, enabling the user of a search engine to find new ideas for forming his claims or to find 
opinions that oppose binding precedents (which will be valuable when dealing with a case that is being tried in 
a court with the same jurisdictional level as the court who ruled the existing precedent). 

  
• Variable 7: The Judiciary. The algorithm should identify the names of the judges and if they ruled with the 
majority or minority. In some instances, it should be determined whether a dissenting opinion could be used in 
another case to provide valuable insights into which claims might be taken under consideration by specific 
judges. As the famous saying goes, “A good lawyer knows the law; a great lawyer knows the judge.”238 
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*77 We have left out some critical factors in this document which might dramatically influence the form in which IBM’s 
algorithms approaches cases. However, it was essential to create a relatively simplified approach for the algorithm to read the 
available case law, in order for it to understand the basic ground rules. Factors related to whether laws are general or specific, 
the times in which they were legislated, history of upholding and overturning a particular ruling, and other factors have been 
left out for the sake of creating an initial proof of concept which can predict or evaluate real legal claims to an extent greater 
than chance. Another important consideration for this effort is the size of the data set-additional factors exponentially 
increase the amount of training data necessary to teach the algorithm how to think like a lawyer. 
  

Stage 2: Selecting the Field of Dispute for the Case Law Data Set 

*78 The second stage required to create the proof of concept was finding a relatively structured area of law with hard and 
fast, consistent, factors, which have not changed much over recent years. A legal area with a very simple and clear list of 
standards would be the optimal tool to assure that no claims have been skipped regarding a respective field of dispute. 
Further, we sought a field of law defined mostly by federal law rather than state law, as that would require us to create a 
different schema for every state. 
  
*79 Lastly, we wanted to challenge ourselves and find an area of law that would be of interest to the general public and that 
could result in a usable product. We eventually chose to pursue the creation of an AI algorithm in the field of fair use in 
publishing, under the Copyright Act. The fair use doctrine incorporates all of the above requirements, and also plays an 
important societal role due to the public’s misunderstanding and content owners’ misuse of the doctrine, which contribute to 
copyright’s continued and expanding burden on free speech.239 
  

Stage 3: Defining the Fair Use Analysis Scheme 

*80 In order to teach Watson how to analyze a fair use case, we have created, based on various resources (text books, articles, 
and the web), a fair use analysis scheme depicting the rationale and analysis performed by lawyers when approaching such 
claims. One particularly helpful site was the Stanford Copyright and Fair Use Center240 and Cornell’s Fair Use Checklist.241 

• Fair Use in Publishing - Analysis Scheme: As part of the first model for our case law analysis scheme, we 
built a data set of fair use in publishing based on verdicts from all of the United States federal circuit courts. 
Although we had initially attempted to limit this to just the Second and Ninth Circuits, these two circuits did not 
provide sufficient case law for the analysis. 

  

• Copyright in a Nutshell: Copyright protection in the United States is legislated under the Copyright Act of 
1976.242 Section 102 of this act elaborates which works of authorship fall under the copyright protection.243 
Section 104 of the act deals with the question of when a work becomes the subject matter of copyright.244 
Section 104(a) rules that unpublished works specified by section 102 and/or section 103 are subject to copyright 
protection under this act, without regard to the nationality or domicile of the author.245 Regarding published 
works, section 104(b) elaborates on when copyright protection will apply regarding the nature of the work and 
the nationality or domicile of the author.246 Section 106 covers the exclusive rights of the author, like the right to 
reproduce copies of the copyrighted work, prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work, 
distribute copies to the public, and more.247 The Copyright Act provides for limitations to these exclusive rights, 
like reproduction by libraries and archives248 and transfers of particular copy after the first sale249 (e.g. selling a 
CD that you bought from a store). The fair use doctrine in U.S. law is based on Section 107.250 The fair use 
doctrine provides a defense for infringement-“Fair use was traditionally defined as ‘a privilege in others than 
the owner of the copyright to use the copyrighted material in a reasonable manner without his consent”’251-- the 
application of the formerly judicial doctrine252 requires the balancing of four statutory factors: 

o (1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for 
nonprofit educational purposes; 
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o (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; 

  

o (3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and 

  
o (4) the effect of the use upon the potential market or value of the copyrighted work.253 

  
  
  
*83 The court decides each factor, ruling in favor or against the fair use. Then, each of the four factors is weighed against the 
total weight of the other factors.254 This is not a trivial process, even for an experienced judge: “the four statutory factors be 
[may not] treated in isolation, one from another. All are to be explored, and the results weighed together, in light of the 
purposes of copyright.”255 As such, it is an optimal exercise for an AI. 
  

Stage 4: Method of the analysis 

*84 In each case law verdict, we examine and analyze each sentence and categorize it within the fair use doctrine analysis 
(i.e. marking which factor each sentence relates to and determining whether it supports the claims of the plaintiff or the 
defendant). Some sentences are deemed irrelevant to either side and are categorized as dicta or as support for the judge’s 
ruling. 
  
*85 Each sentence is then electronically tagged with information such as whether it favored the plaintiff or defendant in each 
factor. After reviewing the checklist with the Watson team, we concluded that in order to teach Watson to understand which 
sentences favor or oppose each factor -Purpose, Nature, Amount, and Effect--without going into the details of each 
sub-factor, there is a need for approximately five hundred analyzed and marked verdicts with tags. This produced 
approximately ten thousand sentences as a learning set for Watson. 
  
*86 Through examining various fair use cases, most of which concentrate in the Second and Ninth circuits (most of the 
relevant IP claims are filed in these courts which encompass New York and California--the centers of literature and film, 
respectively) we note that each case, in the aspect of the fair use doctrine, has roughly twenty to twenty-five sentences 
relating to the subject. Following the examination, we analyzed all relevant cases, marking each relevant sentence in each 
case that discussed fair use doctrine. This marking included determinations for each sentence in the following categories: 

• Data: The minimal amount of words needed to classify the sentence under the Factor label or the Side label, as 
discussed in the following articles. 

  
• Factor: Purpose / Nature / Amount / Effect / Ratio / Dicta.256 

  

• Side: Plaintiff / Defendant / Neutral. 

  
  

For example, Figure 1. 

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE 
*87 We are currently conducting a pattern analysis via the AI algorithms of Watson in order to identify patterns in the 
rational of judges based on the given data. After incorporating this vast data set, Watson can provide, for a hypothetical case, 
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exactly which claims and arguments are best, depending on whether we argue for the plaintiff or the defendant. 
  
*88 This entire project is complex and will take substantial time to complete. Nevertheless, with the planning phase complete 
and complications accounted for, the next step is to implement the technology. 
  

IX. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COURSES OF ACTION 

*89 The fruits of AI research are often attributed to other fields, as new revelations rapidly turn into mundane computer 
science inventions. However, we must remember that there is much more to explore and reveal within the yet unknown 
realms of AI. 
  
*90 In this paper we reviewed what defines AI and how it came about and evolved. We covered recent developments in AI 
relevant to the field of law and how they are leading to changes such as: automated cases analysis, increased efficiency in 
judicial tasks, replacing or minimizing human intervention in solving disputes, etc. 
  
*91 It is gradually becoming more conceivable that AI will change the world of law and the profession of lawyers in the near 
future. We are ready for it in two ways: via the market and technology. First, market failure has resulted in a judicial system 
overload. Second, funding for legal tech start-ups has grown from 7 million USD in 2009 to a whopping 450 million in 
2013.257 Market failures and technological achievements will work together to pave the way for a new version of the legal 
profession. 
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LIT -- Literature Reviews & Analyses 

Pamela Gray’s Artificial Legal Intelligence offers an imaginative, utopian view of the technological implementation of legal 
reasoning. After surveying a number of programs applying artificial intelligence techniques to legal reasoning, Artificial 
Legal Intelligence offers a vision of the law as a holistic entity on the verge of evolving into a codified computer system of 
legal services.1 In this vision, answers to legal questions would be as readily available online as stock quotes, soccer scores, 
and flight schedules. 
  
Artificial Legal Intelligence presents a thought-provoking approach to both computational models of legal reasoning and the 
use of evolutionary thinking about the law. Drawing on a prodigious amount of research, Gray looks beyond the rather 
technical approach common in the field and attempts to place artificial legal intelligence within the broad structure of legal 
history. This Note first summarizes Gray’s vision of a computerized artificial legal intelligence, a vision of developments in 
both technology and legal history. It next discusses how Gray’s concept of the future runs counter to trends in both artificial 
intelligence and legal theory in some important ways. At the same time, Gray’s book, by freeing itself from present 
technological constraints, provides a wider vision than many more technical discussions of artificial intelligence. In 
particular, her view of the evolution of law brings in social and cultural factors often ignored by discussions of legal *242 
reasoning. The last part of this Note considers, more broadly, how evolutionary analysis can provide a fruitful method for 
analyzing legal reasoning. 
  
The broad scope of Artificial Legal Intelligence results in rapid coverage of great amounts of material. As a prelude to the 
book’s ambitious program, the first chapter quickly covers the development of electronic computers, the first endeavors in 
artificial intelligence to use computers to model human reasoning, and subsequent attempts to apply artificial intelligence to 
the law (pp. 12-68). As Gray’s wide-ranging overview shows, a number of creative research projects have applied artificial 
intelligence techniques to the domain of legal reasoning.2 Three fields of artificial intelligence are most relevant to work in 
the legal area: case-based reasoning, expert systems, and neural networks.3 Artificial intelligence programs, such as the legal 
reasoning programs discussed below, can have characteristics of more than one of these fields.4 
  
A number of artificial intelligence systems implement various types of case-based reasoning.5 A case-based reasoning 
program seeks to solve a problem by relying on solutions to previous, similar problems.6 Such an approach has an obvious 
affinity to the use of precedents in legal reasoning. Anne Von der Lieth Gardner’s GP program attempted *243 to use 
previous cases to distinguish easy from hard cases in the area of contract law (pp. 59-61).7 The Norwegian Research Centre 
for Computers and Law developed SARA, an attempt to model the differing weights given to relevant factors in applying 
legal norms (p. 33). Kevin Ashley’s HYPO system used a database of some thirty cases to compare a case to precedent cases, 
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examining whether similarities existed with respect to given factors (pp. 62-64). 
  
The second category of artificial intelligence is the expert system, which seeks to reproduce the way that a human expert 
applies her skills to specific types of problems.8 A notable early project was L.T. McCarty’s TAXMAN program, which 
sought to aid the formulation of arguments in tax cases by developing a formal representation of legal concepts and 
arguments (p. 39).9 Alan Tyree’s FINDER program sought to automate the analysis of deciding whether a found piece of 
property belonged to its finder by asking ten key questions and attempting to determine the result of the case from the 
answers.10 Carole Hafner’s LIRS, an effort toward an intelligent document retrieval system, developed a formal language to 
represent the legal concepts of negotiable instrument law in order to create a database of cases and statutes linked by those 
concepts.11 
  
A third relevant field of artificial intelligence is the work on artificial neural networks.12 Neural networks are intended to 
function in a way analogous to the networks of neurons that comprise the brain.13 In a neural network, the input points are 
connected to output points by a *244 simulated network.14 The network can be “trained” by adjusting the interconnections or 
adding new connections in the network, until a given input produces the desired output. Once the network is properly 
adjusted, it should yield the correct output for future inputs. Because a neural network should learn a rule based on a number 
of cases, and should be flexible enough to adjust to new cases, the application of the concept to legal reasoning has been 
readily noted (p. 67). However, there have been few attempts to implement artificial neural networks that perform legal 
reasoning (perhaps for reasons that will be discussed below). The greatest difficulty is that the “input” of a legal case is much 
broader and harder to define than in other applications, such as pattern recognition with medical images. In addition, a neural 
network yields output in a less predictable manner than a case-based program or expert system. Applied to the legal domain, 
a neural network would give a result without the reasons for it--a “black-box” approach that fits poorly with the need for 
justifications in the legal world. Nevertheless, there have been steps toward using artificial neural networks to determine the 
weight given to factors in a set of legal decisions (pp. 66-67).15 
  
Thus, there have been a number of projects that claim some progress toward automating legal reasoning. This naturally raises 
the question, to what extent do the programs actually model the task at issue, or, alternatively, succeed in producing results 
similar to human decisions? Artificial Legal Intelligence, however, gives little attention to these questions. Nor does the book 
spend much time on the larger philosophical issues that have loomed over the field in recent years: whether it is possible for 
machines to be intelligent, to understand concepts, or to have consciousness.16 The debate on such issues has attracted 
attention from disciplines ranging across philosophy, computer science, neuroscience, and physics.17 Participants have staked 
out a *245 range of positions, from the idea that people are simply machines that can be emulated, to the opposite extreme, 
where human consciousness and intelligence are inherently beyond human technological capacity.18 
  
Artificial Legal Intelligence steers clear of these deep, muddy, embattled waters. Gray also does not linger over questions of 
how well existing programs actually perform legal reasoning. Instead, the book makes the questionable assumption that 
artificial intelligence will be achieved, and turns to a vision of a future, all-encompassing computer system. Gray bases this 
vision on two interrelated views of the law: “holistic legal intelligence” (pp. 75-114) and “cyclic paradigms of legal 
intelligence” (pp. 115-36). These concepts make explicit some major assumptions of more modest approaches to 
computerizing legal reasoning. 
  
The term, “holistic legal intelligence,” has a contemporary ring, but the concept captures several widespread assumptions 
about legal reasoning that have long buttressed the legal profession. In this view, legal reasoning is a unique, autonomous 
form of reasoning. The advocacy and advising of lawyers, like the decision-making processes of judges, rely on specialized 
skills that use concepts and rules of inference that could be represented in symbolic form. Accordingly, Gray presents the 
development of holistic legal intelligence as the progression of a single discipline, in the same way that physics can be 
described as a series of developments within a single domain (pp. 98-114). Indeed, Gray goes on to associate legal 
intelligence with the “science of legal choice” (p. 137). Legal reasoning is seen as simply a process of “moving from one unit 
of legal data to the next to make a selection” (p. 168). This view binds together the idea that law is an autonomous discipline 
with the notion that the law consists of its formal representations, whether in statutes, cases, or other written embodiments, 
and that such representations are linked together by a coherent logic of some sort (p. 75-168). Both assumptions--law’s 
autonomy and law’s formalizability--would pave the way for the law to be captured in a single computer program as Gray 
envisions. 
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The other principal reason Gray offers for the likely computerization of the legal process is a theory about the historical 
development of legal systems, termed “cyclic paradigms of legal intelligence” (p. 115). In this view, each legal system 
evolves through successive life cycles, and each *246 life cycle in turn is comprised of five stages: “ritual, common law, 
theory, casuistry, and codification” (p. 115). Gray accordingly describes the history of the Roman and English legal systems 
as respectively divided into these five stages. In the ritual stage of Roman law, blood feuds between clans were supplanted as 
dispute mechanisms by the decision-making of patrician priests, who performed the tasks of the legal system through 
formalized rituals and invocation of memorized rules (p. 116). The formation of the Roman republic saw a transition to the 
common law stage, where the principles of written civil law and specialization of administrative and judicial officials 
replaced the arbitrary decision-making of priests (pp. 118-19). The stage of theory began when Roman jurists developed 
Roman natural law, influenced by theoretical approaches adopted from Greek philosophy and rhetoric (pp. 121-23). In the 
succeeding stage of casuistry, the spread of Roman law across the empire to peoples unfamiliar with Roman legal theory 
opened the way to judicial proceedings geared more to particularized, fact-based reasoning than application of the 
abstractions of the theory stage (pp. 127-28). The final stage, codification, came with the Theodosian Code and the Justinian 
Code which succeeded earlier, less comprehensive efforts (pp. 132-35). 
  
The Roman legal system, in Gray’s view, was succeeded in evolutionary fashion by the English legal system, likewise 
divided into five stages. The ritual stage, in the ninth to eleventh centuries, saw efficient, if arbitrary, trials by ordeal-- 
determining guilt or innocence by whether the accused would heal after being burned by a hot iron or a cauldron of boiling 
water, or by whether the accused floated when dropped in a stream (p. 117). Less violent was the ritual of oath, where 
success of a claim depended simply on how many “oath-helpers” a party could recruit in support (pp. 116-17). The common 
law stage, running from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries in Gray’s model, replaced trials by ordeal or oath with advocacy in 
verbal form before itinerant royal justices, or in more vigorous form with trial by battle (pp. 119-21). Courts developed and 
sought governance from customary law rather than divine intervention (pp. 121-22). The theory stage coincided with an 
increase of the powers of Parliament during the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries (pp. 123-26). Rather than adhering 
strictly and literally to customary law, courts took a more abstract approach, with two important developments: analogical 
reasoning from precedents permitted broader application of legal principles, and the institution of courts of Chancery 
permitted equitable considerations to override mechanical legal results (pp. 124-26). Gray sees the stage of casuistry in 
English law as extending from the eighteenth century to the present. Systematic reporting of judicial decisions, together with 
the tomes of *247 Blackstone and others, permitted the construction of a comprehensive body of law resting on legal 
principles defined through particular cases (pp. 128-30). 
  
The English legal system, in Gray’s view, now stands on the brink of the codification stage. Gray notes that some areas of 
English law have been reduced to consolidated legislation or to systematically organized judicial precedent (p. 135). Gray 
argues that the sheer volume and complexity of English law means the system will be unworkable without computer 
codification. Fortunately, conscious choice rather than historical forces will determine which route the English system takes: 
“There is now an opportunity to review legal intelligence, and consciously determine any evolutionary leap in the form of 
codification” (p. 135). Such a codification would go well beyond making legal materials accessible online; rather, artificial 
intelligence would provide the equivalent of a lawyer or judge, in computer form (pp. 135-36). Such a development, Gray 
suggests, is necessary not only to preserve the functioning of the English legal system but also to preserve the autonomy of 
the legal system. Extending her analogy from Roman history, Gray warns that unless “designer programs” preserve the 
vitality of the English legal system, political authority will be overrun by forces from the East, as was the case with Rome, 
with the European Union bureaucrats of Brussels playing the role of the Huns and Visigoths (pp. 135-36). 
  
The latter third of Artificial Legal Intelligence is devoted to Gray’s vision of an artificial intelligence program that would 
function to automate the “collective legal intelligence” (pp. 197-314). Such a system, Gray suggests, could be SURMET 
(SURvival METasystem), a “legal information system containing both the knowledge and processes of human intelligence” 
(p. 204). SURMET would have subsystems for evolutionary ethics and principles, for knowledge, and for the law itself (p. 
203). Evolutionary principles and ethics would be included to foster the survival of humans and culture, on the theory that the 
law is “a method by which people survive” (p. 209). Such a system, a “Leviathan computer codification of English legal 
expertise,” could provide enormous social benefits. All people, not just clients able to retain lawyers, would have ready 
access to legal expertise at all times. Making the legal system thus universally accessible, Gray suggests, would strengthen 
the social contract among people by spreading the benefits of the law (p. 313). There would be a “new, rationalised social 
cohesion through the legal system” (p. 10). The social security afforded by such universal legal aid would in turn foster other 
advances in human *248 endeavor (p. 134).19 Such benefits would not be restricted to the English legal system. On the theory 
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that the underlying forms of legal intelligence in various jurisdictions are similar, a single form of intelligent program could 
process the laws of various countries (p. 2). 
  
Gray wisely makes little effort to describe how such programs would be built from existing technologies or their foreseeable 
successors. Indeed, the feasibility of such an enterprise receives little discussion in the book. One of the few discussions of 
actual implementation comes in her characterization of legal intelligence as “four dimensional” (p. 223). The four dimensions 
are, first, the concepts of law; second and third, the arrangements of such legal concepts to suit the plaintiff and defendant 
respectively; and fourth, the resulting legal outcome or strategy (pp. 222-23). So characterized, Gray argues the law is made 
more readily amenable to computerization. Even if that novel and ambitious claim holds (and the book offers little specific 
guidance on how particular cases would actually fit into such a paradigm), it would be only one step toward bridging the vast 
gulf between present computer legal systems and what Gray envisions. 
  
Gray’s vision is so futuristic as to defy specific argument. The capabilities of computers in the distant future is pure 
speculation at this time. Indeed, Gray’s picture of a fully computerized legal process runs counter to trends in the study of 
both artificial intelligence and legal reasoning. With respect to artificial intelligence, Gray speaks as though the first projects 
in artificial legal intelligence have shown the way toward computer implementation of legal reasoning. But, as with artificial 
intelligence research generally, the picture is more complex. As many researchers have noted in recent years, the prospects 
that artificial intelligence programs will replicate human cognition have paradoxically diminished with research.20 The more 
work that is done in the area, the more difficult the problem seems to be. Several decades ago, when electronic computers 
were new and rapidly assuming tasks that had previously taken great amounts of human work, many confident predictions 
were made that the time of true machine intelligence was not far off.21 Indeed, in succeeding years, computer programs were 
created *249 that could accomplish difficult tasks--proving mathematical theorems, making calculations, even suggesting 
diagnosis of illness based on symptoms.22 
  
What has gradually proved to be the most resistant to computerization, however, are the things that people do easily: natural 
language communication, common sense reasoning, interpreting facts in context, and devising explanations. The general 
trend in artificial intelligence is mirrored in the legal arena. Ambitious early statements have been replaced by more limited 
projects. However, the relatively limited success in implementing legal reasoning in artificial intelligence does not mean that 
efforts in the field have not been fruitful. Such projects constitute some of the most interesting work on legal reasoning. In 
trying to fit legal reasoning to the rigid constraints of computer programming, researchers have achieved a number of detailed 
and disciplined descriptions of how lawyers approach legal problems. 
  
To give a sense of the state of the art of artificial legal intelligence, I will briefly describe the HYPO program discussed by 
Kevin Ashley in his book, Modeling Legal Argument.23 HYPO seeks to evaluate disputes about trade secrets law using some 
thirty cases.24 HYPO does not actually use the judicial opinions in the cases. Rather, a person reads each case and decides, for 
each of a list of factors relevant to trade secret cases, whether the factor, such as whether plaintiff and defendant make 
competing products, whether defendant was formerly an employee of plaintiff, whether defendant paid an employee with 
knowledge of plaintiff’s product to leave plaintiff, or whether plaintiff disclosed the alleged trade secret to any one, is present 
in the case. Accordingly, if there were sixteen factors,25 the actual data input for a case might be: 0010 0110 1110 1001. To 
use the program to select relevant precedents for a fact setting, the person similarly determines if each factor is present in the 
set of facts to be tested.26 In other words, a person would run through the set of facts using the list of factors, and input 
something like 1100 1010 1011 1111. HYPO then compares the input to the thirty cases in the data base and returns the cases 
it selects as closest to the fact setting, indicating whether defendant or plaintiff was successful in each *250 case.27 To 
determine which cases are most relevant, the program checks for the presence of certain factors in both the input pattern and 
the case in the database.28 To determine which cases are most helpful to defendant or plaintiff’s position, HYPO looks for 
similar clusters of factors in cases in the database that were decided for each party.29 
  
Ashley makes no claim that HYPO automates the analysis of trade secrets cases. In such a mechanical framework, most of 
the reasoning is still done by the human involved, in deciding whether each factor appears in each case. Rather, the project 
has considerable value because it shows what remains to be done before fully automated legal reasoning can even be 
considered. HYPO omits all consideration of the policies behind trade secret law and ignores the ambiguity and vagueness 
inherent in the application of legal concepts to factual settings. The HYPO approach also assumes that a complete list of 
factors can be constructed. Of practical necessity, potentially determinative factors, such as whether the information was 
already public, whether defendant reverse-engineered the product, or whether a release had been signed, are not even 
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considered.30 No matter how long a list of factors one devises, a good lawyer can always think of one more. Likewise, 
analysis of an actual case could hardly be restricted to a given set of precedents in trade secret law, nor could a lawyer ignore 
the possibility of a cause of action under some other theory, such as tort or patent law. 
  
Even after restricting the analysis to the given cases, the mathematical tracking of the factors hardly conforms, as Ashley 
notes, to how they would influence a court. For example, Ashley includes an extended discussion of why factors relevant to a 
case could not be simply assigned numerical weights or even a particular hierarchy.31 Rather, the role that a factor plays in 
case analysis is “highly contextual and depends on individual problem situations.”32 Ashley discusses other considerations 
that make case law reasoning difficult to fit into artificial intelligence paradigms: cases are not consistently “positive or 
negative exemplars of concepts,”33 applying simple legal terms often requires reaching more complex legal conclusions,34 
vague legal rules resist *251 attempts to make them precise,35 and the relationship between legal principles and analogical 
reasoning has yet to be described in a satisfactory way.36 
  
Indeed, Gray is perhaps a little too generous in referring to existing programs as models of legal analysis, where they actually 
perform much more mechanical tasks. Despite the occasional exaggerated description of a system’s capabilities or what it 
represents for future developments, none of the developers claims that his program can accomplish the most basic task of a 
lawyer: to read and understand a case or a statute. Indeed, in legal artificial intelligence, as in artificial intelligence generally, 
the last few decades have shown that the cognitive tasks that are easy for humans prove most difficult for computers.37 
Common sense interpretation of ordinary verbal communications are well beyond the capabilities of any computerized 
system to date38 (although of course computers can do many things well beyond human mental capability, such as 
“remember” verbatim any number of judicial opinions, even if they cannot understand them). 
  
The obstacles that have prevented automation of the verbal and reasoning skills that humans take for granted include a need 
for contextual knowledge,39 an inability to deal with language’s ambiguity and uncertainty,40 and an inability to plan for all 
contingencies.41 All of *252 these apply to the area of legal reasoning, for the law is a very generalized activity, dependent on 
verbal communication and full of ambiguity, contradiction, and amorphous reasoning. Reasoning by analogy, the type of 
reasoning most often seen as characteristic of legal reasoning, is likewise extremely resistant to effective computerization. 
Indeed, there is still no generally accepted description of legal reasoning.42 
  
The rather mechanical nature of existing artificial intelligence programs generally is reflected in the programs built to model 
legal reasoning tasks. The most interesting thing about these projects is not what they do but rather what they do not do. The 
greatest value in attempts to automate legal reasoning may lie in showing just how difficult the project really is.43 Thus, the 
author of the HYPO program, in attempting to automate the analogical reasoning process, identified which aspects of 
analogical reasoning could be readily modeled and which aspects require a deeper theory than presently available.44 Likewise, 
the process of designing the Legal Information Retrieval System led to “several insights about semantics and modeling,” as 
well as showing the need for broader databases, increased semantic power, and a natural language interface.45 
  
Moreover, a comparison of those computer projects with existing legal practice undercuts Gray’s suggestion that artificial 
legal intelligence appeared with the computer and is on the verge of taking over the law. Rather, most forms of computerized 
artificial intelligence have long-established counterparts in the more mundane world that one might call paper legal 
intelligence. Indeed, these counterparts, with the advantage of much more time and resources spent in development, still far 
outdistance the computer projects in scope and achievement. For example, computerized case-based reasoning systems echo 
the well-known West Key Number system, which organizes the law into subject *253 matter areas, then divides each area 
into dozens of categories and subcategories. The Key Number system, of course, is a blunt instrument, but certainly no less 
accurate than any of the computer systems and far greater in scope. Likewise, expert systems are nothing new to the lawyer, 
who has always relied on a simple but effective expert system: the legal form. A well-designed legal form--be it for a real 
estate closing, a motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction, or a software contract--does what an expert system does: 
it attempts to reproduce the steps that a human expert would follow in addressing a problem. But like computerized expert 
systems, forms are also subject to mistakes if misused. Using the wrong form for a jurisdiction can easily lead to dire 
consequences. 
  
Richard Susskind’s thoughtful writings on legal expert systems reflect the shift in artificial intelligence from early optimism 
to measured skepticism, even as attempts to create artificial intelligence have greatly increased knowledge of human 
reasoning. In his 1987 work, Expert Systems in Law,46 Susskind surveyed work in the field and suggested that, although none 
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of the existing systems came close to duplicating the work of human experts, a deeper approach, incorporating jurisprudential 
theory, could yield legal expert systems that would rival or surpass lawyers in many core tasks. By 1996, Susskind 
recognized in The Future of Law that although certain well-defined tasks could be automated, a more useful approach would 
be to look to how information technology could be incorporated into the practice of law, rather than replace it.47 Thus, rather 
than automating the reasoning of a lawyer, information technology at present is better suited to augmenting the lawyer’s 
ability to retrieve and organize information and to communicate with others.48 
  
Accordingly, artificial intelligence projects in law, as in other fields, have become more modest in their aspirations. Rather 
than seeking to emulate the entire process of legal reasoning, developers devise programs that perform specific, well-defined 
tasks. Case-based reasoning projects seek to provide retrieval of relevant documents. Expert system projects take the users 
through the preliminary steps of common types of cases. More ambitious projects like neural networks are few in number, 
very likely because researchers have not identified many promising possibilities. This general trend runs counter to Gray’s 
view that a huge program could automate all aspects of legal reasoning, *254 indeed the entire legal process. Such a program 
may or may not prove feasible in the distant future, but is too remote from the present state and direction of the art. 
  
As noted above, however, Artificial Legal Intelligence looks beyond issues of technological feasibility. The book’s proposal 
that artificial intelligence will be the next step in law ultimately rests not on technological grounds but rather on a historical 
theory. English law is on the verge of the stage of codification, the argument runs, and the complexity and volume of law 
require that such codification take the form of computer systems that can perform the tasks of lawyers and judges. Just as the 
Roman legal system was inevitably codified, so must the English legal system inevitably become computerized in its final 
stage.49 
  
Gray offers a very useful framework for thinking about the history of a legal system, but her position lacks a deterministic 
force. She offers no reason why a legal system would not follow a different path. A system could react to the overflowing of 
casuistry by retreating to theory rather than progressing to codification. Indeed, a broader look at legal history raises similar 
questions. The English legal system (rather than the continental systems, which certainly use more explicit Roman concepts 
in both legal education and the legal system50 ) seems a counterintuitive choice as the successor to the Roman legal system. 
On a broader level, why should succeeding systems pass through all the stages from the starting point instead of building on 
one another? If the English system is indeed the successor to the Roman, why would it start again at the stage of ritual, which 
seems more like a reversion than an evolution? 
  
Another possible objection to using the theory to predict the computerization of the legal process is that the need for a 
development does not necessarily make the development itself feasible. Even if one assumes that a stage of codification is 
now imminent, Gray offers little support for the argument that the law has become so voluminous and complicated that only 
computerization can maintain the viability of the system. Such a claim requires some way of measuring the complexity of 
such a system and a way of showing where it would exceed the limits *255 of present methods. More important, however, is 
the non sequitur between the argument that the legal system will overload unless it is computerized, and the claim that such 
computerization is therefore feasible. Just because people need to do something does not imply that it can be done. 
  
Gray’s vision of a computerized legal system thus depends on the success of the strongest claims both for legal reasoning and 
for artificial intelligence, coming at a time when proving such claims seems increasingly difficult. The book has the fault of 
being too generous. Artificial Legal Intelligence views “legal intelligence” as the accumulated legal knowledge and expertise 
of centuries, viewed as an upward progression toward ever more exact application of legal principles (p. 75).51 Accordingly, 
the book takes an uncritical stance toward the numerous, and sometimes contradictory, claims about legal reasoning. Gray 
suggests incorporating as many views of legal reasoning as possible into the future computerized legal Leviathan. Legal 
reasoning has been characterized in many ways, and Gray’s model seeks to include all of them. According to this view, 
“theoretical choice,” “dialectic choice,” “relative choice,” “list choice,” “spectrum choice,” “paradoxical circular choice,” 
“inductive choice,” “deductive choice,” “hierarchical choice,” “granular choice,” “temporal choice,” “procedural choice,” 
“combinatorial choice,” and “boundary choice,” all have a place in the program (pp. 140-50). In this approach, Gray simply 
reflects a difficulty that legal artificial intelligence has long faced. In order to attempt to model legal reasoning, one needs to 
start with a description of what legal reasoning is. Yet, there are many theories of legal reasoning, none with any greater 
claim to validity than the rest. But before envisioning a world run according to such theories, one should first consider the 
substantial grounds for skepticism about the claims made for legal reasoning. In other words, all the competing theories about 
legal reasoning cannot simultaneously be correct, so there would be no need for such a program to incorporate them all. 
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Indeed, a program that incorporated all theories of the law would presumably yield some very strange results. 
  
A recent book that incisively criticizes some of the grander claims made for legal reasoning, and in so doing illustrates the 
risks of taking such theories as given, is Paul Campos’s Jurismania.52 Campos suggests *256 that it is useful to think of the 
present American legal system as showing signs similar to symptoms of mental illness: obsessively perfectionist and 
abnormally attentive to minor details.53 The root cause, Campos suggests, is that the legal system regularly attempts to do the 
impossible. Cases are frequently disputes within a “social and legal equilibrium zone,” meaning that neither legal rules nor 
social norms dictate the outcome.54 Legal rules and social policies are so numerous, contradictory, and vague that it is 
impossible to determine a single outcome. Rather than recognizing reality, however, the American legal system permits the 
parties and a succession of courts to sink as many resources as possible into trying to do the impossible and uncover the 
“right” result. Thus, a faith in rationality drives the system to irrational efforts. One need not accept every part of this view to 
see its potential implications for a fully computerized legal system. Such a program might take a single case and happily hum 
along forever, perhaps pausing periodically to issue interlocutory rulings. Even if legal reasoning is not as quixotic as 
Campos suggests, one clearly would not want simply to transfer all theories of legal reasoning without reservation into a 
program that would then govern human disputes. 
  
The proliferation of theories of legal reasoning is not the only fundamental obstacle to a program automating legal reasoning. 
The very idea that legal reasoning exists as a distinct form of reasoning is also increasingly less accepted. Rather, trends in 
legal theory run more toward showing how legal reasoning borrows freely from other types of reasoning. Scholars and 
lawyers once generally assumed that legal reasoning was a specialized type of thinking that could be practiced exclusively 
with the traditional tools of the lawyer: cases, statutes, and analogical reasoning.55 Recent attempts to analyze legal reasoning, 
however, borrow widely from other fields in order to describe how lawyers reason. In addition, law has become widely 
multi-disciplinary in nature. Economics, critical theory, political science, and other disciplines are increasingly integrated into 
legal theory and the law itself. These developments make construction of a program to automate legal reasoning even more 
elusive, for they would require such a program to incorporate ever wider fields of human endeavor. 
  
With an eye toward considering the role of artificial intelligence in studying legal reasoning, the remainder of this Note turns 
to a different *257 approach to the study of legal reasoning, one that nevertheless shares two of Gray’s central concerns. 
Gray’s vision of legal reasoning is both computational and evolutionary. But digital computer science is not the only 
approach to computational thinking, and a cyclic paradigm of legal history is not the only way to think of the law in 
evolutionary terms. Another way of thinking about the law and legal reasoning is the model of evolution by natural selection, 
both evolutionary psychology and the evolution of the law itself.56 Here, I will briefly survey how thinking about legal 
reasoning in evolutionary terms provides several useful insights. 
  
Evolutionary psychology attempts to analyze mental processes by considering how the forces of natural selection shape our 
cognitive abilities.57 It is thus computational in a different sense from computer science.58 While artificial intelligence 
compares thinking to algorithmic processes, evolutionary psychology seeks to explain psychological faculties by their 
adaptive value.59 This approach to thinking proceeds on the useful assumption that “[t]he mind is a system of organs of 
computation, designed by natural selection to solve the kinds of problems our ancestors faced in their foraging way of life, in 
particular, understanding and outmaneuvering objects, animals, plants and other people.”60 Evolutionary psychology 
(although it has its own intellectual hazards) offers a useful model for thinking about legal reasoning that does not rely on 
legal scholars’ models. 
  
The work in evolutionary psychology that bears most directly on the law is the study of what has been called the “moral 
sense.”61 Moral issues evoke not just intellectual interest but visceral reaction. People have a very strong sense of what they 
consider to be right and wrong, and much of the legal system is devoted to rationalizing those sentiments. Evolutionary 
psychology offers a number of interesting, though highly speculative, explanations. These observations are less a guide to the 
logic of legal reasoning than a way to uncover possible *258 biases in reasoning that purports to be following legal 
principles. Analysis shows that moral feelings, although honestly expressed, may often be self-serving, even self-deceptive.62 
In short, evolutionary pressures would favor a “moral instinct” that serves the individual, rather than society at large. This 
calls into question the many aspects of the legal process that rely on unbiased or neutral actions of judges, jurors, and 
witnesses. In particular, it counsels some skepticism about the ability of judges to engage in pure legal reasoning unmindful 
of the collateral effects. 
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Another area of study in evolutionary psychology with great relevance to legal reasoning is the apparent human faculty for 
devising explanations. Just as people have an innate ability to learn languages, so too people appear to have an innate ability 
to devise explanations for their experiences.63 The evolutionary argument for such a faculty is straightforward. There would 
have been considerable adaptive value for primates able to come up with fruitful hypotheses about their environment and 
about the other primates that competed with them for resources. Over time, then, forces of natural selection would favor those 
who inherited such a capacity. Empirical research, as well as common experience, seems to support the existence of such a 
faculty.64 As with other ideas in evolutionary psychology, the idea of such an innate ability is hardly novel. In the nineteenth 
century, Charles Sanders Pierce, whose pragmatic philosophy has deeply influenced recent legal scholarship, proposed that 
the human mind must in part be configured to make sense of the world.65 Such an important cognitive ability must surely play 
a role in legal reasoning. Many analyses of legal reasoning do contain references to how legal rules can act as hypotheses, to 
explain disparate cases or give the reason behind certain rules.66 
  
Evolutionary thinking allows us to compare the development of an explanatory faculty as a survival mechanism, and the use 
of such a faculty in legal reasoning. If it is a product of evolution, then early humans used it to do things like categorize 
animals and plants, predict *259 their properties, and make use of them.67 In such an environment, false hypotheses might be 
readily recognized, rejected, and abandoned. In the context of legal reasoning, however, a legal explanation is less likely to 
be subject to testing. Accordingly, we should learn to exercise a certain skepticism about theories and other conclusions that 
we make. 
  
Combining the two areas above leads to some cautionary thinking about legal reasoning. Moral reasoning may sometimes be 
self-serving. Explanatory reasoning, in legal domains, may provide useful hypotheses that are not subject to testing against 
facts. Accordingly, we might suppose that there is a particular risk of legal reasoning developing explanations that are 
appealing, but are actually self-serving. 
  
One might also note that although there is widespread agreement that people are good at formulating hypotheses to explain 
their experiences, there is little knowledge of just how we do it. Until that mental process is understood (and there are no 
indications that this will happen soon) it seems unlikely that anyone will be able to write computer programs to do the same 
thing. For this reason, areas of reasoning, such as legal reasoning, that rely on explanatory inferences, are likely to remain 
difficult to model with computers. 
  
Evolutionary psychology might also supply food for thought not just about legal reasoning, but about the reasoning of those 
affected by the law. Legal theory makes a number of assumptions about how the law affects the decisions of individuals. 
Evolutionary psychology might help question those assumptions. A timely example is the role of status in affecting behavior, 
and how that could affect the law and economics approach to legal theory. Economic analysis of law centers on how law 
affects the incentives for people to make decisions. Economics traditionally assumes that people take actions that they see as 
being in their best interest, characterized in rather materialistic terms. Evolutionary psychology asserts, however, that people 
are motivated not just by materialistic desires but also by concerns of status. Accordingly, economic analysis of law should 
pay more attention to the effect of status considerations.68 
  
Beyond evolutionary psychology, one can apply evolutionary thinking to the development of the law itself, as some recent 
scholarship illustrates. Legal rules and institutions develop over time, and may be influenced by forces analogous to natural 
selection. Rules “compete” in the sense that individuals and groups choose which rules to adopt. Thus, *260 recent 
scholarship has analyzed the forces that might influence how norms originate69 and spread among populations.70 Similarly, 
some have analyzed how early society could select from competing legal structures.71 
  
Another way that evolutionary thinking could be used in analyzing legal reasoning is to ask how the law has adapted to 
human capabilities. Terrence Deacon, building on the work of Noam Chomsky, has argued that the development of language 
must have been influenced in part by human cognitive capabilities.72 The law can hardly be equated with language, which 
plays a central role in human interaction and cognition. But the law, or some system of rules, has likely accompanied culture 
throughout recent stages of evolution. Accordingly, it might be fruitful to consider how the law has adapted to human 
cognitive capabilities. For example, the most basic form of legal argument is argument from cases.73 With or without legal 
training, people seem to take naturally to the use of precedent as argument. Even children quickly show the ability to rely on 
previous “cases” to support their arguments.74 It would be interesting to see if such skills could be linked to evolutionary 
developments, and likewise to see if other forms of argument are less adaptable to human cognitive abilities. 
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Evolutionary thinking offers a lot to the study of legal reasoning, but it also contains many intellectual hazards. In particular, 
one risks justifying existing rules or institutions on the basis that some selection process must have culled them as superior. 
Though evolutionary analysis can help to generate useful hypotheses about law and legal reasoning, such hypotheses should 
be measured carefully against empirical facts. 
  

*261 CONCLUSION 

Artificial Legal Intelligence has a powerful vision of the benefits of a perfectly informed, unbiased, and capable legal system. 
But such an optimistic view of the evolution of law undercuts a greater contribution of artificial intelligence techniques to the 
study of legal reasoning--the identification of a need for close and skeptical examination of the legal reasoning process.75 
Artificial Legal Intelligence proceeds on the assumption that law will steadily evolve toward the ideal system portrayed. But 
evolutionary forces simply cause adaptations, which can be for better or for worse. Accordingly, a broader evolutionary 
model should look not just to the potential of law, but to its limitations. 
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SMOKE AND MIRRORS OR SCIENCE? TEACHING LAW WITH COMPUTERS—A REPLY TO CASS SUNSTEIN 
ON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND LEGAL SCIENCE 

*1 The application of computer science in the law has largely, and productively, centered on educational programs1 and 
programs generating and managing databases and data management. Some limited work, however, has been done in the use 
of artificial intelligence (“AI”) to present models2 of legal decision-making.3 The majority of the work involving AI in the 
law, as the majority of work in AI generally, has focused on developing expert systems.4 An expert system attempts to solve 
one problem, or one class of problems well and should be distinguished from general systems, which seek to solve any 
problem. While databases and didactic applications involve the most productive work being done, AI presents more complex 
and more interesting problems having the potential to further increase productivity. Therefore, while AI may still be in its 
infancy (as was all of computer science until twenty years ago), its intellectual vistas are potentially limitless. 
  
*2 It was thus with mixed reactions that I read a recent article by Cass Sunstein, arguing that AI in law is of very limited 
utility and, at present, can only solve very limited classes of legal problems. Sunstein likens computer AI in law at present to 
a glorified LEXIS.5 This is not the case because AI does more than automatically sort data. Sunstein argues that computers 
cannot reason analogically because a computer cannot make an evaluative6 (moral) choice7 and thus cannot infer new rules of 
production from old rules of production. Sunstein argues that because computers cannot reason analogically, they cannot 
develop AI,8 at least not yet.9 As we shall see, this position is simply untenable.10 
  
*3 There is some cause to focus, as Sunstein appears to,11 on expert systems rather than general systems: the problems facing 
the elaboration of an expert system are much more manageable than those facing the development of a general system. 
However, AI programs are not simply split between expert systems and general systems but also between “static” systems 
with fixed (pre-programmed) rules of production and “dynamic” systems which develop their own rules of production based 
upon experience.12 
  
*4 Static AI programs, such as the one I present here, use invariable pre-programmed rules of production. They do not learn 
because their rules of production are “fixed.” For example, 

though chess programs are the most often-cited example of successful AI, they are, in fact, an example of 
“static” AI (albeit highly-developed). This is because most chess programs do not adapt their algorithms to take 
advantage of the weaknesses of their opponent, but rather use a pre-programmed algorithm. 

On the other hand, “dynamic” computer programs generate their own rules of production and are consequently ‘trainable.”13 
Programs which “learn” by dynamically developing rules of production do exist14 and truly “learn.” Such programs must 
derive principles (for example, the shape of a letter) from cases (a given set of experiences that are either provided by the user 
or are pre-programmed)—which is the very type of reasoning that Sunstein argues a computer cannot do.15 
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*5 The most well-known work in AI that actively “learns” is in the field of neural networks.16 Neural networks are best 
known for being used to recognize characters. This field of AI is well-developed and, therefore, no longer in its infancy. 
Programs such as Apple’s Inkwell do indeed “learn” to recognize characters and words depending on input and correction by 
the user.17 
  
*6 Rather than focusing on the split between “active” programs, which “learn,” and “static” programs, which do not, Sunstein 
focuses on a split between analogical reasoning (inductive logic) and deductive reasoning. Deductive reasoning is necessarily 
true but develops no new propositions. Inductive reasoning is not necessarily true but develops new propositions. Sunstein 
argues that computer programs, or at least computer programs in law, cannot learn to properly apply analogical reasoning18 
because he argues that they cannot derive principles from cases-which, as this article will show, is false.19 Algorithms for 
deriving new principles from existing cases do exist20 and usually invoke iterative and/or pseudo-random functions or 
abduction to do so. As Aikenhead notes, “[n]umerous systems have been constructed that simulate aspects of legal 
analogizing”21 including SHYSTER, a case-based legal expert system.22 Aikenhead’s arguments are much more refined and 
computationally accurate23 than Sunstein’s. 
  
*7 Programmatic representations of inductive inference, like most computational problems, are, in fact, trivial24 (in the 
computational sense of the word). For example, presume that we have three known cases, each having three attributes with 
the following values: 
  
CASE 
 

 VALUES 
 

 
I 
 

 1,2,3 
 

II 
 

 A,B,C 
 

III 
 

 A,2,3 
 

 
Given a Case IV, with values 1, 2, C, analogical reasoning would compare the values and determine that Case IV is most 
similar to Case I and apply the same rule in Case IV. 
  
  
*8 Inductive amplification does not merely apply existing rules by analogy to a new case. Rather, it derives a new rule from 
existing cases. It is this type of reasoning which Sunstein argues a computer is incapable of doing. Using the same example, 
the derivation of a new rule would be that any new case will be decided according to the rule used in the case with the 
greatest number of similar elements. Such a rule could be initially programmed into the computer as a “static” rule of 
production, or could be “learned” through trial and error as a dynamic rule of production. 
  
*9 Let us consider the example of a node in a neural network with three inputs that is suddenly given a new fourth input. The 
new input must be tested and controlled to determine whether the new input is to favor or disfavor a certain outcome and to 
determine what weight should be applied to the new input. That control can either be pre-programmed or, more efficiently, be 
supplied by the user. Statically, the program would be given at least two rules of production. Say that new factors shall have, 
for example, 1/n weight (where n equals the total number of factors to be considered) and that factor n (the new factor) 
should favor the party with no burden of proof unless instructed otherwise. To these rules of production could be added a 
third human “oversight” function: by running, for example, three trials where the human oversees the outcome, verifying or 
denying the computer response, and programmatically applies the rule of production that the human taught the computer, the 
computer would be able to correctly apply the new rule of production and apply it simulating analogical reasoning. Such a 
control function could be pre-programmed, however, by iterating25 through all combinations, first favoring, then disfavoring, 
the outcome and using different weights and comparing the result to existing cases. 
  
*10 If Sunstein’s position is, so far as programming computers goes, untenable, what about its validity in law? There are 
valid grounds for questioning Sunstein’s assumptions about law. Legal scholars should recognize that, although the common 
law relies heavily on analogical reasoning, the civil law relies equally heavily on deductive reasoning.26 Sunstein would have 
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us ignore this.27 Since Sunstein does not appear to question the ability of a program to represent deductive reasoning, it seems 
his claim that it is impossible, at present, for a program to represent the law is ill-considered. 
  
*11 Sunstein hedges his position. First, he argues that his position that an analogical inference engine is impossible cannot, in 
fact, be verified,28 which takes his opinion out of the realm of science. Second, Sunstein argues that “things might change.”29 
These hedges appear to be contradictory. Sunstein has said that his claim cannot be verified or falsified, yet implies that new 
technology may one day permit machines to model analogical reasoning.30 Even if we could grant both these (contradictory) 
hedges, Sunstein’s argument goes too far and can be demonstrated to be erroneous using a trivial example of analogical 
reasoning. 
  
*12 Let us presume that two Cases with three elements each will be similarly decided if two of the elements are the same 
(that is, if the two cases are analogically similar). Programmatically, analogical reasoning could be represented thus: 

//Assign values to our known case 

  

Case1.Argument1 = 1; 

  

Case1.Argument2 = 1; 

  

Case1.Argument3 = 1; 

  

Case1.Outcome = “Not Guilty”; 

  

//Initialize our unknown case 

  

Case2.Outcome = “Unknown”; 

  

//Trivial example of analogical reasoning 

  

if (case2.Argument1 = case1.Argument1) 

  

{  

if (Case2.Argument2== case1.Argument2) 

  

{  
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Case2.Outcome == Case1.Outcome; 

  

}  

  

if (Case2.Argument3== case1.Argument3) 

  

{  

  

Case2.Outcome ==Case1.Outcome; 

  

}  

  
  

}  

  

if (Case2.Argument2 == Case1.Argument2) 

  

{  

if (Case2.Argument3== Case1.Argument3) 

  

{  

  

Case2.Outcome == Case1.Outcome; 

  

}  

  
  

}  

Alternatively, this could be represented using weighted balances rather than binary values, for example, presuming the 
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plaintiff has the burden of proof: 
If (plaintiff.arguments[weight] >defendant.arguments[weight]) 
  
  
  

{  

  

decisionForPlaintiff(); 

  

}  

  
  
*13 These reasons give us cause to question Sunstein, both as programmer and legal theorist. Sunstein would have done 
better to argue that computation of law is impossible because building and training a neural network to operate as a general 
system is too complex. Such an argument might hold water. Complexity in programming a general system of AI can be found 
in the fact that creation of a general system would first require a natural language parser. However, such parsers have existed 
for at least twenty years, and are constantly improving. Presuming that an adequate parser could be found or built, the next 
difficulty would be developing self-learning neural networks. This is difficult, but certainly not impossible. Such a neural 
network should include a human “control” to test and correct the engine’s inferences, as that would generate a better engine 
more quickly than one based purely on pre-programmed rules of production. The next difficulty would be to generate a 
sufficiently large field of cases to teach the engine. Again, this is not an insurmountable task. Though this task would, like 
adapting a natural language parser, be time-consuming. A final difficulty might be the computational speed or memory 
required. This is the least of the problems, as enormous expert systems are well within the computational power of 
contemporary desktop computers. Although general systems in AI are the exception, they are not computationally impossible 
and would not require some new break through in microprocessor architecture or memory31 as Sunstein argues. 
  
*14 This contentious introduction is intended to set the stage for my very unambitious static inference engine. I have written 
a program to assist in the teaching (and perhaps practice) of tort law. This program (unlike my next) is well within the hedges 
that Sunstein places on his bets. It does not use a neural network, and does not “learn” a new system of rules (but it could 
have by relying on either a neural-node model or using a tree model with either head or tail recursion). Instead, the program 
provided is “static.” I have given a set of rules of production (which represent the basics of tort law) and then the program 
asks the user a series of questions to determine whether a tort has taken place and giving reasons for its decision. The 
program essentially uses a series of “binary“ tests as rules of production. 
  
*15 Another approach to static AI modeling of law (which I used in a program to determine the tax residence of a person 
according to the French-U.S. tax treaty32) uses a weighted “balancing” approach. One advantage to the binary method is that 
when the law can be represented as “either/or,” it is highly methodologically defensable as a model of law. In contrast, the 
law only rarely quantifies the weight given to its nodes when balancing competing interests. If there were any computational 
problems in generating AI models of law, it is, in my opinion, here: the quantification of factors that may be quantifiable but 
generally are not quantified by courts. Even this difficulty is not insurmountable. The law sometimes uses quantifiable 
economic data to calculate the weight of factors in legal balancing tests. So, using a ” balancing” test is computationally and 
legally defensible. 
  
*16 The program is basically self-explanatory and includes a brief essay on tort law, which, along with the source code, is 
reproduced below. The program was written in xTalk, a derivative of Pascal, using the MetaCard engine. I chose xTalk rather 
than C or a C- derived language because it is “pseudo” English and because the auto-formatting of the metaTalk editor makes 
the source code readable even for non-programmers. Given the current computational speed and power of CPUs, I see no real 
advantage to developing AI using a lower-level language such as C or assembler. However, the fact that there are plenty of C 
AI libraries explains why programmers may wish to port them to Pascal or xTalk, so that non-programmers can correctly 
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assess the utility of AI in representing the law for purposes of teaching, research, and even legal practice. A great deal of 
useful work can be done using computers to model law either in education or data management or in legal practice including, 
eventually, general AI systems. Whether the position that Professor Sunstein takes is defensible will be revealed in time. 
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*148 [W]hat is interesting here is that the program does have the potential to arrive at very strange answers_._._._1 
  
Even the most intelligent among machines are just what they are--except, perhaps, when accidents or failures 
occur_._._._._Could it be that artificial intelligence, by manifesting this viral pathology, is engaging in self-parody-- and thus 
acceding to some sort of genuine intelligence?2 
  

I. Introduction 

Developments in that branch of computer science known as “artificial intelligence” (AI) have passed beyond the boundaries 
of the laboratory; early samples are now in widespread commercial circulation.3 At the same time, important new directions 
in AI research imply that the last decade or so of disappointing results will give way to truly creative, arguably intelligent, 
programs.4 
  
Taken together, these two developments strongly suggest that in the next decade AI will be able to supply genuinely useful 
decision-making programs which operate in the real world and make decisions unforeseen by humans. This article forecasts 
the behavior of these intelligent programs and argues that they will inevitably cause damage or injury. The article goes on to 
suggest that, in the context of litigation stemming from such damage, insuperable difficulties are *149 posed by the 
traditional tort system’s reliance on the essential element of causation. Following the author’s preference for technological 
answers to technological problems, this article concludes by offering not a new legal model, but a technological mechanism 
to compensate those injured by the unpredictable acts of artificial intelligences. This proposal, termed the “Turing Registry,” 
is distinct from usual insurance schemes. In contrast to the traditional tort system, the Turing Registry proposal does not 
depend for its efficacy on establishing a proximate cause relationship between the injury and the agent of machine 
intelligence. This solution pretermits the issue of whether a specific intelligent program is “responsible” for the injury. 
  

A. Complex Digital Systems 

This article assumes that we will indeed employ artificial intelligence throughout the economy, for our infrastructure is 
increasingly found in complex digital systems. Business, the professions and personal work increasingly depend on the 
processing of computer data. The power of the digital machine allows an exponential increase in complexity, which in turn 
requires increasing computer power and in any event makes it impossible to turn back to manual processing.5 
  
The notion of “complexity” is elusive, having technical meanings in a variety of disciplines.6 As used here, “complexity” 
connotes multiple interacting but independent elements. For example, a society may be thought of as a combination of 
interacting but independent persons. The sum behavior is a function of interactions with one’s fellows as well as many 
individual characteristics. A car, and even more so an airliner, qualify as complex systems. As complexity increases it 
becomes difficult, and sometimes impossible, to predict the sum state of the complex system. 
  
Complex computing environments are a function of the number of linked processing elements (both hardware and software) 
and persons (users and programmers). Plainly, this type of complexity is escalating. For example, the number of small 
controller computing chips (selling in the range of $2 through $5) is likely to increase *150 dramatically over the next 
decade. In 1970, the typical car, office and home had no such chips integrated into its systems. About 100 such chips per unit 
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resided in homes, cars and offices in 1990, and about 300 chips per unit are forecast for the year 2000.7 This is a part of a 
trend known as “ubiquitous computing,” intensively studied by Xerox PARC in Palo Alto.8 
  
These developments echo the spread of personal computers (PCs), which since 1981 show a total rise from zero in 1981 to 
about 100 million in 1989 to about 180 million in 1993.9 The number of transistors on Intel chips has risen exponentially 
from about 10,500 transistors on the 8088 chip through one million transistors on the ‘386 chip to the projected 100,500,000 
transistors of the P7 chip.10 The number of lines of code in operating systems for personal computers has risen from less than 
100,000 in early versions of DOS (about fifteen years ago), to three million lines in Windows 3.1, to roughly ten million lines 
of code in the current Windows 95.11 
  
These somewhat arbitrary measures do not begin to capture the complexity at issue. Far more importantly, the number of 
domains of human endeavor taking place in the digital context has rapidly increased as well. It is now trivial to note that 
commerce, from advertising to banking and credit transactions, flows in a digital environment. Entertainment is both created 
and provided electronically, and social interactions--from war to art to intimate associations--are increasingly electronically 
mediated.12 
  
The movement to networked systems enables this process.13 Our computer systems do not stop at the box on our desks; they 
reach *151 and meld with other systems around the world. Both data storage and data processing occur in those multiple 
remote locations, the congregation of which some call cyberspace. The number of on-line service subscribers worldwide is 
forecast to rise from ten million in 1990 to about fifty-five million in 1998.14 Host computers on the Internet have been 
estimated to be multiplying at the rate of nine to twelve percent per month.15 Increasingly, corporations are accessing 
distributed data. These systems manage information residing on physically-separated machines, although to the user 
everything appears to be local.16 
  
That expansion of networked power comes with a price: the magnification of complexity. We use a multiplicity of data 
formats, operating systems and applications. We employ a variety of communications protocols, not to mention the infinite 
combinations of hardware. And we produce, maintain, modify and feed into these linked systems a practically unlimited 
amount of data.17 
  
The inextricable complexity of essential digital equipment can make life miserable for the humans who are expected to 
operate the systems. These human operators will not reject the help of imaginative and creative programs that seem to know 
their way around the electrosphere. Such programs, currently used to search and filter information from the Internet, have 
been dubbed “intelligent agents.” Intelligent-agent technology “is going to be the only way to search the Internet, because no 
matter how much better the Internet *152 may be organized, it can’t keep pace with the growth in information.”18 
  

B. The Future of Intelligent Systems 

The programs that promise to be most useful are not the classic “expert” systems19 that mechanically apply a series of rules to 
well-defined fact patterns. To be sure, those expert systems are particularly useful in three contexts: first, where the system 
embodies years of human experience that otherwise might not get collected or analyzed;20 second, where speed of operation is 
essential, such as an emergency nuclear reactor shut-down procedure;21 and third, where it is cheaper to use unskilled labor to 
implement an expert’s recorded knowledge than it is to hire the human expert.22 
  
But far more useful will be autonomous “intelligent agents.” The AI programs of interest, the successors to today’s intelligent 
agents, will collect information without an express instruction to do so, select information from the universe of available data 
without direction, make calculations without being told to do so, make recommendations without being asked and implement 
decisions without further authorization.23 
  
A simple example of such a system is an airline reservation program.24 The system would have access to a user’s phone calls 
made *153 through a computer program, the user’s travel itinerary (available on a computerized calendar) and other 
computerized information. The system would note the correspondence between various calls to people in the 213 area code 
and trips planned for the following Friday. The program would call into United Airlines’ computerized reservation system 
and book an appropriate flight and perhaps a hotel room for the user.25 Details of a more complex, if hypothetical, intelligent 
system are provided below.26 
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Future intelligent programs will not be cosmetic, entertaining flourishes on the front of dumb applications. Rather, the 
programs will truly execute their decisions with real data in a complex networked environment, and will affect real world 
events. We already have the forerunners in mundane operation. The New York Stock Exchange, large passenger airliners 
such as the Airbus, the telephone27 and electric grids, and other computerized applications are all entrusted with 
decision-making authority affecting real money and real people. Some of these systems have already manifested unexpected 
behavior.28 That behavior is considered an aberration; when it happens steps are taken to correct the aberration and eliminate 
the unexpected actions of the software. 
  
The legal system thinks it knows how to handle unpredictable systems. When mistakes are made, one simply traces back the 
vector *154 of causation to the negligent human agency that caused the error. Then, in theory, one sues that agency for 
damages and is made whole. The sins of omission and of commission are just as subject to legal condemnation as negligence, 
recklessness, intentional malfeasance or other human culpability. 
  
However, some systems may be designed to be unpredictable. In addition, some decision-making programs will be highly 
distributed.29 In these cases, results will be derived from a large number of concurrently-interacting components, from a wide 
range of sources, machine and human, none alone able to make or manifest the “error.” “Fixing” these unpredictable systems 
to operate predictably will eviscerate and render them useless. Programs flexible enough to be delegated our judgments must, 
of necessity, be expected to err. 
  
Under these circumstances, the law may hesitate to make a simple assignment of responsibility. It is not clear what the law 
will, or should, do when artificial intelligences make mistakes, thereby damaging property, causing monetary losses or killing 
people. Perhaps we will blame nature or the inchoate forces of the universe. But the legal system is unlikely to rest there; we 
will not long accept equating the damage done by an unexpected tornado with the mistakes made by programs that are, at 
some level, human artifacts. If someone might have been able to control the outcome of a series of events, the law is likely to 
be invoked when that control is not exercised. Even with natural disasters, those who could have forecast the path of a 
storm,30 or warned of the danger of down drafts and wake turbulence,31 have been sued. It does not matter that the specific 
persons responsible cannot be identified. Many legal doctrines assign legal responsibility when it appears that someone, 
somehow, in some way, was the actual cause of injury.32 
  
Perhaps we should look to the collection of networked systems and operators in the midst of which intelligent programs do 
their work, for it is in this ambiance that the intelligent program operates. No one system, and no one systems operator, 
programmer or user, will know the full context of a networked intelligent program--that is precisely why the program was 
employed, to manage that *155 complexity. Yet where responsibility and thus liability are so spread out over numerous and 
distributed actors, the very sense of “responsibility” and “liability” is diminished.33 At that point legal causation seems to fade 
into the background and tort law, founded on the element of causation, falls away. 
  
Assigning legal liability involves discrimination among an infinite number of causal candidates. That discrimination is 
avowedly based on perceptions of policy, society’s collective sense of what is reasonable and who should be blamed for 
certain injuries. This article suggests that advances in artificial intelligence, specifically in the distributed computing 
environment in which such programs will operate, will eviscerate the very idea of cause and effect. Where there are no 
grounds on which to discriminate between “reasonable” and “unreasonable” candidates for blame, the notion of “legal cause” 
will fail, and with it the tort system’s ability to adjudicate cases involving artificial intelligences. 
  
The legal issues discussed here cannot be solved through new legal tests, criteria or models much beloved of law review 
articles. The solution sketched out in Part V is more a technological than a legal solution. That is as it should be. Good 
solutions to problems of advancing technology are those that do not need repeated access to the courts. 
  

II. The Developing Technology 

A. Looking Back: The Classic Expert System 

At some level, all computer programs make decisions of which the human user is ignorant. These are decisions apparently 
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“made on its own” with some apparent degree of autonomy. The elemental decision tree, if/then statements and branchings in 
program flow are common to most programming languages.34 These decisions are based the current state of data, which will 
often be unknown to the user. *156 The temporary state of a variable, data from an input device (e.g., a signal from a remote 
modem asking for a certain baud rate) and so on, are hidden from the human operator. To those ignorant of the internal 
workings of the program, it may seem like a “black box,” a secret process that magically generates a sensible, 
context-accurate and apparently intelligent response. 
  
This sort of automated response secured from our day-to-day use of computers now seems ordinary. The program’s low-level 
decision making has in fact simply been built in by the original programmer. Mundane programs, such as word processors, 
spell checkers, accounting programs and even grammar advisors, are at the lower end of a spectrum of “self-directedness” or 
automation. These programs produce unexpected results only in trivial ways, such as when our fingers slip as we type. They 
may be quicker at their limited tasks than humans, and they do not suffer the vice of indolence. But they act only on direct 
command and use only spoon-fed information. 
  
Next along the spectrum of self-directedness are so-called “expert systems.” Various technologies are used to achieve an 
expert system, some of which can very roughly be termed intelligent. The honorific is used because these systems attempt “to 
generate heuristics, or rules of thumb, to guide the search for solutions to problems of control, recognition, and object 
manipulation.”35 In short, we term “intelligent” those systems that appear to mimic the higher cognitive abilities of humans. 
  
A wide variety of programming techniques may be applied to the goal of making an artificial intelligence.36 One now-classic 
technique is a neural network. Trained neural networks contain so-called hidden layers of weighted nodes which interact to 
generate certain output under various conditions. During a training period of constant feedback from the human “trainers,” 
these neural nets experiment with various values to their internal nodes, until the net combination of these values generates, 
in enough cases, the result the *157 trainers desire. The weights on values are then fixed, new inputs are provided and the 
trainer then expects results comparable to those secured in the training sessions.37 “The problem of learning in neural 
networks is simply the problem of finding a set of connection strengths [in the nodes] which allow the network to carry out 
the desired computation.”38 The specific configurations of the nodes, and their weights, are irrelevant and usually unknown to 
the operator.39 
  
For example, one may show a neural net system a series of pictures of faces and tell it which faces are of the same person, or 
the net may examine a series of pictures of healthy and diseased organs. In each case, the net is told the correct answer during 
training, and the net then internally adjusts itself to correlate the input with the correct output. Subsequently, the net will take 
new input, new pictures of faces or of diseased organs, or perhaps numbers from the stock market, and then generate new 
correlating output as a function of its “learned” internal states. Thus the neural net might conclude *158 that a face was 
indeed of a certain notorious criminal, that an organ was cancerous or that a stock should be bought or sold. “A neural 
network can perform highly complex mappings on noisy and/or nonlinear data, thereby inferring subtle relationships between 
sets of input and output parameters. It can in addition generalize from a limited quantity of training data to overall trends in 
functional relationships.”40 Thus, for example, neural nets have acted as expert mortgage insurance underwriters, vehicle 
operators and sonar processing systems.41 
  
These neural net systems work as long as the type of input and the general context for the expert system closely parallel the 
type of input and context of the training sessions. The systems are optimized for specific tasks: for example, playing chess, 
providing medical diagnoses or adjusting the control surfaces of an airliner. These systems do not function at all in a different 
context. They do not cause unexpected results except in failure mode. Even though the machine’s operators do not know the 
contents of the “black box,” they do know the program’s purpose and limits. Obviously, it is wrong to use a car engine 
diagnostic system to interpret a person’s medical condition; it is wrong to use a system expert in the game of Go to make 
judgments about stock market investments. If loss of life or money result from that “misuse” of a computer system, we know 
to blame and sue the operator. 
  
These expert systems (whether neural nets or not) are truly machines in the old-fashioned sense. They are housed in specific 
hunks of metal and silicon, and fed carefully-culled information in meticulously and specifically prepared chunks. These 
exhibit “intelligence” in only a weak way, regurgitating intelligence, like a child imitating an adult. This lack of meaningful 
intelligence is patent when programs randomly combine words and then edit those according to rules of programmed 
grammar to generate “poetry.” The same lack of meaningful intelligence is evident in programs which, given the rules of 
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logic, spit out syllogisms, or make a correlation between objects whose common properties were already programmed. 
  
These sorts of programs, predictable, specialized in task, able to use only specially-prepared data, and only weakly 
intelligent, are not very interesting in the present context.42 But, as a result of just *159 those qualities, the programs present 
no serious conceptual difficulties for the legal system when people lose their lives or property as a result of their decisions. 
That is, when damage results from the employment of a neural net, it is not difficult to trace back causal vectors to the 
program, to its trainers/programmers or to its users. 
  

B. Looking Forward: Fluid Systems 

Recent work, best exemplified by Douglas Hofstadter and his group at the University of Indiana,43 points to the development 
of creative, intelligent programs designed to handle radical shifts in context, and thus to produce useful and creative output. 
They are thus designed to produce unpredictable but pertinent results. These programs, and their expected progeny, deserve 
to be called “creative” and perhaps “intelligent” in a strong sense. 
  
Hofstadter describes intelligence as emerging from thousands of parallel processes that take place in milliseconds. These 
processes are generally inaccessible to introspection.44 Modeled by computers, such intelligence45 is not directly programmed 
or “hard-wired” (in contrast to many of the “expert” systems referred to above), but emerges as a statistical consequence of 
the way in which many small program fragments interact with each other. This leads to what Hofstadter terms 
“epiphenomenal” or emergent intelligence. His programs excel (albeit on a small scale) in making analogies; that is, in being 
able to examine a wide variety of input and relating it in different ways depending on the context, extracting and utilizing 
different properties of the data from time to time. The context or universe reciprocally derives from the programs’ initially 
tentative, mutable examination of the data. 
  
Hofstadter notes that in the context of human perception, our assumptions are modified by what we see. What we discern is 
dependent on that context, and on the ability to make analogies to generally persisting analytical structures. For example, as 
we are increasingly exposed to music, we are able to discern notes and tonalities to which we were previously “tone deaf.” 
Experienced pilots often have unarticulated assumptions about what a cockpit environment should look and feel like, created 
by sensory input during *160 the course of their flight training. Conversely, a pilot’s ability to discern changes in his 
environment, a musician’s ability to discern tonality shifts and a doctor’s ability to read an x-ray are all functions of 
pre-existing knowledge structures. These structures persist until modified by overpowering new sensory input. 
  
Where humans lack the appropriate pre-existing analytical structure, the data is not recognized as “relevant.” In short, 
perception is a function of making analogies. 
  
The ideal self-organizing network should be able to use context and historical experience to decide what it will learn and 
ignore. In other words, it should be able to determine for itself what inputs are significant and what are not. In our everyday 
experience, whether we label a particular piece of sensory information as meaningful or irrelevant often depends on the 
context.46 
  
“[I]n a complex world_._._._one never knows in advance what concepts may turn out to be relevant in a given situation.”47 
Intelligent programs must be able to look at data from a variety of perspectives and extract and analyze a variety of properties 
from the data depending on the nature of the problem to be solved. 
  
The entire system’s activity is simultaneously top-down and bottom-up. That is, the input selected as “relevant” from the 
entire universe of potential data is influenced by pre-existing but not ultimately permanent structures or assumptions, and 
those structures are simultaneously modified by new input as “learning” takes place.48 Contexts used to order new data can be 
dislodged and replaced under the influence of new input. This becomes increasingly difficult, however, as an existing context 
gets reinforced through the processing cycle and patterns in data are discerned under the framework of that context. Thus 
contexts, concepts and perceived data are constantly cycling, slipping past each other and occasionally agglutinating and 
falling apart, until a “probable best fit,” the most unifying answer, is found, or other terminating event occurs. Hofstadter’s 
model of innumerable hidden or unconscious subprograms generating many *161 stochastic micro-decisions without a 
supervising or top-level executive director corresponds well with other models of mental activity.49 
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But this “probabilistic halo”50 model of truly creative intelligence has more important consequences. While the basic statistics 
do not change, some bizarre and improbable “fringe” responses very occasionally appear on repeated runs of the program.51 
Hofstadter notes that “[i]t is critical that the program (as well as people) be allowed the potential to follow risky (and perhaps 
crazy) pathways, in order for it to have the flexibility to follow insightful pathways.”52 The desired strong emergent behavior 
results when “one or more aspects of [the system’s] behavior is theoretically incalculable.”53 Specifically, the system may 
select an inappropriate context and thus may neglect data because the data did not fit a context or analogy that fit other data. 
Alternatively, the system may reject a good analogy because of peculiar or aberrant data. 
  
It is an essential and, over the long run, entirely assured characteristic of intelligent programs that they will make 
“pathological” decisions. The nature and timing of these pathological decisions cannot be known in advance. These are not 
“bugs” in the programs, but are part of their essence. True creativity and autonomy54 require that the program truly make its 
own decisions, outside the bounds expressly contemplated by either the human designers or users. Hofstadter’s programs do 
just that, and I suggest they are the precursors of tomorrow’s commercially available AI programs. 
  

C. The Unreliability of Software 

The failure of a complex program is not always due to human negligence in the creation or operation of the program, 
although *162 examples of such negligence are legion.55 But, in addition, there are inherent problems with software 
reliability.56 While it is at least theoretically possible to check to see if a program output is correct in a given instance, it has 
not been proven that programs can be verified as a general matter; that is, that they are correct over an arbitrary set of inputs. 
In fact, it appears highly unlikely that even programs which successfully process selected inputs can be shown to be correct 
generally.57 
  
Software reliability generally cannot be conclusively established because 
  
digital systems in general implement discontinuous input-to-input mappings that are intractable by simple mathematical 
modeling. This_._._._is particularly important: continuity assumptions can’t be used in validating software, and failures are 
caused by the occurrence of specific, nonobvious combinations of events, rather than from excessive levels of some 
identifiable stress factor.58 
  
The long-term operation of complex systems entails a fundamental uncertainty, especially in the context of complex 
environments, including new or unpredictable environments.59 That, of course, is precisely the situation in which intelligent 
agents are forecast to operate. 
  
An excellent overview of the difficulties in checking a program has been provided by Lauren Wiener.60 It is, she notes, 
practically impossible to test software thoroughly. To test a program, all possible sequences of instruction must be run to see 
if the program in fact behaves as it should. This can take literally thousands of years.61 For example, assume a stunningly 
simple program with (i) between one and twenty commands, (ii) that may be called in any order and (iii) that may be repeated 
any number of times. For a thread (or sequence) of execution one command long, there are of course exactly twenty possible 
threads. For a thread two commands long, we have 20 x 20 or 400 possible threads. Those familiar with the *163 
mathematics of combinatorial explosions will see this coming. As the number of commands in the thread goes up, the 
number of threads that need to be run and tested rises exponentially.62 Spending one second per test run, it would take 
300,000 years to test this simple program of between one and twenty commands. If a bug is found, the entire testing cycle 
may have to be repeated since a bug fix means, by definition, a program change. 
  
The problem is not limited to what is conventionally thought of as software. The hardware on which these programs run, the 
processing chips themselves, can be thought of as reified programs, programs encased in silicon. And despite extensive 
testing by their manufacturers, those chips, too, are buggy.63 It is thus no surprise that, from time to time, software fails, 
property is damaged and people are killed.64 Consequently, programmers just do the best they can. They try to implement 
rules of thumb and common sense, keeping programs as simple as possible, documenting the code, creating initially stable 
designs and so on.65 
  
We see that it is practically impossible to debug a fixed program with a known range of inputs, on a fixed, unblemished, 
platform. This article, however, posits the interaction of multiple “intelligent” programs on unknown platforms where none 
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of the programs, operating systems and chip architectures are known in advance where each agent may provide nonpredicted 
data for input to the other agents which are at that point part of the ad ho c ensemble. It is fair to suggest, then, that although 
we are assured that intelligent agents will malfunction, we cannot possibly be expected to foresee the nature or timing of the 
particular problem. 
  

*164 D. Multi-Agent Networked Collaboration 

Much has been written on so-called intelligent agents.66 These agents are programs originating at one site and executing at a 
different site. A current model comprises a program written at a local computer, translated into data packets and sent into the 
telecommunications network, then reassembled at the target computer into a program whose instructions are executed at the 
target system.67 These programs can secure information and then act on it, such as locating flight information and making 
reservations.68 
  
This point is worth re-emphasizing: agents are programs, originating at one site and executing at a different site. Agents are 
cross-platform compatible; host machines can run agents from other sites regardless of the otherwise incompatible hardware 
and operating system. Users will often not know when, or where, their agents are executing.69 
  
*165 Agents interact with other agents. This is analogous to the way in which mundane programs, such as word processors 
and telecommunications programs, are comprised of a large number of relatively autonomous subroutines that interact with a 
variety of other programs, such as macros, spell checkers, file managers and file transfer programs. Agent technology 
expedites the sharing of large tasks and information, and multi-agent collaboration.70 Agents that “know” how to identify and 
work with other agents--so-called “intelligent” agents--will be more useful and popular than those that do not have such 
abilities. This ability to collaborate with other agents toward a larger goal may be termed “intelligence.”71 “A group of agents 
or processes is almost always more successful at solving a problem than single agents or processes working in isolation.”72 
  
By design, an agent’s creator or user need not know where the agent goes to do its work, or the other systems and agents with 
which it will interact. This recalls aspects of today’s Internet environment, where users do not know which computers are 
sending them files or which machines are receiving their mail. Users are generally ignorant of (and indifferent to) the 
multiple programs executing to serve their queries and route their messages. 
  
Current research points directly toward the use of these distributed agents, the ensemble of which will achieve the general 
goals desired by human users. These components will “intelligently” cooperate with each other, securing relevant data from 
each other, often interacting with each other “in unanticipated ways”73 across platforms and operating systems. “We envision 
a world filled with millions of knowledge agents, advisers, and assistants. The *166 integration between human knowledge 
agents and machine agents will be seemless [sic], often making it difficult to know which is which.”74 
  
Current work at Sun Microsystems on a new programming language known as Java illustrates (and will enable) the 
movement toward multi-agent collaboration across networks.75 Java is derived from the relatively familiar C and C  
programming languages. Java programs spawn small programs or “applets” to be downloaded across the Internet, creating 
distributed dynamic programmed content.76 Java does this without regard to the platform or operating system of the remote 
sites; i.e., Java is system independent.77 An obvious application is the creation of intelligent agents.78 There are other projects 
for generating distributed objects across the Internet as well,79 although with Microsoft’s endorsement Java will now probably 
become the standard.80 Users have recently discovered that Java applets may pose serious security problems as they interact 
with Internet browser software in unanticipated ways.81 
  

*167 E. Agents and Network Viruses 

As discussed above, agents are programs created at one site but designed to operate at other sites. Thus some have noted that 
an agent is much like a virus.82 There is a very thin--some would say imperceptible-- line between viruses and presumably 
“beneficial” programs. “The biggest danger of any network-wide system that allows intelligent agents is that some of the 
agents will deliberately or accidentally run amuck. Agents have much in common with viruses: Both are little programs that 
get to seize control of a foreign machine.”83 
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As with “flowers” and “weeds,” the definition depends on what one desires. A recent report expressly conflates the two 
notions: 
  
Now, Japan reports the first “beneficial virus.” A report in the Nikkei Weekly claims that a group from the Tokyo Institute 
has developed a virus that travels through computer networks, collects information, spots glitches and reports its findings 
back to network managers. Wonder if it fetches passwords too.84 
  
Many commercial programs have undesirable virus-like side-effects, known by some but not all users: networks can crash, 
files can be deleted and data can be mutated.85 
  
The problem, as always, is that the circumstances of an agent’s remote execution, including the other agents with which it 
may come into contact, cannot be fully predicted by the agent’s owner or the remote system’s owner. An excellent example 
was recently provided by the appearance of the so-called “macro” virus. Programs such as the Microsoft Word have a built-in 
scripting (programming) language *168 that allows the creation of small mini programs known as macros.86 These macros 
simply allow the user to do with one command what might otherwise take a repetitive series of commands. In Word, 
however, these macros can be hidden inside ordinary data files and then transmitted electronically to other computers where 
the macro program is executed as the file is read.87 An executed macro virus may change screen colors, reproduce itself, add 
or garble text, or cause other problems. Macro viruses “have the potential to be a much bigger threat than conventional 
viruses, because people exchange data files all the time_._._._._With the Internet, the problem becomes much worse.”88 
  
The point of equating some general programs with viruses is to note that in a complex computing environment, the 
best-intentioned program may contain modules with unintended consequences. Because the true scope of the relevant 
computing environment includes an entire network or the Internet (all connected machines), the actions of multiple 
interacting intelligent agents must be extrapolated in a wide variety of environments. 
  
If our most useful agents--those we send to connected machines to do the most creative work--have undesired consequences 
operating alone, then the problem will be exacerbated in the context of an express community of distributed programs 
interacting on an ad hoc basis. 
  
We recently constructed a theory of distributed computation_._._._._ This theory predicted that if programs were written to 
choose among many procedures for accessing resources without global controls, the system would evolve in ways 
independent of the creator’s intent. Thus, even in simple cases where one would expect smooth, optimal behavior, imperfect 
*169 knowledge in cooperative systems with finite resources could lead to chaotic situations.89 
  
Microsoft may have provided us with an interesting precursor of the inadvertent harm that could be caused (or allowed) by an 
agent--in this case, one that is relatively dimwitted. Users of the Windows_95 operating system found out in the Spring of 
1995 that, unbeknownst to them, their operating system contained an agent that was silently reporting back to Microsoft: 
  
Microsoft officials confirm that beta versions of Windows 95 include a small viral routine called Registration Wizard. It 
interrogates every system on a network gathering intelligence on what software is being run on which machine. It then 
creates a complete listing of both Microsoft’s and competitors’ products by machine, which it reports to Microsoft when 
customers sign up [[[electronically] for Microsoft’s Network Services, due for launch later this year [1995].90 
  
Microsoft disputes evil intent, and specifically denied that the Wizard can report on the hardware configuration of every PC 
hooked up to a network. Microsoft describes this as just an automated version of a registration card. But the Wizard does 
appear to detect, and report back to Microsoft, all hardware and software of the local PC.91 The user of the program is not 
aware of the scope of the report; rather, the Wizard operates independently of the user for ulterior purposes. 
  
An anonymous Internet commentator reflects: 
  
A friend of mine got hold of the beta test CD of Win95, and set up a packet sniffer between his serial port and the modem. 
When you try out the free demo time on The Microsoft Network, it transmits your entire directory structure in background. 
  
This means that they have a list of every directory (and, potentially every file) on your machine. It would not be difficult to 
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have something like a File Request from your system to theirs, without you knowing about it. This way they could get a hold 
of any juicy routines you’ve written yourself and claim them as their own if you don’t have them copyrighted. 
  
*170 The juvenile intelligent agent described here may: (i) perform unauthorized transmission of trade secrets;92 (ii) violate 
federal copyright law;93 (iii) possibly interfere with privacy rights;94 and (iv) perform an unauthorized access or interception in 
violation of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act and related state penal codes.95 
  

F. Polymorphism and the Units of Programming Action 

The forecast of intelligent agents provided above suggests that agents will constantly mutate to accomplish their purposes, 
and might even become unrecognizable to their owners. This situation is aggravated by the agents’ viral aspects noted above. 
Some viruses, both biological and digital, mutate to survive by defeating immunological and other weapons designed to 
destroy the viruses; it is obviously more difficult to defeat an enemy that constantly changes its guise. The assumption that 
intelligent programs will mutate to accomplish their purpose is strengthened by references, conscious or not, to recent work 
in the artificial life context. For example, interesting recent developments suggest the self-modification of code and the 
creation of program elements which, left to their own devices and evolution, may result in exceedingly efficient programs 
that humans alone could never have created.96 
  
The intelligent agents forecast above need not be able to change or adapt in quite that manner to accomplish their purposes. 
However, this discussion does suggest a larger problem of mutation or “polymorphism” in programs. Polymorphism can be 
confusing because *171 in the digital context it is an ambiguous notion. Specific bits of code (we might call them codelets, as 
Hofstadter does) may or may not change as a larger chunk of program mutates. The larger the program, the more likely it is 
that as processing takes place “the program” can be said to change in some way. Many “programs” are in fact composed of 
dozens of discrete codelets and data sources such as dynamic link libraries (DLLs),97 initialization files and device drivers,98 
with logical program flow depending on all of these subsidiary structures. These structures, in turn, can be shared among a 
number of encompassing “programs.”99 
  
While we use the term “program” for convenience, it is more accurate to think of a “processing environment” containing both 
data and instructions (or a “logical program flow” depending upon both data and instructions), because no fundamental 
distinction can be drawn between the two. Computers see data and instructions in the same binary way. Data can act as 
instructions and vice versa. A program can accomplish the same result by modifying data and feeding them to a static 
program, or by modifying a program and feeding it static data. 
  
Today, object orientated programming (OOP) is common; for example, Borland’s and Microsoft’s C  programming 
language provides OOP. This language makes express the community of data and instructions. A so-called object is a 
bundling of “data structure and the methods for controlling the object’s data.”100 These objects will, at least in C , always 
contain both the data and the data’s behavior rules. These two are “encapsulated” in the object. As an elemental programming 
unit, this object can then be duplicated, modified and used in an infinite number of contexts. These objects, which are types 
of programs or codelets, may or may not change independently of the larger program.101 Often the properties of the *172 
object--that is, its combined data and instructions--are invisible to the programmer and even more so to the program’s 
ultimate user.102 
  
A putatively static program may operate in a dynamic (data) environment. In such a case, referring to the processing 
environment at large, we could as correctly classify the program as dynamic or polymorphic. When the context of a 
constantly mutating data environment is included in the conception of the processing environment, it becomes apparent that 
all programs should be thought of as polymorphic. 
  
There is, to be sure, a forceful convenience in naming programs and assuming their identity and persistence through time. 
Without such assumptions of persistence and identity, copyright and other legal doctrines affecting software would be 
difficult to conceive. Most of those doctrines, after all, are based on traditional property-based notions, and they depend for 
their sense on persisting, identifiable, and preferably tangible, property.103 But those assumptions are just convenient fictions. 
As with other legal fictions of persisting entities (such as corporations), the fictions succeed to some extent, and for some 
purposes. 
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However, to the extent that the criterion of continuity and the true behavior of software agents diverge, the utility of the 
fiction of persistence dissolves. Even today many problems resulting in data loss and interruptions in computer services are 
clearly caused by ever-shifting interactions among the subsidiary “programs” or data files referred to above, such as 
initialization files, DLLs and so on, which operate independently.104 
  
In brief, processing environments are polymorphic and distributed. The environments change over time and overlap in time 
*173 and in space (computer memory). We will see105 that these characteristics pose great difficulties for a traditional legal 
analysis of the effects of such processing environments. 
  

G. Summary Forecast 

Before we move to the legal domain, we should summarize the forecasts. 
  
We should assume that: 
  
(i) we will employ intelligent agents specifically for their creative intelligence and corresponding judgment; 
  
(ii) these agents will make decisions, 
  
(iii) as the consequence of the interactions of a distributed ensemble of such agents, 
  
(iv) which ensemble will be comprised of polymorphic programs; and 
  
(v) some of the resultant decisions will be “pathological”; that is, not only unpredictable and surprising, which may be 
desirable, but also having unintended and destructive consequences both for networks and for the substantial portions of our 
infrastructure connected to those networks. 
  
The question of liability for these unintended but inevitable injuries is far from simple, and cannot be solved under current 
legal doctrine. As discussed in the next section, “causation” analysis of these injuries is particularly difficult. 
  

III. Causation in the Legal DomainMen are not angered by mere misfortune but by misfortune conceived as injury.106 

Where injury is done, we suppose the law should intervene. The legal system fixes liability on those responsible for the 
injury, the so-called “legal cause” of the injury. The drunk driver is the cause of the car accident and should pay the victim he 
hits. Perhaps the aircraft manufacturer is liable if the aircraft is negligently designed and crashes. But deciding under what 
circumstances to hold people, corporations and others liable can be difficult. 
  
Other elements are, of course necessary; no one wins a case just because he has sued the “legal cause” of his injury.107 But 
causation is *174 a necessary element of any civil tort lawsuit, and without that factor the plaintiff’s case falls apart. Thus 
this article evaluates the central issues of causation. 
  

A. The Conundrum of Causation 

The problems with causation can be illustrated in a series of examples. Do we hold the bartender liable for the drunk driver’s 
injuries (to himself or others) when everyone knew he drank twenty beers and then loudly announced he was driving home?108 
When an aircraft crashes, we may hold liable the engine and airframe manufacturers, but how about the air traffic controller 
who saw the rainstorm on the screen and never issued a warning? When a car thief knocks someone down with his stolen car, 
do we hold the owner liable because he left the car unlocked and the keys in the ignition?109 Do we hold tobacco companies 
liable for the cancer death of a smoker? Should we hold an armed bank robber liable for murder if an accomplice pulls the 
trigger in the heat of a robbery gone wrong? Should we hold a robber liable when a police officer shoots someone?110 
  
More difficult are issues presented by a focus on alternative and concurrent causation. For example, two people fire the same 
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type of weapon in the direction of the victim, and one bullet--we don’t know whose--hits the victim and is fatal. Is either 
shooter liable? Both?111 How about when a drowning results from the victim’s inability to swim, someone’s failure to 
properly supervise the children, another’s failure to call for help, and someone else’s kicking *175 the victim into the 
water?112 Ultimately, cases which appear to deal only with how far back to go in a chain of causation in actuality often present 
facts which suggest multiple concurrent (or nearly concurrent) causation. 
  
From the difficult issue of concurrent causation, we turn to a more complex subset, where it is not clear when a force, person 
or influence was the “cause” of injury. Who, if anyone, is liable when decades after the fact it turns out that a certain type of 
insulation kills people who used it?113 Should anyone be liable when a farm pesticide, decades after it was applied to fields, is 
found to cause a statistical increase in the odds of getting cancer for those living in the area? Should the chemical company 
be liable? The farmers who applied it? The government agency that approved it? Suppose the only entity that knew the 
pesticide was dangerous happened to be a trucking company that shipped it--do they pay for the damage? Is the Coppertone 
suntan cream company responsible for millions of skin cancer cases because, for years, their advertisements encouraged 
people to tan their skin as dark as possible? 
  
In this last set of difficult questions the harm is a function of many factors. We may not be able to determine if the harm was 
caused by human or natural agencies; rather, the congruence of human, natural and technical agencies caused the ultimate 
harm. Which one do we pick out as the legally responsible cause? Or should we blame all the causal vectors, and make every 
human and corporate actor responsible for the unanticipated injuries? We could, of course, blame no one, call the event an 
“Act of God,” and rest the causal “responsibility” with natural forces. 
  
In the abstract, the law provides no good answers to these questions, because no general rule exists on how to pick, out of the 
infinite mass of all possible factors, the one (or two) on which legal blame is fixed. To illustrate, imagine that a factory burns 
to the ground when a match is lit and ignites the surroundings. Obviously the match, and the person who lit it, are the cause 
of the destruction. But assume this is a match-testing factory, in which for years billions *176 of matches have been tested in 
a fire-proof room filled with inert gases. A mistake is made, oxygen leaks in and the factory explodes. We have the same 
causes at play, but we are tempted to identify as the “cause” not the match, but rather the gas leak.114 
  

B. The Tort System’s Causation Analysis 

1. Cause In Fact 

The traditional tort system first looks for “causation in fact” to resolve the conundrums posed by the examples above. Some 
chain of circumstances that connects the accused’s acts and the injury suffered may constitute a cause in fact, no matter how 
tenuous and no matter how many other contributing or intercepting forces there may have been. 
  
That factual inquiry is essential, and it is worth noting that even theories of strict liability do not tamper with that essential 
inquiry. Strict liability, to be sure, dispenses with most classic elements of a tort, such as fault, negligence or recklessness, or 
other measures of an accused’s culpability.115 But causation in fact is always required. This requirement, roughly 
approximated by establishing that the accused’s acts were at least the “but for” cause of the injury, is a fundamental, 
intractable element of proof of a tort.116 
  
There are, to be sure, certain epoch-making cases which appear to undercut this requirement, but in fact they do not. For 
example, in Summers117 only one of two shooters fired the wounding bullet; the court decided that unless one of the shooters 
could prove his innocence, both shooters would be liable. Plaintiffs ever since have tried to expand the rationale to other 
contexts in which they have difficulty pinpointing the actual cause.118 True, a Summers-like doctrine may have the effect of 
holding liable one who actually was not the “cause in fact” of the injury. But it is important to note that the case simply 
switched the burden of proof on causation from the *177 plaintiff, who is generally a person in a good position to know what 
happened to him, to the defendants who in that case were thought to be in a better position.119 Causation in fact was still an 
element in Summers. The only difference from a typical tort case is that the defendants were saddled with the burden of 
proving its absence. As other cases have since noted, that switch of burdens of proof will not often be permitted.120 
  
And then there are cases such as Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories.121 Sindell, too, formally only shifted the burden of proof on 
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causation. The court held that where some type of fungible good (the drug DES in this case) made by a plurality of potential 
defendants in fact caused injury to the plaintiff, then the odds that a given defendant’s products caused the injury were equal 
to the percentage of the market for the fungible good held by that defendant.122 That “market share” is then used to calculate 
the percentage of the damages for which that defendant will be liable.123 Crucially, Sindell acts only to shift the burden. 
Defendants still win when they can show that their products, as a matter of fact, could not have been responsible for the 
injury.124 
  

2. Proximate Cause 

But tracing back through a chain of causes is not enough for liability. Indeed, the confounding examples provided above all 
assumed that some chain of events in fact links the potential “cause” (such as a match lighting or the structural condition of 
an aircraft wing) with the harm (the exploding factory or crashed airplane). Quite aside from this causation “in fact,” a wholly 
separate issue remains: legal or proximate cause. Proximate cause is the vehicle used by the law, in its wisdom and 
omniscience, to carry out society’s policy by holding a certain agent liable. A court may hold some *178 agents liable while 
excusing others who are also in fact linked to the disaster.125 The doctrine of proximate cause is used to select, from all the 
causes in fact, the entity(s) which will be held responsible for the injury. 
  
This issue of legal responsibility, or legal causation, depends on the context. That is, do we look at just the match and its 
user? Or do we evaluate the larger context of the gases and atmosphere, and so perhaps sue the provider of the inert gases? 
Do we blame the materials of which the factory was built, with the possibility that the architects and builder are liable? Do 
we look at the entire idea of having a match-testing facility, and suggest that it is inherently so dangerous that anyone who 
operates such a plant will be liable for any damages, without regard to negligence, fault or anything else? Do we sue the 
governmental entities that knew about the plant and did nothing to stop it? 
  
The decision on which of the many contexts to use to evaluate liability depends on the sort of policy to be furthered by the 
liability rule. We presume that socially desirable conduct is furthered by singling out certain actors from the rest of the 
context, from the rest of all the other possible causes, and then punishing them as transgressors. As the canonical text on the 
subject states, a legal or “substantial” cause is that which “reasonable men” would agree is a cause, “using that word in the 
popular sense.”126 Holding an entity liable is a statement, by the law and the culture it protects and in part defines, that those 
entities can and should bear responsibility for avoiding the harm at issue.127 
  
Courts formally accommodate shifting public policy, changing mores and technical developments by asking whether an 
injury was “reasonably foreseeable.”128 Reasonable foreseeability is essential for establishing proximate cause. One who 
reasonably should have *179 foreseen a consequence, and was in a position to prevent it, may be liable for it. If an 
earthquake is reasonably foreseeable, then the architect may be liable for the house flattened by the tremor; if a flood is 
reasonably foreseeable, then the law imposes liability on the builders of the dam which fails.129 
  
A fitting example of proximate cause’s reliance on foreseeability is provided by the doctrine of intervening and superseding 
cause. 
  
An intervening cause, as the term suggests, is simply one which intervenes between the defendant’s act and the injury. When 
a contractor builds a weak foundation and an earthquake shakes it, loosening a brick and killing a nearby pedestrian, the 
earthquake is an intervening cause between the negligence and the injury. Courts decide if the intervening act was sufficiently 
unforeseeable so as to constitute a superseding cause--itself a wholly conclusory term--which would free the defendant of 
liability. Intervening criminal conduct may or may not be “superseding”; it depends on whether the court thinks the 
intervening criminal act ought to have been foreseen by the defendant.130 Intervening “natural” forces such as floods,131 power 
outages,132 excessive rain,133 wind,134 and fog135 may or may not be treated as “acts of God” for which no human agency is 
liable. Liability will not depend on whether humans were involved in some capacity (for they always are, in all these cases), 
but only on whether the court believes that the action of the natural force should have been foreseeable.136 
  
*180 Because foreseeability is a matter of policy and perception, these things change over time. Bars once were not liable for 
drunks they watched drive away; now they may be. Landlords once were not liable for rapes on their premises; now they are 
in some cases.137 Different views espoused by different judges on what should have been foreseeable have led not only to 
defendants’ exculpation in favor of an “Act of God,” but also to liability for natural catastrophes such as erosion, where 
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defendants did nothing to cause the injury and there is not a whisper of evidence that they could have done anything to 
prevent it.138 
  
What is “reasonably foreseeable,” and so what qualifies as a “proximate cause,” depends on custom and what people 
generally believe. These in turn may depend on general impressions of what technology can do. For example, it is 
“reasonably foreseeable” that shareware downloaded from the Internet may be infected with a virus--foreseeable to some, but 
not all. It is foreseeable that sensitive information transmitted via cellular phone an unsecured radio link can become 
public--foreseeable to some, perhaps, but not to a President of the United States and certain British royalty.139 In *181 each 
case, the courts do not focus on what individuals--even the individuals involved in the case--knew or expected, but rather on 
what should have been expected by a “reasonable” person, an abstract person compiled by a court from the whole 
population.140 
  
What is deemed “reasonably foreseeable” depends on the court. Reading the tea leaves of contemporary society, different 
judges have different opinions. What is not reasonably foreseeable to one judge is perfectly predictable to another. A 
superseding event in one state may not be in another.141 Reasonable foreseeability is a moving target; it dodges and weaves 
depending on public policy, and on the perceived technological sophistication of the population. What is reasonably 
foreseeable depends on the sense of juries and judges, presumably reflecting what their culture believes is “reasonable.” Thus 
the test acts as a mechanism by which the judicial system, in theory, remains responsive to its social environment. In the 
context of intelligent agents, the actions of the program or its progeny raise serious questions about the “reasonable 
foreseeability,” and thus causation, of the harms these programs will do. 
  

IV. Causation In The Digital Domain 

Once a computer system is designed and in place, it tends to be treated as an independent entity.142 
  
Diffusion and abandonment of responsibility 
  
[S]upervisors may eventually feel they are no longer responsible for what happens--the computers are.143 
  
Treating computers as responsible agents may mask the human authors of the mischief which may result from the use of 
computer systems.144 Winograd and Flores provide the example of a medical diagnosis machine, which may be “blamed” for 
an erroneous diagnosis through plain human error: i.e., the system is used in the wrong context, or programmed with 
assumptions not shared by the users, and so on. The authors suggest that those human users and programmers *182 are 
responsible, not the machine.145 However, in the complex processing environment envisioned in this article, one cannot 
impose liability on any identifiable agency, human or otherwise. 
  
This is the case because multiple agent systems imply at least the causal input of multiple independent programmers of the 
basic scripting or authoring software, a vast number of users creating distinct intelligent agents, and an unpredictable number 
of agent to agent interactions on an unpredictable number of interwoven platforms, operating systems, distributed data and 
communications programs, each of which in turn incorporates at least some further limited programming. This inevitable 
causal complexity poses problems for traditional tort law, in which a determination of proximate cause is essential, as it 
evaluates the liability of an intelligent machine system. 
  

A. An Example of An Intelligent Processing Environment 

As we illustrate an intelligent system, we recall the comments of researchers quoted above: “We envision a world filled with 
millions of knowledge agents, advisers and assistants. The integration between human knowledge agents and machine agents 
will be seemless [sic], often making it difficult to know which is which.”146 This article assumes that intelligent agents will be 
created both by humans and by other intelligent agents, as needed.147 Humans can now use programs such as Telescript and 
Java148 to make intelligent applets.149 These agents, created at diverse computers, will *183 communicate with each other, to 
accomplish larger goals. Even now small programs (fondly referred to as daemons) stand ready to assist those involved in 
telecommunications sessions. They can inform the calling system that a connection is available, receive a request from a 
remote user, and service the request by shifting directories, sending data and so on.150 Other programs such as Java know how 
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to manipulate these daemons, and we can expect that all these programs will know how to interact with other programs such 
as Internet search engines,151 graphical web browsers such as Netscape, intelligent natural language query tools, and a host of 
other useful programs resident in one machine or another. No one of these small programs could accomplish the ultimate 
goals of a human user, but together their actions may in the aggregate appear intelligent in a broad sense. 
  

1. The Structure of Alef 

To illustrate some attributes of the processing system in which intelligent agents will work, imagine a hypothetical intelligent 
programming environment which handles air traffic control, called “Alef.”152 The description that follows emphasizes the 
networked distribution of agents, their unpredictable variety and complexity, and the polymorphic ambiance of the intelligent 
environment as a whole.153 
  
*184 Alef’s fundamental task is to guide the flow of air traffic in and out of a section of space, including airports in the area. 
Today, this work is in fact accomplished by thousands of intelligent agents (both human and computer) in airplane cockpits, 
airport control towers, air traffic control centers and weather forecasters. There are a number of modules, or agents, that 
would be a part of any large-scale intelligent processing environment. Alef is an example of a large scale processing 
environment composed of many modules. Those modules within Alef are given here in broad, sometimes overlapping 
strokes, with examples specific to Alef’s tasks. Many of these modules would in fact be composed of discrete sub-modules.154 
Examples of specific tasks within Alef which would be performed by such sub-modules include: 
  
• Sensory input: Alef will use voice, visual and motion information, as well as traditional data input. Voice and motion 
recognition software, as well as software to accurately read and analyze digitized visual input, are complex and sophisticated. 
Each contains subsidiary modules. Alef would secure information from airport surface sensors, radar and human voices. 
  
• Sensory control: Alef may need to turn on and off lights, open and close microphones, modify the sensitivity of and/or 
select various sensors and undertake robotic actions.155 
  
• Data input: Alef will need to utilize text files, knowledge bases156 and other databases. Alef should know the “rules of the 
road” such as the federal aviation regulations, facts about the aircraft it is guiding (such as speed, position, fuel, load, range, 
altitude, destination and origination, as well as aircraft capabilities such as maximum rate of climb and engine-out glide 
distances), weather information and so on. The data reside in hundreds of physically scattered sites. 
  
• Heuristic analysis: Alef should have access to expert systems, rules of thumb and heuristics. These would, for example, 
recommend separation between various types of aircraft (over and above the minimum requirements of FAA regulations), 
and which *185 approaches, departures and runways to use depending on weather, general traffic and facts specific to a given 
aircraft (such as its destination). 
  
• Basic assumptions: Alef should have assumptions about the way the world works: a grasp of gravity and of the fact that two 
airplanes cannot inhabit the same space are the most obvious. 
  
• Goals and commitments: Alef may be equipped with certain goals, such as minimizing the rate of fuel burn and the amount 
of flight time en route. Alef should possess a preference for rapid responses to certain types of urgent communications from 
aircraft. Also, Alef may be committed to neighborhood noise abatement involving difficult or circuitous approaches. Or it 
may prefer easy or simple instrument approaches to those involving many way points, complicated turns or holding patterns. 
  
• Basic computing, load-sharing and load distribution: Alef must have the capability to distribute its processing requirements, 
and then integrate the results. This is not a trivial task. Alef must constantly manage data that are processed by a variety of 
distributed programs, in the context of rapidly changing demands for processor and memory resources in different locations. 
  
• Resource management: Alef must have power management to ensure continuous operations in emergency situations and 
guaranteed access to the communications networks, such as telephone, cable, satellite and microwave channels, to ensure 
required communications among agents. Because it is essential to keep Alef operational, Alef may have agents devoted to 
preemptive or dedicated access to power and communications facilities. 
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• Programming: Alef may find it expedient to make new subroutines. This would have the effect of modifying the substance, 
or the actions, of other agents. Obviously, agents useful only under certain circumstances (e.g., in low visibility conditions) 
could be turned off altogether when those conditions did not obtain; other agents might be modified, such as those controlling 
power requirements, those that deal with information overload or those that adjust the intensity of runway approach lighting 
in reaction to weather conditions. At a lower computational level, Alef would also manage its memory and other systems 
tasks. 
  
*186 • Communications:157 Alef should be able to accomplish routing of messages (data), registration (address identification) 
of the other agents in the environment, and mediation and translation of messages among the various agents. Alef would also 
communicate with other intelligent systems controlling aircraft within their jurisdictions across the United States and abroad. 
  
• Interface:158 The intelligent environment will interact with humans. Some of these agents may also be categorized as sensory 
input agents. Alef will use graphical user interfaces and other programs to communicate with humans on the ground and in 
the air. Thus, Alef will often communicate with human pilots, although in emergency situations Alef may directly control the 
flight of an aircraft itself. 
  

2. The Operation of Alef 

a. Routine Operations 

Alef encompasses the plurality of agent types outlined above. Each agent is connected to a variety of similar agents, as well 
as to many wholly distinct agents. Agents run in--and transmit themselves between--a variety of locations. In the Alef 
example, agents may be found on board hundreds or thousands of aircraft, on vehicles and other sites on airport surfaces, in 
satellites, at control towers and in more centralized computing systems. Agents are continuously added in and taken out of 
the mix. The sources or architects of these agents vary widely. Some agents will have been written by aircraft and radar 
manufacturers, some by pilots programming their own aircraft,159 some by certain of Alef’s own agents and others by human 
operators in control towers, at air traffic control centers and at weather observation facilities. The data streams into Alef will 
be truly staggering, including changeable weather and highly variable data on each aircraft in Alef’s space or about to enter 
its space. *187 Managing this complexity of data is precisely the rationale for Alef’s existence. 
  
Alef routes air traffic. In emergencies, as Alef perceives them, Alef may control individual aircraft to prevent collisions. That, 
and Alef’s more mundane actions, would be a function of the totality of the agents both then currently active and previously 
active which modified data or which modified other linked agents. 
  
To what appears to a human to be repetitions of the same problem, Alef may arrive at different responses. For example, when 
guiding an arriving jet, Alef may route it over one way point at one altitude one day, and by a different route the next day. 
Communications processing and other tasks would differ day to day, and from moment to moment. Mandating one approach 
or the other would defeat Alef’s purpose. 
  

b. Pathological Operations 

Alef’s pathological operation cannot specifically be forecast. But if Hofstadter160 is right, some pathology will erupt as a 
function of Alef’s attempt to solve a new problem by analogy to an old one. The analogizing process will require Alef to 
combine its constituent distributed agents in new and interesting ways.161 The result will be an unexpected configuration or 
interaction of agents, including perhaps new agents created to handle the new problem. An anomalous situation may cause an 
anomalous result; based on its prior experience, Alef may decide to ignore certain data and attend to new information. Alef 
may use the “wrong” analogy to incorporate data. For example, a rapid decrease in an aircraft’s altitude may be seen as 
evidence of fuel problems, and not the near-miss air collision it was. In short, Alef may be seen in retrospect as having 
exercised poor judgment. 
  
Specifically, Alef may ignore certain warnings. For example, noting that ground or collision proximity warnings activate 
long before a collision is actually imminent, Alef may route traffic closer to obstructions than it should. Perhaps in its 
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enthusiasm to ensure continuous power, Alef reroutes electrical power away from the surrounding homes. In an effort to 
streamline operations, Alef may encode data under its control, effectively making it unreadable to humans and useless for 
other purposes. Perhaps the system misunderstands communications from a pilot or from instruments on board an aircraft, or 
assumes the pilots have information they do not, and as a result a plane runs out of fuel. The specific admixture of *188 
agents that generates the poor judgment is more likely to occur at a lower, and less overt, computational level. Conflicting 
claims upon its computing or memory management resources may cause Alef temporarily to drop communications with an 
aircraft at a moment that turns out to have been critical. 
  
Of course, each of these problems can be fixed. Alef can simply be overridden with instructions never to deviate from 
pre-assigned clearances between aircraft, never to modify its access to electrical power, never to tamper with the format in 
which its data is held, and so on. Global constraints can easily be imposed, once we know of the problem. These will prevent 
systems from “evolv[ing] in ways independent of the creator’s intent.”162 
  
But we do not know the problems in advance. Experience is the great teacher, and sometimes the experience will come first 
to the intelligent system, before humans can accommodate the crisis. Global constraints defeat the purpose of intelligent 
systems such as Alef. To be sure, these constraints are a matter of degree.163 However, the more global constraints control the 
decision-making ability of the system, the less the system’s intelligence is a function of its ensemble of collaborative agents. 
The environments discussed in this article do not have a “central reasoner.”164 For a Hofstadterian program, the guiding 
analogy is not presented in advance; the intelligent system detects or invents it. Nor do these systems exist aside from a larger 
networked environment. Thus, it is meaningless to suggest, perhaps as another form of global control, that the system be 
severed from a network and neatly encapsulated into a stand-alone box. The imposition of such global constraints would not 
simply modify the behavior of these intelligent systems, but would eviscerate them. 
  

B. Unpredictable Pathology: Absolving Humans of Liability 

If and when Alef, as an entire processing system, “causes” an unanticipated fault, it will be difficult to establish human 
liability. For it is not enough that some undifferentiated damage of some kind may be expected. We “expect” those problems, 
surely, from many software environments.165 Rather, liability attaches to those who reasonably should have foreseen the type 
of harm that in fact results. That is how the “reasonable foreseeability” test is implemented. *189 Liability does not extend to 
the “remarkable” or “preposterous” or “highly unlikely” consequence.166 Of course, this will always be a matter of degree. 
Consequences may not be so unforeseeable as to relieve the causative agents of responsibility.167 As noted above, the bounds 
of foreseeability fluctuate, varying from court to court, and over time. 
  
The inability to pinpoint specific human responsibility for failure suggests that “the machine” or the network “system” should 
be blamed for damage it causes. The temptation to treat sophisticated intelligent agents as independent legal entities, thus 
absolving the humans involved, is powerful. The agents appear to be autonomous and “independent”; their pathological 
results are by definition unpredictable. No human will have done anything that specifically caused harm, and thus no one 
should be liable for it. Just as we are not liable for the consequences of a human agent’s unforeseeable pathological actions,168 
so too humans should be absolved of liability for the unforeseen results of machine intelligence’s pathology. 
  
Humans are, of course, held legally responsible for some computer malfunctions. As noted in the discussions of classic 
expert systems, many “computer errors” are easily traced to human negligence or other fault. It makes good sense to impose 
liability on those persons who have the power to avoid the injury in the future.169 But that rationale for imposing liability fails 
when no particular human has the ability to prevent the injury, short of banning the use of intelligent agents altogether. 
  
*190 Liability in the computer context must depend, as it does in other contexts, on plaintiffs’ ability to convincingly argue 
that a given injury was “reasonably foreseeable.” This means foreseeing the context of an action (or inaction), and being able 
to predict at least in general terms the consequences of the action on the context.170 But even today it is often difficult to 
charge people with predictive knowledge of the electronic context and of the consequences of various deeds on that 
context.171 For example, a hard drive’s (programmed) controller works well in most circumstances, and generally no data is 
lost. It turns out that with the advent of new 32-bit operating systems such as IBM’s OS/2 Warp, an attempt to process 
multiple interrupts causes the controller to occasionally corrupt data stored on the drive with possibly catastrophic 
consequences. Is this a case of a “flawed” controller, as the media suggests? Or is this a flawed operating system? After all, 
not all 32-bit operating systems cause this data corruption.172 Perhaps both the maker of the drive controller and of the 
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operating system are eligible for “blame” here. Yet no “reasonable” person would have predicted the cause of the failure, so 
there is no basis on which to hold a given maker liable. The problem is simply unforeseeable incompatibility in the linked 
systems. 
  
This problem becomes more acute with artificial intelligences such as Alef which operate in environments in which elements 
are continuously added and dropped out. The specific pathological judgment calls made by Alef are not “reasonably 
foreseeable,” and thus courts should treat them as superseding causes, corresponding to *191 unexpected fog or storms 
which, in former “natural” contexts, eluded human responsibility. 
  

C. Failure of Causation: Absolving Programs of Liability 

We are beginning to work in a class of fundamentally non-linear media_._._._ [[[and] the concept of logic pretty much goes 
out the window. What’s going to replace it?173 
  
Fixing liability on networked systems will solve no problems. Social policies are not furthered when courts decide to blame 
an ensemble of networked agents. The law does not yet recognize programs as legal entities capable of defending themselves 
or paying damages.174 Targeting intelligent agents for legal liability fails to solve two fundamental and interrelated problems. 
First, interacting data and programs “responsible” for a failure are as distributed as the involved human agencies. Second, 
classic cause and effect analysis breaks down. 
  
The dispersion of the agencies involved--human and otherwise--has been described above.175 These agencies do not simply 
trigger each other sequentially, in a specific time or space order. We may have multiple concurrent causes, but there is no 
mechanism for selecting out those which are legally “substantial” (and hence lead to liability) from those that are in some 
fashion incidental. Over time, the configuration of active elements shifts: different agents act on mutating data, and different 
sets of agents interact from moment to moment. In an eternally changing context, agents have no inherent substantiality or 
persistence. They are polymorphic. The agents’ roles change from centrally active, to sustaining context, to inactive or absent 
altogether from the processing environment. 
  
The notion of “proximate” or “legal” causation implies a court’s ability to select out on a case-by-case basis the “responsible” 
causes. But where damage is done by an ensemble of concurrently active polymorphic intelligent agents, there is insufficient 
persistence of individual identifiable agencies to allow this form of discrimination. In this context, there will generally be no 
room for the courts to use social policy to distinguish among the programs and operating *192 systems, encapsulated data, 
objects and other data-cum-program entities each of which is a cause in fact (and perhaps a cause sine qua non) of the injury 
or damage. 
  
On what should society and the courts focus? A court may have a felt sense that it should hold the manufacturers of 
exploding vehicles responsible for resultant injuries, even when there are a series of other eligible causes (cars are driven too 
fast, tank manufacturer made the gas tanks out of thin metal, etc.). Likewise, a court may hold accountants and lawyers 
responsible for allowing a company to issue a false securities prospectus because they should have foreseen the injury. A 
court makes choices in an effort to fix blame where it feels a need to compensate the injured and to encourage desirable 
behavior by those able to foresee the harm they may cause. But where “fault” is a function of many ephemeral agents’ 
unpredictable interactions, there is no target for the judgment of social policy. 
  
What I have termed pathological outcomes are inherent in the electronic cosmos we are making. Pathology is both 
“immanent and elusive from an excess of fluidity and luminosity.”176 “[V]ery strange answers”177 are exactly the sort of 
responses we expect from our agents, and it is unlikely that we will ever arrive at a stable global electronic ecology that 
buffers us from these strange answers. Indeed, it is likely that networks will become increasingly linked, reactive and 
complex, and so therefore increasingly entrusted to the day-to-day management by agents. In this sense, error is emergent, 
caused by all and none of the transitory participating elements. 
  
No surgery can separate these inextricably entwined causes. No judge can isolate the “legal” causes of injury from the 
pervasive electronic hum in which they operate, nor separate causes from the digital universe which gives them their mutable 
shape and shifting sense. The result is a snarled tangle of cause and effect as impossible to sequester as the winds of the air, 
or the currents of the ocean. The law may realize that networks of intelligent agents are not mysterious black boxes, but rather 
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are purposeful, artificial constructs. But that will not solve the problem of legal liability. The central doctrine of proximate 
cause, essential in the sorting out of multiple causes and tagging some in accordance with public policy, is useless when 
causes cannot be sorted out in the first place. 
  

*193 V. Turing, Where Angels Fear To Tread 

The electronic universe is multiplying at an exponential rate, absorbing many segments of the infrastructure, and at least 
indirectly controlling much of the rest. In that utterly dispersed place, traditional doctrines of legal liability, such as cause and 
effect and foreseeable injury, do not exist. This will shock not only lawyers and judges, but also the businesses that expect to 
be compensated for their efforts and the injuries they suffer. If we try to use a system based on sorting through various causes 
to navigate a miasma where “cause” means so little, the legal system and the rapidly developing technology will suffer. 
People will be unfairly charged for damages they could not have prevented or previewed. Extravagant laws passed by 
legislators unclear on the technology will scare developers, systems operators and resource providers from fully engaging in 
the commerce of the electronic universe. If there were an alternative that plainly recognized the impotence of the traditional 
tort system, we might avoid some of these frantic and destructive efforts to control the uncontrollable. To that end, I propose 
the Turing Registry.178 
  

A. The Registry 

The behavior of intelligent agents is stochastic. Like risks underwritten by insurance agencies, the risk associated with the use 
of an intelligent agent can be predicted. This suggests insuring the risk posed by the use of intelligent agents. Just as 
insurance companies examine and certify candidates for life insurance, automobile insurance and the like, so too developers 
seeking coverage for an agent could submit it to a certification procedure, and if successful would be quoted a rate depending 
on the probable risks posed by the agent. That risk would be assessed along a spectrum of automation: the higher the 
intelligence, the higher the risk, and thus the higher the premium and vice versa. If third parties declined to deal with 
uncertified programs, the system would become self-fulfilling and self-policing. Sites should be sufficiently concerned to 
wish to deal *194 only with certified agents. Programmers (or others with an interest in using, licensing or selling the agent) 
would in effect be required to secure a Turing certification, pay the premium and thereby secure protection for sites at which 
their agents are employed. 
  
An example may help here. Assume a developer creates an agent that learns an owner’s travel habits and can interact with 
networked agents run by airlines, hotels and so on. The agent is submitted to the Turing Registry, which evaluates the agent’s 
risk. How likely is it to interact with agents outside the travel area? Does it contain a virus? How responsive is it to remote 
instructions? How quickly does it cancel itself when launched into another network? Does the agent require supervisory 
control, and to what extent? What decisions can it make on its own? Generally how reactive is it? Agents designed to interact 
or capable of interacting with nationwide power grids or nuclear power plant controllers would be assessed a correspondingly 
high premium. In all cases, the premium would be a function of the apparent reactivity of the program, its creativity and its 
ability to handle multiple contexts--in short, its intelligence. High intelligence correlates with high risk. Such intelligence and 
corresponding risk is associated with agents designed to interact with a wide variety of other agents and which, 
concomitantly, are not designed to submit to global controls.179 The Turing Registry predicts the risk posed by the agent, and 
offers certification on payment of a premium by the developer. 
  
The Registry will certify the agent by inserting a unique encrypted180 warranty in the agent.181 United Airlines, Hilton Hotels, 
travel agents and so on would express trust in the Registry by allowing into their systems only Registry certified agents. The 
*195 encrypted warranty may also be used to ensure that certified agents only interact with other certified agents. 
  
At some point a pathological event will occur. Perhaps United’s data base is scrambled. Perhaps an intelligent agent, trying to 
do its best, finds out how to re-route aircraft to suit a trip request, or it blocks out five floors of a hotel during the Christmas 
season--just to play it safe.182 At that point the Turing Registry pays compensation if its agents were involved, without regard 
to fault or any specific causal pattern. That is, if the Turing Registry determines that a certified agent was involved in the 
disaster as a matter of cause in fact, the Registry would pay out. No examination of proximate cause would be undertaken. 
The Registry would provide compensation if and when Alef tampered with data in linked systems. And without an 
impossible investigation into the specific agents directly responsible, the Registry would pay out if an aircraft under Alef’s 
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control was diverted into a mountain. The Registry might pay for mid-air collisions, the consequences of data and program 
modules residing in computers owned by the Government at air traffic control centers, by private pilots and by companies 
providing various navigation and data management services. 
  
Risk might be lowered with minimum requirements. Because agents’ environments are just as important as the agent itself,183 
perhaps the Registry may not pay compensation unless at the damaged site (i) certain environmental controls are in place, 
designed to curb agents and limit their reactivity and (ii) essential security, data backup, and other redundancy systems. 
Perhaps the Registry would insist that covered sites only allow in registered agents. But the imposition of substantial global 
controls will defeat the purpose of the intelligent system, and thus such requirements offer very limited protection.184 
  
Insurance companies already exist, as do companies that test programs for compatibility with a variety of hardware and 
software. Some recently formed companies specializing in electronic security will probably escrow the electronic “keys” 
needed to access encrypted *196 data.185 Others can authenticate data, or digital signatures, which unambiguously identify an 
author or source.186 New companies are being formed to allow secure financial transactions on the Internet.187 Expertise from a 
combination of such companies could be harnessed to provide the type of secure, imbedded certification described here. 
  

B. A Comparison to Traditional Insurance 

Most insurance schemes are based on traditional tort causation analysis.188 A brief review of the various types of traditional 
insurance reveals their ultimate dependence on classic proximate cause analysis. These schemes’ reliance on proximate 
causation is the fundamental reason why the Registry cannot function like and therefore is not an insurance scheme in the 
traditional sense. 
  
Insurance usually just redirects, or spreads the risk of, an award of damages for a tort. Similarly, doctrines of vicarious 
liability such as master-servant and parent-child implicate identical issues of tort liability, the only difference being that the 
person paying is not the negligent actor. 
  
Thus third-party (or liability) insurance pays out when someone else establishes a tort against the insured;189 workers’ 
compensation pays out when injury occurs in the workplace, when otherwise the employer might have been held to be 
responsible.190 First-party insurance covers losses sustained directly by the insured.191 
  
Some insurance polices are “all risk,” and broadly insure against all losses described in the policy unless specifically 
excluded.192 Broadly speaking, the Turing Registry would offer a form of *197 insurance, as it would “indemnif[y] another 
against loss.”193 But traditional causation, including its proximate cause analysis, is a fundamental underpinning of insurance 
coverage schemes. 
  
Thus, for example, most policies will not cover losses caused by the “willful act of the insured.”194 While there is debate on 
the meaning of this willfulness exclusion, it has barred coverage for losses caused by the insured’s intentional crimes,195 for 
wrongful termination,196 and for various “intentional” business torts.197 As long as insurance companies can invoke exclusions 
such as these, the classic issues posed by proximate cause analysis will exist. More generally, even all risk, first-party 
insurance will have excluded perils or excluded risks, which will generate conflict between insureds and insurance companies 
on whether the excluded risk was or was not the “proximate cause.”198 Thus both traditional third-party liability policies and 
first-party policies assume an intact, fully-functioning proximate cause doctrine. Neither of these insurance systems can 
address the liability of distributed AI. 
  

C. The Registry’s Limitations 

There are at least two practical problems with the sketch provided above of the Registry’s operations, and perhaps a third 
theoretical problem. First, the Registry will not preempt lawsuits directed at the scope of coverage provided by the Registry 
or lawsuits by individuals outside the system. The second problem is created by the technical difficulties in checking the 
reliability of agents. The third problem deals with the perceived difficulty of identifying the *198 source of an agent or its 
code which causes damage in fact. A discussion of these will illuminate the proposed operation of a certification registry, and 
some of its limits. 
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1. Coverage Disputes and Victims Outside the System 

First, there is some question whether the model sketched out above will really remove from the legal system disputes 
attendant on damage done by AIs. There is presently much litigation involving the scope of ordinary insurance coverage, and 
the model presented above would not necessarily preempt such lawsuits among (i) the Registry, (ii) programmers of agents 
and (iii) parties operating site hosts (such as United Airlines and hotels in the example above) who allow in certified agents. 
  
Generally, though, these will be relatively ordinary contract disputes, not cases requiring an impossible cause-and-effect 
analysis of the damage done by intelligent agent ensembles. Thus the usual sort of contract (policy) lawsuit might be brought 
by damaged sites if the Registry failed to pay. Programmers might allege illegal restraints of trade if the Registry declined to 
certify certain agents. A site owner damaged by an agent designed to cause the damage could still sue the programmer of that 
agent. 
  
Furthermore, the Turing system sketched out here may not have the ability to handle damage done when, for example, Alef 
preempts a power supply and browns out the neighborhood, or when aircraft fly too low, creating a nuisance in the area. 
Distributed AI systems are likely to have consequences outside our computer networks, in physical contexts that cannot be 
“certified” by a Registry. But this issue, too, should be of decreasing importance over time. If the assumptions of this article 
are correct, complex digital systems will increasingly ramify throughout the infrastructure.199 Thus, Alef’s assumed control of 
the power grid might well be a function of the AI’s authorized reception by a machine host. If so, damages caused “in fact” 
by that infiltration would be compensable. 
  
Unresolved by this discussion is the extent of the Registry’s reimbursement coverage. There is a spectrum of potential 
damage ranging from direct injury, such as data corruption, to the immediate effects of a misjudgment, such as mid-air 
collision, to less direct effects such as neighborhood brown-outs, to highly indirect and consequential effects, such as a 
decline in the stock market value of a company that makes aircraft or radar parts. Presumably the Registry *199 could, by 
contract, specify that compensation would be paid only for immediate pathological effects, i.e., for damage caused to 
networks and mechanisms immediately controlled by networks. Registries might also simply limit their payout on a per 
agent, per site or per event basis. 
  

2. Technical Difficulties in Checking Software 

There are problems with the technical methods to be used to check or analyze intelligent agents. We should assume the 
problems in verifying the actions of tomorrow’s agents, and of ensembles of agents, to be more difficult than those involved 
in today’s complex software environments.200 However, no Registry--Turing or its competitors--needs to establish the eternal 
reliability of agents. To the contrary, this article assumes that the agent ensembles are not always reliable. The issue is rather 
whether an examination of agents may reveal the likelihood of unpredictable and dangerous behavior over the long run. That 
is a technical question beyond the scope of this article, but success with that sort of stochastic evaluation--perhaps with the 
criteria I suggest above such as reactivity and environmental safeguards--is not inconsistent with the theoretical difficulties in 
predicting the specific behavior of complex programs. 
  

3. Replicant Sampling and the revenge of the polymorph:10000000800900077470652E41534D1888200000 

:10001000001C547572626F20417373656D626C65201 
  
TGGAAGGGCTAATTCACTCCCAACGAAGACAAGA202 
  
A third problem associated with the Registry system is ensuring that a host system can identify certified agents. If AIs are 
*200 polymorphic, and indeed if (as expected) we would expect their behavior will be increasingly polymorphic, will it be 
possible to identify these agents sufficiently to allow Turing certification? 
  
The image that comes to mind is nailing Jell-O to the wall. There appears to be no guarantee that the specific code selected 
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for certification will be involved in a pathological episode. Programs can replicate and send portions of themselves to 
distributed sites for processing; even localized programs can and will modify themselves. Thus we have the problem of 
identifying a “certified” agent. What does it mean to suggest that “Program Alef,” or indeed any constituent agent, has been 
certified? How will we recognize Alef in a week, or in two years? Will we recognize Alef in a small codelet operating at a 
remote site? The problem arises because “copies” of digital information are perfectly indistinguishable from the “original.” 
An inspection of code or data will not always reveal whether it has been truncated and therefore could have come from a 
different or an uncertified agent. The difficulty arises because Turing certifications apply to only a portion of the processing 
environment: only to polymorphic agents.203 
  
*201 It is essential to trace the behavior of a “processing environment” if any form of Turing certification is to succeed. 
Instead of looking to mutating processing nodes and executable files, though, we should look to the communications 
channels between such nodes. The emphasis remains on the overall processing environment, but focuses on a direct 
examination of information flow, and not on the nodes from which the flow originates or ends. Messages among processing 
nodes would be “tagged” with the appropriate authenticating codes, and Turing agencies would certify only programs that 
require the perpetuation of an electronic tag on all messages. Under the proposed model, no message is accepted or processed 
without the electronic tag. That tag--in effect the encrypted Turing certification--acts as a unique digital thumbprint, a coded 
stand-in for the program that assures the host processing environment of the bona fides of the messenger data (or instruction). 
  
The model I propose to deal with these problems is based on the behavior of viruses.204 Mutating viruses will change small 
portions of their RNA (or DNA) sequence, but retain a persisting, distinct sequence otherwise. The small genetic change is 
enough to produce important differences in viral appearance and behavior, enough, for example, to avoid the effects of a 
host’s immune defenses searching for the former viral incarnation. So too, certain structures can be locked into digital code 
without conflicting with the behavior of polymorphic programs. To borrow language from genetics, we can assure ourselves 
of some genetic persistence even where the phenotype is untrackably polymorphic. Intelligent programs, as such, may be 
sufficiently dispersed and mutable as to defy firm identification; but the messages passed by the programs and their codelets 
can be inspected for certification. Ultimately it is those messages, that information flow, which must be subject to Turing 
oversight. 
  
The image, then, is of many gatekeepers watching over the flow of traffic. Only on presentation of an authentic “pass” are 
messages admitted to remote sites, or the value of variables passed to other codelets, subroutines or peripherals. The 
gatekeepers do not care where the message came from, or whether it is affiliated in some fashion with a Program Alef 
(whatever that is), as long as it is certified. The overhead of such a system might be high, but that is irrelevant.205 The point 
here is simply to model a target for Turing *202 certification that does not depend on permanently fixing the boundaries of an 
artificial intelligence (or other program). And that can be accomplished. Turing Registries offer the possibility of a 
technological response to the quandary first posed by technology. 
  

VI. Perspectives 

There is no reason to suppose machines have any limitations not shared by man.206 
  
It was a machine’s dilemma, this inability to distinguish between actual and programmed experience.207 
  
Effective, distributed AI presents the problem of judgment. As we rely on our electronic doppelgangers, we increasingly lose 
the referents of history, honest memory and truth as measured by correspondence with the way the world really is. 
Simulation, including computerized simulation, carries us away from these into what Baudrillard calls the “catastrophe of 
reality.”208 We forget that digital space follows rules different from those of physical reality; we forget that digital space has 
no dimension and is ungoverned by the rules of physics, that it is just data.209 The logic of the simulacrum does not 
necessarily correlate with the physics of the real world. Simulacra may be simply self-referential, in the way that television 
shows just quote other shows and movies, and news stories cover the making of a film or “expose” the truth about another 
news show. A multimedia hyperlink between President Kennedy’s death and the CIA does not mean that the two are in fact 
related. The logic of program flow does not explain how physical objects interact, and digital models may not accurately 
mimic physical reality.210 
  
Describing the 1989 missile attack on the U.S.S. Stark, author Gary Chapman recalls that the ship’s defense systems probably 
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*203 failed because onboard computers classified the French-made--but Iraqi-launched--missiles as friendly. The 
programmers’ assumptions did not correspond with the reality of the Persian Gulf conflict. Chapman writes: 
  
[W]hen we talk about what goes on in a computer, we’re talking about an entire complex of relations, assumptions, actions, 
intentions, design, error, too, as well as the results, and so on. A computer is a device that allows us to put cognitive models 
into operational form. But cognitive models are fictions, artificial constructs that correspond more or less to what happens in 
the world. When they don’t, though, the results range from the absurd to the tragic.211 
  
This disassociation from the real suggests that computer programs may at once be faithful to a digital logic and fail to 
exercise ordinary judgment. The problem is not new to those who develop artificial intelligence programs. Some researchers 
assemble enormous databases of facts and lessons; others draft heuristics, rules of thumb, in an effort to provide a reservoir of 
“common sense” on which programs may draw. Such efforts are probably doomed: they cast us back to the dark days of the 
rule-bound, domain-bound expert systems briefly described above.212 In any event, these are enormous undertakings, and 
cannot hope to underpin the distributed intelligences which we may use in the next decade. Other researchers may seek to 
impose “global controls”: constraints on the judgments AIs may make, limits on the data they may consider and bars to the 
analogies they may devise. These are all attempts to substitute human judgment, formed in advance and so without the key 
facts, for the judgment of the AI created to handle the situation. AIs again confront us with the old, old issue of how much 
autonomy to allow the machine. 
  
AIs’ potential lack of common-sense sensitivity to the constraints of the physical world presents a serious risk to operations 
entrusted to autonomous artificial intelligences. But doubtless we will use intelligent systems, and pay the price, just as we 
use automobiles and pay the terrible toll of some 29,000 highway deaths a year.213 Users and site operators can be 
circumspect, and should carefully screen agents, just as care is needed on the road. But AIs will inevitably *204 arrive at 
“very strange answers”; when they do, the courts will not provide an effective forum. 
  
As they assess the liability for AIs gone awry, courts will be tempted to use the same sort of proximate cause analysis they 
always have. But it will not work. We may know that AIs are involved as one of an infinite number of causes in fact. But 
against the background of ephemeral, distributed, polymorphic processing elements, judges will not be able to pluck out 
specific program applets, or human agencies, as proximate causes. 
  
There is a risk when courts fail to provide a meaningful remedy for the felt insults of technology. Laws may be enacted and 
cases decided that make technological development too much of a litigation risk. Where social policy cannot find its target, 
liability may be imposed on the undeserving, and others may unjustly escape. The Turing Registry may provide a 
technological option to resolve the legal conundrum. 
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 at “URL http:// catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks” and archived at “URL ftp:unix.sri.com/risks”. RISKS-LIST: Risks-Forum Digest is also 
available at this address. The unavoidable risks posed by complex software are discussed further infra part II.C. 
 

29 
 

Distributed intelligence suggests a series of programs physically resident at various disparate sites, interacting with each other to 
present the user with a single integrated result. See, e.g., Andy Reinhart, The Network With Smarts, B yte, Oct. 1994, at 51. 
 

30 
 

Brown v. United States, 790 F.2d 199 (1st Cir. 1986) (holding defendants not liable for drowning of fisherman in storm which 
National Weather Service did not predict). 
 

31 
 

Cf. Wenninger v. United States, 234 F. Supp. 499 (D. Del. 1964). 
 

32 
 

See, e.g., Summers v. Tice, 199 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1948). 
 

33 
 

We are already familiar with an incipient version of this. Users of home PCs are routinely told their problems have to do with the 
complex interaction of CD-ROMs, operating systems, memory management software, IRQ and other settings within the machine, 
various peripherals, sound cards, graphical user interfaces and other applications, and on and on. 
 

34 
 

Users might be aware of, and indeed command, higher order decisions such as “ if the temperature is above 43 degrees then close 
the circuit.” But virtually all program decisions are of a lower order, such as “ if certain address in memory contains the datum XX 
then replace it with datum ZZ,” or “ if a datum at memory location is XX then jump to a different section of this program and 
execute the instruction found there.” 
 

35 
 

Caudill & Butler, supra note 23, at 25 (1990). 
 

36 
 

The wonderful and nebulous term artificial intelligence covers a plethora of programming techniques and goals. Direct modeling of 
the activity of the brain’s network of neurons is one such field; also included are case-based reasoning systems, which try to apply 
rules to new factual scenarios. AI systems are used to model complex movement in robotics, including the difficult areas of 
perception and visual and aural discrimination. Munakata, supra note 3, at 23, 24-25. See also Gold, supra note 3 at 79 (describing 
hybrid AI systems using combination of neural nets and other programming techniques to control complex manufacturing 
processes). As this article notes below, the term “intelligent” in the context of so-called intelligent agents refers to agents (program 
chunks or “modules”) that can communicate and work with other agents to produce a larger program, which in turn appears to 
mimic the higher cognitive abilities of humans. See infra part II.D. (text accompanying note 68). 
 

37 
 

Here is how one team of researchers introduced the idea of neural nets: 
[T]he most common models take the neuron as the basic processing unit. Each such processing unit is characterized by an activity 
level (representing the state of polarization of a neuron), an output value (representing the firing rate of the neuron), a set of input 
connections, (representing synapses on the cell and its dendrite), a bias value (representing an internal resting level of the neuron) 
and a set of output connections (representing a neuron’s axonal projections)_._._._._Thus, each connection has an associated 
weight (synaptic strength) which determines the effect of the incoming input on the activation level of the unit. The weights may 
be positive (excitatory) or negative (inhibitory). Frequently, the input lines are assumed to sum linearly yielding an activation 
value. 
David Rumelhart et al., The Basic Ideas in Neural Networks, Comm. ACM, Mar. 1994, at 87. 
 

38 
 

Id. at 89. 
 

39 
 

The physical appearance of a neural net need be little different from that of any computer. It may have a camera, for example, to 
enable the input of digitized video. The nodes are simply values (if that is not too loose a term) embodied in software. For a 
discussion of neural nets generally, see the “Frequently Asked Questions” (FAQ), available at “URL 
ftp:rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers” (filename “neural-net-faq”). See also “URL 
http://wwwipd.ira.uka.de/°prechelt/FAQ/neural-net-faq.html” on the World Wide Web. There is a good deal of literature on the 
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subject of neural nets. See generally Caudill & Butler, supra note 23; see also Bill Machrone, Care and Feeding of Neural Nets, PC 
Week, June 5, 1995, at 63. Neural nets can be used to analyze highly complex groups of constraints: for example, motion controls 
for robots that require the analysis of feedback from the environment present difficult nonlinear control issues, solvable by such 
nets. Haruhiko Asada, Representation and Learning of Nonlinear Compliance Using Neural Nets, 9 IEEE Transactions on Robotics 
& Automation 863 (Dec. 1993). See also Gary S. May, Manufacturing ICs the Neural Way, IEEE Spectrum, Sept. 1994, at 47 
(describing how the many factors that go into the calculation of efficient chip fabrication can be solved with these expert nets). 
 

40 
 

May, supra note 39, at 47. 
 

41 
 

Caudill & Butler, supra note 23, at 241-60 (1990). 
 

42 
 

Such systems include what professor Jim Bezdek terms a basic “computational neural network.” These give the appearance of 
intelligence, but they operate “solely on numerical data such as that obtained from sensors and computational pattern 
recognition_._._._produc[ing] numerical results that reveal structure in sensor data.” Technology Focus, Computer Design, Sept. 
1994, at 74. The ability to manage substantial combinatorial complexity, though, is not the exhibition of intelligence or true 
learning. “This idea that neural networks learn is just stupid,” Bezdek notes. “They don’t learn_._._._._An algorithm is just an 
algorithm.” Id. 
 

43 
 

Hofstadter & Mitchell, supra note 1. 
 

44 
 

Id. at 97. 
 

45 
 

Id. at 124-25. 
 

46 
 

Caudill & Butler, supra note 23, at 155. 
 

47 
 

Hofstadter & Mitchell, supra note 1, at 256. 
 

48 
 

Hofstadter & Mitchell, supra note 1, at 91 (describing parallel architecture by which bottom-up and top-down processing influence 
each other). See G. Hinton et al., The ‘Wake-Sleep’ Algorithm for Unsupervised Neural Networks, 268 Science 1158 (1995) 
(describing a computer neural network by which bottom-up “recognition” connections convert input vectors to representations in 
one or more hidden layers of the neural net. The top-down “generative” connections are then used to reconstruct an approximation 
of the input vectors from the underlying representations). 
 

49 
 

Marvin Minsky, The Society of Mind (1985); A Conversation with Marvin Minsky About Agents, Comm. ACM, July 1994, at 23, 
23. See generally Dennett, supra note 4. 
 

50 
 

Hofstadter & Mitchell, supra note 1, at 215. 
 

51 
 

Id. at 235. 
 

52 
 

Id. 
 

53 
 

Mark A. Ludwig, Computers, Viruses, Artificial Life and Evolution 86 (1993). 
 

54 
 

“Autonomy” is a relative term. Some systems are more or less autonomous than others, and there is a broad range of autonomy and 
automation. Thomas B. Sheridan, Telerobotics, Automation, and Human Supervisory Control 356-60 (1992). I have not expressly 
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treated that range in this paper. I have addressed the issue instead through the prism of multiple concurrent causation, which 
recognizes variable contributions of humans and machines to a given result. See infra part IV. 
 

55 
 

Buggy software is released even when known to be buggy. Corel was told of crashes in its drawing program, but released it 
anyway, apparently to meet certain market deadlines. Pardhu Vadlamudi, Corel Faces Buggy Software Backlash, InfoWorld, Oct. 
23, 1995, at 25. 
 

56 
 

See generally Bev Littlewood & Lorenzo Strigini, The Risks of Software, Sci. Am., Nov. 1992, at 62. 
 

57 
 

Manuel Blum & Sampath Kannan, Designing Programs That Check Their Work, 42 J. Ass’n Computing Mach. 267 (1995). 
 

58 
 

Bev Littlewood & Lorenzo Strigini, Validation of Ultrahigh Dependability for Software-based Systems, Comm. ACM, Nov. 1993, 
at 69. 
 

59 
 

Id. at 78-79. 
 

60 
 

Wiener, supra note 28, at 96-98. 
 

61 
 

Id. at 96. 
 

62 
 

The number rises from 20 (1 command) to 400 (2 commands) to 8000 (3 commands) and finally to 10,240,000,000,000 (10 
commands). Id. 
 

63 
 

Tom Davey, Chip Makers Split on Listing Bugs, PC Week, Dec. 18, 1995, at 115 (noting errors in initial batch of Intel’s Pentium 
Pro (known in development as the P6) which could corrupt data, as well as recalling problems with the original Pentium chip). The 
first releases of the Pentium chip (originally known as the P5) in late 1994 contained a FPU (Floating Point Unit, or arithmetic 
coprocessor) which was comprised of registers unable to correctly handle a divide function, the so-called FDIV error. See 
Editorial, Byte, Sept. 1995, at 126 (report of Pentium bug). 
 

64 
 

The Federal Aviation Administration’s Advanced Automation System’s millions of lines of code are buggy, and so the nation’s 
skies remain under the control of decades-old computer technology. When three lines of code were changed in a 
telecommunications program in the summer of 1991, California and much of the Eastern seaboard lost phone service. Two cancer 
patients were killed in 1986 by overdoses of radiation from a computer-controlled radiation therapy machine; errors included a 
so-called “race” condition (where two or more threads in a parallel processing system do not execute as predicted). Alan Joch, 
How Software Doesn’t Work, Byte, Dec. 1995, at 49-50. 
 

65 
 

Id. 
 

66 
 

See generally Intelligent Agents, Comm. ACM, July 1994 (special issue); Software Agents Prepare to Sift the Riches of 
Cyberspace, 265 Science 882 (1994) [hereinafter Software Agents]; Intelligent Agents: Theories, Architectures And Languages 
(1995); “URL http:// www.doc.mmu.ac.uk/STAFF/mike/atal95.html” on the World Wide Web; “URL http:// 
www.cs.umbc.edu/agents” on the World Wide Web. See also Deiri Masaru, Knowbotics: A Talk on the Wild Side with Pattie 
Maes, InterCommunications, Annual 1994, at 110. 
A recent study suggests (perhaps with a bit of exaggeration) that “[a]gents will be the most important computing paradigm in the 
next ten years.” BIS Strategic Decisions, Pragmatic Application Of Information Agents (1995). 
 

67 
 

See Andy Reinhardt, The Network With Smarts, Byte, Oct. 1994, at 51. 
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68 
 

HOTT (Hot Off The Tree), Apr. 25, 1994 (Internet download) carried a report describing a program known as 
Hoover, from Sandpoint Corporation (Cambridge, MA), an information-gathering program. Hoover’s search results are compiled 
into a customized electronic newsletter, with headlines that can be clicked on with a mouse to retrieve full-text articles. Microsoft’s 
Office suite includes Intelligence for real-time spelling error correction_._._._._Other software packages include Beyondmail from 
Beyond, Inc. and Open Sesame! from Charles River Analytic (Cambridge, MA). Beyondmail automates responses to incoming 
e-mail. Open Sesame! monitors repetitive PC activity_._._._and then, in essence, automatically creates intelligent, autonomous 
macros. 
Id. AT&T planned to introduce Telescript e-mail in 1994, which would have allowed users to type in the addressee’s phone 
number; an agent would then look up the e-mail address corresponding to that number and deliver the message to the addressee’s 
computer. General Magic plans to license Telescript freely to other companies. Presumably the system will allow cross-platform, 
network-independent messaging, insulating users and programmers from the complexities of network protocols. Tom R. Halfhill & 
Andy Reinhardt, Just like Magic?, Byte, Feb. 1994, at 22; Michael Fitzgerald, Agent Technology Stirs Hope of Magical Future, 
Computerworld, Jan. 31, 1994, at 37; Yvonne L. Lee, Telescript Eases Cross-network Communication, Infoworld, Jan. 17, 1994, at 
22; Agents of Change, Byte, Mar. 1995, at 95. 
 

69 
 

Peter Wayner, Agents Away, Byte, May 1994, at 113. 
 

70 
 

See Edmund Durfee & Jeffery Rosenschein, Distributed Problem Solving And Multi-Agent Systems: Comparisons and Examples, 
in Distributed Artificial Intelligence 52 (1994) (Proceedings of the 13th International Distributed Artificial Intelligence Workshop, 
published by the American Association for Artificial Intelligence) [hereinafter Distributed Artificial Intelligence]; Ernest Edmonds 
et al., Support for Collaborative Design: Agents and Emergence, Comm. ACM, July 1994, at 41; Software Agents, supra note 66, 
at 883. 
 

71 
 

Masaru, supra note 66, at 114-15. See JyiShane Liu & Katia Sycara, Distributed Problem Solving Through Coordination in a 
Society of Agents, in Distributed Artificial Intelligence, supra note 70, at 169. 
 

72 
 

Bernardo A. Huberman, Towards A Social Mind, 2 Stan. Human. Rev. 103, 107 (1992) (expanded in Huberman, Origins of the 
Human Brain 250 (1995)). See also Bernardo A. Huberman & Tad Hogg, Distributed Computation as an Economic System, J. 
Econ. Persp., Winter 1995, at 141. I am grateful to Mr. Huberman, who is a Research Fellow with Xerox PARC in Palo Alto, 
California, for providing me with his articles. 
 

73 
 

Frederick Hayes-Roth & Neil Jacobstein, The State of Knowledge-Based Systems, Comm. ACM, Mar. 1994, at 27, 35. 
 

74 
 

Id. at 38. 
 

75 
 

See generally John Markoff, Staking Claim in Alternative Software on the Internet, N.Y. Times, Sept. 25, 1995, at D4; Gus 
Venditto, Java: It’s Hot, But Is It Ready To Serve?, Internet World, Feb. 1996, at 76, 78. 
 

76 
 

As discussed infra note 101, these distributable agglutinations of data and program code are known as objects. The notion of 
combined data and programming code is embodied in another term used by Java programmers, “executable content.” John 
December, Presenting Java 6 (1995). 
 

77 
 

Tim Ritchey, Java! 15-16 (1996). 
 

78 
 

Id. at 23-24. 
 

79 
 

Beyond Java: Distributed Objects on Web, PC Week, Dec. 18, 1995, at 48. 
 

80 Stuart J. Johnston & Kim S. Nash, Capitulation!, Computerworld, Dec. 11, 1995, at 1. 
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81 
 

Java is fast and reportedly highly secure. Recognizing the risks posed by allowing applets--true blue executable programs--to 
download from remote sites into user’s host machines, one title blandly assures the reader that “No Java applet is able to steal 
information or damage your computer in any way.” Arthur van Hoff et al., Hooked On Java 17 (1996). Security is achieved by (i) 
restricting the environment in which Java applets can run (a notion treated under the rubric of “global controls” in this article) and 
(ii) verifying the individually transmitted “bytecodes” which are subsequently interpreted, and then run together on the user’s host 
machine (approximating the certification process discussed in this article). Id. at 17-18; Ritchey supra note 77, at 50-51, 99. 
However, more recently, security flaws have been discovered. Netscape Flaw Could Cause Harm, Marin Indep. J., Feb. 22, 1996, 
at C3; see also Gary Anthes, Still a Few Chinks in Java’s Armor, Computerworld, Feb. 19, 1996. Details and further discussion 
may be found in RISKS-LIST: Risks-Forum Digest, vols. 17.83 and 17.85, available from the Internet USENET group 
“comp.risks” at “URL http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks”. 
 

82 
 

Reinhardt, supra note 67, at 51, 64 (TeleScript security). 
 

83 
 

Wayner, supra note 69, at 116. Wayner does explain that the version of agent software he examines (TeleScript) has a “security” 
system by which the host computer can allow only previously authorized users to send in agents. For more on the security issues 
associated with these and related agents, see supra note 81. 
 

84 
 

Housebroken Virus, InfoSecurity News, Sept./Oct. 1994. Neither my use of the term “virus” nor that of InfoSecurity is precise 
here. Normally machine viruses are considered to be self-replicating, and not necessarily unintentionally (or indeed intentionally) 
destructive. See generally Rogue Programs: Viruses, Worms and Trojan Horses (Lance J. Hoffman ed., 1990); Mark A. Ludwig, 
The Little Black Book of Computer Viruses (1991). However, the classic definition and my use share the connotation of a program 
that is (i) hidden within (and dependent upon) a software host and (ii) independent, mobile and transfers itself from host to host. 
 

85 
 

See generally Curtis Karnow, Recombinant Culture: Crime In The Digital Network, available at “URL 
http://www.cpsr.org/cpsr/computer_crime/ net.crime.karnow.txt” on the World Wide Web. See also Jim Louderback, A Virus by 
Another Name Causes Equal Pain, PC Week, Apr. 3, 1995, at 106. Louderback writes that TeleScript is not a virus, “but it makes it 
easier for rogue programs to spread.” Id. at 106. 
 

86 
 

Other popular programs such as Borland’s Quattro Pro spreadsheet and WordPerfect have similar macro capability. 
 

87 
 

See, e.g., Jason Pontin, Macro Virus Threat Continues, InfoWorld, Dec. 11, 1995, at 36; s ee also Gary Anthes, Macro Viruses 
Pose Hazard to PC Health, Computerworld, Feb. 19, 1996, at 45. 
 

88 
 

Pontin, supra note 87, at 36 (quoting Karen Black, Symantec Corp). The macro viruses appear to be a reincarnation of a problem 
that cropped up a few years ago in an early version of Microsoft’s object linking and embedding (OLE) technology. Certain 
applications such as Microsoft’s Office suite of programs allowed users to create, in effect, self-executing data files which would 
be held inside another data file (such as letter or a chapter of a book). For example, a document might have a graphic “object” (say 
a picture of an apple) embedded as an illustration in the document; OLE would execute the object, automatically running a new 
program to display it, as the reader read the document. But OLE “may inadvertently create a backdoor through which malicious 
individuals can enter to embed destructive commands, viruses and worms in any number of applications that are distributed via 
electronic mail or network protocols.” Michael Vizard, Security Woes Dull OLE Luster, Computerworld, Dec. 6, 1993, at 1. 
 

89 
 

Huberman, supra note 72, at 107. The use of what Huberman calls “global controls” would reduce the autonomy of the system and 
undermine its claim to collaborative, emergent intelligence. See infra part IV.A.2.b. 
 

90 
 

In Short, Info. Wk., May 22, 1995, at 88, cited in RISKS-LIST: Risks-Forum Digest vol. 17.13, available from the Internet 
USENET group “comp.risks” at “URL http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks”. See also Win95 Wizard Leads to Confusion, InfoWorld, 
May 29, 1995, at 6. 
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91 
 

Microsoft’s position is available at “URL ftp.microsoft.com/peropsys/ win_news/regwiz.txt” on the Internet. 
 

92 
 

See, e.g., Cal. Civ. Code s 3426 (West Supp. 1996) (Uniform Trade Secrets Act). 
 

93 
 

17 U.S.C. ss 501-10 (1977). 
 

94 
 

See generally Laurence H. Tribe, Rights of Privacy and Personhood, in American Constitutional Law s 15 (1988) (right to control 
personal information). 
 

95 
 

18 U.S.C.A. ss_2510-22 (West 1970 & Supp. 1995). See Cal. Penal Code s_ 502 (West Supp. 1996) (discussing unauthorized 
access to computer data and systems). For more information on so-called web-wandering “robots,” “spiders” and other programs 
which among other things take data from remote locations without permission., The Web-Crawler Wars, 269 Science 1355 (1995) 
(discussing the dangers of software “robots” accessing information without human supervision and judgment); see generally Jeff 
Frentzen, Spiders, Worms, and Robots Crawl in the Web, PC Week, Feb. 13, 1995 (citing “URL http:// 
web.nexor.co.uk/mak/doc/robots/robots.html” on the World Wide Web). 
 

96 
 

See generally John Holland, Adaptation In Natural And Artificial Systems (1992). Professor Holland and others have experimented 
with systems that compel competition between programs to evaluate their suitability for certain tasks. They then use selected parts 
of successful programs for “genetic” recombination, creating succeeding generations of programs. These new programs again 
compete and begin the loop again. After many iterations, highly successful programs can be generated. Id. at 3-4. 
 

97 
 

See infra note 104. 
 

98 
 

These drivers are small programs “designed to handle a particular peripheral device such as a magnetic disk or tape unit.” The New 
Hacker’s Dictionary 134 (Eric Raymond ed., 1991). 
 

99 
 

“The most important event in the history of software happened somewhere around 1959, when the designers of a programming 
language called ‘Algol 60’ realized that you can build a large program out of smaller programs.” David Gelernter, Mirror Worlds 
54 (1992). See supra note 17 (listing multiple modules used in current client-server environment). 
 

100 
 

Lee Atkinson & Mark Atkinson, Using Borland C  432 (1991). 
 

101 
 

A similar effect can be simulated within the Microsoft operating system Windows. An “object” such as a spreadsheet or graphic 
can be created and then inserted into data created by another program, such as into a letter created by a word processor. This 
so-called “object” acts as a combination of the data (i.e., the spread-sheet values the numbers, or the picture) and the program 
required to modify the data (the spread-sheet program, or the paint program). See supra note 88 (OLE corruption problems). 
 

102 
 

Christine Comaford, Inside the Black Box Of Objects, PC Week, Nov. 20, 1995, at 18. 
 

103 
 

John Perry Barlow, The Economy of Ideas, Wired, Mar. 1994, at 84, 84. 
 

104 
 

For example, companies such as Compuserve and Netscape, as well as Windows’ manufacturer Microsoft, sell 
Windows-compatible Internet communications programs. Their programs call on a library of functions--a set of small programs or 
modules--found in (among other places) a dynamic link library (DLL) drafted to a public technical standard known as the 
Windows Sockets. This library of modules is called WINSOCK.DLL. Multiple programs can call on the functions contained in 
WINSOCK.DLL. But when the user installs Microsoft’s Internet package, the installation quietly renames WINSOCK.DLL to 
WINSOCK.OLD, and then copies its own WINSOCK.DLL to the user’s drive. Programs other than Microsoft’s can not use this 
new DLL, and so they fail. Brian Livingston, How Microsoft Disables Rivals’ Internet Software, InfoWorld, Sept. 25, 1995, at 42. 
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As of last Fall, at least, Microsoft had not told its competitors how to use Microsoft’s superseding WINSOCK.DLL. Id. 
 

105 
 

See infra note 203. 
 

106 
 

C.S. Lewis, The Screwtape Letters XXI. 
 

107 
 

Other elements include a “duty” to the injured party and “damage” or injury caused by a violation of that duty. The element of 
“duty” can encompass a host of subsidiary issues. See generally 5 Bernard Witkin, Summary of California Law s_3 et. seq. (1988). 
Confusingly, the notion of “duty” is often used to test whether a cause of injury should or should not be the “legal cause” or legally 
responsible cause for that injury. This issue is properly discussed infra in part III.A & III.B in the context of foreseeable risk and 
multiple concurrent causation. But the “duty” element is not always coterminous with the scope of the foreseeable risk; in those 
circumstances, the existence of a duty is a separate element needed for liability. See 3 Fowler V. Harper et al., The Law of Torts 
s_18.8 (1986). Only the essential element of causation is discussed in this paper. 
 

108 
 

Maybe. See Williams v. Saga Enters., Inc., 274 Cal. Rptr. 3d 901 (Cal. Ct. App. 1990). 
 

109 
 

Sometimes, yes. See Jackson v. Ryder Truck Rentals, Inc., 20 Cal. Rptr. 2d 913, 920 (Cal. Ct. App. 1993). 
 

110 
 

Yes. People v. Caldwell, 681 P.2d 274 (Cal. 1984). This recalls an earlier case in which the defendant shot his brother-in-law. 
People v. Lewis, 57 P. 470 (Cal. 1899) (the victim, realizing that he would die a long, slow and very painful death, slit his own 
throat; the defendant was convicted of manslaughter for that death). See also People v. Gardner, 43 Cal. Rptr. 2d 603 (Cal. Ct. 
App. 1995) (compiling cases on “derivative liability for homicide”). 
 

111 
 

Perhaps both. See Summers v. Tice, 199 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1948). 
 

112 
 

Any and all of these persons may be legally liable. Mitchell v. Gonzales, 274 Cal. Rptr. 541 (1990), aff’d, 819 P.2d 872 (Cal. 
1991). This is so even though any one of the causes alone would never have resulted in the drowning. See generally Mitchell v. 
Gonzales, 819 P.2d 872 (Cal. 1991); Morgan v. Stubblefield, 493 P.2d 465 (Cal. 1972); Lareau v. S. Pac. Transp. Co., 118 Cal. 
Rptr. 837 (Cal. Ct. App. 1975) (car and train combined to kill passenger); DaFonte v. Up-Right, Inc., 828 P.2d 140 (Cal. 1992) 
(combination of failure to warn, insufficient supervision, operator negligence and poor design of equipment all led to serious injury 
to a 15-year-old’s hand as he cleaned a moving conveyor belt of mechanical grape harvester). 
 

113 
 

Lineaweaver v. Plant Insulation Co., 37 Cal. Rptr. 2d 902 (1995) (asbestos). 
 

114 
 

Compare Merrill v. Los Angeles Gas & Elec. Co., 111 P. 534 (Cal. 1910) (escaping gas and light caused explosion) with 
Lowenschuss v. S. Cal. Gas Co., 14 Cal. Rptr. 2d 59 (Cal. Ct. App. 1992) (gas company has no responsibility to purge gas from 
pipes and house meters in the path of on coming fire). 
 

115 
 

4 Fowler V. Harper et al., the law of torts s_14.3 (1986). 
 

116 
 

Id. s 20.2. 
 

117 
 

199 P.2d 1 (Cal. 1948). 
 

118 
 

See, e.g., Lineaweaver v. Plant Insulation Co., 37 Cal. Rptr. 2d 902 (Cal. Ct. App. 1995) (Summers doctrine will not hold 
multitude of asbestos manufacturers responsible when an undetermined one was responsible.). 
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119 
 

Vigiolto v. Johns-Manville Corp., 643 F. Supp. 1454, 1457 (W.D. Pa. 1986). This switch of burdens is reminiscent of the venerable 
doctrine of res ipsa loquitur, which holds that when all of the many possible instrumentalities of injury are under the control of 
defendants, it is up to the defendants to prove their own innocence, rather than to the plaintiff to prove defendants’ culpability. See, 
e.g., Cooper v. Horn, 448 S.E.2d 403, 405 (Va. 1994) (discussing res ipsa loquitur). 
 

120 
 

Lineaweaver, 37 Cal. Rptr. 2d at 906-08 (Cal. Ct. App. 1995). 
 

121 
 

607 P.2d 924 (Cal. 1980). 
 

122 
 

Id. at 611-12. 
 

123 
 

Mullen v. Armstrong World Indus., 246 Cal. Rptr. 32, 35 n.6 (Cal. Ct. App 1988) (asbestos not “fungible,” so Sindell does not 
apply). 
 

124 
 

Id.; Vigioltou v. Johns-Manville Corp., 543 F. Supp. 1454, 1460-61 (W.D. Pa. 1986); In re Related Asbestos Cases, 543 F. Supp. 
1152, 1158 (N.D. Cal. 1982). See generally Restatement (Second) Of Torts s 433 B (3) (1965). 
 

125 
 

See generally Maupin v. Widling, 237 Cal. Rptr. 521 (Cal. Ct. App. 1987); Harper, supra note 115 s_20.4 et seq. 
 

126 
 

Restatement (Second) of Torts s 431 cmt. a (1965). See People v. M.S., 896 P.2d 1365, 1386-87 (Cal. 1995) (Kennard, J., 
concurring); Mitchell v. Gonzales, 819 P.2d 872, 882-85 (Cal. 1991) (Kennard, J., dissenting) (referring to the “social evaluative 
process” involved in deciding which of the infinite “causes” will be targeted for legal liability); Harper, supra note 115 s_20.4 
(“Policy considerations underlie the doctrine of proximate cause.”). 
 

127 
 

See generally William L. Prosser, The Law Of Torts 270 (1971). 
 

128 
 

See, e.g., Harper, supra note 115 s_20.5 (foreseeability as part of the analysis underpinning “legal” cause). While this article 
discusses only tort liability, it is worth noting that reasonable foreseeability also plays an important role in traditional contract law, 
in that breaching defendants normally are liable only for damages which were reasonably foreseeable. Hadley v. Baxendale, 9 Ex. 
341 (1854); Martin v. U-Haul Co. of Fresno, 251 Cal. Rptr. 17, 23-24 (Cal. Ct. App. 1988). 
 

129 
 

Cooper v. Horn, 448 S.E.2d 403 (Va. 1994). 
 

130 
 

O’Brien v. B.L.C. Ins. Co., 768 S.W.2d 64, 68 (Mo. 1989); see also Doe v. Manheimer, 563 A.2d 699 (Conn. 1989) (rapist’s 
conduct deemed not reasonably foreseeable misconduct); Erikson v. Curtis Inv. Co., 447 N.W.2d 165 (Minn. 1989) (a parking 
ramp operator owes customers some duty of care to protect against foreseeable criminal activity); Akins v. D.C., 526 A.2d 933, 
935 (D.C. 1987) (defendant computer manufacturer, whose negligence allowed a computer error that resulted in a criminal’s early 
release from prison, held not liable for remotely foreseeable criminal assault). 
 

131 
 

Prashant Enter. v. State, 614 N.Y.S.2d 653 (1994); Saden v. Kirby, 660 So. 2d 423 (La. 1995). 
 

132 
 

Boyd v. Washington-St. Tammany Elec. Coop., 618 So. 2d 982 (Ala. Civ. App. 1993). 
 

133 
 

Knapp v. Neb. Pub. Power Dist., No. A-93-134 1995 WL 595691 (Neb. App. Oct. 10, 1995). 
 

134 
 

Bradford v. Universal Constr. Co., 644 So. 2d 864 (Ala. 1994). 
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135 
 

Mann v. Anderson, 426 S.E.2d 583 (Ga. Ct. App. 1992). 
 

136 
 

The language in many of these cases mixes the test for causation in fact with that for proximate cause. Thus the courts’ preliminary 
statements of the legal principles are often a muddle, although the actual evaluations and results in these cases are not necessarily 
wrong. For example, Knapp states that the defendant is liable “unless the sole proximate cause of that damage is an ‘extraordinary 
force of nature.”’ 1995 WL 595691 at *3. But this begs the analysis: the natural force (here, a rainstorm) will be held to be “solely” 
responsible--i.e. will be the “sole proximate cause”--if the natural force was so extraordinary that the humans could not reasonably 
have foreseen it. Later, the court does in fact use that foreseeability analysis. Id. at *4 (citing Cover v. Platte Valley Pub. Power & 
Irrigation Dist., 75 N.W.2d 661 (1956)). Cooper also states that the Act of God doctrine applies only when the natural force “was 
the sole proximate cause of the injury_._._._[and] all human agency is to be excluded from creating or entering into the cause of 
the mischief, in order that it may be deemed an Act of God.” Cooper v. Horn, 448 S.E.2d. at 425 (citing City of Portsmouth v. 
Culpepper, 64 S.E.2d 799, 801 (Va. 1951)). Having found a human agency in the flood damage (a human-built dam that 
collapsed), Cooper decided that the Act of God doctrine was inapplicable. Id. That analysis is flawed because there is always 
human agency as at least one of the contributing causes in fact. (The court was, however, probably influenced by its view that the 
human actions contributed to the damage were indeed foreseeable.) Human “agency” should be excluded as a consequence, not 
predicate, of proximate cause analysis. In contrast to Cooper, in Mann the Act of God doctrine (which was also defined as 
excluding “all idea of human agency,” 426 S.E.2d at 584) was held potentially applicable (thus relieving humans of all liability) to 
a series of automobile collisions in the fog--where the human agencies were absolutely obvious. But again, Mann correctly focused 
on the foreseeability of the ultimate injuries in the context of the fog and other weather conditions as presented to the defendants at 
the time of the accident. Id. at 585. 
 

137 
 

Pamela B. v. Hayden, 31 Cal. Rptr. 2d 147, 160 (Cal. Ct. App. 1994) (holding landlord liable for failing to provide adequate 
security in the underground garage of his apartment building where a tenant was raped). 
 

138 
 

Sprecher v. Adamson Co., 636 P.2d 1121 (Cal. 1981) (Bird, C.J.). 
 

139 
 

Former President Jimmy Carter reported to the White House “over an unsecured radio link” on his way back from a peace mission 
to Haiti, and expressed surprise that his conversation had been recorded by others. Mark Lewyn, Eavesdroppers Speak Softly and 
Carry a Big Scrambler, Bus. Wk., Oct._3, 1994 at 6, 6 (quoting CNN interview with J. Carter). Some years ago, Prince Charles too 
apparently did not know that his cellular phone conversations with a mistress were public. Id. See generally Rosh v. Cave Imaging 
Sys., Inc., 32 Cal. Rptr. 2d 136, 141-42 (Cal. Ct. App. 1994). 
 

140 
 

Harper, supra note 115 s_20.5 at 167 (citing James, The Qualities of The Reasonable Man In Negligence Cases, 16 M o. L. R ev. 1, 
5-15 (1951)). 
 

141 
 

Pamela B. v. Hayden, 31 Cal. Rptr. 2d 147, 160 (Cal. Ct. App. 1994). 
 

142 
 

Terry Winograd & Fernando Flores, Understanding Computers and Cognition 155 (1986). 
 

143 
 

Sheridan, supra note 54, at 341. 
 

144 
 

Winograd & Flores, supra note 142, at 155-56. 
 

145 
 

Id. 
 

146 
 

Hayes-Roth & Jacobstein, supra note 73, at 27, 38. 
 

147 
 

In the electronic arena, humans and software communicate in the same way, and when both are capable of spawning software 
agents, it is likely that others in the electronic medium will be unable to distinguish between human-and machine-originated 
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communications. See generally Pattie Maes, Artificial Life Meets Entertainment: Lifelike Autonomous Agents, Comm. ACM, 
Nov. 1995, at 108. Consistent with the general model of intelligent agents mapped out in this article, Maes describes agents: 
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interface with one other via extremely simple messages_._._._._As a result the behavior produced is robust, adaptive to changes, 
fast and reactive. 
Id. at 111. 
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Last year, software agents were “evolved” by other computer programs in an apparently successful effort to create intelligent 
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System Protection, 270 Science 1113, 1114 (Nov. 1995). 
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Modeling, in Distributed Artificial Intelligence, supra note 70, at 264; and telecommunications, Robert Weihmayer & Hugo 
Velthuijsen, Application of Distributed AI and Cooperative Problem Solving to Telecommunications, in Distributed Artificial 
Intelligence, supra note 70, at 353. 
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Of course, the ensemble of intelligent agents contemplated by this article is not operational, and so the outline here is speculative. 
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Professor Sheridan has a useful list describing many of the precursors to the automated systems listed below. He describes modern 
autopilots and associated programming functions, on-board collision-avoidance systems and the like. Sheridan, supra note 54, at 
239-45 (1992). Many sources, such as advanced pilot’s manuals, provide information on the human and machine systems currently 
controlling the nation’s airspace. See, e.g., Richard Taylor, Instrument Flying (1978); Jeppeson Sanderson, Advanced Pilot Manual 
(1981). 
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See Jorg P. Muller & Markus Pischel, Integrating Agent Interaction into a Planner-Reactor Architecture, in Distributed Artificial 
Intelligence, supra note 70 at 232. 
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T. Finin et. al., KQML--A Language and Protocol for Knowledge and Information Exchange, in Distributed Artificial Intelligence, 
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An elementary example of this used today is the “programming” by pilots of their transponders, devices that respond to usually 
ground-based radar queries with a code selected by the pilot. Some codes indicate emergencies; some mean the aircraft’s radio is 
out of commission; others indicate an aircraft flying under visual (as opposed to instrument) flight rules. Pilots also individually 
“program” or set their altimeters, information from which is passed via radio to ground-based controllers, and at times to other 
aircraft to determine if a collision is imminent. Pilot-created programs also navigate via selected way points at given altitudes, and 
so on. 
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Hofstadter & M itchell, supra note 1, at 235 (1995). 
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See generally Hofstadter & Mitchell, supra note 1. 
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See Sheridan, supra note 54, at 356-60 (1992) (discussing supervisory control of automation). 
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Prosser & Keeton, The Law of Torts s_43 at 293, 297-99 (1984); 4 F. Harper, et al., The Law of Torts, s_20.5 at 164-65 (1988) 
(results not extraordinary for liability to attach); Restatement (Second) of Torts s_281 cmts. e & f, 435(2), 451 (1965). See also id. 
ss_450, 451 (no liability for acts of God if those acts are extraordinary and bring about an injury different in kind from that 
originally threatened by defendant’s act). See generally supra note 136 (discussing Acts of God). 
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Harper, supra note 115 s_20.5 at 162. 
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See Lopez v. McDonald’s, 238 Cal. Rptr. 436, 445-46 (Cal. Ct. App. 1987) (holding McDonald’s not liable for deaths of plaintiffs 
caused by an unforeseeable mass murder assault at its restaurant). 
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Compare State v. White, 660 So. 2d 664 (Fla. 1995) (police department’s failure to update its computer records for days after an 
arrest warrant was served caused second unjustifiable arrest; court suppressed evidence seized at second arrest) with Arizona v. 
Evans, 115 S. Ct. 1185 (1995) (no suppression of evidence when computer was negligently maintained by court officer outside of 
police department). The suppression rule is designed to encourage the police to act properly: the Florida Supreme Court argued that 
policy is furthered by suppression in the Florida case, and not in the Arizona matter. See also Bank Leumi Trust Co. v. Bank of 
Mid-Jersey, 499 F. Supp. 1023 (D.N.J. 1980) (bank liable for computer’s failure to read handwritten notation on a check; not an 
Act of God). 
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Courts do not actually require that the person held liable have undertaken this forecast. Rather, the courts hold that if it was 
reasonable to have expected that forecast, the defendant will be treated as if the forecast had been made. See supra note 141. 
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See I. Trotter Hardy, The Proper Legal Regime For ‘Cyberspace,’ 55 U. Pitt. L. Rev. 993, 1013, 1040 (1994). 
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Brooke Crothers & Bob Fracis, Flawed IDE Controller Corrupts Data, InfoW orld, August 14, 1995, at 6. The USENET group 
“comp.risks” has reported on this example of unpredictable conflicts erupting between operating systems and symbiotic hardware 
components: 
Intel and other computer companies are trying to determine the extent of problems caused by a flaw in an RZ-1000 EIDE 
controller chip that is included in some early PCI motherboards manufactured by PC Tech. The flaw was discovered in 1994 and 
was corrected through a software ‘patch,’ but the latest version of [IBM’s operating system] OS/2 disables that patch. 
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RISK-LIST: Risks-Forum Digest, Aug. 18, 1995, available from the Internet USENET group “comp.risks” at “URL 
http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks” (citing Investor’s Bus. Daily, August 16, 1995, at A15). 
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John Rheinfrank, A Conversation with John Seely Brown, 11 Interactions 43, 50 (1995) (quoting John Brown, Chief Scientist at 
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That is the case now, but I have previously outlined a framework for treating electronic personalities as fully fledged legal entities. 
Curtis Karnow, The Encrypted Self: Fleshing Out The Rights of Electronic Personalities, 13 J. Computer & Info. L. 1 (1994). That 
framework does not, however, address or solve the problems discussed here of distributed agency and the breakdown of causation. 
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See supra part I.A. 
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Jean Baudrillard, The Illusion of The End 40 (1994). 
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Hofstadter & Mitchell, supra note 1, at 236. 
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Apostles of the master will recognize the source. William Gibson, Neuromancer (1984). Alan M. Turing was a brilliant British 
mathematician who devised in 1936 the formal architecture of the computer, an abstraction termed a “Turing Machine.” David 
Harel, The Science of Computing 202 (1987). The “Turing test” is one putatively for intelligence, perhaps conscious intelligence, 
in which conversational responses of hidden humans and machines are passed via console to human testers. If the testers cannot 
distinguish the human from the machine, the machine is said to pass the Turing test. There is little agreement on whether the test is 
meaningful or indeed has ever been passed. See, e.g., Paul Churchland et al., Could A Machine Think? in Thinking Computers & 
Virtual Persons, supra note 4, at 157-158; Sheridan, supra note 54, at 348-49. 
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Sheridan, supra note 54; see also part IV.A.2.b. (pathological operations). 
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Programs such as Phil Zimmermann’s Pretty Good Privacy&cpy; [PGP] can do this now. (A disclaimer: the author represents 
Mr._Zimmermann.) Encryption software can provide the means to authenticate a digital message as from a given source. PGP is 
available as freeware. See Philip Zimmermann, The Official PGP User’s Guide (1995); Max Schireson, Decoding the 
Complexities of Cryptography, PC Week, January 10, 1994, at 84. Cf. Bruce Schneier, Applied Cryptography (1994); John Perry 
Barlow, A Plain Text on Crypto Policy, 36 Comm. ACM Nov. 1993, at 11, 21; Steven Levy, Crypto Rebels, Wired, May-June 
1993, at 54; A. Michael Froomkin, The Metaphor Is the Key: Cryptography, the Clipper Chip, and the Constitution, 143 U. P a. L. 
R ev. 709 (1995); Jonathan Erickson, Cryptography Fires Up the Feds, Dr. Dobb’s Journal, Dec. 1993, at 6; Brian Hayes, The 
Electronic Palimpsest, The Sciences, Sept.-Oct. 1993, at 10. See also Curtis Karnow, ENCRYPTION & Export Laws: The 
Algorithm as Nuclear Weapon, Software Publisher, Nov.-Dec. 1994. 
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Agents may mutate, and accordingly the certification must be able in some sense to “follow” the agent through its incarnations. 
This issue is discussed infra part V.C.3. 
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Hotels do in fact link their systems to the Internet. See supra note 23. 
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See generally Durfee & Rosenschein, Distributed Artificial Intelligence, supra note 70. In what I have dubbed a processing 
environment it is not possible to separate environment from programs. See also supra part II.F. 
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See supra part I.V.A.2.b. Limiting the access, reactivity and (in effect) the scope of an agent’s judgment doubtless will limit the 
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their ability to manage the complex electronic province entrusted to them. 
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Garvey v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co., 770 P.2d 704 (Cal. 1989). See also LaBato v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co., 263 Cal. 
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See generally C al. I ns. C ode ss 530, 532 (West 1993) (causation requirements for coverage). 
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These are the first two lines of the hex listing for a modified Trident Polymorphic Engine, used to link into an otherwise 
monomorphic virus. The linked engine will cause the virus to mutate unpredictably and, depending on the virus search tools 
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ALLOCATING OWNERSHIP RIGHTS IN COMPUTER-GENERATED WORKS 

When computer software automatically generates output that is not identical to its own text, some of which is 
potentially copyrightable and some of which is not, difficult problems arise in deciding to whom ownership 
rights in the output should be allocated. Applying the traditional authorship tests of copyright law does not 
yield a clear solution to this problem. In this Article, Professor Samuelson argues that allocating rights in 
computer-generated output to the user of the generator program is the soundest solution to the dilemma 
because it is the one most compatible with traditional doctrine and the policies that underlie copyright law. 
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*1186 I. INTRODUCTION 

As ‘artificial intelligence’1 (AI) programs become increasingly sophisticated in their role as the ‘assistants’ of humans in the 
creation *1187 of a wide range of products—from music to architectural plans to computer chip designs to industrial 
products to chemical formulae2—the question of who will own what rights in the ‘output’ of such programs3 may well 
become a hotly contested issue.4 Because software is copyrightable,5 and much software is now being copyrighted,6 copyright 
law may be the doctrinal forum for the debate.7 
  
*1188 It is a new sort of problem for copyright law. Until software was admitted to its realm, copyright law had excluded 
utilitarian works—that is, works that had functions beyond the conveying of information or the displaying of some sort of 
appearance—from its domain.8 Of the wide diversity of copyrightable works, only software is capable of automatically 
generating ‘products,’ including many of a sort that copyright itself will not reach (e.g., an industrial product).9 Congress 
*1189 appears not to have understood that it was admitting a utilitarian subject matter to copyright when it passed the 
amendment explicitly recognizing the copyrightability of software.10 The computer-generated works problem may require 
courts to confront this utilitarian quality of software.11 
  
Within the framework of the copyright law, intellectual property ownership rights depend initially on ‘authorship.’12 That is, 
within *1190 the copyright framework, to ask who is the author of a computer-generated work is to ask who has ownership 
rights in it.13 As yet there has been no judicial decision allocating rights in computer-generated works.14 It can, however, only 
be a matter of time before courts are forced to resolve the issue. 
  
There are at least five ownership allocation possibilities: one might decide to allocate intellectual property interests in the 
output to the computer, the user, the author of the generator program, both jointly, or no one.15 Each of these ‘solutions’ to the 
problem—except *1191 the last one—has had a champion.16 
  
The five sections of this Article will analyze the reasons for and against allocating intellectual property rights in 
computer-generated works to each of these possible candidates.17 Within each section, the issue of whether each particular 
candidate should be designated18 as the owner of the intellectual property interests in a computer-generated work will be 
discussed not only in terms of the analytic framework *1192 of traditional copyright doctrine, but also in terms of policy 
considerations. Analyzing the issue entirely within the existing doctrinal framework may lead to unsatisfactory results: 
sometimes the analysis may seem inconclusive because this is a kind of problem that copyright has no experience addressing. 
At other times, it may lead to absurd, inequitable, or inefficient results. Whatever ownership allocation decision is made, it 
should be one that makes ‘sense’ not only in terms of doctrine, but also in terms of the realities of the world in which the 
question will have to be addressed. 
  
The Article concludes that, in general, the user of a computer generator program should be considered the author of a 
computer-generated work, and should be free to exploit this product commercially.19 The only exception to this rule should be 
for instances in which the work generated by a computer incorporates a substantial block of recognizable expression from the 
copyrighted program.20 To the extent that the generated work incorporates the protected expression, it should be considered 
either a ‘copy’ or a ‘derivative work’ of the generator program, and the owner of the generator program copyright should 
have rights to control unauthorized copying or distribution of that unauthorized copy or derivative work. 
  

II. CAN A COMPUTER BE AN AUTHOR? 

As early as 1965 the Register of Copyrights expressed concern about whether a computer could own rights in 
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computer-generated works.21 In a report to Congress, the Register of Copyrights raised several difficult questions: Would 
computer-generated works have a human ‘author’?22 Was the computer merely an assiting instrument of its human user or 
was what copyright law had traditionally regarded as ‘authorship’ actually conceived and executed by a machine and not by a 
human?23 The questions were apparently raised in the Register’s mind because of contemporaneous attempts to register works 
created by computers.24 The Register did not report on how those applications for registration were handled, or how he 
thought *1193 they should be handled.25 Rather, the Register simply posed the question to Congress. 
  
At the time the Register made this Report, Congress was in the midst of a major revision of the copyright laws.26 Congress 
apparently found the Register’s questions to be sufficiently disturbing and perplexing as to require more thorough 
investigation, for in 1974 Congress created the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works 
(CONTU or Commission) to study a variety of new technology issues,27 among them, the issue of authorship of 
computer-generated works.28 
  
In 1978, CONTU made its final report to Congress.29 Most of the Commission’s attention had been devoted to the 
photocopying30 and software copyrightability problems,31 but one short section of the CONTU Final Report addresses the 
issue of authorship of computer-generated works.32 CONTU seems to have found the issue to be a simple one for it opines 
that the answer it gives, which is that the user of the program is the author of the computer-generated work, is the *1194 
‘obvious’ one.33 
  
Concerning the question whether a computer could be said to be ‘the author’ (or ‘an author’) to works created through its use, 
CONTU expressed certainty that it could not: ‘On the basis of its investigations and society’s experience with the computer, 
the Commission believes that there is no reasonable basis for considering that a computer in any way contributes authorship 
to a work produced *1195 through its use.’34 CONTU likened the computer to a camera or a typewriter, all three being 
instrumentalities that in themselves were completely lacking in creative capabilities while requiring human direction to bring 
about a creative result.35 CONTU reviewed a number of instances of works generated through the use of a computer.36 ‘In 
every case,’ said CONTU, ‘the work produced will result from the contents of the data base, the instructions indirectly 
provided in the program, and the direct discretionary intervention of a human involved in the process.’37 CONTU regarded as 
too speculative to require serious consideration the proposition that computers could or would soon be able to exhibit creative 
authorship.38 In CONTU’s view, the computer was not and could not be ‘the author’ of anything. 
  
Some authors have taken issue with CONTU’s assumption that computers are incapable of exhibiting sufficient originality or 
creativity to support a copyright.39 To demonstrate this point, one author began an article with a somewhat wacky but 
coherent paragraph that had been written by computer.40 The very recent Office of Technology Assessment Report on 
‘Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information’ responds to this aspect of the CONTU Final Report 
by saying: 

It is misleading, however, to think of programs as inert tools of creation, in the sense that cameras, typewriters, 
or any other tools of creation *1196 are inert. Moreover, CONTU’s comparison of a computer to other 
instruments of creation begs the question of whether interactive computing employs the computer as a 
co-creator, rather than as an instrument of creation.41 

Forty years ago the eminent British mathematician and computer scientist Alan Turing stated the challenge that has led to a 
vast scientific inquiry into artificial intelligence. As paraphrased by another author, ‘In the last analysis, . . . the question of 
whether a computer can ‘think’ or not can be answered in the affirmative if a human being, by asking it questions, could not 
tell from the answer whether he were interrogating a man or a machine.’42 No deep study of the literature on artificial 
intelligence is necessary to observe that a great many brilliant scientists take the idea of machine intelligence very seriously.43 
While there may be some debate about how advanced the state of the art currently is, there is no question but that many 
machine-generated works are already available, and that in the future they can be expected to become ever more complex, 
sophisticated and valuable.44 
  
  
  
If a machine can think, it would seem logical that it could also compose or design a work.45 If a machine does compose 
something, such as a piece of music, and it is impossible to tell by hearing the *1197 music whether it was composed by a 
computer or by a human, one might wonder whether the notion of machine authorship ought to be accepted. 
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What then is the ‘case’ for allocating authorship rights to a computer under the copyright statute? While Congress may never 
have anticipated machine authorship, the statute itself says nothing about what kind of being one has to be in order to qualify 
as an author.46 To qualify, there must only be a category of work that is eligible,47 some tangible expression of it,48 and some 
minimal quantum of originality49 (and perhaps creativity).50 Let us grant that a category of eligible work (say, music) and a 
tangible expression of it (a printed score) can be generated by a computer program.51 In that case, copyright protection should 
be available if the last of the requirements, originality, can be shown. 
  
‘Originality’ is required by statute to qualify for copyright protection. Only ‘original works of authorship’ are statutory 
subject matter of copyright,52 and then only if they are ‘fixed’ in some ‘tangible medium of expression.’53 The legislative 
history of the 1976 Act indicates that originality and fixation are the two ‘fundamental criteria of copyright protection.’54 
  
Despite its fundamental importance, the statute does not define what is meant by originality. The legislative history indicates 
that it was ‘purposely left undefined’ and that Congress ‘intended to incorporate without change the standard of originality 
established by the courts under the present statute.’55 The legislative history goes on to *1198 say that the standard ‘does not 
include requirements of novelty, ingenuity, or esthetic merit, and there is no intention to enlarge the standard of copyright 
protection to require them.’56 
  
The case law reflects a very minimal standard of copyright originality. In one of the most famous originality cases, Alfred 
Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, Inc.,57 a lithographer who made and distributed copies of the plaintiff’s mezzotint engravings 
of ‘great master’ paintings attacked the copyright of the mezzotintist by arguing there was no originality in the expression of 
the mezzotints. The lithographer argued that the aim of the mezzotintist had been to copy as exactly as was humanly possible 
the expression of the great masters—which expression was in the public domain.58 The great masters had expressed 
originality, argued the lithographer, not the mezzotintist. The court disagreed, observing that ‘far less exacting standards’ of 
originality had been required for copyrights as compared with patents.59 Although it was true that in the common sense of the 
term, ‘original’ could mean ‘startling, novel, or unusual, a marked departure from the past,’ that was not the meaning of the 
term in copyright.60 In copyright, ‘original’ means only ‘that the particular work ‘owes its origin’ to the ‘author.”61 Because of 
this, the court recognized that it was possible for identical or very similar works created independently by different authors to 
be separately copyrighted without either infringing the other.62 
  
Specifically as to the mezzotints, the court observed that so long *1199 as there were discernible differences between the old 
masters’ and the mezzotintists’ works 

even if their substantial departures from the paintings were inadvertent, the copyrights would be valid. A 
copyist’s bad eyesight or defective musculature, or a shock caused by a clap of thunder, may yield sufficiently 
distinguishable variations. Having hit upon such a variation unintentionally, the ‘author’ may adopt it as his and 
copyright it.63 

  
  
The copyright standard of originality is sufficiently low that computer-generated works, even if found to be created solely by 
a machine, might seem able to qualify for protection. Although both the programmer and user might contribute to the 
framework within which the computer makes its selections or arrangements of data, the computer actually makes the 
selection. Trying various combinations of data is one of the things that computers do best. Consequently, unless the 
Constitution were construed to bar machine authorship,64 perhaps the copyright statute should be construed to permit it. 
  
Machines may be capable of exhibiting sufficient originality to qualify for copyright, and may be able to express that 
originality in a tangible form. What basis, then, would there be for denying a copyright to a computer? Despite the fact that 
the statute does not require that one be human to qualify as an author, it is still fair to say that it was not within Congress’ 
contemplation to grant intellectual property rights to machines. In the long history of the copyright system, rights have been 
allocated only to humans.65 
  
The system has allocated rights only to humans for a very good reason: it simply does not make any sense to allocate 
intellectual property rights to machines because they do not need to be given incentives to generate output.66 All it takes is 
electricity (or some other motive force) to get the machines into production. The whole purpose of the intellectual property 
system is to grant rights to creators to induce them to innovate. The system has assumed that if such incentives *1200 are not 
necessary, rights should not be granted.67 Only those stuck in the doctrinal mud could even think that computers could be 
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‘authors.’68 
  
In future sections, we will attempt to consider the potential solutions not only in terms of whether they make sense from a 
doctrinal standpoint, but also whether they make sense in terms of the realities of the world in which the problem exists. 
  

III. IS THE USER OF A GENERATOR PROGRAM THE AUTHOR OF COMPUTER-GENERATED OUTPUT? 

If a computer is not a meaningful candidate to be considered for the authorship rewards of copyright, who is? CONTU found 
this to be a simple question: ‘The obvious answer is that the author is one who employs the computer.’69 CONTU favored 
allocating authorship rights to the user because of the Commission’s perception that the user would always have made a very 
substantial contribution to shaping the output.70 
  
Of course, there are many instances in which computer-generated works will have been ‘written’ entirely (or virtually 
entirely) by the human user.71 In other instances the user’s directions for the computer manipulations will have been so 
extensive and detailed that *1201 stating that the user is the author does not present a conceptual problem.72 But when the 
user’s instructions become increasingly brief or general and the role of the computer in the design or arrangement process 
becomes correspondingly greater,73 the authorship of the user becomes increasingly difficult to defend.74 It is difficult to 
justify user authorship when the role of the user of a generator program has been reduced to merely causing the output to be 
generated (for example, typing the word ‘compose’ in a music generator program).75 There can, of course, be no user 
authorship if the output of a generator program is, say, a valuable piece of music that was encoded in the program in this 
precise arrangement by the programmer.76 The programmer must be considered the author in that case, or the composer 
whose work the programmer borrowed. But if the generator program instead produces raw output dissimilar in text from the 
generator program, can anyone be said to be the ‘author’ of the raw output? Whatever the user does to the text thereafter to 
edit it or change it will, of course, create a basis for saying that the user may be an author of those portions of the text that he 
modified. But can he be the author of the unmodified portions? Or if the raw output is ‘perfect,’ can the user claim any 
intellectual property rights in it at all? 
  
Under the traditional paradigm of copyright, the answer to these questions would seem to be ‘no.’ A human claiming 
authorship rights has traditionally had to have ‘tinkered’ with the subject matter, *1202 even if by accident, to make the work 
indisputably ‘his own.’77 The Copyright Office has previously rejected machine-generated works as copyrightable by the firm 
that owned the machine that did the generating.78 
  
Under these circumstances, it may seem indefensible to allocate ownership rights to the user who has merely typed the word 
‘compose.’ There are some statutory and some policy reasons why it may nonetheless be sensible to allocate rights in the 
output to the user. For one thing, the user will have been the instrument of fixation for the work, that is, the person who most 
immediately caused the work to be brought into being. Copyright law has traditionally considered the person who has ‘fixed’ 
a work in a tangible medium as the ‘author’ of it.79 Since it is the user of a generator program who most immediately and 
directly causes music or a story to be generated, the user would seem to have the strongest claim to owning what is produced 
by his instruction. 
  
The copyright standard of originality, which is low, also supports the position that the user is entitled to the rights in the 
output of a generator program.80 One who tape-records a live performance of improvised jazz, for example, is considered the 
‘author’ of the sound recording produced thereby under copyright law, even though the creative input by the user of the 
recorder might be limited to pressing *1203 the ‘record’ button.81 If this is sufficient originality to support a copyright, there 
would seem no insuperable difficulty with designating the user of a generator program as the author of a work generated by 
the program even if all the user did was type the word ‘compose.’ That the user will often also select, arrange, edit, and 
polish the raw output reinforces the existence of sufficient originality necessary to support a user copyright in 
computer-generated works. 
  
Allocating the copyright in computer-generated works to the user would not be the first time the law allocated rights to those 
who were responsible for causing a creative work to be brought into the world, although they might not have been directly 
involved in the creative effect. The ‘work made for hire’ rule, for example, gives a direct copyright interest to employers for 
all works prepared by their employees; the employer need not have had any direct role in the creative process.82 Since one 
who buys or licenses a generator program has in some sense ‘employed’ the computer and its programs for his creative 
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endeavors, similar considerations to those that underlie the work made for hire rule support allocation of rights in 
computer-generated works to users.83 
  
From a policy standpoint, there are several reasons it would make sense to designate the user of a generator program as the 
‘author’ of its output, even when the user’s contribution is minimal. For one thing, the user will generally have already tithed 
to the owner of the program for rights to use it, either by purchase, lease, or license. This provides the programmer with some 
reward for the value of what he has created (that is, the program). It is not unfair in these circumstances to give some rights to 
a person who uses the work for its intended purpose of creating additional works.84 
  
Furthermore, the user will often play a much greater role in shaping the output into a commercially valuable form than 
merely pressing a button or typing a simple instruction that triggers the generative process. Often, the user will have to 
provide relatively elaborate instructions to the machine and the raw output will need *1204 substantial modification to be 
made valuable. Moreover, even the process of recognizing the quality of the output and/or selecting and identifying those 
parts of the output that are valuable and should be retained, or must be changed to fit the pattern the user envisioned for the 
work, may be a substantial creative act.85 
  
In addition, the user may use a program for functions that are beyond the programmer’s expertise. For example, a 
programmer may have worked with an experienced architect (or group of architects) to develop a program capable of 
generating architectural plans. The programmer himself may not be an architect, and may not be able to utilize his own 
program to create a comparable architectural design that an experienced architect using the program could develop with its 
aid. Similarly, though a programmer may have studied musical theory and written a program that generates very fine musical 
compositions, the programmer himself may not, in fact, be able to assess accurately which of the pieces generated by the 
program are musically superior to the others, or which parts of the raw output are better than other parts, let alone what to do 
to fix the parts that are not very good. It may be that an experienced composer must use the program in order to create the 
quality of music that the programmer had hoped for. 
  
In summary, from a doctrinal standpoint, the fact that the user of a generator program will have been the human instrument of 
fixation of computer-generated output and will have often contributed substantially to the originality of expression in such 
output supports recognizing authorship rights in the user. There are also both doctrinal and policy reasons to allocate 
ownership rights to the user even in the ‘hard case’ of minimal input by the user. Because there may be some readers who 
may harbor lingering doubts about this allocation choice, the next three sections of this Article will explore three other 
allocation decisions and will reveal why each of these presents more serious doctrinal and practical problems than does the 
decision to allocate rights to users. 
  

*1205 IV. SHOULD THE PROGRAMMER BE CONSIDERED THE AUTHOR OF A COMPUTER-GENERATED 
WORK? 

A. Direct Authorship in the Programmer 

The primary reason the programmer deserves serious consideration as a claimant for ownership rights in the output of his 
copyrighted program is that the programmer will have been a substantial contributor to the production of any output 
generated through use of the program.86 But for the programmer’s creativity, the output might never have been brought into 
existence. If the output produced by a particular generator program is of excellent quality, it will be fair to attribute at least 
part of the excellence to the programmer. Creating an excellent generator program is intellectually demanding, as well as 
time-consuming and expensive for the programmer.87 Furthermore, it is fair to reward the programmer for the value 
attributable to this fruit of his intellectual labor, even though it may be a fruit he had not envisioned.88 
  
Also, by comparison with the user’s input, which may be limited to uncreative acts such as typing ‘compose’ into a music 
generator program, the programmer’s contribution to the generated work will often seem to be the more substantial and 
significant.89 The computer, after all, simply follows the instructions of the programmer.90 *1206 It was the programmer who 
wrote into the program the capability that allowed the user to produce the output by entering general instructions into the 
computer. The more intricate and precise guidance to the computer, however, will have come from the programmer. From the 
programmer’s point of view, the user of a generator program might seem no more entitled to be considered the ‘author’ of the 
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output than the user of a videogame machine would be considered the author of the audiovisual work created by his control 
of the play when he hits a button to ‘shoot’ at images of attacking spaceships.91 In many cases, the program would have 
generated *1207 the same output no matter which human user caused the output to be generated. 
  
Moreover, while the programmer might be willing to tolerate private noncommercial use of the output by the user,92 he might 
object if the user attempts to cash in on the value of the output by selling it in the public market. This may lead the 
programmer to insist on recognition of some intellectual property rights in him. 
  
As strong as these pro-programmer arguments may seem, there are some strong reasons why the computer program author 
should not be given rights in all works generated by use of his program. For one thing, the programmer can protect his 
interests legitimately by not distributing the program. By keeping the program to himself and copyrighting every piece of 
music or patenting every nonobvious chemical formula that the program generates, the programmer would be able to prevent 
others from obtaining interests in the program’s output. If he does this, of course, the programmer will not make any money 
directly from the program, although he may profit from selling the output that the program generates. Thus, the programmer 
has a choice, and should not complain about the consequences of his choice to market the program. 
  
If the programmer chooses to exploit the value of the program by charging a significant fee for its acquisition, it seems only 
fair that he agree to yield some of his rights to those who have paid for that right. Generating output is the purpose of such 
programs. Indeed, the programmer must cede some rights to the output produced through use of the program to create 
incentives for users to use the technology. 
  
Furthermore, the purchaser of a generator program can reasonably assume that acquisition of the program brings with it the 
right to use it to create output. A purchaser is likely to feel defrauded by the programmer if the programmer demanded rights 
to computer-generated *1208 works after the user made an arrangement to sell rights in the output to someone else.93 At the 
very least, the programmer should be required to give ample notice of an intent to assert ownership in works generated from 
his program. 
  
Granting all rights to the programmer would mean that the programmer would automatically own everything the program 
was capable of generating.94 This solution over-rewards the programmer, particularly in light of the fact that the programmer 
is no more able to anticipate the output than anyone else.95 
  
Additionally, allocating ownership rights exclusively to the programmer would cause some serious enforceability problems. 
First, the output will be in the hands of or under the control of the user and the user would have a strong interest in not 
reporting back to the programmer that a new piece of property has been created in which the programmer has rights. Second, 
it will often be difficult if not impossible to discern whether a particular work was generated by a program at all—let alone 
by this particular program. As a result, enforceability problems would be particularly acute if rights are allocated to the 
programmer. 
  
From a doctrinal standpoint, regarding the programmer as the legal ‘author’ of whatever output might be generated through 
use of his program leads to serious problems. The first doctrinal problem arises because the programmer may not be the 
instrument of fixation *1209 of the work. Copyright law tends to treat the person who causes a work to be fixed in a tangible 
medium as its ‘author,’96 and in the case of computer-generated works, the person who uses the generator program will cause 
the output to be ‘fixed.’ The programmer creates the potentiality for the creation of the output, but not its actuality. It would 
be a substantial break from copyright tradition to award rights to a person who merely creates a potentiality for, but not the 
actuality of, creation of a work. 
  
Another doctrinal problem with designating the programmer as the author of all the output from his program is connected to 
the problem of unpredictability of output.97 If the programmer has not conceived—indeed, cannot conceive—what output will 
be created, it does not seem appropriate to designate him as the author of the output. Conceiving a work is part of what 
traditional copyright doctrine has meant by authorship and creativity, without which rights should not inure in the 
programmer.98 
  

B. Ownership in the Programmer Based on the Derivative Works Right 
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1. Doctrinal Basis for the Claim 
  
The theory of direct authorship, however, is not the only route by which a programmer might be able to acquire rights to 
control what others do with output generated by his program. A second and seemingly more promising route to programmer 
control over computer-generated works would be to posit that all computer-generated output are derivative works of the 
copyrighted generator program. At first impression, it might seem that if output was a derivative work, the allocation of 
ownership issue would be simple: the output, as a derivative, would be ‘owned’ by the programmer or the owner of the data 
base.99 The matter, however, is not that simple. 
  
Ownership of a copyright in the generator program clearly gives the programmer the right to control the making of derivative 
works.100 An unauthorized derivative work would infringe the copyright.101 *1210 This infringement would provide the 
programmer with a basis for blocking an assertion of rights in the derivative work by the infringer.102 Because intellectual 
property law defines ownership rights in terms of having rights to exclude,103 it might seem that if the programmer could 
prevent the user from asserting a claim of ownership rights in an unauthorized derivative, the programmer would ‘own’ the 
derivative. 
  
Yet, copyright law distinguishes between one who is an ‘owner’ of a copyright because of his own authorship of a work and 
one who has the right to ‘limit or negate’ the claim of authorship of another arising from creation of an infringing 
derivative.104 Copyright law recognizes the possibility of some original authorship existing in an infringing derivative work.105 
This original expression may be *1211 ‘owned’ by the infringer in the sense that the infringer can preclude the owner of the 
copyright in the first work from asserting the right to distribute the unauthorized derivative commercially.106 
  
If computer output was automatically considered a derivative work of a copyrighted generator program (as a screenplay is of 
a novel), then output could, in the eyes of the law, always and automatically be controlled by the programmer. In that case, 
the programmer’s right to negate any assertion of rights by the user would render meaningless CONTU’s proposal that the 
user be treated as the ‘author’ and ‘owner’ of the output, because in reality the programmer’s power over derivatives would 
give him virtually total control over the output of the program. 
  
It is, therefore, very important to determine whether computer-generated output is a derivative work within the meaning of 
the copyright law. It is to this question that we now turn. 
  
2. Why Computer-Generated Works Might Seem to be Derivative Works 
  
At first blush, it might seem indisputable that computer-generated output is a derivative work. The copyright statute grants 
copyright owners the exclusive right to control preparation of derivatives107 and defines ‘derivative work’ in a very broad 
fashion: 

[A derivative work is] a work based upon one or more pre-existing works, such as a translation, musical 
arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction, 
abridgement, condensation, or any other form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted . . . [and 
includes a] work consisting of editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications *1212 
which, as a whole, represent an original work of authorship.108 

This broad definition appears to reach all works ‘based upon’ a copyrighted work, regardless of how it is transformed or 
recast. 
  
  
  
On the face of it, it is hard to deny that a computer-generated work seems to be ‘based upon’ the underlying program. To the 
extent that it ‘comes from’ the generator program, it was ‘derived’ from the operation of the generator program. In common 
sense terms, that is what ‘based upon’ means. Computer generation of output also involves a transformation or recasting of 
things contained in the program (or a data base). Since the statutory definition also refers to ‘transformations’ and 
‘recastings’ as being included in the derivative works right, it might seem irrefutable that computer-generated works are 
derivatives. 
  
3. Why Computer-Generated Works are Generally Not Derivative Works 
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As one examines the issue more closely, however, it appears that what Congress intended ‘derivative works’ to mean is 
narrower than the common sense interpretation of the broad ‘based upon’ language would suggest. The legislative history of 
the 1976 Act, as well as case law concerning derivative works, demonstrate that Congress did not intend computer-generated 
works to be automatically and invariably considered ‘derivative works’ controlled by the program copyright owner. In the 
following subsections, several reasons for concluding that computer-generated works are not automatically derivative works 
of the generator program will be presented. 
  
a. Congress Did Not Intend to Include All Computer Output in the Definition of Derivative Works 
  
That Congress had no intention to include computer-generated works within the meaning of ‘derivative work’ when it passed 
the 1976 Act is easily demonstrated. The legislative history is clear on this point. Congress had referred the perplexing issue 
of authorship of computer-generated works to CONTU for study in 1974.109 Congress thereby decided not to decide the issue 
until it received the CONTU Final Report. CONTU did not report back to Congress *1213 about its conclusion on this issue 
until 1978.110 Thus, it is fair to conclude that in 1976, when the new copyright statute was enacted, Congress had not decided 
what to do about computer-generated works. 
  
To the extent that the CONTU Final Report may be construed to reflect what Congressional intent eventually was, it is worth 
reiterating that CONTU concluded that the user should be considered the ‘author’ of a computer-generated work,111 and that 
computer-generated works are ‘entirely separate’ from the underlying program.112 
  
Another reason that computer output ought not to be considered a derivative work under the 1976 Act is because there seems 
to be no evidence that Congress intended to vastly expand the set of copyright rights by creating a unified ‘derivative work’ 
right. Prior to the enactment of the 1976 Act, there was no general exclusive right to prepare derivative works given to 
copyright owners. Rather, earlier copyright statutes had specified particular types of derivative works that certain types of 
copyright owners had a right to control.113 Owners of literary work copyrights, for example, had the right to control 
translations of their copyrighted work into different languages or dialects.114 
  
The main reason that Congress seems to have adopted a new approach to derivative works in setting forth the exclusive rights 
of the 1976 Act was to further its general aim of simplifying copyright classifications.115 Although the exclusive rights section 
in the 1976 Act gives copyright owners a general right to control derivatives, the 1976 *1214 definition of ‘derivative work’ 
strongly resembles the prior copyright statute in that it lists specific types of derivative works that are included.116 Indeed, 
nothing in the legislative history indicates that Congress intended to vastly expand the set of rights copyright owners would 
have over derivatives by creating a general derivative work right. Congress was merely restating preexisting law in a more 
simple and concise way. 
  
b. In General, Computer-Generated Output Does Not Fall Within the Existing Definition of Derivative Works 
  
Before passage of the 1976 Act, two prominent copyright scholars warned that the very broad definition of ‘derivative work’ 
might prove troublesome in the future.117 It did not take long for the prediction to be fulfilled. Relying on the vague language 
of the derivative work definition, litigants in some cases brought after passage of the 1976 Act have asserted that Congress 
intended a vast expansion of copyright owner’s rights.118 Litigants in these cases have argued that as long as a second author 
bases his or her work upon any part of a preexisting copyrighted work, the second work may be considered an infringing 
derivative work. Courts have rejected these claims, holding that the 1976 Act incorporates the longstanding copyright 
principle that there must be a substantial similarity in the expression of the two works, and not just in their ideas, for an 
infringement to occur.119 Despite the broad ‘based upon’ language of the derivative work definition, *1215 Congress did not 
intend the derivative work right to change this longstanding rule. 
  
Both the text of the 1976 Act and the legislative history of the derivative work right show that Congress did not intend the 
term to be construed in the broadest and most literal way. A close review of the text of the definition itself suggests that in 
order for a second work to be a ‘derivative work,’ it must incorporate protected elements of expression from a first work. 
Indeed, all of the examples listed in the definition of derivative work involve incorporation of expression from a first work.120 
A portion of the legislative history that accompanied passage of the 1976 Act makes this principle explicit: ‘ T o constitute a 
violation of § 106(2), the infringing work must incorporate a portion of the copyrighted work in some form.’121 Therefore, the 
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admittedly vague definition of derivative work must be interpreted narrowly to comply with Congressional intent. 
  
In general, computer-generated works do not incorporate recognizable blocks of expression from the underlying program or 
from the data base that the program draws upon in the generative process. For this reason, computer-generated output should 
not automatically be considered ‘derivative works’ within the meaning of the copyright statute merely because in common 
parlance it could be said that the output was ‘derived’ from or ‘based upon’ the generator program. If, however, 
computer-generated works incorporate recognizable blocks of expression from the underlying programs, and do so in a 
manner that cannot be a fair use of the underlying program,122 then and only then can the computer output be a derivative 
work.123 
  
*1216 c. Useful Articles Made From Copyrighted Drawings Are Not Derivative Works 
  
That the derivative works right does not encompass all things ‘based upon’ copyrighted works is also illustrated by the 
‘useful article’ provisions of the copyright law.124 Although the design of a useful article such as a chair, a table, or a teapot 
may be ‘based upon’ a copyrighted drawing, and thus might seem a derivative work to which the copyright owner has the 
exclusive right, the law has been quite clear that the copyright does not extend this far. The owners of engineering designs, 
for example, have sought to assert rights to structures erected based upon copyrighted drawings.125 Courts and commentators 
alike have concluded that these structures are not copies or derivative works of the drawings.126 Although at least one author 
has argued that such a rule is illogical,127 the legislative history of the useful article provisions establishes that the 1976 Act 
retained this traditional rule.128 
  
*1217 This rule implies that to be a potentially infringing derivative work, the second work must be of a sort that is itself 
copyrightable (if fixed in a tangible medium of expression).129 Thus, a bridge made to implement the design reflected on a 
copyrighted set of engineering drawings cannot be a derivative work under the copyright law because the bridge itself is not 
copyrightable.130 A bridge is not a copy or a derivative work of the plans, but an implementation of the ideas that are 
embodied in the copyrighted work. This is the mandate of Baker v. Selden,131 which holds that copyright does not extend to 
the useful system a copyrighted work discloses.132 This rule was codified in the 1976 Act.133 If one does not wish to allow 
copyright law to become a substitute for patent law in the protection of machine designs,134 the rule is eminently sensible. 
  
Drawing on the useful articles analysis, one could say that to the extent that the output of a computer program is a useful 
article (such *1218 as a computer chip) or other uncopyrightable work (such as a chemical formula), it could not be 
considered a derivative work within the meaning of the copyright statute even if it incorporates a recognizable block of 
expression from the underlying program.135 Therefore, at the very least, use of a generator program to prepare ‘derivative’ 
works of this kind should not be considered an infringement of the computer program copyright. 
  
d. What Happens If One Takes the Computer Out of the Problem? 
  
Yet another way to analyze the computer-generated works problem is to take the computer out of the problem and ask who 
would be the author of a generated work if instead of writing a program, the programmer had written a book setting forth his 
algorithm for whatever the program could do. The answer would seem to be that whoever followed the instructions the author 
set forth as steps for carrying out the algorithm to produce ‘output’ therefrom would be the output’s author. No other result 
would seem consistent with the rule of Baker v. Selden. This rule means that a copyright in a book describing a musical 
composition algorithm would not extend to the ‘art’ the book described or the useful results that might be produced by using 
the ‘art’ that the book describes, but only to the author’s ‘expression’ of the idea.136 If one applied this reasoning to the 
computer implementation, it would seem that the programmer would own the rights to the composition produced by the 
program when he used it and that the user would own them when he used it.137 
  
*1219 e. Congress Did Not Intend to Give Copyright Owners an Exclusive Right to Use a Copyrighted Work 
  
Congress gave copyright owners five exclusive rights when it passed the 1976 Act.138 The right to prepare derivative works 
was one of them. The right to use a copyrighted work was not one of them. Concerning an exclusive use right, the copyright 
law differs from the patent law, which does give the owner of the intellectual property interest an exclusive right to use (or 
authorize use of) the protected work.139 Congress recently rejected an exclusive ‘use’ right for semiconductor chip designs, 
partly because of the Copyright Office’s objection to a use right being included in the copyright (or a copyright-like) 
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statute.140 As the general counsel pointed out, there *1220 has never been an exclusive right to use a copyrighted work in 
copyright law, either in the United States or abroad.141 
  
If, however, one accepted the argument that a computer-generated output is automatically a derivative work of the generator 
program, one would in effect be transforming the set of exclusive rights that Congress explicitly provided so as to include a 
use right which they did not include. The point is a simple one, but also a deep one. The underlying problem here is that 
copyright has inadvertently been made to take in a utilitarian subject matter.142 Not surprisingly, the utilitarian character of 
software is causing some doctrinal chaos.143 
  
That generator programs have a utilitarian function is obvious. It is the very purpose of a generator program to generate 
output automatically.144 Generator programs are tools. Engineered to be useful in the production of other works, they are a 
kind of factory. By creating a derivative work right, Congress did not intend to make ‘use’ of a computer program (or any 
other copyrighted work) a violation of the exclusive rights of copyright any more than Congress intended to make any work 
loosely ‘based on’ another work an infringing derivative work. Yet, if all output was a derivative work, it would be as if 
Congress had created all exclusive use right. Until Congress makes use an exclusive right, the derivative work right must be 
interpreted narrowly to comport with Congress’ intent to limit application of the derivative work right to those situations in 
which the output incorporates expression from a copyrighted work and is itself copyrightable. 
  
In summary, the programmer’s claim to direct authorship of derivative *1221 works is tenuous because he neither conceived 
nor fixed the work. The programmer’s ability to control output through the derivative work right is also suspect because 
Congress did not intend the derivative work right to be so broad. Unless the output is a copyrightable work and incorporates a 
recognizable block of the programmer’s expression, computer-generated output should not be considered a derivative work. 
  

V. SHOULD BOTH THE USER AND THE PROGRAMMER BE CONSIDERED JOINT AUTHORS OF 
COMPUTER OUTPUT? 

A joint authorship approach to allocating ownership rights in computer-generated works is appealing because it seems to 
solve a difficult problem without requiring a choice between the two primary claimants, the user and the programmer. If the 
merits of the case for allocating rights to either the programmer or the user are not entirely satisfactory, it might appear 
reasonable to give both of them rights. CONTU hinted at this solution in its discussion of the computer-generated works;145 
others have found appeal in it as well.146 
  
From a doctrinal standpoint, it may be difficult for the user and the programmer to qualify for recognition as joint authors 
under the existing statutory structure.147 Although joint authorship is not defined *1222 in the statute,148 ‘joint work’ is defined 
as ‘a work prepared by two or more authors with the intention that their contributions be merged into inseparable or 
interdependent parts of a unitary whole.’149 With respect to computer-generated works, a joint intent as to particular output of 
a computer program between the programmer and some remote user would be difficult to establish.150 
  
Joint authorship also creates a number of more practical disadvantages. Joint authorship fractionates ownership rights, rather 
than consolidating them.151 Also, if the programmer of the generator program is given rights because of his contribution, the 
claims of contribution from the operating system programmer, the owner of the microcode embedded in the hardware, and 
the programmer who wrote the optimizing compiler that transformed the source code for the generator program into 
machine-readable form must also be considered. Once fractionation begins, it is difficult to stop.152 
  
The kind of agreement and harmony of interest that is typical of joint authorship situations is lacking in the typical 
computer-generated work situation. When two physicists, for example, write a book together, they will typically be working 
together on an ongoing basis *1223 and will have some understanding about the contributions to be made by each and about 
how they will share or allocate other responsibilities and rewards as between themselves. In addition, both will typically be 
involved in selling the work to a publisher. Although disputes obviously can and do occur in this framework, at least the joint 
authors have a preexisting relationship and harmony of interest, established before the marketing of the jointly authored 
product, which makes it more likely that they will act in each other’s best interest.153 
  
With a computer-generated work, however, the user, who will be the direct cause for the work being brought into existence, 
will typically have had no direct dealings with the programmer. Even where some direct dealings have occurred, it is unlikely 
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that the kind of collaborative animus that typifies joint authorship situations will exist. The user typically will use the 
generator program at a site remote from the programmer, and at a time when the programmer has no involvement in the work 
done by the program’s user. 
  
Although the user may make use of the program as an aid to innovation, it may be that the user will also be an innovator in 
the field in which the program may assist his creative effort. For example, the user may be a musician/composer using a 
music generator program, or an architect using an architectural plan generator program. Where this is so, it may be difficult 
or impossible for the programmer to prove that any particular work had been generated from his program. It may be that 
nothing in the text of the generated work would reveal its true source.154 Three reasons, then, would make proof of joint 
authorship difficult: the user would not have the same interest as the programmer in this regard, the user would have a strong 
interest in denying that the program had any role in the creative process, and detection of the program’s role may not be 
apparent. 
  
With so little basis for harmony of interest between these parties, recognizing joint authorship as the solution to the 
computer-generated *1224 work problem may be unworkable. It is more satisfactory in theory than it would prove in 
practice. 
  

VI. WHY GIVE ANYONE OWNERSHIP RIGHTS IN COMPUTER-GENERATED WORKS? 

If one cannot satisfactorily resolve the authorship dilemma regarding computer-generated works by applying traditional 
authorship tests, and if the joint authorship solution is perceived to be unworkable, perhaps it is best not to give anyone 
property rights in whatever raw text some fertile computer has generated. Let the raw output be in the public domain, just as a 
found object would be. Let the user make use of the copy or copies of the work that the program emits. Let the user claim a 
copyright in the expression he contributes to the final product, but give to no one the exclusive right to the text generated by 
the computer.155 
  
Admittedly, it is a radical suggestion, but at least a few points can be made in favor of it. If there is no human author of the 
computer-generated work, the intellectual property system has assumed no one deserves to be rewarded for it. If there is no 
human author of such a work, how can any human be motivated to create it? The copyright system assumes that society 
awards a set of exclusive rights to authors for limited times in order to motivate them to be creative so that their creativity 
will add to the society’s store of knowledge.156 The ‘end’ sought by granting copyrights is the creation and dissemination of 
knowledge;157 the seemingly unpleasant ‘means’ to this *1225 end—unpleasant because of the higher prices and reduced 
production the copyright monopoly entails—is the granting of a set of exclusive rights to the creators.158 If it is not clearly 
necessary to grant the exclusive rights to stimulate creativity, traditional principles would seem to argue that the set of 
exclusive rights not be awarded to anyone.159 
  
A threshold question in evaluating the ‘no ownership rights’ proposal is whether allocating rights to someone is necessary to 
cause the raw material to be generated at all. An argument can be made that it is not. The programmer can already be 
rewarded for the commercial value of the program—which is what he created—through sales of the program or license fees 
for use of the program. That is probably all the motivation he needs. The user will be motivated in two ways to use the 
computer to create the raw material at issue: first, the program will not be worth the money he paid for it if he does not use it 
to create something; second, the user can transform the raw material into a commercially valuable version in which he can 
obtain an intellectual property interest. The user can get a copyright in the transformed version of which he may indisputably 
be the kind of ‘author’ the copyright law envisions. So perhaps granting no ownership rights in the raw output would be the 
best rule. 
  
One reason not to adopt this seemingly sensible proposal is that it conflicts with the temper of the times. At the moment, the 
legislature, the executive branch, and the courts seem to strongly favor maximizing intellectual property rewards, especially 
for high technology innovators.160 *1226 The hope seems to be that maximizing rewards will strengthen high technology 
industries, which will keep the American economy strong. For some, the very notion of output being in the public domain 
may seem to be an anathema, a temporary inefficient situation that will be much improved when individual property rights 
are recognized.161 Rights must be given to someone, argue those who hold this view; the question is to whom to give rights, 
not whether to give them at all. 
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A more practical problem with the ‘no rights to raw output’ proposal is that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to prove 
what the original content of the raw output was and to reward the user only for that which he personally added to the final 
product.162 In this respect, the ‘no rights’ proposal suffers from a deficiency similar to that found with the joint authorship 
proposal.163 The user might not remember the exact composition of the raw output. Even if he did recall, there would be 
considerable incentive to misrepresent his memory as being dimmer than it was, and even to perjure himself. Detecting and 
proving this perjury would be difficult. Practically speaking, the user could probably enforce an ownership interest in the 
whole of the final product, not just in that part that he actually contributed to it. The result would be the same as if one gave 
rights to the user in the first place. 
  
Perhaps the best reason to allocate ownership interests to someone, however, is that someone must be motivated, if not to 
create the work, then to bring it into public circulation. If a flawless work has been created by use of a computer program, 
and the law deems the work incapable of being owned because of the lack of a human author, the user who proximately 
caused its creation has little incentive to go to the trouble of bringing forward what the law says is in the public domain. The 
user is more likely to withhold it from the public, or to lie about who created the work, or to make some little change in 
*1227 it (perhaps not an improvement) just to establish a stake in it.164 
  
The need to reward those who bring innovations to the market has always been part of the realities of the intellectual property 
system, even if not part of the sentimental ideology that pervades public thinking about intellectual property. The commercial 
value of a book or a recording or a television program is only partially attributable to the merits of the work of the author. 
The actual reward system reflects this judgment, for the author of a work typically reaps only a small part of the commercial 
value that is derived from it.165 As much or more of the commercial value of the work can be attributed to such things as the 
packaging and promotional efforts of the published or the recording studio or the broadcast of a television program over a 
national network. It is the publishers, the recording studios and the networks who make the market for creative works. As the 
market-makers, they take the greatest risks and reap the greatest rewards from the distribution of intellectual property.166 
  
While users of generator programs may not be the ultimate market-makers for computer-generated works, they are in much 
the same position as traditional authors in the sense that they are in the best position to take the initial steps that will bring a 
work into the marketplace. Society has an interest in such works being made available to the public. Innovations that are kept 
secret do not promote the progress of science and the useful arts as much as innovations that are revealed and disseminated.167 
If someone must be given incentives to bring the work forward, it is the user who is best situated to respond to the 
motivation. 
  
Recognizing the user as the owner of computer-generated works would also seem to be consistent with the constitutional 
purposes underlying federal intellectual property law because it has more potential to advance the pace of innovation than 
would be the case if no one was granted rights.168 That giving rights to the user is also the most *1228 practicable solution and 
the one least likely to lead to litigation also supports recognizing the user as the clear and only owner of computer-generated 
works. 
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‘Artificial Intelligence’ is a term used to describe a specialty field within computer science that is aimed at producing computers 
that exhibit intelligent conduct. See, e.g., Shurkin, Expert Systems: The Practical Face of Artificial Intelligence, 8 TECH. REV. 72 
(1983). 
A system is judged to have the property of intelligence, based on observations of the system’s behavior, if it can adapt itself to 
novel situations, has the capacity to reason, to understand the relationship between facts, to discover meanings, and to recognize 
the truth. Also, one expects an intelligent system to learn, i.e., to improve its level of performance on the basis of past experiences. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 110-11 (A. Ralston 3d ed. 1983) (entry on ‘Artificial Intelligence’). 
Although many people are profoundly skeptical about the ability of humans to design and build truly intelligent 
machines—machines capable of learning, of designing, of thinking, of solving complex problems—some very prominent scientists 
have undertaken the effort to investigate the possibility. See, e.g., Minsky, Why People Think Computers Can’t, 8 TECH. REV. 65 
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(1983); H. SIMON, THE SCIENCES OF THE ARTIFICIAL (2d ed. 1981); B. WEBBER & N. NILSSON, READINGS IN 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (1981) (31 papers on various aspects and research concerning artificial intelligence). The 
investigation has less to do with advanced mechanical design and more to do with some deep theoretical assumptions about what 
rationality and thinking are all about: 
According to a central tradition in Western philosophy, thinking (intellection) essentially is rational manipulation of mental 
symbols (viz., ideas). Clocks and switchboards [for example] . . . don’t do anything like rational symbol manipulation. Computers, 
on the other hand, can manipulate arbitrary ‘tokens’ in any specifiable manner whatever; so apparently we need only arrange for 
those tokens to be symbols, and the manipulations to be specified as rational to get a machine that thinks. In other words, AI is new 
and different because computers actually do something very like what minds are supposed to do. Indeed, if that traditional theory is 
correct, then our imagined computer ought to have ‘a mind of its own’: a (genuine) artificial mind. 
J. HAUGELAND, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: THE VERY IDEA 4 (1985) (emphasis in original). For a discussion of the 
optimistic predictions about the future of artificial intelligence developments, see generally E. FEIGENBAUM & P. 
McCORDUCK, THE FIFTH GENERATION: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND JAPAN’S COMPUTER CHALLENGE TO 
THE WORLD (1983). For a more journalistic introduction to the work of a group of artificial intelligence researchers, see 
generally F. ROSE, INTO THE HEART OF THE MIND: AN AMERICAN QUEST FOR ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (1984). 
Concerning the potential and actual commercial implications of artificial intelligence research, see generally THE AI BUSINESS: 
COMMERCIAL USES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (P. Winston & K. Prendergast ed. 1984). 
 

2 
 

See, e.g., U.S. CONGRESS, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AN 
AGE OF ELECTRONICS AND INFORMATION 69-73 (1986) [hereinafter cited as OTA REPORT] (discussing intellectual 
property problems presented by what OTA calls interactive computing, by which they mean ‘any creative process in which a 
preliminary or final version of a work that is the result of interactions between a person and a programmed machine,’ id. at 69; 
giving numerous examples of programs that perform such functions, id. at 70-71, including a flowchart for a music generator 
program, Id. at 71); Special Issue on Computer Music, 17 ACM COMPUTING SURVEYS 147-289 (1985); Blick, 
Computer-Assisted Chemical Synthesis Packages: Is this a New Problem for Patentability?, 1 J. INFORMATION SCI. 227 
(1979); Feuer, VLSI Design Automation: An Introduction, 71 PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE 5 (1983); E. FEIGENBAUM & P. 
McCORDUCK, supra note 1, at 61-75 (discussion of some existing ‘expert system’ programs); Posner, Architecture: Computers 
Do It Faster, Wall St. J., Feb. 25, 1986, at 28, col. 1. 
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This Article will only consider the question of how ownership of intellectual property rights in computer output should be allocated 
in the absence of an explicit allocation of ownership rights in a sales or licensing agreement between the owner (or authorized 
distributor) of a generator program and the user. An agreement which simply gives to the owner of the copyrighted generator 
program the right to control the making of derivative works will not be considered an explicit allocation of ownership rights in 
computer-generated works. See infra text accompanying notes 86-144 for a discussion of the ambiguity of the derivative work 
right in this respect. 
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When one thinks of how widespread are uses of computer programs to generate other works—both written works and industrial 
products—one can see that the stakes of the allocation of ownership rights in computer-generated works are very high indeed. 
When the stakes are high and the statute ambiguous, the stage would seem to be set for a hot contest. 
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Computer programs in machine-readable form were explicitly added to the realm of copyright subject matter by Pub. L. No. 
96-517, 94 Stat. 3007 (1980) (codified at 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982)). Although there have been numerous challenges to the 
copyrightability of computer programs, see, e.g., Data Cash Sys., Inc. v. JS&A Group, Inc., 480 F. Supp. 1063 (N.D. Ill. 1979), 
aff’d on other grounds, 628 F.2d 1038 (7th Cir. 1980), it is now generally accepted that computer programs are proper subject 
matter for copyright. See, e.g., Apple Computer, Inc. v. Formula Int’l, Inc., 725 F.2d 521 (9th Cir. 1984); Apple Computer, Inc. v. 
Franklin Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240 (3d Cir. 1983), cert. dismissed per stipulation, 464 U.S. 1033 (1984). But see Samuelson, 
CONTU Revisited: The Case Against Copyright Protection for Computer Programs in Machine-Readable Form, 1984 DUKE L.J. 
663; OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 7, 132 (arguing that computer programs because of their functional character do not readily 
fit in the copyright system and may lead to transformation of the traditional rules of the system). 
 

6 
 

See OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 115. 
 

7 
 

The same kind of issue may surface in the patent system as well. See generally Blick, supra note 2; Milde, Can a Computer Be an 
‘Author’ or an ‘Inventor’?, 51 J. PAT. OFF. SOC’Y 378 (1969). One of the significant differences between copyright and patent 
law that may affect how patent law deals with the ownership issue is that patent law does not give the patentee the exclusive right 
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to prepare derivative works whereas copyright law gives such a right to copyright owners. Compare 35 U.S.C. § 271 (1982) with 
17 U.S.C. § 106 (1982). Section IV.B., infra, will discuss the implications of the derivative work right in the copyright system as it 
affects the potential right of a programmer to claim control over the computer output. Although the patent doctrine of equivalents 
provides patentees with a basis for claiming rights in some derivative inventions, the range of derivatives that a patentee may 
control under patent law may be narrower than the copyright law allows because with patents, to be ‘equivalent,’ a derivative 
invention must do the same basic function in the same basic way. See 4 D. CHISUM, PATENTS § 18.04 (1986). 
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Traditionally, copyright protection has extended to works whose only ‘utility’ was the conveying of information or the displaying 
of some sort of appearance or sound. This principle is codified in the copyright statute at 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) (definition of 
‘useful article’), id. § 113 (providing that useful articles embodying designs from copyrighted drawings do not infringe them) and 
id. § 102(b) (processes not copyrightable). Works having other kinds of utilities besides conveying information or displaying 
appearances—for example, chairs, television sets, and airplane wings—have been excluded from protection by copyright. See H.R. 
REP. NO. 1476, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 55 (1976) [hereinafter cited as HOUSE REPORT]. See also infra notes 124-35 and 
accompanying text. When Congress decided in 1980 to extend copyright protection to computer programs, see supra note 5, this 
tradition was broken because computer programs, at least in machine-readable form, do more than ‘convey’ information or 
‘display’ appearances: they perform useful tasks. The task that a program may perform may be the monitoring of the operation of a 
catalytic converter or the injection of fuel into a car’s carburetor, as easily as it may be the generation of an image on a screen or a 
new piece of music. See OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 78-85. (‘Computer programs, as hybrid functional works, describe and 
implement processes. They cause physical changes to occur in a machine and can interact with other programs or with an 
environment. A recipe encoded in a program language cannot only tell a programmer how to bake a cake, it can ‘tell’ the computer 
too. With the appropriate robotic apparatus, the recipe can cause the cake to be baked.’ Id. at 80.) See generally Boraiko, The Chip, 
162 NAT’L GEOGRAPHIC 421 (1982). While the ‘output’ of a computer program may be of many sorts, in the vast majority of 
cases the output is a different work, that is, something different in kind—not just in form—from the program itself. See infra note 
144 and accompanying text. 
While copyright has never had to cope with this kind of subject matter before, it is worth noting that at least one other form of 
intellectual property law has had some experience with dealing with ownership rights as to works produced through use of a 
protected work. Patent law has rules about who owns rights in the ‘output’ generated through use of a patented machine. Just 
because a patentee has rights in the machine does not mean the patentee has rights in the output. A separate product patent is 
needed to give the patentee rights in the output. Because patent law has more experience with this type of problem, it may make 
sense to consider how this body of analogous law, and not just copyright, would deal with the issue when deciding how ownership 
rights to works generated through the use of a computer should be allocated. 
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The closest analogous subject matter to software in the copyright system seems to be the category of sound recordings. Sound 
recordings may consist either of grooves cut into plastic or magnetized segments of plastic tape that when used in conjunction with 
a machine (i.e., ‘played’) produce sounds corresponding to the sounds one might have heard at the live performance when the 
recording was made. Neither the grooves nor the magnetized tape is precisely the same ‘work’ as the music that was recorded, and 
yet they are enough the same work that copyright law will protect the pattern of grooves or magnetization on tape in order to 
protect the value of the musical performance that corresponds to the pattern. The grooves are simply an alternate (if somewhat 
fuller and richer) way of ‘recording’ music than writing notes on paper. 
By contrast, a work generated by use of a computer and its programs may be different in kind, different in substance, and different 
in form from the original generator program. That is, there may not be the kind of one-to-one correspondence between program 
and output as there is between a sound recording and the sounds that may be heard when the recording is played. In fact, there may 
be no discernible correspondence at all. The text of the output may not match any part of the text of the program. Often it will be 
impossible to detect whether a particular computer-generated work was generated by a computer at all (and not written by a 
human), let alone generated from a particular generator program. Computer-generation of output is thus significantly different from 
recordation of music. See infra notes 124-35 and accompanying text for a discussion of the useful nature of computer-generated 
output and note 144 and accompanying text for a discussion of the purpose of computer programs. 
An analysis of the computer-generated works problem must focus on the ownership issue not only when the type of work 
generated by a computer is of a sort that has traditionally been assumed to be copyrightable (music, cartoons, statistical 
compilations), but also as to noncopyrightable subject matter. Software generator programs can generate patentable subject matter, 
chip design subject matter, and unprotectable subject matter. See supra note 2 and infra notes 36-45 & 124-35 and accompanying 
text. 
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See Samuelson, supra note 5, at 727-49. 
 

11 Courts have tended to downplay or ignore the utilitarian character of software in cases which have raised the issue in the past. 
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 Compare the lower and appellate court decisions in Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp., 545 F. Supp. 812, 823-24 
(E.D. Pa. 1982), rev’d, 714 F.2d 1240, 1250-53 (3d Cir. 1983), cert. dismissed per stipulation, 464 U.S. 1033 (1984). As the OTA 
Report indicates, the functional character of software is creating severe doctrinal problems in application of doctrine to software 
copyright cases. See OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 79-85. The courts, however, do not seem to be acknowledging their departure 
from traditional rules. Id. at 81. 
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Section 201(a) of the Copyright Act provides that statutory copyright ‘vests initially in the author or authors of the work.’ 17 
U.S.C. § 201(a) (1982). Professor Nimmer states that ‘authorship is a sine qua non for any claim of copyright, be it statutory or (in 
the limited area remaining to it) common law. That is, the person claiming copyright must either himself be the author, or he must 
have succeeded to the rights of the author.’ 1 M. NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 5.01[A] at 5-3 (1985) (footnotes 
omitted). Neither ‘author’ nor ‘authorship’ is defined in the statute, but some examples of authorship are described therein. See 17 
U.S.C. § 102(a) (1982) (emphasis added) which provides in part: 
Copyright protection subsists . . . in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later 
developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine 
or device. Works of authorship include the following categories: (1) literary works; (2) musical works, including any 
accompanying words; (3) dramatic works, including any accompanying music; (4) pantomimes and choreographic works; (5) 
pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; (6) motion pictures and other audio-visual works; and (7) sound recordings. 
Intellectual property law distinguishes between ownership of a physical embodiment of the copyrighted work and ownership of an 
intellectual property interest in it. See id. § 202. Thus, one may be the owner of a copy of a book or sculpture without having any 
intellectual property rights in the copyright. This Article will concern itself exclusively with the problems presented by allocating 
intellectual property interests, not personal property interests, in a particular embodiment of the intellectual property. 
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There are two situations in which copyright law allocates authorship/ownership rights to someone other than the actual creator: (1) 
to employers as to their employees’ work within the scope of employment, and (2) those who have specially commissioned certain 
categories of works. Both situations are dealt with under the ‘work made for hire’ provisions of the Copyright Act. See 17 U.S.C. 
§§ 101, 201(b) (1982) (definition of ‘work made for hire’ and provision vesting copyright ownership in the employer or person for 
whom certain specially commissioned works were prepared, respectively). 
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Through interviews with computer scientists, software industry representatives, and Defense Department personnel involved in 
procurement of software, the author has been informed of a number of specific instances in which software firms have made claims 
to works generated through use of a particular computer program. The author has, however, been unable to find any case law on 
the computer-generated work issue. But see infra note 137, concerning a similar issue in New York Times Co. v. Roxbury Data 
Interface, Inc., 434 F. Supp. 217 (D.N.J. 1977) (personal name index compiled by defendant based on a New York Times Index 
held not to be an infringement). 
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Two other allocation possibilities that have been discussed in the legal literature on this subject will not be addressed at any length 
in this Article: assignment to some deserving soul by a fictional human author, see Butler, Can a Computer Be an Author? 
Copyright Aspects of Artificial Intelligence, 4 COMM/ENT L.J. 707 (1982), and a joint authorship of the programmer and one who 
owns the date base from which the generated work was drawn, see Hewitt, Protection of Works Created by the Use of Computers, 
133 NEW L.J. 235 (1983). Butler, who found doctrinally unsatisfying all other possible solutions to the computer-generated works 
authorship dilemma, proposed that in each instance of the creation of a computer-generated work, a court should decide the 
ownership issue by first assuming the existence of a fictional human author for the work who could obtain the copyright, and then 
by assigning that copyright to whoever deserved it the most. Butler, supra, at 744. While it is easy to scoff at Butler’s proposal—a 
worse solution could hardly be imagined—this author respects the depth of Butler’s probing into the issue. His absurd solution 
should be taken as a sign of how frustrated a person can become when trying to answer this authorship question satisfactorily 
within the traditional bounds of copyright. That is, Butler’s absurd solution is a sign of how difficult this problem truly is. (The fact 
that so many authors have given so many different answers to the question, see infra note 16, is another indication of how tough 
the problem is.) It is worth noting that Butler is not the only person to have studied the issue and to have arrived at an absurd 
conclusion. See infra note 68 and accompanying text. 
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For the computer, see generally Milde, supra note 7; for the user, see generally NATIONAL COMM’N ON NEW 
TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS, FINAL REPORT (1979) [hereinafter cited as CONTU FINAL 
REPORT]; for joint authorship, see infra note 33 and accompanying text concerning CONTU’s partial endorsement of joint 
authorship. See also supra note 15. Although there is as yet no law review article supporting sole ownership rights in the 
programmer, the author attended a legal workshop on September 25, 1984, sponsored by the Office of Technology Assessment of 
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the United States Congress as part of its study of Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information. (See OTA 
REPORT, supra note 2, at vii.) At the session in which the issue of ownership rights in computer-generated works was discussed, 
all lawyers who participated in the discussion (except this author) expressed the opinion that the programmer would be the sole 
author/owner of the output. Concerning the possibility that no one is the author of a computer generated work, see infra notes 
155-68 and accompanying text. 
Many others have posed the question of who should be recognized as the owner of computer-generated works without themselves 
attempting to answer the question. See, e.g., Copyright and Technological Change: Hearings before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil 
Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983) at 8 (testimony of 
Benjamin M. Compaine, Executive Director, Program on Information Resources Policy, Harvard University), at 131 (statement of 
Richard H. Stern, Esq.) [hereinafter cited as Copyright Hearings]. See also OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 69-73. 
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When speaking of ‘computer-generated’ works the author refers not only to the hardware of the computer, but also to the hierarchy 
of programs—microcode, operating system programs, and assisting application software—that work together to generate output. 
Computer scientists speak of this complex hierarchy of machine parts and programs as a ‘virtual machine’ or ‘virtual computer.’ 
See T. PRATT, PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 14 (2d ed. 1983). This reflects that the 
software is merely a substitute for hardware components that might otherwise have been constructed to perform the function. Id. at 
19. 
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The reason this Article speaks of ‘allocating’ intellectual property rights in computer-generated works or ‘designating’ a particular 
person as the owner of such rights is that the author believes that the question is a new one for copyright law and one to which the 
statute and case law provide no clear answer. It seems unlikely that Congress will legislatively solve this issue until the courts have 
answered it in an unpopular way. See Milde, supra note 7, at 380. But see OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 90-91 (discussing the 
pros and cons of allowing the courts to decide how to accommodate the complex new technology questions within the traditional 
intellectual property law framework, and concluding that Congress should make the decisions: 
In light of the Supreme Court’s consistent signals to Congress that the judiciary should not serve as a policy-making forum for 
patent and copyright law, resort to the courts to resolve many of these technological issues may be tantamount to a delegation of 
Congress’ policymaking authority. Even if the judiciary acts with restraint with respect to policymaking, the application of 
obsolete law to novel circumstances may end up skewing the policy objectives that the statute seeks to promote.). 
 

19 
 

See infra notes 79-85 and accompanying text. 
 

20 
 

See infra notes 120-23 and accompanying text. 
 

21 
 

U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE, SIXTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS (1965) [hereinafter 
cited as SIXTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT]. 
 

22 
 

Id. at 5. 
 

23 
 

Id. Interestingly, the Register did not ask whether under the Constitution or the copyright statute the computer could be an author. 
See Milde, supra note 7, at 378. 
 

24 
 

SIXTY-EIGHT ANNUAL REPORT, supra note 21, at 5. 
 

25 
 

Id. 
 

26 
 

The revision of the copyright laws began in 1955 when Congress appropriated funds for a comprehensive study of needed changes 
in the law. See CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 3. It culminated in the passage of the Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. 
No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541 (codified as amended at 17 U.S.C. §§ 101-810 (1982)), on October 19, 1976. 
 

27 The 93d Congress authorized establishment of this Commission as part of the Act of Dec. 31, 1974, Pub. L. No. 93-573, tit. II, 88 
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 Stat. 1873, 1873-74. Congress gave the Commission three years to conduct a study of computer-related uses and reproductions of 
copyrighted works and of photocopying practices and technologies. Id. President Ford announced the appointment of the 
commissioners in mid-July 1975. The commissioners held their first meeting in October 1975 and issued their final report on July 
31, 1978. See CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 3-8. 
 

28 
 

In § 201 of the Act that gave rise to creation of CONTU, Pub. L. No. 93-573, tit. II, 88 Stat. 1873, Congress asked the Commission 
to study and make recommendations on legislation or procedures concerning ‘the creation of new works by the application or 
intervention of such automatic systems of machine reproduction.’ 
 

29 
 

See supra note 27. 
 

30 
 

Chapter 4 of the CONTU Final Report was concerned with drawing a proper balance between the rights of copyright owners and 
the general interests and needs of members of the public as to photocopying of copyrighted works. This chapter constitutes 40% of 
the CONTU Final Report (32 of 80 pages). See CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 47-78. 
 

31 
 

The software copyrightability discussion found in Chapter 3 of the CONTU Final Report is the second most extensive subject 
covered in the report, constituting 37% of the report (30 of 80 pages). See id. at 9-38. Certain issues concerning computer data 
bases were also included in Chapter 3, and occupy six pages of the report. Id. at 38-43. 
 

32 
 

Only three pages of the CONTU Final Report were given over to a discussion of the computer-generated works issue. See id. at 
43-46. 
 

33 
 

Id. at 45. Yet read closely, the CONTU Final Report seems to confound or contradict its simple answer and to suggest a variety of 
other seemingly incompatible solutions to the issue. 
Right after giving the simple straightforward answer reflected in the text, CONTU went on to obfuscate the issue, by saying: ‘The 
simplicity of this response may obscure some problems, though essentially they are the same sort of problems encountered in 
connection with works produced in other ways.’ Id. Just what those ‘problems’ were, CONTU left unclear. It adverted only 
indirectly to one of them by using an illustration to demonstrate how similar the computer-generated works problem was to 
problems that copyright had dealt with in the past. In the illustration, CONTU asked the reader to suppose that a number of people 
had a hand in the use of a computer to prepare a complex statistical table. CONTU observed that often all would be employees of 
the same firm, so that if the work had been done within the scope of their employment, the employer would be the owner of the 
work. If the users did not work for the same firm, but were voluntarily working together, CONTU observed that copyright joint 
authorship rules could be applied to allocate ownership rights. Id. CONTU thus hints at joint authorship as a solution without 
indicating just who the joint authors might be. Perhaps this solution applied only when there were multiple users of a program that 
was generating a new work. If CONTU had other such ‘problems’ in mind, it left them unstated. 
At another point in the report, CONTU also hinted that the programmer might have some claim to the output in some instances. 
Although finding computer output to be an ‘entirely separate’ work from the program or date base that produced it, CONTU went 
on to say: 
It is, of course, incumbent on the creator of the final work to obtain appropriate permission from any other person who is the 
proprietor of a program or data base used in the creation of the ultimate work. The unlawful use of a program or data base might 
limit or negate the author’s claim of copyright in the ultimate work, just as the failure of a translator to obtain a license from the 
proprietor of the translated work might prevent securing copyright in and making use of the translation. 
Id. at 45-46 (emphasis added). CONTU insisted that these qualifications had nothing to do with the question of authorship. Id. at 
46. CONTU did not explain why it thought the failure to get permission to use a copyrighted program or data base (something the 
copyright owner normally has no statutory authority to control) would ‘limit or negate’ the user’s copyright in the output. See infra 
notes 103-06 and accompanying text for a fuller discussion of this issue. But to the extent that CONTU was of the view that both 
the user and programmer might have some rights in the output, CONTU may in a second place have suggested a joint authorship 
solution. 
The CONTU Final Report also took cognizance of opinions that artificial intelligence might advance to the point that computers 
were able to ‘achieve powers that would enable them independently to create works that, although similar to other copyrightable 
works, would not or should not be copyrightable because they had no human author,’ CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 
44, but thought predictions of this sort were too remote and speculative to be taken seriously. Id. CONTU did not say whether, if 
time proved it wrong about these predictions, it would agree with those who thought truly computer-generated works could not be 
copyrightable for lack of a human author or would support granting rights to the machine. 
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34 
 

CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 44 (emphasis added). 
 

35 
 

Id. 
 

36 
 

The examples were: cartooning in which a computer filled in the gaps between frames drawn by the cartoonist; the composition of 
music accomplished by having the computer select a series of notes and arrange them into a composition in accordance with rules 
as to tonal qualities and rhythmic patterns; the simulation of sounds of musical instruments; and the manipulation of statistical 
information to produce an analysis. Id. 
 

37 
 

Id. 
 

38 
 

Id. But see supra note 33 and infra notes 40-45 and accompanying text. 
 

39 
 

See, e.g., Butler, supra note 15, at 729; OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 72-73. See also Milde, supra note 7, at 378 (arguing that 
perhaps a computer should be recognized as an ‘author’). 
 

40 
 

See Butler, supra note 15, at 707 (quoting RACTER, Soft Ions, OMNI, Apr. 1981, at 96-97): 
Helene watched John and cogitated: A supper with him? Disgusting! A supper would facilitate a dissertation and a dissertation or 
tale was what John carefully wanted to have. With what in mind? Wine, otters, beans? No! Electrons. John simply was a quantam 
logician; his endless dreams were captivating and interesting; at all events Matthew, Helene, and Wendy were assisting him in his 
infuriated tries to broaden himself. Now legions of dreams itched to punch Wendy’s consciousness. Yet John whispered, ‘Just a 
minute! Helene’s a maid, I’m a quantam logician; can maids know galaxies and even stars or a multitude of galactic systems? . . . 
Can maids realize electrons?’ 
 

41 
 

OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 72. 
 

42 
 

Milde, supra note 7, at 382 (summarizing Turing, Can a Machine Think?, 4 WORLD OF MATHEMATICS 2099 (1956)). Turing 
apparently developed this test after finding unsatisfactory the academic debates about whether machines could think or be 
intelligent. See J. HAUGELAND, supra note 1, at 6-9. 
 

43 
 

See supra note 1. 
 

44 
 

Shurkin, supra note 1, at 78. See OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 72. 
 

45 
 

See, e.g., D. VOISINET, INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING 16-17 (2d ed. 1986) (listing examples of 
industries for which this system would be useful, including architecture). See also Special Issue On Computer Music, supra note 2. 
It is interesting to note that in the legislative history to the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act, now codified at 17 U.S.C. §§ 
901-914 (Supp. II 1984), there was before Congress considerable evidence of the substantial role computer software played in the 
process of designing the layout of circuits for chips. See Copyright Protection for Semiconductor Chips: Hearings on H.R. 1028 
Before the Subcomm. on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 98th 
Cong., 1st Sess. 380-86 (1983) (reproducing Feuer, supra note 2) [hereinafter cited as House Chip Hearings]. Design programs of 
this sort do much the same thing as human engineers would do if set to the same task: testing various possible combinations to see 
what would be the best and most afficient way for a particular function or set of functions to be carried out. Yet much of the 
discussion of the chip design process was conducted as if it was conducted entirely by humans drawing tiny circuits. When 
occasionally the issue of machine originality arose, it evoked some nervous laughter, but not any serious consideration. See, e.g., 
The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1983: Hearings on S. 1201 Before the Subcomm. on Patents, Copyrights and 
Trademarks of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983) at 88 (testimony of Professor Arthur Miller of 
Harvard Law School), at 26 (testimony of Dorothy Schrader, general counsel of the U.S. Copyright Office) [hereinafter cited as 
Senate Chip Hearings]. 
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46 
 

See Milde, supra note 7, at 378. Milde’s article was written under the Copyright Act of 1909, 17 U.S.C. §§ 1-32, which was 
revised by the Copyright Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-553, 90 Stat. 2541, rather than under the Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. 
§§ 101-810 (1982), which is now in force. But the point he makes is valid under the current statute as well. 
 

47 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (1982). 
 

48 
 

Id. 
 

49 
 

Id. 
 

50 
 

Concerning a creativity requirement, see Bleinstein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903); 1 M. NIMMER, supra 
note 12, § 2.01[B] at 2-15 (‘The smaller the effort . . . the greater must be the degree of creativity in order to claim copyright 
protection.’). Because the present copyright statute does not separately require creativity, this discussion will focus chiefly on the 
originality requirement. 
 

51 
 

See infra notes 128-35 and accompanying text concerning the problems that may arise as to ownership issues when the output is 
not of a copyrightable sort. 
 

52 
 

17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (1982). 
 

53 
 

Id. 
 

54 
 

HOUSE REPORT, supra note 8, at 51. 
 

55 
 

Id. 
 

56 
 

Id. Although it is primarily to the case law on originality that the legislative history indicates one should turn to discern the 
meaning of ‘originality,’ there is some additional indicia of the standard of originality tucked away in the recesses of the 1976 Act. 
The definition of ‘compilation,’ for example, refers to the ‘collection and assembling of preexisting materials or of data that are 
selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship.’ See 
17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982). Similarly, the definition of ‘derivative work’ refers to editorial revisions, annotations, and other 
modifications as potentially original material that may qualify for separate copyright protection. Id. Another provision indicates 
that a copyright in a compilation or derivative work ‘extends only to the material contributed to by the author of such work,’ and 
not to any of the preexisting material. Id. § 103(a). All of this suggests that any contribution that may be made to the creation of a 
work—selections, coordinations, arrangements, editings, modifications, and the like—can serve as a basis for finding that small 
degree of originality that is necessary to support a copyright. See also 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 3.03. 
 

57 
 

74 F. Supp. 973 (S.D.N.Y. 1947), aff’d, 191 F.2d 99 (2d Cir. 1951). 
 

58 
 

74 F. Supp. at 975. 
 

59 
 

191 F.2d at 100-01. 
 

60 
 

Id. at 102. 
 

61 
 

Id. at 102-03. 
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62 
 

Id. at 103. 
 

63 
 

Id. at 105. But see L. Batlin & Son, Inc. v. Snyder, 536 F.2d 486 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 857 (1976) (mere reproduction of 
a work of art in a different medium does not constitute sufficient originality to support a copyright). Other cases have adopted the 
originality standard set forth in the Catalda case. See, e.g., Original Appalachian Artworks v. Toy Loft, 684 F.2d 821, 824 (11th 
Cir. 1982); Knickerbocker Toy Co. v. Winterbrook Corp., 554 F. Supp. 1309, 1317 (D.N.H. 1982); Kuddle Toy, Inc. v. 
Pussycat-Toy Co., 183 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 642, 658 (E.D.N.Y. 1974). 
 

64 
 

See Milde, supra note 7, at 390, concerning the Constitutional issue. 
 

65 
 

Milde points out that in at least one instance the Copyright Office denied registration to a machine-generated pattern for linoleum 
tile. Id. at 403. 
 

66 
 

See Butler, supra note 15, at 741-42. See also OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 151-53. 
 

67 
 

See, e.g., Breyer, The Uneasy Case for Copyright: A Study of Copyright in Books, Photocopies, and Computer Programs, 84 
HARV. L. REV. 281, 284-93 (1970); Brown, Eligibility for Copyright Protection: A Search for Principled Standards, 70 MINN. 
L. REV. 579, 596 (1985). Machines may not need rights to be induced to generate output, but that, of course, does not mean that 
no one needs incentives in order for products of generator programs to be made available. See infra notes 164-66 and 
accompanying text. 
 

68 
 

Milde, although arguing that a computer could be an author within the meaning of the copyright statute, nonetheless still sought a 
human or a group of humans to give the money to. It was not the individual computer that may have created or contributed to the 
generation of the work, but the manufacturer of the computer that Milde would have receive the rewards for the creation. Milde, 
supra note 7, at 390. Milde argues that computer manufacturers need such incentives to encourage investment in computer designs. 
Id. 
 

69 
 

CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 45. But see supra note 33 for CONTU’s equivocations about this ‘obvious’ answer. 
 

70 
 

See supra notes 35-37 and accompanying text. 
 

71 
 

This Article, for example, was produced through the use of a word-processing program. All of the words in the Article were chosen 
and arranged by the author (except, perhaps, for a few editorial alterations made by the Law Review staff). Had this Article been 
processed through a grammar or diction program, it is conceivable that the program would have made (or proposed) some changes 
to the text, yet this hardly would undermine the writer’s claim of authorship to the Article. The expression would still 
overwhelmingly be this author’s. See OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 69 (the proportion of work done by the machine and by the 
human user will vary depending on how the generator program is written and how it is used). 
 

72 
 

The use of a computer to ‘fill in the gaps’ between cartoon frames developed by the user was one of the examples of 
computer-generated works discussed by CONTU. See CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 44. This is an instance of a user 
giving extensive and detailed instructions to a computer, which automatically then produces a series of images which still largely 
seem to be authored by the user. 
 

73 
 

Much of the process of designing semiconductor chips is done automatically today by giving the generator program some general 
instructions that then cause the program to try various combinations of circuitry layouts. See Feuer, supra note 2. 
 

74 
 

While it may seem appealing to use what some of my students have called ‘the comparative sweat’ test to determine who 
contributed most to the creation of a particular computer-generated work as a way of allocating authorship, this has the signal 
disadvantage of unpredictability in instances of computer-generated work because different persons may take radically different 
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views of their respective contributions. 
 

75 
 

See OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 69-73. 
 

76 
 

If the programmer has encoded a piece of music (or other work) in the program and the output generated by the program is a copy 
of a substantial block of expression contained in the program, it would, of course, be the programmer’s expression (or that of 
someone from whom he copied) that would have been copied. As to this, the programmer would have the same rights to enforce 
his copyright in this instance as any other author. See infra notes 100-06 & 122-35 and accompanying text for a more complete 
discussion of his and related points. 
 

77 
 

See supra notes 57-63 and accompanying text. See also 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 2.01[A] at 2-9. 
 

78 
 

See supra note 65. 
 

79 
 

The copyright statute requires fixation of the work, see 17 U.S.C. § 102(a) (1982), and envisions that fixation will be by or under 
authority of the author, see id. § 101 (definition of ‘fixed’). It is, for example, the photographer of Oscar Wilde who owns the 
copyright in the photograph made of Oscar Wilde, see Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53 (1884), even if the 
value of the photograph is attributable more to its being of Oscar Wilde, than to its being artistically posed. (Similarly, it is the 
television cameraman who records the baseball game who owns the copyright in the recorded version, and the writer who drafts an 
interview with Barbra Streisand, not Barbra Streisand, who owns the copyright in the interview.) 
The authorship of the famous Zapruder film of the Kennedy assassination came under attack in Time, Inc. v. Bernard Geis Assoc., 
293 F. Supp. 130 (S.D.N.Y. 1968). The defendants (in essence) claimed that Zapruder had only been an ordinary unartistic fellow 
who just happened to have his home movie camera running when the presidential procession drove by and Kennedy was shot. 
There was, the defendants argued, no ‘original expression’ by Zapruder. What was valuable about the film was not the technical 
skill or art displayed by Zapruder, but that it captured at close range the murder of a President. The court, however, upheld the 
validity of the Zapruder copyright (which had been assigned to Time, Inc.) and the right of Zapruder to claim a copyright in the 
film. Id. at 141-43. 
 

80 
 

See supra notes 52-63 and accompanying text. 
 

81 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 114 (1982) (special provision limiting the set of exclusive rights as to sound recording copyrights to recapture of 
actual sounds recorded; this rule permits valid sound recording copyrights by more than one person who simultaneously record the 
same event). 
 

82 
 

See id. § 201(b). See also supra note 13. 
 

83 
 

Indeed, the language of the CONTU Final Report refers to its choice for authorship of computer-generated works as ‘the one who 
employs the computer.’ CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 45 (emphasis added). See also Hewitt, supra note 15, at 237. 
 

84 
 

See infra note 144 and accompanying text for more discussion of this and related issues. 
 

85 
 

Patent law is probably more receptive than copyright to the idea of treating the insight arising from accidental discoveries as 
indicative of creativity (i.e., invention). See, e.g., Radiator Specialty Co. v. Buhot, 39 F.2d 373, 376 (3d Cir. 1930). (‘Invention is 
not always the offspring of genius; more frequently it is the product of plain hard work; not infrequently it arises from accident or 
carelessness; occasionally it is a happy thought of an ordinary mind; and there have been instances where it is the result of sheer 
stupidity.’) See also 7 U.S.C. §§ 2401-2402 (1973) (giving intellectual property protection to persons who ‘discover’ new varieties 
of plants). Perhaps copyright should develop more flexibility about creative discoveries. 
 

86 Yet, the kind of contribution the programmer may have made may be of a different sort than copyright would traditionally 
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 recognize as authorship. This Article is an example of a computer-generated work in which the word processing programmer’s 
‘contribution’ to the content of the output is nonexistent from an authorship standpoint. 
 

87 
 

The effort that is put into creation of a copyrightable work is sometimes said to be among the things the copyright laws intend to 
protect. See, e.g., Orgel v. Clark Boardman Co., 301 F.2d 119, 120 (2d Cir. 1962); Toksvig v. Bruce Publishing Co., 181 F.2d 664, 
667 (7th Cir. 1950). But see 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 3.04 at 3-19. 
 

88 
 

See J. HAUGELAND, supra note 1, at 12 (emphasis added): 
What gets programmed directly is just a bunch of general information and principles, not unlike what teachers instill in their pupils. 
What happens after that, what the system does with all this input, is not predictable by the designer (or teacher or anybody else). 
The most striking current examples are chess machines that outplay their programmers, coming up with brilliant moves that the 
latter would never have found. Many people are amazed by this fact; but if you reflect that invention is often just a rearrangement 
(more or less dramatic) of previously available materials, then it shouldn’t seem so surprising. 
 

89 
 

See supra note 74 concerning problems with a ‘comparative sweat’ test of authorship. 
 

90 
 

See J. HAUGELAND, supra note 1, at 9-12 (emphasis in original): 
Many people are especially doubtful about ‘automating’ creativity, freedom, and the like. No computer, they suppose, could ever 
be truly inventive, artistic, or responsible, because ‘it can only do what it’s programmed to do.’ Everything depends, however, on 
just what this alleged limitation means. In one technical and boring sense, of course, it’s perfectly true that computers always 
follow their programs, since a program is nothing but a careful specification of all the relevant processes inside the machine. That, 
however, doesn’t prove anything because a similar point might be made about us. Thus, assuming there were a ‘careful 
specification’ of all the relevant processes in our brains (laws of neuropsychology, or something like that), it would be equally easy 
to say: ‘We—or rather our brain parts—always act only as specified.’ But, obviously, no such fact could show that we are never 
creative or free—and the corresponding claim about computers is no more telling. 
 

 

. . . . 

 You might think that being ‘programmed for creativity’ is a contradiction in terms. But it can’t be, as we can see by again 
considering ourselves. In some sense, surely, we are elaborate integrated systems with an overall design—the result of evolution, 
perhaps. Thus when we’re healthy (not malfunctioning), we ‘only do what we’re designed to do.’ But then, assuming that creativity 
and freedom are not (always) unhealthy, we must be ‘designed for creativity,’ etc. This is no contradiction because the relevant 
sense of ‘design’ relates only to overall capacities and characteristics; but that’s also the very sense of ‘programming’ in question. 
Still, there’s one last argument: it’s only a metaphor to say that we were ‘designed’ by evolution; evolution is not an actual designer, 
but only a mindless natural process. Computers, on the other hand, are quite literally programmed by actual (human) programmers. 
So when we’re creative, it’s all our own; but when a computer printout contains something artistic, that’s really the programmer’s 
artistry, not the machine’s. But wait: how does that follow? Why should an entity’s potential for inventiveness be determined by its 
ancestry (like some hereditary title) and not by its own manifest competence? What if, for instance, the very same computer system 
had resulted from an incredible laboratory accident; could that make any difference to whether the resulting system was creative? 
Or, turning the tables, what if you or a I had been concocted out of petroleum by-products at Exxon; would that mean that all our 
later inventions and artworks automatically belonged to a team of chemists? I certainly hope not. 
 

 

. . . . 

 None of this proves that computer systems can be truly creative, free, or artistic. All it shows is that our initial intuitions to the 
contrary are not trustworthy, no matter how compelling they seem at first. If you’re sitting there muttering: ‘Yes, yes, but I know 
they can’t; they just couldn’t,’ then you’ve missed the point. Nobody knows. Like all fundamental questions in cognitive science, 
this one awaits the outcome of a great deal more hard research. Remember, the real issue is whether, in appropriate abstract sense, 
we are computers ourselves. 
See also supra note 1. 
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91 
 

See Midway Mfg. Co. v. Artic Int’l, Inc., 704 F.2d 1009 (7th Cir. 1983) (Defendant, a videogame competitor, had copied plaintiff’s 
videogame program and then attacked the validity of plaintiff’s copyright by arguing that players of the game were co-authors 
because of variations in the play introduced by them. The court rejected the argument on the ground that the programmer’s 
structuring of the degree of variability of the program meant that players were not really co-authors.). But see OTA REPORT, 
supra note 2, at 72 (‘However, as computer programs increasingly permit the user wider choice in structuring input and output [as 
compared with videogame programs], the analogies between interactive computer programs and traditional works will begin to 
break down. Courts will then be left with little guidance, and even less expertise, to solve these highly complex conceptual and 
technological issues.’). 
 

92 
 

Private noncommercial uses might be within the reach of the ‘fair use’ doctrine of copyright. See 17 U.S.C. § 107 (1982); Sony 
Corp. of Am. v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S. 417 (1984). 
 

93 
 

One might argue that by licensing the use of the generator program, the programmer implicitly granted the user rights in whatever 
output was generated from the computer program. 
 

94 
 

This is similar to Samuel Morse’s eighth patent claim in O’Reilly v. Morse, 55 U.S. (15 How.) 62 (1854). Morse claimed rights in 
all uses of electromagnetism for printing intelligible characters at a distance, no matter what device or system was used to 
accomplish this result. Morse claimed that any later developed device for this purpose would simply be a new application of the 
communicative power of electromagnetism, which was what Morse had discovered. The Supreme Court rejected the claim, stating: 
‘[I]t has always been held that the patent embraces nothing more than the improvement described and claimed as new, and that any 
one who afterwards discovered a method of accomplishing the same object, substantially and essentially differing from the one 
described had a right to use it.’ Id. at 119. There must be room for future inventors to develop and be able themselves to use their 
different application of the principle. Id. at 113. 
A similar policy underlies the copyright rule that protection extends only to the expression of the writer, not to the ideas, processes, 
systems, and the like that may be embodied in the copyrighted work. See 17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (1982); infra notes 124-44 and 
accompanying text. Because it is possible to put the entire English language into a computer program that can construct prose, see 
supra note 40 and accompanying text, it would theoretically be possible for the programmer to claim rights in all writings that 
were—or could be—produced by the program. Such a claim may seem ridiculous, and yet it would be a logical result of 
automatically awarding rights in whatever the program did or could produce. 
 

95 
 

See supra note 88. 
 

96 
 

See supra notes 12 & 79 and accompanying text. 
 

97 
 

See supra note 88. 
 

98 
 

See 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, §§ 1.06[A], 2.01. 
 

99 
 

At the OTA legal workshop, mentioned supra note 16, this was the predominant view of the copyright lawyers who discussed the 
computer-generated works problem based on the music generator program discussed in the OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 71. 
 

100 
 

17 U.S.C. § 106(2) (1982). 
 

101 
 

Id. § 501. 
 

102 
 

See id. § 103(a); 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 3.06 at 3-22.3 (‘The effect [of § 103(a)] generally would be to deny copyright to 
derivative works, in which the preexisting work tends to pervade the entire derivative work . . ..’). 
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103 
 

The copyright law, like the patent law, gives the owner of the intellectual property interest various rights to exclude other people 
from doing things with the protected work. See 17 U.S.C. § 106 (1982); 35 U.S.C. § 154 (1982) (setting forth the sets of exclusive 
rights). In copyright, this would seem to include the right to control not only the making of, but also the distribution of 
unauthorized derivative works. As explained below, this would not necessarily give the first work’s author any affirmative rights in 
any original expression added by the make of the unauthorized derivative. 
 

104 
 

Thus, CONTU spoke of a potential right of a programmer to ‘limit or negate’ the rights of an unauthorized user of the program in 
the output generated by him: 
It is, of course, incumbent on the creator of the final work to obtain appropriate permission from any other person who is the 
proprietor of a program or data base used in the creation of the ultimate work. The unlawful use of a program or data base might 
limit or negate the author’s claim of copyright in the ultimate work, just as the failure of a translator to obtain a license from the 
proprietor of the translated work might prevent securing copyright in and making use of the translation. 
CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 45-46 (emphasis added). The power to block another from copyrighting an 
unauthorized derivative comes from 17 U.S.C. § 103(a) (1982) of the copyright statute. See supra note 102 and accompanying text. 
What CONTU seemed not to realize is that there is a big difference between an unauthorized transaction of a book and an 
unauthorized use of a generator program to create output. Translations, which involve taking the expression of a writer in one 
language and attempting to find the nearest equivalent expression for the writer’s words in another language, copy the original text 
to an extent that will be atypical of computer-generated works. Output often bears no, or only an indistinct, resemblance to the text 
of the program. Translations are listed as one of the categories of subsequent works intended to be within the meaning of derivative 
work in the copyright statute. See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) (definition of ‘derivative work’). Creating output is only a use of a 
program; copyright owners have no statutory authority to control uses. See id. § 106. See also infra notes 136-44 and 
accompanying text. 
 

105 
 

The writer who makes an unauthorized screenplay from a copyrighted novel, for example, will be the ‘author’ of the screenplay. 
Copyright law automatically confers on the screenplay writer an ownership right in what he has contributed to the screenplay over 
and above what comes from the novel. See 17 U.S.C. § 103(b) (1982). On the other hand, to the extent that the screenplay 
incorporates expression from the novel, and the novel’s expression is inextricably interconnected with the expression of the 
screenplay, and the novelist objects to an unauthorized screenplay being made, the novelist can assert whatever rights he has that 
arise from his copyright in the novel. The novelist can seek to have the infringing screenplay destroyed, and can certainly prevent 
its distribution. See id. §§ 501-503. That would not mean, however, that the novelist could simply treat the screenplay as if he had 
written it. See 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 3.04, at 3-15 n.4. 
 

106 
 

That is, ‘negative rights’ (i.e., the right to exclude) are not the same as ‘positive rights’ (i.e., the right to make copies, etc.). In the 
case of an unauthorized screenplay derived from a copyrighted novel, the screenwriter could block any effort by the novelist to get 
a copyright in the whole screenplay (or that part of it which was the screenwriter’s original expression), for as to this, the novelist 
would not be the ‘author.’ See 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 3.04, at 3-19. 
 

107 
 

17 U.S.C. § 106(2) (1982). 
 

108 
 

Id. § 101 (definition of ‘derivative work’). 
 

109 
 

See supra note 28 and accompanying text. 
 

110 
 

See supra note 27. 
 

111 
 

See supra note 69 and accompanying text. 
 

112 
 

See CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 45. It is also worth noting that the CONTU Final Report does not say that 
computer-generated works are derivative works of copyrighted generator programs (even though hinting that they might be). See 
supra note 33. 
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113 
 

17 U.S.C. § 1 (1970) (revised 1976). The text of the exclusive rights provision of the Copyright Act of 1909 was very lengthy and 
cumbersome. 
 

114 
 

Id. § 1(b). In addition, courts under the prior copyright statute had construed the exclusive right to control ‘copying’ of copyrighted 
works broadly enough to reach instances where a second author appropriated some elements of the original author’s expression, 
even if the second author transposed the original from one medium of expression to another, thus providing a second way for 
copyright owners to control derivative works. See, e.g., cases discussed in Goldstein, Derivative Rights and Derivative Works in 
Copyright, 30 J. COPR. SOC’Y 209, 214-26 (1982). 
 

115 
 

See, e.g., Goldstein, supra note 114, at 214-15 (‘The 1976 Act expanded and simplified the earlier formula, attaching the right to 
prepare derivative works to all forms of copyrighted works.’). That is, rather than naming each specific type of derivative work that 
should be protected as to each specific type of copyrighted work, the 1976 Act simply gave the copyright owner an exclusive right 
to prepare derivative works. 
 

116 
 

Compare 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) (definition of ‘derivative work’) with 17 U.S.C. § 1 (1970) (revised 1976) (listing specific 
derivatives). 
 

117 
 

See, e.g., Panel discussion between Ralph S. Brown, Jr., Benjamin Kaplan, Dan Lacy, and Caryl Haskins, Property Rights Under 
the New Technology, reprinted in COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST 189, 205, 210 (M. 
Greenberger ed. 1971) (Professor Brown stating his belief that the proposed definition of ‘derivative work’ is ‘pernicious’; 
Professor Kaplan concurring with Professor Brown about the ‘strangely broad’ definition of ‘derivative work’). See also Brown, 
The Widening Gyre: Are Derivative Works Getting Out of Hand?, 3 CARDOZO ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT L.J. 1 (1984) 
(Professor Brown’s thoughtful analysis of the expanding bounds of the derivative works rule). 
 

118 
 

See, e.g., Berkic v. Crichton, 761 F.2d 1289 (9th Cir. 1985); Litchfield v. Spielberg, 736 F.2d 1352 (9th Cir. 1984). 
 

119 
 

See, e.g., Litchfield v. Spielberg, 736 F.2d 1352 (9th Cir. 1984). The plaintiff, Litchfield, argued that 17 U.S.C. § 106(2) (1982) 
‘was intended to expand the definition of derivative works.’ 736 F.2d at 1357. In so arguing, Litchfield put forth the ‘novel 
proposition’ that substantial similarity between the works at issue was not a necessary element of proof. Id. The court rejected the 
argument, holding that substantial similarity is necessary to prove infringement. Id. at 1355. See also Berkic v. Crichton, 761 F.2d 
1289, 1291 n.1 (9th Cir. 1985): 
[T]he plaintiff’s argument that his ‘derivative work’ copyright claim presents issues separable from his main copyright claim is 
frivolous. If the plaintiff cannot show a substantial similarity between the defendants’ work and his own, he cannot prevail on a 
claim for alleged violations of his right to prepare derivative works. 
 

120 
 

See supra text accompanying note 108. 
 

121 
 

HOUSE REPORT, supra note 8, at 62 (emphasis added). The legislative history also gives examples of noninfringing works based 
on other works: a detailed commentary on a work or a musical composition inspired by a novel. These, according to the legislative 
history, would not normally constitute infringements of the derivative works right. Id. That is, even though music might have been 
‘inspired’ by a novel—and therefore might in some sense be ‘based upon’ it—the music would not be a ‘derivative work’ within 
the meaning of the statute. Even though the detailed commentary may be ‘based upon’ a copyrighted poem or novel or whatever, 
unless it incorporates substantial portions of the previously copyrighted work’s expression, it will not infringe. 
 

122 
 

The fair use doctrine of the copyright law is codified at 17 U.S.C. § 107 (1982). It is a limited privilege in a person other than the 
owner of the copyright to reproduce some part of the copyrighted work for a purpose and in a manner that will not appreciably 
interfere with the economic interests of the copyright owner. It is not clear whether it would have any applicability to the 
computer-generated work problem. 
 

123 
 

The author of a recent Note has developed an interesting theory concerning appropriate limitations on the scope of copyright in an 
advanced technological age. See Note, Toward a Unified Theory of Copyright Infringement for an Advanced Technological Era, 96 
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HARV. L. REV. 450 (1982). That author asserted that unless a second author makes a commerical use of a first author’s work of 
an iterative sort (i.e., iterating the same or a substantially similar expression), rather than an interactive or productive sort (i.e., 
using the copyrighted work to create new works), there should be no copyright infringement. Id. at 461-62. 
The idea is not an entirely new one. The year before the first electronic digital computer was built, Zachariah Chafee expressed one 
of the guiding principles of copyright in this way: 
The protection given the copyright-owner should not stifle independent creation by others. Nobody else should market the author’s 
book, but we refuse to say nobody else should use it. The world goes ahead because each of us builds on the work of our 
predecessors. . . . Progress would be stifled if the author had a complete monopoly of everything in his book for . . . [a] long period. 
Some use of its contents must be permitted in connection with the independent creation of other authors. The very policy which 
leads the law to encourage his creativeness also justifies it in facilitating the creativeness of others. 
Chafee, Reflections on the Law of Copyright: I, 45 COLUM. L. REV. 503, 511 (1945) (emphasis in original). 
 

124 
 

17 U.S.C. §§ 101, 113 (1982) (definition of ‘useful articles’; limitation on the exclusive rights of copyright owners in drawings as 
to useful articles based upon the drawings). 
 

125 
 

See, e.g., Muller v. Triborough Bridge Auth., 43 F. Supp. 298 (S.D.N.Y. 1942). 
 

126 
 

See Katz, Copyright Protection of Architectural Plans, Drawings, and Designs, 19 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 224, 236 (1954) 
(‘An architectural plan is a technical writing. It is capable of being copied only by similar technical writings, that is, by other plans, 
etc. A structure is a result of plans, not a copy of them.’) (emphasis in original; footnote omitted). 
 

127 
 

Goldstein, supra note 114, at 227-32. 
 

128 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) (definition of ‘useful article’). The utilitarian issue is sometimes posed as differentiating between 
‘applied art,’ which is copyrightable, and ‘industrial design,’ which is not. Clarifying what was meant by ‘industrial design,’ the 
House Report stated: 
[A]lthough the shape of an industrial product may be aesthetically satisfying and valuable, the Committee’s intention is not to offer 
it copyright protection under the bill. Unless the shape of an automobile, airplane, ladies’ dress, food processor, television set, or 
any other industrial product contains some element that physically or conceptually, can be identified as separable from the 
utilitarian aspects of that article, the design would not be copyrighted under the bill. 
HOUSE REPORT, supra note 8, at 55. The test of separability does not depend on the intent of the designer: 
[E]ven if the appearance of an article is determined by aesthetic (as opposed to functional) considerations, only elements if any, 
which can be identified separately from the useful article as such are copyrightable. And even if the three-dimensional design 
contains some such element (for example, a carving on the back of a chair or a floral relief design on silver flatware), copyright 
protection would extend only to the element, and would not cover the overall configuration of the utilitarian article as such. 
Id. 
 

129 
 

The legislative history of the derivative work right indicates that Congress intended for a live performance of a choreographic work 
to infringe the derivative work right in a copyrighted notation of a sequence of dance steps. Legislative history also indicates that 
such a live performance could not be a ‘copy’ of the copyrighted work because it would not itself be fixed in a tangible medium of 
expression. HOUSE REPORT, supra note 8, at 64. Professor Nimmer is of the opinion that the derivative work right is 
superfluous. 2 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 8.09[A]. This author agrees with Professor Nimmer. Whatever the ‘copying’ right of 
the set of exclusive rights does not pick up, the ‘public performance/display’ rights will. 
 

130 
 

A decorative monument made from a set of copyrighted drawings, however, can be a derivative work because the monument is not 
a useful article. HOUSE REPORT, supra note 8, at 62. 
 

131 
 

101 U.S. 99 (1879). 
 

132 
 

‘[W]here the art it teaches cannot be used without employing the methods and diagrams used to illustrate the book, or such as are 
similar to them, such methods and diagrams are to be considered as necessary incidents to the art, and given therewith to the 
public.’ Id. at 103. See also 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 2.18. 
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133 
 

17 U.S.C. § 102(b) (1982). 
 

134 
 

See, e.g., Note, Semiconductor Chip Protection: Changing Roles for Copyright and Competion, 71 VA. L. REV. 249, 292-93 
(1985) (warning against compromising the social purpose of copyright by using copyright to protect utilitarian works). 
 

135 
 

However, perhaps these semiconductor chip designs or chemical formulae could be protected by the Semiconductor Chip 
Protection Act or Patent Act. See 17 U.S.C. §§ 901-914 (Supp. II 1984); 35 U.S.C. §§ 101-104 (1982). The standard of novelty 
applied to these articles would be taken from the applicable statute, not the Copyright Act. 
 

136 
 

See supra note 132 and accompanying text. 
 

137 
 

A recent case raising this issue in a noncomputer context held that a second work which drew upon the first was not an infringing 
work. New York Times Co. v. Roxbury Data Interface, Inc., 434 F. Supp. 217 (D.N.J. 1977). 
Roxbury was the publisher of a multivolume work entitled ‘Personal Name Index to ‘The New York Times Index’ 1851-1974.’ 
Roxbury, 434 F. Supp. at 219. Users of this work could look up the name of any prominent person of the era and find out whether 
there had been any news stories about that person in the New York Times. They could not find out in what issue of the New York 
Times such stories appeared or what the topic of any such stories might have been. Id. What they could find out was in what 
volumes (and pages) of the annual New York Times Index (NYT Index) (published by the New York Times) they should look to 
get further information. 
The New York Times sued Roxbury for infringement of its copyrights. Roxbury admitted to having ‘copied’ the volume and page 
numbers from the NYT Index. The Times emphasized that 50% of the headings in its index had been appropriated; Roxbury 
admitted to having taken about 8% of the words in the index. Virtually the whole of the defendants’ work came from the NYT 
Index. Although the Times did not publish an index of the sort Roxbury had compiled, the Times published a number of other 
indexes to its newspaper (including an electronic data base) and had been considering publishing a personal names index. 
Despite these many facts favorable to the New York Times, the court held that Roxbury had made only a fair use of the NYT Index 
and denied preliminary injunctive relief. Concerning the purpose of the defendant’s use of the New York Times’ material, the court 
noted that Roxbury’s work would serve the public interest in dissemination of information because it would substantially facilitate 
research work. Id. at 221. The court said that the nature of the NYT Index did not require extensive comment, but noted that it was 
more a work of diligence than creativity, id., and that greater license is usually allowed to take from the former than the latter. 
Although the extent of the taking was not insubstantial, id. at 222, the court noted that Roxbury had not appropriated the 
correlation between personal names and the page and issue citations to the New York Times, which was the essence of the 
expression of the NYT Index. Id. As to the potential harm to the New York Times’ market, the court pointed out that the evidence 
showed that the Times had decided not to publish a personal names index because they did not think there was any money in it. 
Because of this and because the Roxbury index did not displace the NYT Index, the court found an insufficient potential for harm 
to the market to find the use an infringement. 
Curiously, the ‘derivative works’ issue was not directly discussed in the Roxbury case. It is clear from the facts that the Roxbury 
index was ‘based upon’ the NYT Index in the loose sense of the term. Yet it did not ‘incorporate’ the ‘expression’ of the NYT 
Index (i.e., the correlations), and therefore, was not a derivative work in the stricter sense of the term. That Roxbury had expended 
considerable effort in compiling the index and that the index did not displace the New York Times’ own index weighed heavily in 
the balance. Roxbury has been hailed by one commentator as representing the future trend in copyright law. See Denicola, 
Copyright and Free Speech: Constitutional Limitations on the Protection of Expression, 61 CALIF. L. REV. 283, 295-97 (1979). 
 

138 
 

17 U.S.C. § 106 (1982). The rights are: to make copies, to prepare derivative works, to distribute copies, to publicly perform 
certain categories of works, and to publicly display certain categories of works. 
 

139 
 

See 35 U.S.C. § 154 (1982) (giving patentees exclusive rights to make, use and sell their inventions). 
 

140 
 

See Samuelson, Creating a New Kind of Intellectual Property: Applying the Lessons of the Chip Law to Computer Programs, 70 
NINN. L. REV. 471, 494-95 (1985) (discussing the original version of the Senate bill which included a use right). 
 

141 See Statement of Dorothy Schrader, Senate Chip Hearings, supra note 45, at 20: 
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 [A]bove all, we are concerned about the new use right. This is a right that, as far as we are aware, has absolutely no equivalent in 
copyright law either in the past history of the U.S. copyright law or in any copyright law abroad. It may be a patent concept, but it 
has not heretofore been part of the copyright law. 
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See supra note 8 and accompanying text. 
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See supra notes 5 & 11 and accompanying text. 
 

144 
 

Contrast generator programs with the nature and function of other copyrighted works. It is in the nature of a computer program to 
generate output. It is the very purpose of program instructions to produce this output. It is not in the nature of a novel to generate 
screenplays. The function of a novel is to convey ideas through words. Nor is it in the nature of paintings to automatically create 
posters or napkins embodying the pictorial design. The function of a picture is to display an appearance. People who buy novels or 
buy paintings are able to make use of those works for their intended purpose. It is only when purchasers (or users) go beyond the 
intended scope of the value made available to them and usurp the potential value such works may have in other media that the 
copyright law reacts. The aim of copyright’s derivative work right is to preserve the right of a novelist to write or authorze the 
writing of a screenplay based on the novel, the right of a painter to make or authorize the making of posters of his or her paintings, 
and the like. This interest is not triggered when generator programs perform their normal and intended functions. 
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The CONTU Final Report does not make a clear statement on the merits of joint authorship. The committee approached the issue 
as follows: 
Finally, we confront the question of who is the author of a work produced through the use of a computer. The obvious answer is 
that the author is one who employs the computer. The simplicity of this response may obscure some problems, though essentially 
they are the same sort of problems encountered in connection with works produced in other ways. 
One such problem is that often a number of persons have a hand in the use of a computer to prepare, for example, a complex 
statistical table. They may have varying degrees and kinds of responsibility for the creation of the work. However, they are 
typically employees of a common employer, engaged in creating a work-for-hire, and the employer is the author. When the authors 
work together as a voluntary team and not as employees of a common employer, the copyright law with respect to works of joint 
authorship is as applicable here as to works created in more conventional ways, and the team itself may define by agreement the 
relative rights of the individuals involved. 
CONTU FINAL REPORT, supra note 16, at 45. This explanation leaves unclear just who CONTU thought the joint authors might 
be. Attempting to rely on standard doctrine or on agreements parties might make, as CONTU would have us do, begs the 
underlying questions of what is the applicable law on this issue and what private parties should do to resolve it. See also supra note 
33. 
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See, e.g., Hewitt, supra note 15, at 235 (discussing Whitford Commission Report). 
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The user and the owner of the data, or the programmer and the owner of the data, would find it equally difficult to qualify as joint 
authors under the existing statutory structure. 
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‘[The definition of a joint work] should be understood as a definition of joint authorship.’ 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 6.03 
n.2. 
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17 U.S.C. § 101 (1982) (definition of ‘joint work’). As the statutory language suggests, joint authorship seems to require a showing 
that there be some agreement that the separate products of each respective contributor is intended by all to be regarded as parts of 
an indivisible whole. 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 6.02. 
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See, e.g., Picture Music, Inc. v. Bourne, Inc., 314 F. Supp. 640, 642-43 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), aff’d, 457 F.2d 1213 (2d Cir.), cert. 
denied, 409 U.S. 997 (1972) (No joint work was found where the authors worked in separate places, at different times, and without 
the necessary intent.) But see Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Jerry Vogel Music Co., 161 F.2d 406, 410 (2d Cir. 1946) (common 
design to collaborate found despite the fact the authors never met and worked at different places and times). The crucial element is 
the common design, that the works are intended to be merged. See 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 6.03. 
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One of the policy considerations that underlies the copyright ‘work made for hire’ rule is that it consolidates copyright ownership 
in the employer, rather than dividing the interest among the employees. This facilitates the employer’s efforts to exploit the 
commercial value of the intellectual property so as to put the firm on a solid financial footing so that the employer can afford to 
continue to employ creative people. (There are, of course, other policies that support the ‘work made for hire’ rule, including that 
the employer paid for the work, may have given directions as to the substance of the work, and may retain right of final edit and 
release.) See, e.g., Angel & Tannenbaum, Works Made for Hire Under S.22, 22 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 209, 212 (1976) (concerning 
arguments that employees should be recognized as authors, rather than their employers). 
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Society has yet to realize the full effect of modern database technology and telecommunication networking capability on the 
fractionation of ownership interests. Relatively inexpensive computers can retrieve data from distant sources. If each ‘data donor’ 
has an ownership interest in the resultant product, a nearly unsolvable fractionation problem exists. See OTA REPORT, supra note 
2, at 6, 68-69, 97-116. See also Butler, supra note 15, at 733 n.139. 
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Although the level of agreement between two people as to the creation of a work jointly need not be terribly strong, it must 
nonetheless exist and not be a legal fiction. The two authors must work with a preconcerted design that their respective creations 
will form part of a whole. See 1 M. NIMMER, supra note 12, § 6.02. 
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See supra notes 85 & 88 and accompanying text. The computer-generated works problem also raises the problem of accurately 
determining what constitutes the programmer’s copyrighted expression. Is the protected expression the source code or the output? 
The program, as such, is not ‘expressed’ in the output produced, but the source code of the program is also not revealed to the user 
because it is encoded in a machine-readable form. See Samuelson, supra note 5, at 681-82. 
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See, e.g., Hewitt, supra note 15, at 235 (‘[A] possibility is that no one can claim copyright to the originality of a machine, and like 
the infinite variety of ‘art’ in nature around us, the ideas are a gift to mankind.’); Butler, supra note 15, at 734 (‘Consistent with the 
traditionally implied assumption that suthors contemplated by the Act are necessarily human, courts might choose to deny 
copyright protection for AI produced materials. . . .’). 
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See supra notes 66-68 and accompanying text. Justice Reed stated the purpose of the Constitutional empowering clause in Mazer 
v. Stein, 347 U.S. 201, 219 (1954): 
The economic philosophy behind the clause empowering Congress to grant patents and copyrights is the conviction that 
encouragement of individual effort by personal gain is the best way to advance public welfare through the talents of authors and 
inventors in ‘Science and useful Arts.’ Sacrificial days devoted to such creative activities deserve rewards commensurate with the 
services rendered. 
Samuel Johnson made the point with characteristic clarity: ‘No man but a blockhead ever wrote except for money.’ J. BOSWELL, 
LIFE OF DR. JOHNSON (1776) (quoting Samuel Johnson). 
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See, e.g., OTA REPORT, supra note 2, at 38 (‘[I]t was clear from the time of the Constitutional Convention that intellectual 
property law was intended to serve the goals of education and learning. . . .’); J. L. Mott Iron Works v. Clow, 82 F. 316, 318-19 
(7th Cir. 1897) (‘The object of [the copyright clause] was to promote the . . . general knowledge in science and useful arts.’); 
Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151 (1975). In the latter case Justice Stewart articulated the underlying purpose 
of the copyright system: 
The limited scope of the copyright holder’s statutory monopoly, like the limited copyright duration required by the Constitution, 
reflects a balance of competing claims upon the public interest: Creative work is to be encouraged and rewarded, but private 
motivation must ultimately serve the cause of promoting broad public availability of literature, music, and the other arts. The 
immediate effect of our copyright law is to secure a fair return for an ‘author’s’ creative labor. But the ultimate aim is, by this 
incentive, to stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good. ‘The sole interest of the United States and the primary object 
in conferring the monopoly,’ this Court has said, ‘lie in the general benefits derived by the public from the labors of authors. . . .’ 
When technological change has rendered its literal terms ambiguous, the Copyright Act must be construed in light of this basic 
purpose. 
Id. at 156 (citations omitted). 
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See 17 U.S.C. § 106 (1982) (set of exclusive rights of copyright). See also 35 U.S.C. § 154 (1982) for the exclusive rights granted 
by the patent system. 
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See, e.g., Breyer, supra note 67, at 350-51. 
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In recent years some new forms of intellectual property law have been created and some old forms have been extended to 
accommodate high technology innovators. See, e.g., Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984, 17 U.S.C. §§ 901-914 (Supp. II 
1984); Plant Variety Protection Act, 7 U.S.C. §§ 2321-2582 (1982). See also Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. §§ 101-810 (1982), 
which extended the duration of copyright protection from 28 years (renewable for another 28 years) to life plus 50 years. Compare 
17 U.S.C. § 302(a) (1982) with 17 U.S.C. § 24 (revised 1976). 
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See generally Lange, Recognizing The Public Domain, 44 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 150 (1981) (expressing dismay at the 
fervor with which litigants and judges have been actively encroaching on the public domain in the name of furthering innovation). 
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See supra notes 56-63 & 71-77 and accompanying text. 
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See supra note 154 and accompanying text. 
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See supra note 77 and accompanying text. 
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Although the stated purpose of copyright is the compensation of authors, the reality is often that the publishers reap the lion’s share 
of the rewards. See Chafee, supra note 123, at 504, 506-11; Copyright Hearings, supra note 16, at 49. 
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See Breyer, supra note 67, at 293-94. 
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‘[A]uthorship, although often profoundly, even painfully, solitary, is fruitful and socially useful only when its works are disclosed.’ 
D. Ladd, Donald C. Brace Memorial Lecture, New York University Law Center (Apr. 13, 1983), reprinted in 25 PAT. 
TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT J. (BNA) No. 627, at 530, 533 (1983). 
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That innovation is the key interest promoted by the Constitutional empowering clause was emphasized by Richard Stern in his 
statement before the House Committee on the Judiciary, Copyright Hearings, supra note 16, at 130-31. In Mr. Stern’s view, the 
Constitution only empowers the Congress to pass intellectual property laws which further the public interest in innovation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

MUCH CURRENT LEGAL WORK IS EMBARRASSINGLY, ABSURDLY, WASTEFUL. AL-RELATED 
TECHNOLOGY OFFERS GREAT PROMISE TO IMPROVE THAT SITUATION .1 

  
  
Many professionals now rely on information technology (“IT”) to simplify, automate, or better understand aspects of their 
work. Such software comes in varying degrees of sophistication: less sophisticated tools include word processors, e-mail and 
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instant messaging systems, file servers, and the like, while more sophisticated tools reach into the analytical core of a 
professional’s work. Although modern law firms and courts are awash in these less sophisticated tools, *590 legal practice 
often lacks analogues to the more sophisticated tools found in many other industries. 
  
A broad variety of industries have incorporated sophisticated data-manipulation techniques in recent decades. High-profile 
examples include the use of statistical data-mining techniques to detect credit card fraud,2 as well as the use of related 
anomaly-detection methods to identify potential terrorist activity.3 Businesses have shifted toward data-driven 
decision-making;4 this shift is reflected in the incorporation of data-mining techniques into leading relational database 
management systems.5 In addition to data-mining techniques, machine learning techniques6 are now central to applications 
ranging from cars that drive themselves,7 to spam filtering,8 to the classification of astronomical objects.9 
  
Although modern legal practice has adopted IT in many areas, these legal tools do not typically match the sophistication of 
tools found in other industries. Besides basic office software like word processors and e-mail, law firms often have 
comprehensive, networked document retrieval systems,10 while courts and government agencies have electronic filing 
systems.11 However, these tools lack the analytical power of IT used in other sectors of the business world. Some case 
management systems do include automatic text processing *591 and classification systems, however, legal professionals have 
not yet widely adopted these systems.12 Given the extensive adoption of IT by other industries, it appears that modern legal 
practice has somewhat lagged behind. 
  
There are strong incentives for legal practitioners to break this trend. Attorneys are compelled to sift through an ever-growing 
volume of information; the relatively underdeveloped use of IT in legal practice has left room for significant efficiency gains 
by eliminating repetition and wasted human resources. However, currently several barriers stand in the way of such progress. 
Skepticism abounds about the efficacy of artificial intelligence applications, and many technical challenges to 
implementation remain. Additionally, cultural resistance by the bar and legal restrictions on who may practice law are 
slowing adoption. 
  
To emphasize the need for further technological development in the legal profession, this Note surveys recent developments 
in IT that have the potential to transform the practice of law. Part II describes some of the incentives for practitioners to adopt 
information technologies. Part III examines current uses of technology in the legal profession, including some recent 
developments of more sophisticated software. Part IV explores promising avenues of research into techniques for modeling, 
interpreting, and organizing information. Part V considers some of the more immediate barriers to integration of new 
technologies into the practice of law. Part VI concludes. 
  

II. INCENTIVES FOR BETTER INTEGRATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND LAW 

Legal professionals have two primary motivations for integrating new information technologies into the practice of law. First, 
the volume and diversity of data that attorneys must analyze in the course of their work have exploded. Second, the efficiency 
gains in other industries highlight the cost savings that can be achieved by adopting more sophisticated technology.13 
  
Legal information takes a great variety of forms. Familiar examples from litigation practice include judicial opinions, court 
orders, dockets, briefs, transcripts, jury instructions, and verdict statistics. There is also an enormous, but less public, body of 
transactional legal *592 materials -- such as contracts and licenses -- that shape commercial practice, even if such documents 
are never used in court. In addition to the core materials that would universally be considered “legal” in nature, there are 
many types of documents that are highly relevant to legal practice. For example, medical textbooks or expert witness reports 
may be relevant in personal injury cases, while purchase receipts and spreadsheets may be relevant in tax refund suits. The 
breadth of information types means that legal software must concern itself with written language from a diversity of sources. 
  
Lawyers need a means for dealing with the increasing bulk of legal data. In common law jurisdictions, the body of case law 
expands each year: a large portion of new case law does not overrule old law, but instead refines or adapts old law to new 
circumstances.14 Moreover, lawyers now refer to more kinds of documents in conducting their research: whereas in the print 
era research was largely confined to appellate cases bound in official reporters, now legal data services provide online access 
to “unpublished” appellate cases, lower court orders, briefs, and extra-jurisdictional materials.15 In some circumstances, 
changes in the law itself have increased the amount of information lawyers and their clients must process. For example, in 
2006, the U.S. Supreme Court approved amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that required disclosure of a 
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broad class of electronically stored information during litigation.16 This change has increased the volume of information 
available during discovery beyond the high levels that already result from the United States’ liberal discovery rules.17 Nor is 
the increase limited to litigation: the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 200218 tightened the restrictions on the types of documents 
corporations must retain.19 Such records are kept in anticipation of *593 future use in regulatory compliance or litigation.20 
This explosion in the number and type of documents with which attorneys must concern themselves is an open invitation for 
technological innovation. 
  
One of the primary problems for firms affected by the document explosion is processing and understanding the growing 
volume of information they manage. Because IT solutions are not available, firms increasingly rely on contract attorneys to 
assist with document-intensive matters, despite the considerable cost.21 In time, new computational techniques may 
supplement or supplant this practice. 
  
Although contemporary legal practice incurs significant costs because of repetitive inefficiencies, new technologies can 
potentially produce considerable savings. Some of the documents that lawyers currently handle are already structured in 
limited ways that are amenable to computer-reading -- for instance, the federal district courts of the Northern District of 
California require motions to contain the case number, date and time of a hearing at particular locations in the document.22 
For the most part, however, legal data is far less structured than the tabular data in a relational database or a spreadsheet.23 
Newer, moderately sophisticated technologies like document assembly -- the computer-assisted production of documents like 
contracts -- can reduce the number of attorneys necessary to draft a given document.24 Researchers who develop new 
information technologies describe a future with intelligent computerized legal assistants that can scour databases and outline 
arguments in place of low-level associates,25 as well as sophisticated software agents that can negotiate contracts without the 
direct involvement of attorneys.26 The realization of such cost saving techniques could dramatically alter the landscape *594 
of legal practice by eliminating much of the wasteful repetition that many practitioners have observed.27 
  
Thus, both the growth in the volume of documents attorneys must handle and potential cost-savings from efficiency gains 
offer significant motivations for legal practitioners to adopt better information technologies. The next Part discusses the 
current state of the legal profession’s adoption of technologies in light of these incentives. 
  

III. THE CURRENT STATE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN LEGAL PRACTICE 

In addition to basic office automation software, lawyers already use a wide range of computational tools of varying 
sophistication. These tools include databases of legal materials, software for document assembly, and software for litigation 
support. 
  
A typical law firm uses software similar to that found in most organizations: word processors, e-mail systems, file servers, 
and the like. Since these tools can accommodate any sort of textual data, they are useful for working with even the most 
heterogeneous collections of legal materials. Also in widespread use, however, are a number of more law-specific 
technologies. Legal calendar software extends the basic project management software by including legal timing rules.28 
Billing software tracks billable hours and integrates billing information into accounting and financial software packages.29 
Conflict management software tracks potential conflicts of interest among a firm’s clients and potential clients.30 
  
Electronic data services like LexisNexis and Westlaw have become firmly entrenched as legal research tools.31 The primary 
appeal of these services is likely their comprehensive coverage and compilation of legal documents, rather than any particular 
technological feature. The typical interface is a relatively straightforward keyword search, which allows users to search either 
the primary text of the various documents or a selection of fields, such as author, title, and other surface features.32 In addition 
to keyword search, these services *595 offer more sophisticated features for accessing and understanding legal documents. 
Online documents may link to the documents they cite, and may also provide indices of the documents that cite to them.33 
These reverse-citation indices come with indications -- prepared by humans -- of whether the case or statute in question is 
cited favorably, overruled, or distinguished on some point of law or fact.34 Humans also prepare summaries of cases, subject 
classifications, and “headnotes” (concise statements of legal issues and holdings in a court opinion).35 Although generating 
such features is laborious, the features do encode a substantial amount of structured, semantic content into 
electronically-searchable material, which can be helpful not only for keyword searches but also for enabling some of the 
more advanced techniques discussed in Part IV. 
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Legal data services have developed some additional tools that generate useful information in a more automated way. West’s 
Case Evaluator system uses a forms-based interface to collect information about a case and automatically assembles reports 
that include relevant case citations, verdict trends for similar cases in the jurisdiction, and excerpts from relevant expert 
materials.36 For transactional practice, West’s Deal Proof tracks certain key phrases in contracts -- in particular defined terms 
and repeated, legally-significant phrases -- and includes tools to ensure that those definitions and phrases are used 
appropriately and consistently throughout a document.37 West’s software also uses automatic text classification to identify 
and recommend documents likely to be related to other documents that the user has already located.38 
  
*596 Among the most sophisticated computational tools used by law firms are document assembly tools like HotDocs and 
DealBuilder.39 Document assembly tools prompt the lawyer to enter information about the facts and issues involved in a 
matter.40 Unlike West’s Case Evaluator, which is also driven by input forms,41 these assembly tools use document templates 
to construct legal documents like complex contractual agreements, which can then be reviewed and edited by human 
lawyers.42 The Dutch and Flemish governments have already used similar legal drafting systems to assist lawmakers in 
drafting of statutes.43 In large firms, the document assembly systems often rely on in-house templates and model documents, 
and a great deal of effort goes into customizing the documents for general use.44 Perhaps indicating the direction of future 
developments, a British company offers drafting systems with built-in templates for a few well-defined areas of law.45 
  
A number of commercial services attempt to streamline the discovery process in large-scale litigation.46 In some cases, the 
express goal is to replace the traditional discovery method, which consists of teams of junior attorneys working within a law 
firm.47 Practitioners have had some success with these services, reporting only small numbers of false positives and false 
negatives from searches through large sets of discoverable documents.48 Such litigation support systems use some of the same 
machine learning and legal ontology techniques *597 discussed in Part IV.B and IV.C.49 A typical application is to search 
through thousands of documents and to flag those sufficiently similar to a model document.50 
  
As these examples suggest, there is a great deal of technology already in use in legal practice, some of it surprisingly 
forward-looking. Even the most sophisticated systems in use, however, depend on extensive human intervention to achieve 
useful results. Moreover, the systems generally restrict themselves to a relatively superficial analysis of the underlying legal 
texts and lack schemes for detailed knowledge representation or automatic processing of legal texts based on semantic 
content. The research systems described in Part IV aim to fill some of these gaps. 
  

IV. THE DIRECTION OF LEGAL INFORMATICS: CURRENT RESEARCH 

This Part describes three major threads of research in IT and law: models of legal argumentation with explicit mechanisms 
for representing knowledge, applications of machine learning techniques to legal data, and ways of organizing and 
distributing legal information. 
  

A. Advances in Argumentation Models and Outcome Prediction 

Computer tools for automating aspects of legal practice could take a number of forms. These forms might include more 
powerful document search mechanisms that consider the semantics of the documents51 as well as the plain text, software 
assistants that produce legal arguments corresponding to one litigant’s perspective, and predictive tools that assess the 
probabilities of several possible outcomes given information about a case.52 Much of the recent research in artificial 
intelligence and law has focused on techniques that could be useful for all of these purposes.53 Such techniques are typically 
described as “adversarial case-based reasoning systems”54 or argumentation systems.55 
  
*598 Prior to the development of case-based reasoning systems, Anne von der Lieth Gardner developed a rule-based system 
for applying contract law to fact patterns.56 Gardner extracted substantive rules from the Restatement of Contracts and 
supplemented them with interpretive rules designed to allow the Restatement’s rules to be applied to facts.57 The system 
classified cases as “easy” if the rules yielded a unique result or “hard” if they did not; for the easy cases it provided outcome 
predictions.58 Gardner’s system resembles the rule-based expert systems that were popular in the 1970s and 1980s, both in 
artificial intelligence research and in industry.59 Although similar systems have proven moderately useful for assisting human 
decision-makers,60 they suffer from certain deficiencies. First, in order to create the legal precedent, rule-based systems 
require a laborious intermediate step in which a human assembles a coherent set of rules.61 Second, although the systems can 
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identify issues and reach conclusions, they cannot generate arguments supporting a particular litigant’s position.62 Third, 
rule-based systems are not able to weigh factors or apply multi-part balancing tests.63 Fourth, the systems have difficulty 
evaluating legal arguments that depend on nuanced factual or procedural contexts.64 
  
Recent case-based systems have achieved some success in mitigating these problems.65 The fundamental principle on which 
the case-based systems operate is that “[a] particular party in a given scenario should win a claim or an issue because a 
similarly situated party won such a claim or issue in a particular case whose facts are relevantly similar and where the same 
or similar law applied.”66 This principle parallels the rationale behind the treatment of precedent in the common law tradition. 
Two systems designed to implement this principle in research and teaching contexts are Hypo and CATO. 
  
Developed by Professor Kevin Ashley, Hypo uses precedents to construct arguments for one side in a trade secret dispute, 
and then  *599 constructs counter-arguments for the other side by citing alternative precedents and distinguishing the first 
side’s cases.67 Cases are represented as having a particular position with respect to a number of dimensions that might affect 
the plausibility of an argument.68 Because Hypo deals with trade secret law, relevant dimensions include the extent to which a 
plaintiff took security precautions to protect its secrets, and whether the secrets were disclosed to the defendant.69 
  
Building on the same principles underlying Hypo, Vincent Aleven designed the CATO system as a teaching aid to help law 
students learn to argue from precedent.70 Although CATO uses only binary-valued factors, it organizes these factors in a 
case-specific hierarchy that “provides legal reasons why trade secret factors matter in terms of more abstract [f]actors.”71 
Vincent Aleven designed CATO to account for background knowledge in a context-sensitive manner, such that the 
significance of a particular case depends on the purpose of the argument in which the case is used.72 CATO produces the text 
of an argument for one side of an issue in plain English, and includes a graphical representation of the argument structure it 
created.73 
  
After Hypo and CATO, newer developments have included more detailed representation of arguments with precedential 
cases, increased emphasis on outcome prediction and argument generation, and improved predictive accuracy in simulations. 
For example, the GREBE system contains representations of the semantic structure of the rationales of the cases in its 
database.74 These representations allow the system to rearrange arguments that appear in precedential cases by extracting 
sub-rules and drawing structural analogies.75 Notably, *600 GREBE produces formatted sentences, rather than the condensed 
shorthand of some of the other research systems.76 
  
Several of these systems have achieved relatively high prediction accuracy. Similar to Hypo, the Issue-Based Prediction 
(“IBP”) program models trade secret misappropriation arguments and predicts the winner of a dispute with 91.4% accuracy.77 
A group of researchers based in New Zealand has developed a multi-step method for intelligent retrieval of precedents from a 
database; the method was able to identify 96.3% of the precedents cited in real judicial opinions.78 The majority of the 
precedents that the program did not successfully identify appeared in dicta or in distinguishing citations.79 
  
Professor Ashley suggests that useful systems will likely combine many different techniques and will need the capacity to 
search databases for precedential authority, construct arguments, and predict outcomes.80 To succeed in the legal world, such 
systems will also have to integrate well with existing legal data services like LexisNexis and Westlaw.81 Ultimately, while IT 
has made considerable progress in modeling legal argument, it must still overcome additional obstacles before more practical 
implementations can be widely deployed. 
  

B. Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery from Databases 

“Machine learning” usually refers to a panoply of techniques taken from artificial intelligence, statistics, and other fields.82 
The goal is to glean non-obvious information from large data sets, where the structures are often more complex than in data 
sets that can be analyzed using traditional statistical regression models.83 Machine learning algorithms fall into three broad 
classes: supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning.84 Supervised learning uses a “training” data set, in which 
certain inputs generate known outputs, and the *601 learning algorithm minimizes error in output prediction.85 Supervised 
learning on categorical data is often called classification.86 In unsupervised learning algorithms, input-output pairs are 
unknown.87 Both supervised and unsupervised learning methods have been applied to legal problems.88 
  
Andrew Stranieri and John Zeleznikow have emphasized the important role that machine learning can play in uncovering and 
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quantifying the “open texture” of legal rules and the discretion of individual legal decision-makers.89 They claim that machine 
learning is especially well-suited to predicting outcomes dependent on “local stare decisis” (when the same decisions follow 
from similar fact patterns before the same court) or “personal stare decisis” (when the same decisions follow from similar fact 
patterns before the same judge), rather than on traditional stare decisis.90 In particular, machine learning more effectively 
predicts outcomes in ordinary cases that depend on judicial discretion than in cases that do not announce broader changes in 
legal doctrine.91 
  
Other applications of machine learning include extraction of legal rules from databases,92 measurement of trends in the 
application of rules over time,93 and identification of clusters of related cases or documents.94 Some methods can be 
combined; for instance, machine learning techniques can be used to automate the data preparation for the argumentation 
systems discussed in Part IV.A.95 Systems such as Hypo currently require a human to enumerate the factors or delineate the 
argument structure for all of the cases in their databases.96 Thus, there are obvious scalability concerns for systems intended 
to be used with larger databases: the databases must be created by humans. A machine learning program that could extract 
factors and rules from cases in a sufficiently uniform and reliable way may be the only cost- *602 effective way to deploy 
argumentation systems using large data-bases.97 
  
Machine learning algorithms have also been used for more direct decision-making support. The “Judges on Wheels” program 
in Brazil sends police, an insurance adjustor, and a judge to the scene of traffic collisions.98 The judge is advised by a 
computer program that has been trained using past decisions of other judges.99 Although the judges are not obliged to accept 
the program’s recommendation, they do so 68% of the time.100 A drawback of the system is that the machine learning 
methods used frustrate extraction of the rationale that the program used to reach its recommendation: usually, the most one 
can say is that the decision accords with the decisions used to train the software.101 
  
Machine learning algorithms have already demonstrated some capacity to assist legal decision-makers. Further development 
of these methods has the potential to reduce inefficiencies and bolster the productivity of legal practitioners. 
  

C. Accessible, Structured Knowledge 

For computerized applications, the unstructured character of most legal data presents a technical problem. Typically, 
unstructured documents require substantial pre-processing before they can be analyzed *603 by computers.102 The emerging 
“Semantic Web” may help to alleviate the need for some of this pre-processing.103 
  
The Semantic Web is a general framework wherein syntax is designed to model semantics more closely than conventional 
online markup languages like HTML currently allow.104 Such modeling better enables machine-readers to extract the 
information about which human users care.105 The framework comprises three main parts: first, a formal language that allows 
document creators to specify relationships among the concepts they employ; second, a high-level “ontology” that specifies 
the rules governing valid manipulations of the relationships within the relevant domain of knowledge; and third, a flexible 
format for storing data.106 
  
Placing legal information -- e.g., statutes, regulations, and judicial opinions -- into the Semantic Web will enable search tools 
and decision support systems to operate on uniformly structured data, without relying on more uncertain methods for 
extracting information from plain text.107 Machine learning methods will be able to identify rules and patterns more accurately 
in such a data set.108 The Semantic Web approach does have disadvantages: the development of suitable ontologies and the 
formatting of appropriately structured documents can prove particularly difficult.109 Nevertheless, the potential rewards are 
great enough that there are a number of projects devoted to encoding whole areas of law in the structured language of the 
Semantic Web.110 
  
In the United States, the Semantic Web has been employed as part of a broader movement to provide free access to legal 
information. *604 The public interest organizations Creative Commons and Public.Resource.Org have recently made a large 
fraction of U.S. case law freely available in a structured form.111 Such projects are a new source of competition for established 
legal data services such as West-law and LexisNexis. Moreover, because these projects emphasize providing the public with 
broader access to legal sources, they may eventually compete with lawyers as well.112 
  
In this way, research into better ways to structure legal information, better methods to extract latent patterns, and better 
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systems for machine analysis offers the legal industry a significant opportunity. If realized, these nascent technologies may 
enable attorneys to reap substantial efficiency gains by eliminating much of the redundancy in contemporary legal work. 
  

V. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION: BARRIERS TO PROGRESS 

Despite growing pressure to find new ways to manage information,113 advocates of more widespread adoption of sophisticated 
IT in law face a number of potential barriers. Because the technologies applied to law are no different from other artificial 
intelligence technologies, the generalized criticisms that technology cannot replicate the human mind apply and will persist.114 
Cyrus Tata has argued that legal decision-making is inherently holistic and context-dependent, and has suggested that 
modeling such decision-making requires more than simple legal rules and formal logic.115 However, the logical style of most 
legal writing and the predictive accuracy of some prototype systems seem to undercut this view.116 
  
Other objections are based on the misconceived notion that artificial intelligence can do nothing but derive consequences 
from posited *605 sets of rules using deductive logic.117 Although such programs exist, other systems account for factual 
uncertainty using Bayesian statistics,118 legal indeterminacy using fuzzy logic,119 and other forms of open texture including 
categorical uncertainty and vagueness of terms.120 Moreover, argumentation systems can find support for a particular position, 
even when there is no unique, deterministic outcome.121 
  
Objections based on the practical efficacy of using various computational techniques in a legal context are harder to dismiss. 
For example, some commentators have claimed that it is an empirical fact that neural networks are ineffective when applied 
to certain legal problems if not combined with human-generated doctrinal rules.122 Even if a method is theoretically possible, 
the costs of its development (i.e., the costs of adapting it to a particular legal domain and preparing the requisite databases) 
may be prohibitively high even when compared to the ongoing costs of human labor.123 It may simply take a great deal of 
investment to develop new systems of the complexity necessary to be useful, even if individual components have already 
proven effective in isolated research settings. Further investment will also be necessary to integrate new tools into 
mainstream legal research systems and conventional software. 
  
Apart from possible design challenges, legal barriers may stand in the way of a company or organization developing new 
legal software. Although the Internet provides easy access to data, and court documents are in the public domain in the 
United States, there are nevertheless copyright restrictions on compilations and databases. These restrictions inhibit easy 
access to complete sets of legal documents without expensive negotiations with copyright owners.124 More significantly, in 
some jurisdictions it may constitute the practice of law without a license to provide sophisticated self-help tools like those 
*606 described in Part IV.125 Unlicensed practice concerns would not, however, apply for software designed for professional 
consumption. 
  
Finally, the legal community itself may resist adopting sophisticated tools. This resistance may derive from professional 
conservatism or from a general resistance to lay involvement in the legal process.126 Lawyers may feel that advanced IT 
techniques do not always address real problems. They may also find the tools too cumbersome to use or imperfectly 
integrated with existing IT infrastructure.127 Additionally, economic forces within the legal profession may make it difficult 
for new technologies to gain acceptance in traditional firms because there is little incentive to increase efficiency.128 Many 
new tools are designed to assist with the discovery process, however many firms pass on costs of discovery and legal 
research to their clients.129 Furthermore, currently many firms appear to insulate themselves from price competition such that 
they have little incentive to reduce costs to clients.130 Moreover, law firms usually have limited ability to raise outside capital 
and are hesitant to make significant capital investments in systemizing repetitive tasks.131 In the end, it may be client demands 
that drive firms to adopt new technologies, rather than initiatives from within firms themselves.132 
  

*607 VI. CONCLUSION 

Although the legal profession already uses some computer technologies to automate law practice, and to store and retrieve 
documents electronically, there is a clear gap between the extent of adoption of sophisticated IT by other industries and by 
law firms. This gap has manifested itself as increasing costs and as unrealized efficiency gains. Fortunately, the research 
avenues surveyed by this Note, if realized, are likely to ameliorate these problems. New ways of constructing arguments, new 
methods for analyzing large sets of legal data, and new systems for representing that data will enable attorneys to reduce 
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much of the repetitive waste they encounter in contemporary practice. 
  
Although there are a number of potential barriers to the adoption of new computer technologies in law, it seems inevitable 
that the large profit margins commanded by law firms, and the comparatively repetitive nature of some of their work, will 
lead clients to demand that more of the legal process be automated, streamlined, and put in their control. In addition to 
making legal practice cheaper and more efficient, some of the tools described in this Note may one day aid in the dispersal of 
legal knowledge beyond the current bounds of the profession, to clients and the lay public. At the same time, new 
technologies promise to remove some of the drudgery from the practice of law, and to allow lawyers to focus on analysis of 
unsettled or ambiguous issues. Although it is difficult to predict which technologies will emerge, or when they will do so, one 
can remain confident that the adoption of such technologies will almost certainly bring significant changes to the practice of 
law. 
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Legal Aspects of Artificial Intelligence1 

A. INTRODUCTION 
1. Artificial Intelligence in the mainstream. Writing in the Economist newspaper on 8 October 2016, U.S. President Barack 
Obama called out artificial intelligence (AI) as one of several areas where “in recent years we have seen incredible 
technological advances.”2 Long a backroom area of computer science, AI has captured the popular imagination over the last 
two years as the range and impact of practical AI applications have expanded at a dizzying pace: a quick search on ft.com for 
‘artificial intelligence and robotics’ returned 4 stories from September and October 2014, 16 for the same period in 2015 and 
54 in 2016. 
  
2. AI and the fourth industrial revolution. AI is one of several areas of digital innovation that are all both developing 
increasingly rapidly and interacting with each other in ways whose consequences are challenging to foresee. A useful 
portmanteau for these changes is the ‘fourth industrial revolution.’ After steam, electricity and computing, this is the term 
coined3 by Davos founder Klaus Schwab for the deep digital transformation now upon us. As digital innovation starts to 
transform our physical, digital and biological worlds, Mr Schwab’s thesis is that we stand on the threshold of vast ranges of 
IT-driven change where we may expect a ‘deep shift’ by 2025. Here, AI is just one of a number of technologies which will 
materially impact all our lives. Others, some of which enable or are enabled by AI, include big data, ubiquitous computing, 
‘vision as the new interface,’ implantable and neuro- technologies, the wearable internet, the internet of and for things, 
connected homes, smart cities and 3D manufacturing. 
  
3. The 2015 Study Panel’s August 2016 ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report. In September 2016, the AI100 Group (part of the 
One Hundred Year Study on Artificial Intelligence, a project hosted by Stanford University) published its first report, 
“Artificial Intelligence and Life in 2030.”4 The AI100 Group’s remit is to investigate the long-term impact of the science, 
engineering and deployment of AI-enabled computing systems on people, communities and society, and its core deliverables 
are five yearly surveys assessing the current state of AI, of which the September 2016 report is the first. The report describes 
AI and its component parts, reviews AI research trends, overviews AI use cases by sector, and makes recommendations for 
AI policy. 
  
4. What is ‘Artificial Intelligence’? In 1950, Alan Turing, whilst Deputy Director of the Computing Machine Laboratory at 
the University of Manchester (the developer of the world’s first stored-program digital computer) proposed5 what became 
known as the Turing Test for calling a machine ‘intelligent’: a machine could be said to ‘think’ if a human interlocutor could 
not tell it apart from another human being in conversation. Six years later, at a workshop to investigate how machines could 
simulate intelligence at Dartmouth College, New Hampshire, USA, Professor John McCarthy was credited with introducing 
the term ‘artificial intelligence.’ A current generally accepted definition is based on two steps, addressing machine 
intelligence and then the qualities of intelligence: 

“Artificial intelligence is that activity devoted to making machines intelligent, and intelligence is that quality 
that enables an entity to function appropriately and with foresight in its environment”6 
  

  
The ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report (at page 12) also provides a more empirical definition of AI as an operational branch of 
computer science, stating that ‘the field of AI is a continual endeavour to push forward the frontier of machine intelligence’ 
and noting the paradox that when AI ceases to be at the frontier or leading edge it stops being considered AI. More 
prosaically, ‘it’s only AI until you know what it does, then it’s just software.’ 
  
5. AI research areas. For many years from the dawn of the computer age, through the mainframe, mini and PC eras and into 
the early days of the internet, AI research failed to live up to its early promise. Since 2000, however, AI has evolved rapidly 
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and AI-enabled products and services are now becoming established and heralding more widespread commercial success for 
the future. Driven by exploding volumes of digital data and the advent of the Cloud, major AI developments are taking place 
in the research areas of machine learning (deep, supervised, unsupervised, reinforcement and large scale machine learning), 
machine perception (computer vision, speech recognition, natural language processing, Internet of Things) and machine 
control (autonomous vehicles and robotics). These areas are outlined in Section B of this paper. 
  
6. The policy perspective. The ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report notes (at page 45) that ‘AI has the potential to challenge any 
number of legal assumptions in the short, medium, and long term.’ Governments and policy makers around the world are 
starting to grapple with what AI means for law and policy and the necessary technical and legal frameworks. In April 2016, 
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) published its Interim Report on the New Industrial Structure 
Vision as a ‘forecasting compass in the public and private sectors to properly address the fourth industrial revolution.’7 In 
May, the European Parliament published a draft report on Robotics8 proposing an advanced robot registration system 
managed by an EU Agency for Robotics and AI. In the UK, the House of Commons Select Committee on Science and 
Technology released on 12 October 2016 a report on Robotics and Artificial Intelligence9 recommending the establishment of 
a Standing Commission on Artificial Intelligence and a Leadership Council on Robotics and Autonomous Systems. On the 
same day, the US Administration published its report on the Future of AI10 and its AI R&D Strategic Plan.11 
  
7. Scope and aims of this white paper. This white paper is written from the perspective of the in-house lawyer reviewing 
the legal aspects of their organisation’s first AI project. It: 

   • addresses in non-technical terms the question: what is AI? and provides a brief outline of current areas of AI research 
and commercialisation (section B); 

  • provides three case studies that look at technology, market, legal and regulatory developments in greater depth in 
each case to give more practical context and perspective on the types of legal issues that arise and how they may be 
successfully addressed. The case studies are legal services (paragraphs C.15 and C.16) as ‘static AI,’ autonomous 
vehicles (C.17 and C.18) as ‘mobile AI’ and smart contracts (C.19 and C.20); and 

  • reviews at section D the legal aspects of AI from the perspective of regulation (D.23) and agency (D.24), contract 
(D.25, intellectual property(D.26) and tort law (D.27). 

The fourth industrial revolution generally and AI in particular raise profound questions about the nature, timing and extent of 
the rise of new industries, displacement of employment, societal change, and ethics. 
  
Whilst recognizing that political and policy responses to these changes will impact the development of law and regulation as 
they relate to AI, perhaps in ways that we cannot clearly foresee today, these questions are outside the scope of this white 
paper. 
  
This paper is written as at 31 October 2016 and from the perspective of English law. 
  

B. THE ELEMENTS AND TECHNOLOGIES OF AI 
8. Introduction: Twinned convergences—the cloud and AI. Developments in AI have been fuelled by the ability to 
harness huge tides of digital data. Big data—vast volumes of varied data arriving at velocity12—is a product of the Cloud, 
represented in Figure 1 below as the convergence of data centres and the internet, mobile and social media. Data centres are 
the engine rooms of the Cloud—where $1bn investments housing 200,000 servers in over a million square feet of space are 
needed to accommodate current annual growth rates of between 50% and 100% of the four-cloud service provider (CSP) 
majors, Amazon, Microsoft, IBM and Google. Use of the Internet, mobile and social media at scale are in turn driving the 
Cloud: relative to a global population of 7.4bn in mid-2016, there are currently estimated to be around 6.4bn sensors 
connected to the internet, 4.6bn mobile users, 3.4bn internet users and 2.3bn social medial users.13 Rapidly increasing 
internet, mobile and social media use is in turn fuelling an explosion in digital data volumes, currently growing at a rate of 
ten times every five years. It is this big data that provides the raw material for AI research and developments. 
  

Figure 1: Twinned convergences: The Cloud and AI 
Image 1 within document in PDF format. 

If the Cloud is one side of these twin convergences, AI is the other side. As show in Figure 1, it can be seen as the 
convergence of four areas of machine capability—processing (paragraph B.9 below), learning (B.10), perception (B.11) and 
control (B.12). In the words of Jerry Kaplan in his influential book Humans Need Not Apply,14 what has made AI possible is: 

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/Blob/I45c47f20f76211e6b32dbe52e2bb7b26.pdf?originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentImage&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/Blob/I45c47f20f76211e6b32dbe52e2bb7b26.pdf?originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentImage&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Search)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/Blob/I45c47f20f76211e6b32dbe52e2bb7b26.pdf?originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentImage&contextData=(sc.History*oc.Search)�
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“the confluence of four advancing technologies …—vast increases in computing power and progress in 
machine learning techniques … breakthroughs in the field of machine perception … [and] improvements in the 
industrial design of robots.” 
  

  
9. Machine processing. In 1965, Gordon Moore, a co-founder of Intel, famously predicted that the density of transistors 
(microprocessors) on an integrated circuit (chip) would double approximately every two years. This empirical rule has held 
good for the last 50 years, meaning in practice is that computer processor speeds have doubled every 18 to 24 months. 
Although it may be starting run out of steam as processor density starts to produce counter-productive side-effects like excess 
heat, Moore’s law remains the fundamental driver of the computer industry. 
  
10. Machine learning. Exponential growth in computer processing power has enabled the techniques of machine learning, 
by which computers learn by examples and teaching themselves to carry out pattern recognition tasks without being 
explicitly programmed to do so. 

   — Deep learning. They do this by using software algorithms to analyse large datasets in what are called neural 
networks as they seek to mimic the way the human brain works in a process called deep learning. For example, a 
computer may teach itself to recognise a human face by breaking the inputted data down into layers, where information 
analysing the problem is passed from layer to layer of increasing abstraction until the final output layer can categorise 
the entire image as a particular face. Deep learning can be applied to many different applications, domains and use 
cases and comes in many flavours15: 

  — Supervised learning can be used to train a system with a restricted dataset of labelled examples. 
  — Unsupervised learning exposes the system to huge volumes of examples and data, but without labelling the data so 

that the system effectively makes up its own rules as to what to look for and so can discover otherwise hidden 
correlations. 

  — Reinforcement learning is a mix of supervised and unsupervised learning, starting with machine learning’s training 
by examples and reduced datasets, and then setting the AI to learn by itself. When Google Deepmind’s AlphaGo 
program beat Lee Sedol, the 18 times Go world champion, in March 2016, AlphaGo’s initial machine learning training 
was then reinforced by playing against itself. 

  — Large-scale machine learning aims to scale machine learning algorithms to work with much larger datasets so that 
the algorithms need only operate once (as opposed to several times) on all, or even part of, the data to achieve a faster 
response. 

11. Machine perception. Machine learning techniques when combined with increasingly powerful and inexpensive cameras 
and other sensors are accelerating machine perception—the ability of processors to analyse data (whether as images, sound, 
text, unstructured data or any combination) to accurately recognise and describe people, objects and actions. 

   — Computer vision is currently the most prominent form of machine perception, with applications including face, 
object and activity recognition and video labelling. 

  — Speech recognition is another area where machine perception is developing quickly as the error rate has reduced 
from 25% a few years ago to 6.3% as of September 201616 and Amazon, Apple, Google, and Microsoft invest heavily 
in their Alexa, Siri, Google Now and Cortana digital personal assistant systems. 

  — Natural language processing is emerging as a primary human user interface for AI systems. Enabled by increasing 
accuracy in voice recognition, systems can respond to one-way user input requests and are starting to interact in 
two-way conversations. Microsoft’s Bing translator enables web pages and larger amounts of text to be translated 
increasingly accurately in real time and Google in May 2016 announced that 20% of its mobile queries were voice 
searches.17 

  — Internet of Things (IoT). As the cost of cameras and other sensors continues to decline, increasing numbers of things 
connect to the internet. In November 2015, research firm Gartner estimated that this number would triple from 6.4bn in 
2016 to 20.7bn by 202018 as the IoT develops in all its forms—from implantable technologies, the wearable internet 
and the connected home to autonomous vehicles and Smart Cities. Although these devices generate huge volumes of 
data, the wide variety of communications protocols and lack of common data standards has generated specific AI 
research in this area, in the words of the ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report (at page 13) to ‘help tame this tower of Babel.’ 

12. Machine control. Machine control is the design of robots and other automated machines using better, lighter materials 
and better control mechanisms to enhance the speed and sensitivity of machine response. It adds to the combination of 
machine learning and machine perception in a static environment the facility of movement in and manipulation of an 
interactive environment. Essentially, AI is more challenging in a mobile than a static environment and machine control will 
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build on developments in machine learning (particularly reinforcement learning) and perception (particularly force and tactile 
perception and computer vision). Already by February 2014, 10m units of the Roomba autonomous robotic vacuum cleaner 
had been sold19 and a survey earlier in 2016 counted more than a dozen commercially available humanoid robots.20 
  
13. Direction of travel of AI development. The combination of these advances in machine processing, learning, perception 
and control has set the stage for rapid development of AI. Looking ahead, the ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report (at page 17) 
anticipates that significant development will focus on ‘human-aware’ systems, teaching robots and the IoT: 

“There is a lot of interest in trying to find new, creative ways to develop interactive and scalable ways to teach 
robots. Also, IoT-type systems—devices and the cloud—are becoming increasingly popular, as is thinking 
about social and economic dimensions of AI. In the coming years, new perception/object recognition 
capabilities and robotic platforms that are human-safe will grow, as will data-driven products and their 
markets.” 
  

  

C. AI SECTOR CASE STUDIES: LEGAL SERVICES, AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES AND SMART CONTRACTS 
14. Introduction: AI in vertical sectors. Whilst AI can be broken down into its common constituent areas and technologies 
irrespective of particular use cases, examining the application of AI to particular industry sectors will be helpful to corporate 
counsel in giving context for reviewing the legal aspects of their organisation’s early AI projects. Accordingly, this section 
works through three case studies: 

   • AI in legal services as ‘static AI’ (paragraphs C.15 and C.16); 
  • autonomous vehicles as mobile AI (C.17 and C.18); and 
  • smart contracts in the context of blockchain (C.19 and C.20); 

highlighting in each case background market and technology developments before considering applicable legal and 
regulatory aspects. 
  
For other areas, the ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report (Section II, pages 18 to 41) referred to above includes useful reviews of AI 
use across eight domains—transportation, home/service robots, healthcare, education, low-resource communities, public 
safety and security, employment and workplace, and entertainment. 
  

Case Study 1—AI in Legal Services 

15. AI in legal services: market developments. 
Background: AI and professional services. In their book ‘the Future of the Professions,’ Richard and Daniel Susskind 
reflect that computerisation of professionals’ work began in the 1970s with information retrieval systems and progressed 
through the 1980s with first generation AI expert systems, the 1990s with knowledge management and the 2000s with 
Google search. For the 2010s: 

“we expect the current decade to be characterised by major progress in Big Data and search. Into the 2020s and 
beyond, we predict the emergence and adoption of a second wave of AI systems in the professions.”21 
  

  
AI adoption in legal services—Picking up the pace. Legal services, a £30bn industry in the UK accounting for around 2% 
of GDP, are representative of the UK professional services world. Driven by cost and competitive pressures, the adoption of 
machine-learning based AI in legal services has been picking up the pace since mid-2015, ‘relieving junior lawyers of time 
consuming tasks’ in the words of a Financial Times article from May 2016.22 This trend is increasingly visible in B2B legal 
services, where AI is developing rapidly as a support tool for repetitive, process-intensive, standardizable componentry of 
higher value legal work across the range of transactional (corporate and finance due diligence, property reports on title), 
dispute resolution (e-discovery), contract (document assembly, drafting and analysis) and advisory (research and report 
writing, compliance) service lines. The Table below sets out examples of recently announced B2B legal services AI use 
cases. 
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Effect on Golden Parachute Vote: Change-in-Control Executive Compensation Enhancements 
DATE 
 

LAW FIRM 
 

AI PROVIDER 
 

USE CASE 
 

2015 
 

Aug 
 

Dentons 
 

IBM/ROSS 
Intelligence 
 

Dentons partners with IBM on IBM Cloud. Dentons’ 
NextLaw Labs partners with Ross Intelligence to 
develop a legal app powered by IBM Watson23 
 

Sept 
 

Berwin Leighton 
Paisner (BLP) 
 

RAVN Systems 
 

RAVN Systems announces that BLP is using its AI 
platform to manage property Light Obstruction Notices24 
 

Oct 
 

 Thomson Reuters / 
IBM Watson 
 

Thomson Reuters partners with IBM Watson to deliver 
Watson cognitive computing solutions25, with Legal as 
the first use case 
 

Dec 
 

Riverview Law 
 

CIXILEX 
 

Riverview launches the Kim Virtual Assistant built on 
the CIXILEX platform acquired by Riverview in 
August. 
 

2016 
 

May 
 

Baker Hostetler 
 

ROSS Intelligence 
 

Baker Hostetler becomes the first US law firm to license 
ROSS 
 

May 
 

BLP 
 

Not stated 
 

BLP wins the first contested High Court application to 
use Predictive Coding in litigation document disclosure26 
 

May 
 

Linklaters 
 

RAVN 
 

Linklaters confirms it has signed an MSA with RAVN27 
 

June 
 

Allen & Overy 
 

Deloitte 
 

Allen & Overy launch digital derivatives compliance 
system MarginMatrix with Deloitte28 
 

June 
 

DLA Piper 
 

Kira Systems 
 

DLA Piper announces agreement to use Kira in M&A 
due diligence29 
 

July 
 

Clifford Chance 
 

Kira Systems 
 

Clifford Chance announces AI agreement with Kira 
Systems30 
 

Sept 
 

Freshfields 
 

Kira Systems 
 

Freshfields announces agreement to use Kira in its Legal 
Services Centre31 
 

Sept 
 

Slaughter and May 
 

Luminance 
 

Slaughter and May announces collaboration with 
Luminance on legal due diligence AI32 
 

 
Virtual assistants and mass market AI developments. Hand in hand with legal sector-specific AI applications go the mass 
market developments of the global technology companies, especially virtual assistants (Amazon’s Echo, Apple’s Siri, Google 
Now and Cortana and Bing from Microsoft). For example, Microsoft’s Cortana personal digital assistant on Windows will 
learn to manage the user’s diary, recognise the user’s voice, set reminders and answer questions. 
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16. AI in legal services: Legal aspects. 
Background—Regulatory structure for legal services. The regulatory structure for legal services in England and Wales 
came into effect in October 2011 when most of the Legal Services Act 2007 (LSA)33 came into force. It follows the normal 
UK pattern of making the provision of certain types of covered services—called ‘reserved legal activity’ in the LSA—a 
criminal offence unless the person supplying them is authorised (s.14 LSA). ‘Reserved legal activity’ is defined at s.12(1) 
and Schedule 2 LSA and is a shorter list than one might at first imagine34 so that in fact most ‘legal activities’35 in England 
and Wales are unregulated.36 The Legal Services Board (LSB) oversees the regulation of lawyers in England and Wales and 
has appointed eight approved regulators, of which the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA) is the primary regulator of 
solicitors.37 
  
Indirect regulation. In addition to direct legal services regulation, law firms and other legal services providers (LSPs) may be 
indirectly regulated by their client’s regulator where that client is itself regulated, for example where it is a bank, by the 
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and the Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA). This indirect regulation arises through 
the client regulator’s requirements as they apply to the client’s contractors, which would include its law firms, and the 
engagement contract between the client and the law firm, which may flow down contractually certain of the client’s 
regulatory responsibilities and requirements. 
  
The SRA Handbook. The regulatory requirements applicable to SRA authorised LSPs are contained in the SRA Handbook, 
which sets out the standards and requirements that ‘[the SRA] expects [its] regulated community to achieve and observe, for 
the benefit of the clients they serve and in the public interest.’38 At present, there are no regulatory requirements specifically 
applicable to AI and the relevant parts of the SRA Handbook are the same Principles39 and parts of the Code of Conduct40 that 
apply in relation to IT systems and services generally. 
  
The ten overarching Principles include acting in the best interests of the client, providing a proper standard of service, 
complying with regulatory obligations and running ‘the business effectively and in accordance with proper governance and 
financial risk management principles.’ 
  
The Code of Conduct is in 15 chapters and sits beneath the Principles setting out outcomes (which are mandatory) and 
indicative behaviours (which are for guidance). In addition to client care, confidentiality and relationship with the SRA, the 
relevant outcomes for IT services are mainly at Chapter 7 (management of your business) and include (i) clear and effective 
governance and reporting (O(7.1)), (ii) identifying, monitoring and managing risks to compliance with the Principles 
(O(7.3)), (iii) maintaining systems and controls for monitoring financial stability (O.(7.4)), (iv) compliance with data 
protection and other laws (O(7.5)), (v) appropriate training (O(7.6)) and (vi) appropriate professional indemnity insurance 
(PII) cover (O(7.13)). 
  
SRA Code of Conduct: Outsourcing — O(7.10). Specific outcomes are also mandated at O(7.10) for outsourcing, which is 
described in the introduction to Chapter 7 as ‘using a third party to provide services that you could provide.’ The use of a 
third party AI platform (but not a platform proprietary to the firm) in substitution for work carried out by staff at the firm is 
therefore likely to be ‘outsourcing’ for this purpose. Under O(7.10), a firm must ensure that the outsourcing (i) does not 
adversely affect compliance, (ii) does not alter its obligations to clients and (iii) is subject to contractual arrangements 
enabling the SRA or its agent to ‘obtain information from, inspect the records … of, or enter the premises of, the third party’ 
provider. This information requirement is likely to be reasonably straightforward to comply with in the case of a third party 
AI platform used in-house but can give rise to interpretation difficulties for Cloud and other off-premises services. 
  
Client engagement terms — LSPs. As with other IT services, LSPs using AI in client service delivery should consider 
including express terms around AI use in their client engagement arrangements to set appropriate expectations around service 
levels and standards consistently with SRA duties. SRA regulated LSPs if seeking to limit liability above the minimum41 must 
include the limitation in writing and draw it to the client’s attention. Firms should therefore consider whether specific liability 
limitations for AI are to be included in their engagement terms. 
  
Client engagement terms — Clients. Equally, clients should insist that their law firms’ engagement agreements appropriately 
document and expressly set out key contract terms around AI services. Clients operating in financial services and other 
regulated sectors will likely need to go further and ensure that their agreements with the law firms they use include terms that 
are appropriate and consistent with their own regulatory obligations around (i) security relating to employees, locations, 
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networks, data and records, (ii) audit rights, (iii) continuity, (iv) exit assistance and (v) subcontractors. 
  
PII arrangements. As AI services start to proliferate in the legal services market, it is to be expected that in accepting cover 
and setting terms and premiums insurers will take a keener interest in how their insured law firms are managing service 
standard, service continuity and other relevant AI-related risks in client service delivery. 
  

Case Study 2—Autonomous Vehicles 

17. Autonomous vehicles: Technology aspects 
Vehicle ‘autonomy.’42 If legal services are a prime illustration for the adoption of machine learning-based AI in static 
services, autonomous vehicles have captured the public imagination as a poster child for AI in motion—the combination of 
machine learning, machine perception and machine control. ‘Autonomous’ here means that the vehicle itself is capable with 
little or no human intervention of making decisions about all its activities: steering, accelerating, braking, lane positioning, 
routing, complying with traffic signals and general traffic rules and negotiating the environment and other users. 
  
Sensors, digital maps and the central computer. To act autonomously in this way, the vehicle must constantly assess where 
it is located, the environment and other users around it, and where to move next. These assessments are made and 
coordinated constantly and in real time by means of sensors, digital maps and a central computer. Figure 2 shows the types of 
onboard sensors that an autonomous vehicle uses to gather information about its environment, including short, medium and 
long range radar (radio detection and ranging), lidar (light detection and ranging—essentially laser-based radar), sonar (sound 
navigation and ranging), cameras and ultrasound. 
  
In addition to sensors, autonomous vehicles rely on onboard GPS (global positioning system) transceivers and detailed, 
pre-built digital maps consisting of images of street locations annotated with detailed driving feature information like traffic 
lights, signs and lane markings. These digital maps are increasingly updated dynamically in real time. 
  
Sense -> plan -> act. The computer system then receives the data from the sensors, combines it with the map and, using 
machine learning in a sequential ‘sense-> plan -> act’ three step process, constantly (in effect, many thousands of time each 
second) determines whether, and if so where, when and how, to move. In the sensing phase, the computer uses the sensors to 
collect information; in the planning phase, it creates a digital representation of objects and features based on the data fed by 
the sensors and aligns the representation to the digital map; and in the acting phase, the computer moves the vehicle 
accordingly by activating its driving systems. 
  

Figure 2: Autonomous vehicles’ on board sensors43 

18. Autonomous vehicles: Regulatory aspects. 
The road to autonomous vehicle regulation—issues to be addressed. Since the first of the UK Locomotive (‘Red Flag’) Acts 
in 1861, humans have been at the centre of vehicle road driving regulation, whether for speed limits, driving standards, 
driving licences, vehicle registration or roadworthiness. The removal of human control of motor vehicles that autonomous 
vehicles predicates is therefore set to transform over 150 years of national and international vehicle, road and traffic 
legislation and regulation. Key regulatory issues that must be resolved as we move towards road authorisation of autonomous 
vehicles include (i) connectivity from the vehicle’s sensors to other vehicles, objects, road and traffic infrastructure the 
physical world that the vehicle interacts with; (iii) the computer’s system for decision making and control; (iv) 
roadworthiness testing; and (v) all relevant human factors. 
  
SAE International’s six levels of driving automation. SAE International (formerly the Society of Automotive Engineers) has 
mapped44 out as steps along the road six levels of driving automation, breaking down dynamic driving tasks into the four 
modes of (i) controlling speed and steering, (ii) monitoring the driving environment, (iii) ‘fallback’ (failover) performance 
and (iv) at each level, whether the particular mode of driving is under human or system control. 
  
For the first three levels (no automation, driver assistance and partial automation), the human driver carries out, monitors and 
is the fallback for the driving modes, with limited automation and system capability for some steering and speed tasks only 
(like park assist, lane keeping assist and adaptive cruise control). 
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For the second three levels (conditional, high and full automation) the vehicle progressively takes over steering and speed, 
driving monitoring, fallback performance, and then some—and finally all—driving modes. 
  
The UK Department for Transport (DfT) has conveniently summarised these six levels as moving progressively from 
(human) ‘hands on, eyes on’ through ‘hands temporarily off, eyes on’ to ‘hands off, eyes off.’ 
  
Pathway to driverless cars—the UK’s approach. The DfT has been active in reviewing and preparing for the changes in 
regulation that will be necessary for autonomous vehicles. It has set up the Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles 
(CCAV) and, under the general heading ‘the Pathway to Driverless Cars,’ has published: 

   • a detailed review of regulation for automated vehicle technologies45 (February 2015); 
  • a Code of Practice for testing46 (July 2015); and 
  • a consultation on proposals to support advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) and automated vehicle technology 

(‘AVT’)47 (July 2016). 
A key challenge for policy makers is that they are aiming at a moving target—regulatory change needs to start now, at a time 
when it is difficult to predict the future course of development for AVT. The UK is therefore taking a step by step approach: 

   • first, the February 2015 review confirmed that AVT testing in the UK was already possible: ‘you can test automated 
vehicles on any road in the UK without needing to seek permission from a network operator, report any data to a 
central authority, or put up a surety bond’; 

  • second, the testing Code of Practice aims ‘to help testers understand how to comply with our laws. It clearly and 
simply sets out that testers must obey all relevant road traffic laws; test vehicles must be roadworthy; a suitably trained 
driver or operator must be ready, able, and willing to take control if necessary; and appropriate insurance must be in 
place’; 

  • third, the DfT is ‘actively shaping international vehicle standards to ensure that automated vehicle technologies are 
safe to come to market’; 

  • fourth, the DfT is starting to tackle the domestic regulatory issues that could inhibit ADAS and AVT uptake. Here, 
the DfT’s July 2016 consultation identified amendments to three related but distinct areas of the UK’s current 
regulatory framework: 

  “- Insurance: making amendments to primary legislation to ensure insurance products will be available 
for automated vehicles; 

    

  - Regulation: clarifying provisions for the construction and use of near to market 
technologies (presently, remote control parking) through changes to regulations; and 

    

  - Highway Code: providing guidance for drivers about the safe and appropriate use of new ADAS 
technologies, as well as specific advice in the Highway Code about separation distances for vehicles 
driving as platoons;” 

    

  • fifth, the DfT anticipates future waves of regulatory reform based on lessons learnt ‘from real-life experiences of 
driving of increasingly automated vehicles’ and ‘from testing fully-automated vehicles both on test tracks and public 
roads’ so ‘providing the government with the evidence on which to support future policy decisions.’48 

Case Study 3—Smart Contracts 

19. Smart contracts: The blockchain background. 
Background: The blockchain. The blockchain is a comprehensive, always up to date accounting record or ledger of who 
holds what or who transferred what to whom. The ‘what’ in the blockchain is virtually anything that can be 
recorded—physical assets like diamonds and land as well as intangibles like electronic cash (the rationale of Bitcoin, the 
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blockchain’s orginator), transactions in securities and other financial instruments, and records of government interaction with 
citizens. 
  
Blockchain’s key features. There are two key features of the blockchain. First, it works through 
cryptography—authenticating parties’ identities and creating immutable hashes (digests) of each ledger record, the current 
page of records (block) and the binding that links (chains) each block to the earlier ones. This means in theory that the ledger 
is secure and permanent. Second, instead of one person keeping one instance as ‘single version of the truth,’ the blockchain 
ledger is distributed: a complete, current copy is held on the computers of each of the network participants (miners) who help 
keep it up to date. This is deliberate and aims to insulate the integrity of the ledger against cyberattack as any hacker would 
have to control more than half the network’s computing capacity to change any record in the block. 
  
Inhibitors to blockchain uptake. Blockchain is in its infancy, and significant hurdles to commercial adoption remain. First, 
given the breadth and area of potential applications, many regulatory issues need to be resolved. Second, blockchain is 
fragmented: there are many different ecosystems49 that need to agree common standards to all work together. Progress is 
being made here and in 2016 the ISO has set up Technical Committee 307 on blockchain and electronic distributed ledger 
technologies.50 The third hurdle is scalability. The blockchain is enormously power hungry. A report from the National 
University of Ireland Maynooth in June 2014 famously showed that the total energy consumption of Bitcoin mining was 
comparable with Ireland’s total electricity usage. So more efficient power usage will be key to bigger blockchains. 
  
Blockchain’s potential. When these inhibitors have been removed, and in the words of the Economist newspaper, it will 
“allow strangers to make fiddle-proof records of who owns what.”51 Supporters believe that the blockchain’s technological 
integrity will remove the need for the intermediation currently provided by many centralised internet and computer platforms, 
and enable transactions in a wide range of business areas to be made securely and ‘trustlessly’—without any need for any 
intermediation at all. 
  
Smart contracts. The blockchain paves the way for ‘smart contracts,’ software code representing a self-executing contract as 
an arrangement that the computer can make, verify, execute and enforce automatically under conditions set in advance. The 
software can also be used to make and execute chains or bundles of contracts linked to each other, all operating 
autonomously and automatically. Here, the immutability of the hash (digest) representing each ledger record can get in the 
way, when all the links in what may end up as a long contractual chain need to execute at the same time to keep the record 
straight. To get around this, the blockchain is starting to be made editable, with trusted administrators—called oracles—able 
to change the database. 
  
Benefits of smart contracts. Smart contracts promise a range of benefits including lower costs, latency and error rates 
(through greater automation, less intermediation and less direct manual involvement) and are likely to enable new business 
and operating models. 
  
Potential smart contract use cases. Smart contracts represent evolution not revolution. E- and m- commerce today are 
already predicated on making binding contracts for media, travel and other goods and services through data entry over the 
internet; and automatic algorithmic trading in financial markets pre-programs AI systems to make binding trades and 
transactions when certain conditions are satisfied. Smart contracts take this to the next level by further reducing individual 
human intervention and increasing codification. Areas of potential use include securities and financial instrument clearing 
and settlement (financial services), insurance claim processing (financial services), electronic patient records (healthcare) and 
royalty distribution (music and media). 
  
20. Smart contracts: Legal and regulatory aspects. The world of smart contracts can be seen from three perspectives. First, 
at the developer level, the blockchain smart contract code will need to represent contract law norms; second, the smart 
contract platform operator will need to contract upstream with the developer and downstream with users; and third, each user 
will need to contract with the platform operator. 
  
Developer level: Smart contracts in code. In building the smart contract software, the developer will be representing as 
computer programs a system of normative, contractual rules—a sort of executable ‘Chitty on Contracts in code.’ The 
database schema of the system’s information architecture—its formal structure and organisation—starts with the flow of 
information and instructions in the ‘real world,’ takes it through levels of increasing abstraction and then maps it to a data 
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model—the representation of that data and its flow categorised as entities, attributes and interrelationships—in a way that any 
system conforming to the architecture concerned can recognise and process. Software, as a set of instructions, is not 
unadjacent to a contract as both set binding rules determining outputs from inputs (‘if this, then that’). The information 
architecture and data modelling of the smart contract system will therefore address, in software, the whole world of contract 
possibilities that may arise in system use. These include contract formation; payment, performance and lifecycle issues; 
discharge, liability and resolution; conditionality, dependencies and relief events; audit trail and records generation and 
retention. The system will also need to cater for relevant regulatory aspects relating to the subject matter of the contracts it is 
executing—around personal data for example and any consumer and authorisation and compliance regulatory aspects. 
  
Smart contract platform Operator level: 

   • Platform operator/developer contract. At this level, the agreement between the smart contract developer and 
platform operator is a software ‘design, build and operate’ agreement—with elements of development, software 
licensing (if the developer is to retain IP) or transfer (if the IP is to be assigned to the platform operator) and/or service 
provision with which IT lawyers will be familiar. Particular care will need to be taken in mapping the ‘virtual world’ of 
the smart contracts to the real world contractual ecosystem at whose centre sits platform operator. In particular, risk 
allocation—the ‘what if’s’ of system errors, outages and failures—will need to be managed both contractually (through 
the governance, service level agreement, liability, indemnity and termination mechanisms) and as appropriate through 
insurance. 

  • Platform operator/user contract. The platform operator will need to put in place contract or use terms with each user 
of the platform. Here, the analogy is with stock exchanges and other trading venues which have detailed membership 
agreements, contractually binding operational rules, and a range of related agreements and policies regarding software, 
data licensing and system use and other relevant matters. The platform operator will need to ensure adequate 
governance and dispute resolution procedures to address the consequences for affected users and counterparties of any 
failure of the smart contract software anywhere in the ecosystem to operate in the way intended. Regulation of the 
blockchain and smart contracts is at an embryonic stage, with regulators professing a welcome to the new technology 
but with little practical progress to date, and operators of smart contract platforms will need to align their systems with 
these requirements. 

User level. The user joining any smart contract system is likely to be presented with a series of more or less standard form 
contracts that, as a practical matter, it is likely to difficult to change. Key issues for the user include: 

   • clarity about the extent of contracting authority that the user is conferring on the platform operator’s smart contract 
system—for example, how does it address in all cases where the user is involved the basic issues of contract formation 
for contracts directly made with the user and any connected agreements on which its own agreements depend; 

  • evidential requirements (including auditing, record generation/retention and access to/return of data) where the smart 
contract platform makes and performs commitments entered into in the user’s name; 

  • regulatory issues—control/processing of personal data; system security; regulatory authorisation and compliance 
requirements—for all/any other platform users, etc; and 

  • the normal range of contract lifecycle issues, including performance/availability, liability and risk; 
conditionality/dependencies; and supplier dependence and exit management. 

D. LEGAL ASPECTS OF AI 
21. Introduction. The ‘AI and Life in 2030’ report quoted above notes (at page 45) that: 

“as a transformative technology, AI has the potential to challenge any number of legal assumptions in the short, 
medium, and long term. Precisely how law and policy will adapt to advances in AI—and how AI will adapt to 
values reflected in law and policy—depends on a variety of social, cultural, economic, and other factors, and is 
likely to vary by jurisdiction.” 
  

  
Just a short list of examples of situations where AI can currently be foreseen gives an idea of the range of legal and regulatory 
issues that AI will impact: 

   a) a car, ambulance and bus, all operating autonomously, collide at a road intersection; 
  b) separate smart contract systems incorrectly record a negotiated loan agreement between lender and borrower; 
  c) companies use their AIs in their supply, manufacturing and retail logistics chains; 
  d) construction companies use multiple autonomous machines to build an office block; 
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  e) AI is used for the supply of transportation and utilities services in a smart city; 
  f) multiple robots work with each other in the home; 
  g) multiple AI-enabled satellites coordinate with each another in space; and 
  h) medical and health care diagnostics and procedures are planned and carried out by and using AI and robotics. 

These eight hypothetical AI use cases were posed by the Institute for Information and Communications Policy of the Ministry 
of Internal Affairs and Communications of Japan to Atsumi & Sakai, a Japanese law firm, who were asked to conduct 
research on AI legal frameworks and issues in overseas countries including the UK. We were asked to review these use cases 
from the standpoint of English law for Atsumi & Sakai and the Ministry. In September 2016, we prepared for each of the AI 
use cases concerned a table showing by representative legal actor an outline of the legal and regulatory issues involved. 
  
This section overviews relevant legal and regulatory aspects, aiming to develop an analytical framework that can serve as a 
checklist of legal areas to be considered for particular AI projects. First, some common misconceptions about AI are clarified 
(D.22). Regulatory aspects of AI that are set to develop are then outlined (D.23). AI in the areas of agency (D.24), contract 
(D.25), intellectual property (D.26) and tort (D.27) law are then briefly considered. 
  
22. Some common misconceptions. Three misconceptions, all stemming from the fallacy that the embodiment or 
manifestation of AI has the qualities of a legal person,52 have tended to cloud an analytical approach to the legal aspects of 
AI, where it is easy to lose sight of the normal tools of legal analysis in the glare of unfamiliar new technology. 
  
First, the tendency to anthropomorphise AI computer systems (which could be called the ‘I Robot fallacy’)—to think of 
robots and AI as analogous to humans and the human brain—can be misleading. A more helpful analogy is with big data and 
the software that processes that data. 
  
Second, AI systems, particularly when in motion and especially in popular culture, have been analogised to agents (the 
‘agency fallacy’), and from there it has only been a short jump to seek to confer rights on and impute duties to these systems 
as agents. An AI system of itself, at present anyway, is not a legal person and so cannot be an agent. 
  
As AI ‘agents’ and smart contracts start to develop and interact, a third misconception (the ‘entity fallacy’) is to speak of 
platforms like decentralised autonomous organisations (DAOs) as possessing separate legal personality and able to act 
independently of their promoters or owners. Generally, as the law currently stands, such an organisation could be expressly 
incorporated as a separate legal entity as a company or a partnership, where its shareholders or other members would be other 
legal entities (individuals, companies or trusts, generally). Such a body would behave legally like any other limited liability 
company or partnership. 
  
Failing this, it would likely be classified as a partnership (if carrying on business in common with a view to profit) or an 
unincorporated association (like a club), in either case in legal terms no different from its members acting together through 
their partnership or association agreement. This basic distinction is important because, in general terms, a company can, and 
an unincorporated association cannot, create legal rights and obligations separate and distinct from those of its members. This 
is not to say that AI will not lead to the development of new types of legal entity—the comparison here would be the 
development of joint stock companies in the railway age in the UK, when companies were made capable of incorporation 
first by simple registration and then with limited liability under the Joint Stock Companies Acts 1844, 1855 and 1856. 
  
23. AI and regulation. As mentioned in the introduction at paragraph A.6, AI is starting to give governments and policy 
makers much to grapple with. A number of high level questions arise: first, what interests should AI regulation protect? 
Should existing regulatory structures be adapted or new ones put in place? How should regulatory burdens be kept 
proportionate? And what role should central government play? The US October 2016 ‘Future of AI’ report sets out risk based 
public protection and economic fairness as the key regulatory interests, using current regulation as the start point where 
possible and not stifling innovation: 

“AI has applications in many products, such as cars and aircraft, which are subject to regulation designed to 
protect the public from harm and ensure fairness in economic competition. How will the incorporation of AI 
into these products affect the relevant regulatory approaches? In general, the approach to regulation of 
AI-enabled products to protect public safety should be informed by assessment of the aspects of risk that the 
addition of AI may reduce alongside the aspects of risk that it may increase. If a risk falls within the bounds of 
an existing regulatory regime, moreover, the policy discussion should start by considering whether the existing 
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regulations already adequately address the risk, or whether they need to be adapted to the addition of AI. Also, 
where regulatory responses to the addition of AI threaten to increase the cost of compliance, or slow the 
development or adoption of beneficial innovations, policymakers should consider how those responses could be 
adjusted to lower costs and barriers to innovation without adversely impacting safety or market fairness.”53 
  

  
In the reports from Japan, the EU Parliament, the UK and the US referred to at paragraph A.6, autonomous vehicles are 
central to the thinking of all these policy makers. The approach of the UK to these the issues is outlined at paragraph C.18 
above: first, to ensure there are no obstacles to testing relevant vehicle technology as it develops; then widely consulting with 
industry and stakeholder groups; and finally to break all elements of necessary regulatory change down into manageable 
steps (changes to insurance, vehicle construction and the highway code) so as to align regulation pragmatically as ADAS 
(advanced driver assistance systems) and AVS (automated vehicle technology) develop. This approach is likely to be 
followed in other countries. 
  
The example of legal services AI at paragraph C.16 above on the other hand shows how use of AI can fit within a current 
regulatory structure without appreciable change. Here, bought in AI will count as outsourcing under Outcome 7.10 of the 
SRA Code of Conduct within the UK regime of regulated legal services. 
  
In addition to sector specific regulation, privacy, data protection and cyber security figure large in policy makers’ thinking in 
the context of AI and robotics, largely because it is the combination of big data and machine learning that has been at the root 
of recent AI developments since 2000. Here, so far as data protection is concerned however, the issues are largely the same as 
for big data and data protection, and we refer to our white papers on Legal Aspects of Managing Big Data54 and Big Data and 
Data Protection55 for further information. 
  
An important policy question for government is whether to bring together its AI expertise together centrally or whether to 
decentralise across government departments. The US ‘Future of AI’ report, in its twenty-three recommendations (at pages 
40-42), appears to advocate common goals for the US federal government and agencies rather than centralisation. In the UK, 
the October 2016 select committee report notes (at paragraph 72) that “it is too soon to set down sector-wide regulations in 
this nascent field” and favours the establishment of a standing Commission on AI “with a remit to identify principles to 
govern the development and application of AI, provide advice to the Government, and foster public dialogue” along with a 
Robotics and Autonomous Systems (RAS) Leadership Council. 
  
In the UK, the regulatory position is further complicated as we cross the thresholds of Brexit and the fourth industrial 
revolution at the same time. Brexit will take up a significant part of the workload of the civil service over the next few years. 
This will inevitably make it more difficult at this seminal time for AI policy makers to take effective and high quality 
decisions. The UK IT industry will need to shout loud on AI issues to make its voice heard above the Brexit din. 
  
24. AI and agency law. Agency is a relationship between two legal persons. In the words of the leading work on UK agency 
law, it is: 

“the fiduciary relationship which exists between two persons, one of whom expressly or impliedly manifests 
assent that the other should act on his behalf so as to affect his relations with third parties (the principal) and the 
other of whom similarly manifests assent so to act or so acts pursuant to the manifestation.”56 
  

  
As mentioned at paragraph D.22, a common misconception is to regard AI systems as ‘agents’ and so capable of acting for 
their ‘principal.’ An AI-enabled or autonomous system is not of itself a legal person. It—or rather, the personal property (as 
goods) or intellectual property rights (as software, etc) in relation to it—belongs, or is provided as a licence or as a service, to 
its owner or the person using it. An AI system could be operated as limited liability company or other legal entity, but then it 
is that entity that owns it and licenses it or otherwise contracts for its use. 
  
25. AI and contract law. Commercial contracts for the development, provision and use of B2B AI systems between 
developer/licensor/provider and licensee/customer will, in the short term, be largely indistinguishable from other software 
contracts, whether provided on-premise as a licence or in the Cloud as a service. Similar issues to those in software 
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agreements will need to be addressed in AI agreement and are not considered further here.57 Equally, mass market B2C AI 
services (like Amazon’s Alexa, Apple’s Siri, Google Now and Microsoft’s Cortana digital personal assistants) will continue 
to be made available to subscribers on the basis of click accept licensing terms. 
  
The legal analysis starts to get more complex in the case of smart contracts. Paragraph C.20 above overviews contractual 
aspects from the standpoint of the developer, smart contract platform operator and user. Blockchain enabled smart contracts 
will have the ability to make virtually real time interlocking chains of contracts linked by dependencies. For each link in the 
chain the basics of contract formation in the jurisdiction(s) that are agreed to govern the smart contract ecosystem will need 
to be present, both as code and contract—the software code that implements the system and in the agreement(s) governing 
use. In the UK these include (i) that each contracting party has the necessary legal capacity; (ii) intention to create legal 
relations; (iii) offer; (iv) acceptance; (v) communication of acceptance; (vi) consideration; (vii) obligations recognised by 
law; and (viii) certainty of terms.58 
  
Where the chain of contracts becomes extended, the possibility arises that an earlier contractual link will be broken, for 
example, because the contract formation requirements were not met or the contract was discharged through breach. The 
impact of a broken upstream contractual link on a downstream contract in an AI-enabled or smart contract system is likely to 
raise novel contract law questions. An agreement may lack contractual force for uncertainty59 or any downstream contractual 
link in the chain may be dependent—as a condition precedent—on the performance of all logically prior, upstream 
agreements. 
  
An almost limitless range of possibilities will need to be addressed in software terms in the smart contract code base and 
covered in the express contractual terms of the ‘house rules’ that govern use of the system. It is therefore foreseeable that we 
will see contract law evolve in this area over the next few years as novel disputes thrown up by smart contract systems are 
settled through the courts. 
  
26. AI and intellectual property. AI will provide a significant impulse to the development of intellectual property law, 
particularly as machine and cognitive learning start to enable computers to generate new works and invent novel ways of 
doing things. 
  
In the field of copyright, UK law has always developed with new bits added on Lego-like as technology evolves.60 A key 
question that arises concerns ownership of copyright works generated by AI systems, where s.9(3) of the UK Copyright 
Designs and Patents Act 198861 (CDPA) provides that: 

“In the case of a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work which is computer-generated, the author shall be 
taken to be the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the work are undertaken” 
  

and ‘computer-generated’ is defined at s.178 as meaning: 
  

“that the work is generated by computer in circumstances such that there is no human author of the work.” 
  

  
The operative terms here are fraught with difficulty and, in the absence of significant case law on the point to date to clarify 
for example what is meant by ‘undertaking necessary arrangements’ for the creation of the work where ‘there is no human 
author,’ widespread use of AI systems is likely to lead to legal developments in this area. Accordingly, parties to agreements 
for the development and use of an AI system that may be expected to result in new copyright works should consider 
including any necessary express terms as to their ownership, assignment and licensing. 
  
Equally, use of AI systems may result in new inventions and the question arises whether these computer implemented 
inventions are capable of patent protection. S.1(2)(c) Patents Act 1977 (PA)62 excludes “a program for a computer” from 
patent protection to the extent that the patent application “relates to that thing as such.” This has led to a line of cases in the 
UK over the last ten years or so63 which has sought to establish and clarify a test for determining the contribution that the 
invention makes to the technical field of knowledge (potentially patentable) beyond the computer program “as such” (not 
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patentable). 
  
If the invention is potentially patentable on this basis, s.7(3) PA provides that: 

“In this Act “inventor” in relation to an invention means the actual deviser of the invention and “joint inventor” 
shall be construed accordingly” 
  

  
and s.7(2)(a) provides that a patent for invention may be granted “primarily to the inventor or joint inventors.” US law is 
more specific in defining (at 35 U.S.C. § 100(f) and (g)) “inventor” as “the individual or, if a joint invention, the individuals 
collectively who invented the subject matter of the invention.” The context of s.7(3) means that the ‘actual deviser of the 
invention’ should be a ‘person’ and there is no regime similar to that for copyright for computer-generated works. Again, the 
take away from the patent law perspective is that it is worth legislating in B2B AI contracts for ownership, assignment and 
licensing aspects of AI generated inventions and patent rights as well as copyright works. 
  
27. AI and tort law. Outside regulatory and statute law, it is perhaps the common law area of tort that is likely to see the 
most important AI-influenced legal developments. Product liability will be evidently also be relevant for autonomous 
vehicles, robots and other ‘mobile’ AI-enabled or autonomous systems, and the tort of breach of statutory duty will also be 
relevant depending on the regulatory backdrop. 
  
‘Static’ and ‘mobile’ AI are likely to involve their providers and users in common law duties of care (negligence) and 
nuisance and escape (Rylands v Fletcher) liability. Negligence under English law centres on the existence of a duty at 
common law ‘to be careful.’ The list of situations giving rise to a duty of care is not fixed: in the famous words of the UK 
House of Lords “the categories of negligence are never closed,”64 and it is hard to imagine that the common law duty of care 
will not arise in relation to many, or most, kinds of AI. 
  
Nuisance and escape (Rylands v Fletcher) liability are based on interference with the use or enjoyment of land, and are more 
likely to be relevant for robots, autonomous vehicles and other kinds of ‘mobile AI’ than for ‘static AI’ systems. If a robot 
runs amok, the situation may be analogised to straying animals where under English law liability has been codified by statute 
under the Animals Act 1971, s.4 of which for example imposes strict liability for straying animals. This points back to 
statutory regulation of AI but, for the moment, one can easily imagine the common law being extended to treat AIs causing 
unreasonable annoyance to a neighbour as nuisance in the same way as for animals. 
  
The rule in Rylands v Fletcher is that: 

“a person who for his own purposes brings on his lands and collects or keeps there anything likely to do 
mischief it if escapes must keep it in at his peril, and if he does not do so, is prima facie answerable for all 
damage which is the natural consequence of its escape.”65 
  

  
The principle extends ‘dangerous things’ as ‘things’ ‘likely to do mischief’ on escape and has been applied to motor vehicles 
and electricity but not an aeroplane or a cricket ball driven out of the ground.66 Extending Rylands v Fletcher escape liability 
in tort to AI would therefore appear to be a simple extension consistent with past decisions. 
  

E. CONCLUSION 
28. Conclusion. As we enter 2017, AI is a central part of the deep digital transformation of the fourth industrial revolution 
whose threshold we are now crossing. As big data fuelled machine learning, perception and control develops, AI will come to 
impact our family, home and working lives perhaps as much as any industrial change over the last 250 years. 
  
Early examples of AI in action include AI in legal services, autonomous vehicles and smart contracts. AI will challenge legal 
assumptions short, medium and long term. Policy makers and regulators are consequently starting to grapple with what AI 
means for law and policy and the necessary technical and legal frameworks. 
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2016 saw important policy announcements in the EU, Japan, the UK and the USA. In order to successfully manage AI 
projects, lawyers in the field will need to keep up to date with AI related regulatory and policy developments, and 
developments in contract, intellectual property and tort law as the courts decide disputes and make new case law. AI 
promises to be another fascinating area for IT lawyers. 
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New Technology and Work: Robotics and Its Positive/Negative Impact on the Labour Force 

Developments in robotics and automation, wearable and performance-enhancing devices, telepresence and telemanipulation, 
and cognitive computing are affecting consumer expectations, production and jobs. Venture firms alone put US$923m into 
robotics startups last year, up from US$341m in 2014 and US$194m in 2011. The global robotics industry is expected to 
grow to over US$150bn worldwide by 2020. Combining robotics with cognitive computing and big data has exponentially 
increased the introduction of transformative technologies in the workplace. This will be a trillion dollar industry by 2025. As 
we experience what has been appropriately labelled the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ and ‘Second Machine Age’, what will 
distinguish this revolution is that businesses and their workforces will have a fraction of the time to adjust. There will be 
massive job displacement along with massive new and downstream job creation. Experts divide regarding whether job 
creation will exceed job elimination. However, it is certain that more employees will be displaced, hired, retained, and 
reeducated than at any other time in human history. The international bar will be increasingly called upon to guide employers 
to comply with decades-old labour and employment laws designed for workforces and workplaces that are increasingly being 
transformed by technology in a global 24-7 on-demand economy. 
  
For those curious about the likelihood of jobs in their organisations becoming replaced by automation and robotics in the next 
10-15 years, the BBC and NPR websites provide eye-opening online tools. These tools in a customised fashion highlight the 
well-published Oxford Martin study of a few years ago - The Transformation of the Workplace Through Robotics, Artificial 
Intelligence, and Automation - which predicted with high probability that 47 per cent of current American jobs are at risk of 
automation within the next two decades. Already, we are seeing apps replace call centres, travel agents and assistants. With 
Amazon continuing to improve product delivery speeds, and states competing to attract more Amazon investment by 
loosening local regulations on drones, companies are seeking to competitively provide enhanced shopping experiences 
through artificial intelligence and big data, combined with robotics. We have witnessed retail and service robots such as 
Pepper, Savioke, and Oshbot replace individuals while enhancing productivity and customer experiences. 
  
Take, for example, SoftBank Robotics’ and Aldebaran Robotics’ Pepper robot. Pepper combines a touchscreen, microphones, 
HD cameras, 3D depth sensor to allow it to communicate verbally (in multiple languages) and by touch. Most impressively, it 
reads and responds to human emotion. While the maintenance infrastructure does not currently exist to support large-scale 
deployment in the United States, Pepper staffs numerous retail operations in Japan and parts of Europe. As a brand 
enhancement tool, Nestlé Japan is using Pepper in approximately 1,000 stores to help sell Nescafé machines. It is just a 
matter of time before Pepper or its rivals will find home in American retail operations as Pepper hits the US market later this 
year. With capacity for reading, learning and adapting appropriately to customers’ emotions, feedback from consumers is 
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largely positive and the enhanced retail experience will lead to larger integration of this technology once the infrastructure for 
servicing is in place. 
  
To create an infrastructure capable of supporting a company’s ability to integrate new technologies into its workplace, the 
right skill sets must exist, and this is a big *21 part of the problem. STEM majors such as engineering and engineering 
technology and computer and information sciences are in high need and in high demand. According to the US President’s 
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology, economic projections point to a need for one million more STEM 
professionals than the US will produce at the current rate in this decade if it is to retain its historical pre-eminence in 
technology. In addition, in 2014, the Workforce Innovation and Opportunities Act was signed into law with the support of the 
Robotics Industry Association and several other employer groups focused on technology. The new law seeks to impose more 
accountability on the federal-state training partnerships by requiring a ‘job-driven checklist’ to ensure that federal money is 
used effectively and by providing ‘data-driven tools’ to give workers better information about career prospects. 
  
Companies, indeed societies, must recognise how unprepared we are today. Many employers preparing for the new economy 
will want to carefully analyse whether early communication and transitioning of skills and opportunities can transform an 
existing workforce. Take for example, Whippany Actuator Systems, a company that recently chose to introduce collaborative 
robots to its existing workforce. While some employees were sceptical that the robots could injure or replace them, by 
involving employees in the communication and training involved with the integration of the new technology, the company 
has strengthened its workforce by increasing capacity, while freeing employees to work in more highly skilled areas rather 
than the routine tasks now performed through robotics. Amazon.com purchased Kiva Systems, the maker of the bright orange 
robots that fill warehouse orders, for US$775m and is since then well on its way to becoming the second largest employer 
among Fortune 500 employers. 
  
For each of the prior industrial revolutions, there was major job displacement. Farmers were about 70 per cent of the US 
labour force in 1840 and only ten per cent by 1950. Today they remain at about two per cent of the workforce. Through each 
technological revolution, however, greater prosperity and opportunity for more people followed. In the last 30 years, as 
robotics manufacturing has grown, so have jobs. According to the Robotic Industry Association, over 7,400 robots valued at 
over US$400m were ordered from North American companies in the first quarter of 2016, setting a new record among 
opening quarters. 
  
The speed with which this current revolution will affect labour is unprecedented. Renown futurist Ray Kurzweil, whose 
many predictions over the last decades have already come to fruition, has explained that in this 21st century, we will live 
20,000 years’ worth of progress measured in historical terms. This century’s achievements in technological progress and 
significant improvements will be a thousand times greater than the pace of the 20th century. What this warp speed means for 
net job creation is highly debatable. A new report from the World Economic Forum suggests the robot revolution could wipe 
out 5.1 million jobs by 2020. Another recent study by the International Robotics Federation found that three to five jobs are 
created for each robot in use. 
  
Realistically, regulations, legislation and case law have no chance of keeping up with the introduction of new technologies 
into our society. As such, integrating transformative technologies in the workplace will take compliance predictions 
regarding the ‘future norm’. Employers must take existing law and at least issue spot employment law risks. To assist 
employers making decisions today that will be judged in the future, we formed our robotics, AI, and automation practice 
group focused on employment and labour law compliance. 
  
The greatest challenges we foresee for employers in robotics and automation include workforce displacement resulting from 
mass automation which might trigger notice requirements, severance benefits and retraining obligations and can likely 
implicate collective bargaining obligations in unionised workforces because implementing robotics usually is a mandatory 
subject of bargaining absent a clear and unequivocal waiver of the right to bargain over the subject. Potential varying 
technological proficiencies across different demographics will challenge employers attempting to retain a technologically 
capable workforce while complying with anti-discrimination laws, including protections based on age. Another challenge 
facing employers in this area will be the integration of robotic systems in close physical proximity to human workers, 
potentially raised compliance challenges under Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), and various industry 
standards such as International Organisation for Standardization (ISO) and American National Standards Institute (ANSI). 
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*22 Wearable and performance-enhancing devices pose unique compliance challenges and opportunities under workers’ 
compensation, OSHA, wage and hour, and disability legal regimes. Take for example exoskeletons aimed at enhancing 
human performance. Over a million units will be in use during the next decade. Aside from reducing the reliance on muscle 
power to perform tasks, such robots will greatly improve workers’ speed, efficiency and productivity, as well as increasing 
their ability to perform tasks that are heavier and more repetitive with a reduced risk of injury. Shipyard workers in South 
Korea are using exoskeletons, giving them super-human endurance and strength. Many disabled applicants or employees will 
be able to perform the essential duties of the job with the use of exoskeletons. 
  
The increasing sophistication of telepresence and telemanipulation technology and the large-scale adoption of crowdsourcing 
implicate questions about the extraterritorial application of state and national law. Recent controversies over the 
extraterritorial application of wage and hour law and the question of independent contractor standards for remote global 
workers are already legal challenges in this space. These technologies may also raise potential challenges to the viability of 
the current models of taxations and social welfare and significant privacy concerns. 
  
The robotic technology’s audio and video recording functionality also may over-collect or collect information in a way that is 
not lawful. By way of illustration, California prohibits recording communications without the consent of all parties to the 
communication if the subjects reasonably believe that they would not be recorded. Individuals in a location subject to the use 
of telepresence technology may not realise that the robotic technology is recording their communications, let alone consent to 
such recordings. 
  
Turning to another area, artificial intelligence, cognitive computing, and the increasing use of ‘big data’ will raise 
first-of-their-kind issues relating to workplace privacy, discrimination and electronic discovery. IBM has created the ‘IBM 
“Watson” Engagement Advisor’, with a self-service mode that permits customers who contact call centres to interact directly 
with Watson by typing questions into a web browser or by speaking to a speech recognition program. Call centre operations 
that were once outsourced to India and the Philippines may return to the US, only to be handled by robots and artificial 
intelligence systems such as Watson. In addition, other forms of ‘Information Age’ artificial intelligence systems, including 
several startups and Google, are developing personal assistants in smart phone apps that use predictive search techniques to 
anticipate what users need before they ask for it. 
  
To support wellness programmes, employers may require employees to use smart phone applications, like MyFitnessPal and 
Azumio, to track their medical information, such as blood pressure, weight, heart rate, activity counters, and stress levels. 
Private sector employers are also increasingly using global positioning satellite (GPS) systems to track their employees’ 
whereabouts. However, such employers should provide notice to employees that technology is tracking their location, 
allowing employees to deactivate location tracking when they are ‘off the clock’ and to avoid locations that would reveal 
private information about them when being tracked. In addition, technologies that collect biometric information, such as 
fingerprints or facial scans, also present hidden risks for employers. New York, for example, prohibits employers from 
requiring employees to provide fingerprints. California’s Attorney General has claimed that app developers and platform 
providers must comply with California’s On-Line Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), which requires that commercial website 
operators post a privacy policy on their website regarding mobile apps. COPPA does not appear to apply to employers that 
develop or provide mobile apps for business purposes, only because the statute applies exclusively to online services offered 
for sale or lease by consumers ‘for personal, family, or household purposes’. However, COPPA arguably would apply if an 
employer sold mobile apps to employees for personal purposes, such as to participate in a wellness programme. 
  
As robotics, artificial intelligence, and automation become increasingly integrated into the everyday workplace, legislatures, 
regulators, and courts will face pressure to reinterpret existing requirements or create new regulations that better reflect the 
impact of these technologies. This will translate in a need for attorneys to become familiar with the new technology and the 
legal compliance issues created. For at least the immediate future, the unstoppable march of technology into the workplace 
will displace human workers, create new jobs, and challenge the imaginations of the international legal community to define 
and protect human rights as man and machine increasingly work together. 
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CODING CREATIVITY: COPYRIGHT AND THE ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT AUTHOR 

BRUTUS is Vulcan through and through, utterly devoid of emotion, but he nonetheless seems to have within his reach 
things that touch not only our minds, but our hearts. 

-- Selmer Bringsjord, programmer of BRUTUS1 
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*1 For more than a quarter century, interest among copyright scholars in the question of AI authorship has waxed and waned 
as the popular conversation about AI has oscillated between exaggerated predictions for its future and premature 
pronouncements of its death. For policymakers, the issue has sat on the horizon, always within view but never actually 
pressing. To recognize this fact, however, is not to say that we can or should ignore the challenge that AI authorship presents 
to copyright law’s underlying assumptions about creativity. On the contrary, the relatively slow development of AI offers a 
reprieve from the reactive, crisis-driven model of policymaking that has dominated copyright law in the digital era. 
  
*2 By engaging and extending insights from two relatively discrete lines of existing scholarship--the postmodern critique of 
romantic authorship and the more pragmatic literature on copyright in works produced with the aid of computers--this Article 
seeks to answer the vexing copyright questions that attend the artificially intelligent production of cultural works. It does so 
by developing the argument that all creativity is inherently algorithmic and that works produced autonomously by computers 
are therefore less heterogeneous to both their human counterparts and existing copyright doctrine than appearances may at 
first suggest. 
  

INTRODUCTION 

*3 The PC revolution of the 1980s caused a seismic, permanent shift in consumer attitudes and practices concerning the 
reproduction of copyrighted works. The Internet revolution of the 1990s had the same effect with respect to the distribution 
of those works. As any witness to the head-on collision between intellectual property rights and digital technology will attest, 
these two shifts have exerted extreme pressure on the existing legal infrastructure for protecting and enforcing copyrights. 
While this crumbling infrastructure has been propped up by both statutory and technological buttresses designed to curb the 
unauthorized copying and distribution of digital content, few on either side of the “copyfights” would argue that the system is 
not broken, and many believe it is irretrievably so.2 
  
*4 This Article is about the copyright consequences of a third computer-enabled technological shift--in the means of creative 
and artistic production. It is not about the “remix” culture or the ways in which computers are enabling people to produce art 
and other creative works in new ways. That ground has already been covered extraordinarily well by others.3 It is, instead, 
about the ways in which people are enabling computers to produce art and other creative works in new ways, virtually all by 
themselves. Although the first putatively computer-authored work was presented for copyright registration sometime before 
1965, prompting the Register of Copyrights to voice concern over the indeterminate legal status of works created with the aid 
of computers,4 the problem of how to treat works created relatively autonomously by machines has not become a pressing 
one since then. The delay can be attributed in large part to slower-than-predicted progress in the development of artificial 
intelligence (AI).5 
  
*5 As the state of the art continues to advance in AI and related areas, however, we are moving incrementally but surely into 
an age of digital authorship, in which digital works (i.e., software programs) will, relatively autonomously, produce other 
works that are indistinguishable from works of human authorship. The generative art movement, for example, is dedicated to 
the exploration of “computational creativity” through a set of creative practices whereby the artist “cedes control to a system” 
that is “self-contained enough to operate autonomously.”6 In the realm of computer gaming, the increasingly sophisticated 
technology of procedural content generation (PCG) has enabled real time, in-game production of highly detailed virtual 
landscapes and cityscapes--displays that were once designed by hand.7 Developments like these put an algorithmic twist on 
the postmodern “death of the author” and lead to difficult questions of authorship, including how and when the law of 
copyrights should evolve--if, indeed, it can evolve within constitutional limits--to accommodate the birth of artificially 
intelligent authors. 
  
*6 This Article seeks to answer these questions, primarily by interrogating longstanding legal and philosophical assumptions 
about the nature and sources of creativity. Part I considers the requirement of authorship as a constitutional limit on the scope 
of copyrightable subject matter. It begins with a discussion of romantic authorship as the foundational principle for copyright 
and moves on to consider the co-evolution of technologies for cultural production and the legal constructs of authorship, 
originality, and creativity. Part II traces the relationship between computational creativity and human creativity, arguing for a 
significant kinship between the two that proponents of AI embrace and skeptics reject. Part III takes up the legal question of 
whether AI authors can be authors within the current frame of copyright law. Finally, Part IV grapples with the thorny 
ownership issues that flow from embracing the products of generative code as copyrightable works. Although the Article is 
not concerned first and foremost with producing a doctrinal solution to the ownership problem, Part IV concludes that the 
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work made for hire doctrine is a sound mechanism for vesting ownership of copyrights in AI authored works. 
  

I. THE LEGAL LIMITS OF “AUTHORSHIP” 

*7 Copyright scholars working across the fields of law and literature have written at length on the close relationship between 
legal and literary constructions of “authorship.”8 These scholars have mapped, in Peter Jaszi’s words, “the ways in which the 
cultural figuration of the ‘author,’ as the inspired creator of works of art, has interacted with the legal notion of the ‘author’ as 
the bearer of portable rights in literary and artistic property.”9 The rich cross-disciplinary body of scholarly work on 
authorship, most of which dates from the early 1990s, was inspired by the writings of Roland Barthes and Michel Foucault, 
whose poststructuralist critiques of authorship sought to expose as historically and culturally contingent the idea of the author 
as an individual creative personality, a solitary originator of stylistically consistent works.10 Referencing the work of Foucault 
and drawing to varying degrees on his insights about the role of the “author function” in the attribution and ownership of 
literary texts, Jaszi, Martha Woodmansee, and Mark Rose have each argued persuasively that the figure of the romantic 
author sits monolithically at the core of copyright law, obscuring important realities about the collective nature of creativity 
and misrepresenting the actual processes of cultural production-- both past and present.11 To quote James Boyle, who argues 
in the same vein, the individualized figure of the romantic author “blinds us to the pragmatic, moral, and distributive claims 
of both ‘sources’ and audience” when it comes to the regulation of information products.12 
  
*8 To understand how the romantic author came to occupy this privileged and monolithic position, one must return to the 
English origins of the copyright and its rather seamless integration into the legal framework of the early American republic. 
When the framers of the Constitution delegated to Congress the power to grant exclusive rights to “Authors and Inventors” in 
“their respective Writings and Discoveries,” they had for a model England’s Statute of Anne, in which the literary notion of 
the author as originator merged with Locke’s economic theory of possessive individualism to produce the legal construct of 
the author as proprietor.13 The influence of this individualistic and proprietary understanding of authorship on the framers is 
evident in Federalist 43, in which James Madison approvingly invoked the English copyright system and its support for 
personal ownership of creative and inventive works.14 Madison appears to have thought it self-evident that England’s 
recognition of individual rights in authors and inventors was logically sound, publicly beneficial, and therefore worth 
replicating.15 From 1790, the year in which Congress enacted the first copyright statute, the defining question of U.S. 
copyright law has been how far the Constitution permits Congress to go in protecting the “Writings” of “Authors.” In early 
cases testing the constitutional limits of the Congressional power, that question tended to decompose into two separate but 
related constitutional inquiries: Who can be counted as an author, and what can be counted as a writing? 
  
*9 Since the days of the Trade-Mark Cases,16 when works covered by the Copyright Act were expressly limited to specific 
categories,17 courts have liberally construed both terms. In doing so, they have consistently formulated the threshold 
requirements for authorship in terms of mind and intellect. For example, the Supreme Court in the Trade-Mark Cases limited 
“writings” to “only such as are original, and are founded in the creative powers of the mind.”18 Unlike the symbols that can 
constitute trademarks, the Court explained, works eligible for copyright protection are limited to “the fruits of intellectual 
labor” and “depend upon work of the brain.”19 
  
*10 In Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, the Court considered the constitutionality of extending copyright protection 
to photographs, which were, to a certain way of thinking, purely mechanical reproductions of their subjects, lacking the 
requisites of originality and creativity established in the Trade-Mark Cases.20 Burrow-Giles argued in the case that Napoleon 
Sarony’s photograph of Oscar Wilde was neither a writing nor the production of an author--an argument to which the Court, 
inclined to give both terms a broad meaning, was unreceptive.21 The Court defined authorship and copyright in broadly 
humanistic terms, citing the Framers’ reliance on English law: an author is “he to whom anything owes it origin; originator; 
maker; one who completes a work of science or literature;” copyright is “the exclusive right of a man to the production of his 
own genius or intellect.”22 Authorship could also be understood, the Court concluded, in terms of causation: the author is “the 
cause of the picture” and “the man who ... gives effect to the idea, fancy, or imagination.”23 The camera took the photo, but 
the composition originated with the person behind the camera.24 As the originator of the photograph, the motive force without 
which it could not have come into existence, the photographer was held to be an author for copyright purposes, regardless of 
his reliance on a machine.25 
  
*11 According to the Court’s reasoning in Burrow-Giles, the machine taking the picture mediated but neither negated nor 
co-opted the process of artistic production, which could be traced quite directly back to the governing consciousness and 
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sensibility of the photographer, the person behind the lens who posed the subject just so and altered the lighting just so.26 The 
camera functioned merely as an instrument, a means to the end of realizing the human operator’s creative vision, which is the 
basis for copyright in the resulting photograph.27 The Court in Burrow-Giles expressly declined to decide whether unstaged 
photographs lacking visible signs of active human intervention in their composition could properly be regarded as having 
been authored for copyright purposes, but it suggested in dicta that they could not.28 This dicta laid the groundwork for a 
dichotomy between creative and mechanical labor that appears frequently in later cases, both those that actually involve 
machine-mediated cultural production and those that do not.29 It also helped to establish a tacit, powerful, and persistent 
assumption in the law of copyrights that automation is antithetical to authorship. 
  
*12 In Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co.,30 the Court augmented its early jurisprudence of authorship, but departed 
from the developing focus on creativity and genius. Writing for the Court, Justice Holmes offered a conception of authorship 
grounded in the inherent uniqueness of human personality: “The copy is the personal reaction of an individual upon nature. 
Personality always contains something unique .... something irreducible, which is one man’s alone. That something he may 
copyright.”31 Even as this more modest conception of authorship-as-personality dispenses with the language of genius and 
intellect, it reinforces the individualization of authorship and the human element on which the court insisted in Burrow-Giles. 
From Burrow-Giles to Bleistein, one can trace an evolution--or, perhaps, devolution--in the legal construction of authorship 
from genius or artistry to mere personality. Concomitant with this (d)evolution is a retreat from the proposition that judges 
deciding copyright cases are called upon to make aesthetic judgments about the works in question.32 
  
*13 By opening up the world of copyrights to lowly advertising posters--work that “attracts the crowd”--the Court in 
Bleistein established that originality for copyright purposes does not require a relationship to the fine arts or high culture; it 
requires only the imprint, however humble, of an individual personality. This democratizing recalibration of the originality 
standard marks the jurisprudential moment at which copyright protection became virtually guaranteed for any work produced 
by a human hand, regardless of its perceived creativity or aesthetic merit.33 
  
*14 In later cases applying Bleistein, including the Second Circuit’s decision in Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, Inc. 
and the Eighth Circuit’s in Anshel v. Puritan Pharmaceutical Co., the standard for originality in copyright law reached a low 
watermark: “The artistic work must be ‘original,’ but this means no more than that the work must not be copied from another 
artistic work of the same character.”34 In Bell, the court held that “original” for copyright purposes does not mean “startling, 
novel or unusual, a marked departure from the past.”35 A creative standard that high is reserved, the court said, for patent 
law.36 “Original” in copyright law means only that “the particular work ‘owes it origin’ to the ‘author.”’37 On this reading, 
“original” is more a designation of source than it is a metric of creativity. 
  
*15 Notably absent from these post-Bleistein decisions are words like “genius,” “intellect,” “fancy,” and “imagination,” 
which functioned as synonyms for authorship in Burrow-Giles. Further divorcing the concepts of originality and authorship 
from the notion of purposive creativity, the court in Bell held that even unintentional or accidental variations (e.g., “a shock 
caused by a clap of thunder”) may be claimed by an author as his or her own, as long as those variations are more than 
merely trivial.38 Sidestepping the usual talk of genius and imagination, these cases avoid the focus on creative intention that 
was well established in the earlier case law. 
  
*16 Other courts, however, continued to insist on something more than independent creation to justify copyright. In 
Baltimore Orioles, Inc. v. Major League Baseball Players Association,39 the Seventh Circuit sought to clarify that originality 
qua lack of copying is not sufficient to make a work an “original work of authorship” for copyright purposes: 

It is important to distinguish among three separate concepts--originality, creativity, and novelty. A work is 
original if it is the independent creation of its author. A work is creative if it embodies some modest amount of 
intellectual labor. A work is novel if it differs from existing works in some relevant respect. For a work to be 
copyrightable, it must be original and creative, but need not be novel. (Thus, in contrast to patent law, a work 
that is independently produced by two separate authors may be copyrighted by both.) ... Although the 
requirements of independent creation and intellectual labor both flow from the constitutional prerequisite of 
authorship and the statutory reference to original works of authorship, courts often engender confusion by 
referring to both concepts by the term “originality.” For the sake of clarity, we shall use “originality” to mean 
independent authorship and “creativity” to denote intellectual labor.40 

*17 The Seventh Circuit here echoes Bell’s conclusion that novelty in the patent sense is not required in copyright law; 
however, the court pointedly teases apart the concepts of originality and creativity, thus departing from Bell’s unitary focus 
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on originality and its conflation of two discrete constitutional requirements into a single criterion. 
  
  
  
*18 The task of giving more definite shape to the nebulous (and nebulously related) concepts of authorship, creativity, and 
originality fell ultimately to the Supreme Court in Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co.41 In Feist, the Court 
was asked to decide whether the white pages of a telephone directory were an “original work of authorship” for statutory 
purposes. By this time, creativity had come to occupy an uncertain place in the copyright inquiry. Did it matter at all in the 
analysis? If so, what did it mean? Helpfully, the Court in Feist answered the first question in the affirmative: “As a 
constitutional matter, copyright protects only those constituent elements of a work that possess more than a de minimis 
quantum of creativity.”42 Unhelpfully, however, the Court was less than forthcoming on the second question. Readers of the 
opinion are left to cobble together a definition of creativity from the Court’s scattered observations about Rural’s authorial 
failings. For example, the opinion tells us that Rural’s alphabetizing the surnames of its subscribers could not sustain a 
copyright because that method of selecting and organizing information “could not be more obvious.”43 Additionally, the 
Court said, the organization of Rural’s white pages was “garden-variety,” “entirely typical,” “firmly rooted in tradition,” and 
“commonplace.”44 From these statements, one might infer that obviousness is fatal to statutory protection, much as it is in 
patent law, but the Court says elsewhere in the opinion that the “spark of creativity” required for copyright can actually be 
“crude, humble or obvious.”45 
  
*19 In other places in the opinion, the Court’s guidance about the meaning of creativity seems equally equivocal, and the 
concepts of originality and creativity--which the Seventh Circuit in Baltimore Orioles was at pains to keep distinct--are 
conflated: “As mentioned, originality is not a stringent standard; it does not require that facts be presented in an innovative or 
surprising way. It is equally true, however, that the selection and arrangement of facts cannot be so mechanical or routine as 
to require no creativity whatsoever.”46 Such statements, which are concerned more with what creativity is not than with what 
it is, make it virtually impossible to discern from Feist where on the spectrum between the surprising and the routine to locate 
the break between eligible and ineligible subject matter. Given the logic of the opinion, the line must certainly be drawn 
much closer to routine than to surprise, but how close it can get to routine before the necessary “spark of creativity” is 
extinguished is anyone’s guess. Feist’s unequivocal rejection of the routine and the mechanical does, however, implicitly 
place the work that machines do beyond the copyright pale, reinforcing the longstanding assumption from Burrow-Giles that 
purely mechanical labor is per se not creative. 
  
*20 Perhaps the least equivocal statement Feist makes about the nature of creativity comes in the form of a quote from 
Burrow-Giles: “[A]n author who claims infringement must prove ‘the existence of ... intellectual production, of thought, and 
conception.”’47 The Court’s invocation of intellectual labor, harking back to the Trade-Mark Cases, logically grounds Feist’s 
repudiation of cases holding that “sweat of the brow” or “industrious collection” will sustain a copyright.48 It is thus not 
enough, contrary to Bell, for a work to be original only in the sense that is was not copied from another work. The Court 
makes at least that much clear by casting creativity as a necessary (even if ultimately ineffable) component of originality.49 
The quote from Burrow-Giles implies, too, that creativity must be purposive or intentional; it can’t be accidental or externally 
motivated, like the Bell court’s hypothetical clap of thunder. Beyond these indistinct outlines, however, Feist does not 
provide much guidance concerning the shape of copyright’s creativity requirement. It may be that after Feist creativity has 
become to copyright law what obscenity is to First Amendment law: hard to define, but putatively easy to recognize.50 
  
*21 Copyright scholars have been nearly uniformly critical of the Court’s failure in Feist to give any real content to the 
creativity requirement. Leo Raskind has written of Feist’s devaluation of the authorship component of the copyright analysis 
and of the opinion’s undue focus on the requirement of originality.51 Diane Lenheer Zimmerman faults the Court for failing to 
articulate an originality standard with any teeth, even as it demands something more of copyright claimants than sweat of the 
brow.52 Michael Madison argues that copyright’s creativity standard has become so empty after Feist, and excludes so little as 
a practical matter, that it would be more productive to put it to one side, focusing instead on copyright as a mechanism for 
producing and disseminating knowledge.53 Asserting that “creativity has exhausted itself conceptually” as an anchor for 
copyright law, Madison advocates the re-conceptualization of copyright as “knowledge law.”54 Such a wholesale shift in 
perspective has the potential to redirect the conversation about the purpose and scope of copyright out of the creativity 
cul-de-sac in which Feist has trapped it.55 At the end of the day, however, creativity after Feist is (quite unworkably) both the 
sine qua non and the je ne sais quoi of copyright; the opinion makes it all but impossible for courts and advocates to 
maneuver around it. 
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II. THE QUESTION OF COMPUTATIONAL CREATIVITY 

A. Theorizing Computational Creativity 

*22 Given copyright law’s abortive attempt to produce a workable definition of creativity, it should surprise no one that the 
project has been equally vexed in the fields of artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology. Among researchers in these 
fields, it is an open and contentious debate whether computers will ever be creative in the sense that humans are 
creative--whatever that sense is.56 The answer, of course, depends almost entirely on how creativity is defined, and there is 
certainly no dearth of competing definitions.57 If creativity is defined in terms of human consciousness--as it is, always at 
least implicitly, in much of the copyright case law surveyed in the preceding section--then machines ex vi termini will never 
be able to achieve it, no matter how sophisticated they become.58 AI skeptics are fond of quoting Ada Lovelace, who, in 1843, 
cautioned against overoptimism about the potential of Charles Babbage’s proposed Analytical Engine: 

It is desirable to guard against the possibility of exaggerated ideas that might arise as to the powers of the 
Analytical Engine. The Analytical Engine has no pretensions whatever to originate anything. It can do (only) 
whatever we know how to order it to perform.59 

*23 Notwithstanding its age and the technological advances that have occurred since its utterance, Lovelace’s critique 
remains credible. Even though today’s computers are exponentially more powerful than their early ancestors in terms of 
memory and processing, they still rely on humans in the first instance to dictate the rules according to which they perform. 
Like the photographer standing behind the camera, an intelligent programmer or team of programmers stands behind every 
artificially intelligent machine. People create the rules, and machines obediently follow them--doing, in Lovelace’s words, 
only whatever we order them to perform, and nothing more. Lovelace’s quote also suggests that it is the rule-bound, 
deterministic nature of computer behavior that forecloses the possibility of machine creativity. Her logic implies that 
creativity lies in the ability to do the unpredictable, to deviate from or defy rules, to break from the routine. 
  
  
  
*24 One response to Lovelace’s argument is that computers can, in fact, be programmed to produce unexpected results by 
incorporating elements of randomness into their processing.60 If we take unpredictability as a proxy for creativity, we can 
make machines creative by ordering them to behave unpredictably in some of the choices they are coded to make.61 “The true 
literature machine,” said the avant-garde novelist Italo Calvino, “will be one that itself feels the need to produce disorder, as a 
reaction against its preceding production of order: a machine that will produce avant-garde work to free its circuits when they 
are choked with too long a production of classicism.”62 For those committed to the belief that creativity requires human 
consciousness, however, simply making machines do things that we associate with creativity (e.g., producing disorder or 
breaking rules) will never be enough to make machines truly creative.63 Computational creativity, in this view, can never be 
anything more than an oxymoron, and no proxy for creativity can ever stand in for the “real” thing.64 
  
*25 A more provocative response to Lovelace is that the human brain is something of a machine in its own right--a “meat 
machine,” to borrow an eloquent phrase from the AI pioneer Marvin Minsky.65 The suggestion is heresy for some.66 So, too, is 
Calvino’s conclusion that “writers, as they have always been up to now, are already writing machines,” processing existing 
works, extrapolating rules from their examples, and then applying those rules to the task of composition.67 How is it really 
plausible, the skeptics wonder, that human creativity could itself be computational or algorithmic?68 Avant-gardists like 
Calvino raise the possibility that humans and machines, if we consider the rulebound nature of their respective outputs and 
the pre-existing models they are wont to emulate, are really not as different as we are conditioned to believe.69 Calvino 
belonged to a still-extant experimental writing group known as Oulipo, an acronym for Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle 
(Workshop for Potential Literature).70 

Oulipo was founded in 1960 by novelist/mathematician Raymond Queneau and poet/chess master Francois Le 
Lionnais to explore the possibilities of incorporating mathematical structures into literary creation ... [O]ulipian 
invention provides a rigorous investigation of the program as a generative agent in literary work, and its 
methods provide a useful reference point for considering algorithmic generation of poetry.71 

*26 The Oulipian method of writing requires writers to compose under self-imposed external constraints, often based on 
mathematical equations.72 Probably the most well known Oulipian work is Georges Perec’s La disparition (translated as The 
Void), a full-length detective novel written entirely without the letter “e.”73 The chapters of another of Perec’s novels, La Vie 
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mode d’emploi (translated as Life: A User’s Manual), are plotted within the layout of an apartment building in Paris to 
emulate a knight’s tour of a chessboard.74 By creating new literary works within these rigid constraints, Oulipians bring to the 
fore the dialectical relationship between rules and innovation, determinism and choice that is inherent in all processes of 
cultural production. Since the founding of Oulipo, similar workshops have come into being to explore human-mediated 
algorithmic production in the domains of painting (Oupeinpo) and music (Oumupo), for example.75 In the musical realm, 
composers throughout history--long before the founding of Oulipo and its offshoots--experimented with algorithmic 
composition, “buil[ding] stylistic models from constraints, preferences, and procedural descriptions of the act of making a 
composition.”76 Schoenberg is a famous example; he sometimes required of his compositions that they use the full range of 
the chromatic scale, and at other times, he avoided or mandated repetition of certain notes or strings of notes.77 Perhaps not 
surprisingly, given the extent to which algorithmic methods of composition undermine the notion of romantic authorship and 
the model of creativity on which it is predicated, critics of Oulipo express fear that the movement and its tenets reduce writers 
to the role of the machine, unmooring the creative process from the aesthetic intention that makes it meaningful and 
worthwhile.78 
  
  
  
*27 Oulipo’s embrace of rules and constraints, however, can productively be understood as a means of making a virtue of 
necessity; it isn’t as if writers (or any other kind of artist, for that matter) can ever really break free of rules--of grammar, of 
syntax, of diction, etc.79 Calvino recognized the impossibility of producing work that is completely original, that breaks 
completely with existing codes and canons; his embrace of “radical formalism”80 constitutes an acknowledgement that all 
cultural production is inherently derivative and algorithmic.81 By Calvino’s logic, if there is a difference in the apparent 
rulishness of human and machine outputs, it can only be a difference in degree; as a qualitative matter, computers are as 
capable (or incapable) of originating things (i.e., of breaking rules) as people are.82 As Margaret Boden puts it, “[p]eople often 
think that talk of ‘rules’ and ‘constraints’--especially in the context of computer programs--must be irrelevant to creativity, 
which is an expression of human freedom. But far from being the antithesis of creativity, constraints on thinking are what 
make it possible.”83 Without rules, in other words, there can be no creativity--in humans or machines. Alison James makes a 
similar point in defense of Oulipian methods, arguing that “the strength of Oulipian writing lies precisely in the negotiation of 
the tension between the mechanical and the human, or between the arbitrary, external constraint, and inner poetic necessity.” 
  
*28 Calvino’s figure of the author as a writing machine is about as radical a deconstruction of the figure of the romantic 
author as a good post-modernist could wish for, and it is arguably one whose time has come in the discourse on copyright 
law. Jaszi and others have critiqued the ways in which the individualization of the author elides the collective nature of 
creativity.84 Perhaps the time has come to extend the critique of romantic authorship to the ways in which the implicit 
humanization of the author figure prevents us from confronting openly both the rulish nature of human creativity and the 
potential unruliness of machine production. Copyright law has come to require so little in the way of creativity from human 
authors that it is worth asking whether it makes sense to require more of machines, particularly in instances where it is 
impossible to tell whether the work in question was produced manually by a person or procedurally by generative computer 
code. 
  
*29 For their part, AI researchers tend to prefer running code to running philosophical debates, so they put their stock in 
operational definitions of creativity.85 Boden, whose work in the field of computational creativity has been enormously 
influential across the disciplines of art, psychology, and computer science, defines creativity as “the ability to generate novel, 
and valuable ideas.”86 With respect to the novelty of creative ideas, she distinguishes between two levels or senses of 
creativity: psychological creativity (P-creativity), which entails the production of novel ideas that are novel for the individual 
mind that produced them but not novel in absolute terms, and historical creativity (Hcreativity), which entails the production 
of ideas that are novel for the whole of human history.87 “Hcreativity is the more glamorous notion,” Boden asserts, “and is 
what people usually have in mind when they speak of ‘real’ creativity.”88 
  
*30 Boden’s bi-partite framework for creativity maps fairly neatly onto existing creativity standards in intellectual property 
law: H-creativity aligns with the standard of novelty in patent law, which has as its point of reference the state of the art 
rather than the state of an individual inventor’s mind.89 Pcreativity, which focuses on the newness of an idea relative only to 
the person thinking it and not to society or history as a whole, aligns with the originality standard in copyright law and with 
copyright law’s requirement of independent creation as opposed to absolute novelty.90 A work can still be considered original 
under copyright law even if another person has already created it, as long as the second work is not copied from the first.91 By 
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contrast, the work of a second-comer under patent law could not be considered novel, because the patent system requires 
novelty in absolute terms.92 
  
*31 Like Boden, Roger Schank and Christopher Owens define creativity in terms of novelty and the specific cognitive skills 
required to produce it.93 For them, a creative solution to a problem is “one that uses an object, technique, or tool in a useful 
and previously undiscovered way.”94 In trying to design software whose output meets the more rigorous standard of novelty 
associated with patent law, AI researchers like Schank and Owens have set a higher bar for their machines than the Supreme 
Court in Feist set for human authors. And the evidence is already in that generative software can be H-creative when it comes 
to solving engineering problems; John Koza’s apparatus for improved general-purpose PID and non-PID controllers, a 
control component that can be found in everything from thermostats to automotive cruise control systems, is both the product 
of a generative computer program and the subject of an issued patent.95 Koza played no direct role at all in the component’s 
design.96 Instead, he designed a program into which he input the constraints he needed the component to satisfy.97 The 
software took it from there.98 
  
*32 Bracketing abstract questions about the essence of creativity, AI researchers focus instead on building machines that pass 
for creative, software machines like Koza’s whose autonomously produced output can be readily (mis)taken for the product 
of human creativity and ingenuity.99 In various artistic domains, including literature, drawing, and music, programmers over 
the years have achieved substantial success in this regard--a prospect that the writer Roald Dahl foresaw in the 1950s with a 
mix of dread and bemusement.100 
  

B. Imagining Computational Creativity 

*33 The protagonist of Dahl’s 1954 short story “The Great Automatic Grammatizator” is a diffident young engineer named 
Adolph Knipe, who, as the story opens, has just played a pivotal role in the invention of a “great automatic computing 
engine” for the government.101 Following his success with the project, Knipe, an aspiring (but terrible) writer of fiction, 
becomes obsessed with the prospect of harnessing the technology embodied in the new machine to overcome his reluctant 
muse and massproduce works of literature.102 Although he is at first troubled by “the old truth that a machine, however 
ingenious, is incapable of original thought,”103 he concludes that the rule-bound nature of the English grammar and the 
computing engine’s prodigious memory can be effectively exploited to compensate for its lack of inspiration: “Give it the 
verbs, the nouns, the adjectives, the pronouns, store them into the memory section as vocabulary, and arrange to have them 
extracted as required. Then feed it with plots and leave it to write the sentences.”104 Moreover, Knipe discovers as his vision 
comes to fruition that through “an adjustable coordinator between the ‘plot-memory’ section and the ‘word memory’ 
section,” he can produce stories in any style he wants, “simply by pressing the required button.”105 
  
*34 By the end of a few months of tinkering, Knipe has a working prototype covered in buttons, dials, and levers--an 
ungainly contraption that Dahl describes as looking like an elaborately instrumented airplane cockpit.106 By the story’s end, 
Knipe has perfectly calibrated his literary machine to produce an endless supply of stories and novels to feed the reading 
public’s insatiable appetite for formulaic fiction.107 Leveraging technology to overcome his writer’s block, our (anti-) hero 
corners the market on magazine fiction and thereby consigns to poverty and oblivion principled writers with the courage to 
resist “the machine.”108 
  
*35 On one level, Dahl’s dystopian vision of a literary market saturated by machine-authored drivel registers a moment of 
historical anxiety within the creative class about the evolution of computing and its potential impact on the artistic 
enterprise.109 The story can as easily be read, however, as a satire on contemporary popular magazine editors and their 
uninspired approach to evaluating and selecting human-authored fiction. If it was true for Dahl in 1954 that authors should 
fear “the machine,” it was also apparently true in 1954 that the machine had already arrived--in the very human form of 
commoditizing editors pandering to the reading public’s lowest common denominator. While it would surely be a stretch to 
suggest that Dahl and Calvino were fellow travelers in the literary avant-garde, each clearly accepted some version of the 
proposition that all writers to a greater or lesser degree are compelled by the circumstances of literary production to be 
algorithmically creative. 
  

C. Coding Computational Creativity 
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*36 In 2003, not quite 50 years after Dahl gave the world Adolph Knipe and his infernal machine, Raymond Kurzweil was 
granted United States Patent No. 6,647,395 for a “computer-implemented method of generating a poet personality including 
reading poems, ... generating analysis models, ... and storing the analysis models in a personality data structure.”110 
Kurzweil’s invention, which he dubbed the Cybernetic Poet, is designed to be used either as a “poet’s assistant” or as an 
automatic poetry generator.111 The program is “provided with an input file of poems written by a human author or authors. It 
analyzes these poems and creates a word-sequence model based on the poems it has just read. It then writes original stanzas 
of poetry using the model it has created.”112 The resulting stanzas, according to the patent’s written description, “will have a 
similar style to the poem(s) originally analyzed and contained in the author analysis model, but will be original poetry 
generated by the process.”113 An example of the Cybernetic Poet’s work is a haiku called “Moon Child,” written in the style 
of the poet Kathleen Francis Wheeler: “Crazy moon child/ Hide from your coffin/To spite your doom.”114 
  
*37 To test the bona fides of his procedurally generated poems, Kurzweil designed and executed a domain-specific Turing 
Test,115 in which he had 16 people--a combination of children and adults--attempt to identify the origin of 28 different stanzas 
of poetry, among which were stanzas written by the Cybernetic Poet, stanzas written by Kurzweil himself, and stanzas 
written by the poets whose styles the program emulates.116The 13 adult judges, who had varying degrees of computer and 
poetry experience and knowledge, were able to correctly identify the source of the poetry an average of 63 percent of the 
time--only slightly better than the level of chance.117 The three children judges were correct an average of 48 percent of the 
time--about the level of chance.118 If the computer output had been readily identifiable as such, the judges would have been 
able to do a better job of differentiating between the two sources than they actually did, leading Kurzweil to conclude that his 
program achieved “some level of success” at imitating human artistry.119 Some of the stanzas written by the computer were 
particularly successful at fooling the judges.120 
  
*38 Kurzweil’s Cybernetic Poet is just one of several automatic literature-generating programs that appear in the AI 
literature.121 In Artificial Intelligence and Literary Creativity: Inside the Mind of BRUTUS, a Storytelling Machine, Selmer 
Bringsjord and David Ferrucci document their five-year project to code “by hook or by crook, a system that qualifies, in 
‘Turing Testish’ terms, as a genuinely creative agent”--a “silicon author able to generate stories that would be regarded as 
creative, even if these stories are well below what a muse-inspired member of Homo sapiens sapiens can muster.”122 In 
designing BRUTUS, Bringsjord and Ferrucci sought to imbue the program with wide variability across the various 
dimensions over which a short story can vary: plot, character, setting, themes, writing style, and imagery. They began from 
the premise that sophisticated or “belletristic fiction,”123 exhibits a high degree of variability across these various dimensions, 
whereas formulaic fiction (e.g., genre fiction like romance and mystery novels) exhibits a low degree of variability. In order 
to ensure variability, they set out to produce a generator with architectural differentiation, so that “for each substantive aspect 
of the story that can vary, there [would be] a corresponding distinct component of the technical architecture that [could] be 
parameterized to achieve different results.”124 
  
*39 Bringsjord and Ferrucci named their silicon author BRUTUS because the first theme with which they experimented was 
betrayal. The first setting they coded for BRUTUS was the university. By the end of their project, BRUTUS had produced, 
among other variants on the same theme, the following story: 

Dave Striver loved the university--at least most of the time. Every now and then, without warning, a wave of ... 
well, it was true: a wave of hatred rose up and flowed like molten blood through every cell in his body. This 
hatred would be directed at the ghostly gatekeepers. But most of the time Striver loved--the ivy-covered clock 
towers, the ancient and sturdy brick, and the sun-splashed verdant greens and eager youth who learned 
alongside him. He also loved the fact that the university is free of the stark unforgiving trials of the business 
world--only this isn’t a fact: academia his [sic] its own tests, and some are as merciless as any in the 
marketplace. A prime example is the dissertation defense: to earn the PhD, to become a doctor, one must pass 
an oral examination on one’s dissertation. 

  

Dave wanted desperately to be a doctor. He had been working toward this end through six years of graduate 
school. In the end, he needed the signatures of three people on the first page of his dissertation, the priceless 
inscriptions which, together, would certify that he had passed his defense. One of the signatures had to come 
from Professor Hart. 
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Well before the defense, Striver gave Hart a penultimate copy of his thesis. Hart read it and told Striver that it 
was absolutely first-rate, and that he would gladly sign it at the defense. They shook hand in Hart’s book-lined 
office. Hart’s eyes were bright and trustful, and his bearing paternal. 

  

“See you at 3 p.m. on the tenth, then, Dave!” Hart said. 

  

At the defense, Dave eloquently summarized Chapter 3 of his dissertation. His plan had been to do the same for 
Chapter 4, and then wrap things up, but now he wasn’t sure. The pallid faces before him seemed suddenly 
nauseating. What was he doing? 

  

One of these pallid automata had an arm raised. 

  

“What?” Striver snapped. 

  

Striver watched ghosts look at each other. A pause. 

  

Then Professor Teer spoke: “I’m puzzled as to why you prefer not to use the wellknown alpha-beta minimax 
algorithm for your search?” 

  

Why had he thought so earnestly about inane questions like this in the past? Striver said nothing. His nausea 
grew. Contempt, fiery and uncontrollable, rose up. 

  

“Dave?” Professor Hart prodded, softly. 

  

God, they were pitiful. Pitiful, pallid, and puny. 

  

“Dave, did you hear the question?” 

  

Later, Striver sat alone in his appartment [sic]. What in God’s name had he done? 

*40 Although Bringsjord and Ferrucci did not report having subjected BRUTUS’ final output to a Turing-like Test, it seems 
more than plausible that BRUTUS would have passed with flying colors. The two concluded, nonetheless, that BRUTUS 
exhibited only “weak creativity,” a concept they define expressly in terms of Boden’s concept of P-creativity.125 Furthermore, 
when they describe BRUTUS as an author, they always put the term in scare quotes, because they believe, following 
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Lovelace, that BRUTUS can’t originate anything: “He is capable of generating [stories] because two humans spent years 
figuring out how to formalize a generative capacity sufficient to produce ... stories, and they then [were] able to implement 
part of this formalization so as to have a computer produce such prose.”126 Bringsjord and Ferrucci were ultimately 
disappointed at the end of their project that BRUTUS, at least in its first incarnation, ended up producing only “decent short 
short stories” as opposed to “belletristic fiction.”127 Doubtless, however, there are plenty of humans who could not have 
produced a story of betrayal as nuanced as BRUTUS’ story of Dave’s deflating dissertation defense. 
  
  
  

III. ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT AUTHORS: TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS OR OXYMORON? 

*41 Of course, BRUTUS did originate its stories in the copyright sense that the stories were not copied from any existing 
literary works. The same is true of the poems generated by the Cybernetic Poet, which actually incorporates a software 
module that prevents plagiarism by rejecting sequences of more than three consecutive words that appear in any of the 
original poems used by the program to generate analysis models for particular poet personalities.128 Moreover, to the extent 
that the “modicum of creativity” Feist requires is no more than Boden’s construct of weak or P-creativity, then BRUTUS’ 
“decent short short stories,” while they may not be award winners, are arguably as creative as copyright law requires.129 The 
question that logically follows is whether the automated Pcreativity of which story- and poem-generators like BRUTUS and 
the Cybernetic Poet are capable is sufficient to satisfy Feist, given the Court’s rejection in Feist of mechanical, routine 
production and the historical emphasis in copyright cases on intellectual labor as a criterion for authorship. Put another way, 
the question is whether computers can only ever be authors in the scare-quoted sense and not Authors in the constitutional 
sense. 
  
*42 Although the proposition that procedurally generated artworks are copyrightable has not been tested in the case law, 
cases involving claims of non-human authorship have arisen over the years in the curious context of automatic writing. 
Automatic writing, also called psychography, is a technique for channeling messages from the spirit world that is commonly 
associated with the Spiritist movement founded by Allan Kardec in nineteenth-century France.130 The person who actually 
produces psychographic writing claims to act only as an amanuensis for a disembodied spirit or consciousness.131 In disputes 
over ownership of the rights in psychographic works, the questions that arise are essentially the same as those that arise in 
cases involving works created by generative software programs: To what or whom do these works owe their origin? Does 
copyright subsist in them? If so, to whom does it belong? To the extent that more than one party played a role in bringing 
these works to the public, do the parties share authorship? If so, what if one of those parties is not a legal person? 
  
*43 Cummins v. Bond, an English case from 1927, involved a dispute over the copyright in a psychographic work called 
“The Chronicle of Cleophas,” which purportedly recounted the acts and teachings of the Apostles.132 The plaintiff in the case 
was a journalist by profession who acted in her spare time as a spiritualist medium at séances and as a practitioner of 
automatic writing.133 The work in question “was written at high speed under the alleged influence of an external psychic 
agent, and in archaistic language without stops, and not in the ordinary handwriting of the plaintiff.”134 The defendant was an 
architect and automatic writing enthusiast to whom the plaintiff gave the manuscript to organize and edit, with the 
expectation that he would return it to her when he was finished.135 When the defendant refused to return the original copy of 
the work to the plaintiff (and published several excerpts from it), the plaintiff sued for an injunction, claiming copyright in 
the work.136 The defendant challenged the validity of the copyright, arguing that the work was “wholly communicated in 
substance and form by a psychic agent” and, therefore, “not an original literary work in which copyright could subsist.”137 
  
*44 The court decided the case in favor of the plaintiff, on the basis that she actively cooperated in translating the spirit’s 
words into a comprehensible language.138 The court also found it significant that the entire manuscript was physically written 
by her alone, none of it having been dictated by the defendant or any other living person.139 While the court somewhat 
cheekily raised the possibility that the plaintiff and the spirit of Cleophas “ought to be regarded as joint authors and owners of 
the copyright,” the judge was ultimately unprepared to decide that “authorship and copyright rest with someone already 
domiciled on the other side of the inevitable river.”140 The matter had to be decided, the court concluded, as a purely terrestrial 
one, and rights to the work had to be vested in a terrestrial being.141 
  
*45 In a more recent case, Penguin Books U.S.A., Inc. v. New Christian Church of Full Endeavor, Ltd.,142 it was likewise 
decided that the rightful owner of the copyright in a psychographic work is the individual who acted as the spirit’s scrivener. 
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The work at issue, a new age religious text called “A Course in Miracles,” was committed to paper by a Columbia University 
psychology professor named Helen Schucman after a “Voice” (later identified as that of Jesus) ordered her to take notes in a 
process of “rapid inner dictation.”143 After taking the divine dictation, Professor Schucman enlisted a colleague to help her 
organize and edit the manuscript, which the two revised in several drafts.144 Both professors maintained that their personal 
preferences and concerns played no role in their editing decisions, all of which were purportedly guided and confirmed by the 
Voice.145 
  
*46 According to the professors’ version of the facts, the Voice gave legal advice in addition to spiritual guidance, instructing 
Professor Schucman to register the copyright in the Course, which was finding an audience much larger than she had 
anticipated.146 With respect to the registration, the Voice allegedly adamantly told Professor Schucman that “[her] name could 
not appear on the Course’s copyright page because Jesus had cautioned her against publicly associating her name with it, lest 
people confuse her role with his or the Holy Spirit’s.”147 According to one member of Schucman’s inner circle, Schucman and 
her colleagues inquired about registering the copyright to Jesus but were told that “a copyright could not be granted to a 
non-physical author.”148 In a compromise, the copyright registration listed the work’s author as “[Anonymous](Helen 
Schucman).”149 
  
*47 As to the validity of the copyright, the court held that there were two separate bases for concluding that the Course was 
copyrightable.150 First, even though the work was allegedly dictated by a non-human, Schucman made editorial choices of her 
own that were sufficient both to satisfy Feist’s low creativity standard and to make her the work’s author.151 Alternatively, the 
court held, citing Cummins, that “[a]s a matter of law, dictation from a non-human source should not be a bar to copyright,” 
regardless of whether the person taking the dictation can be found to have exercised any independent editorial judgment in 
the process of recording the work.152 
  
*48 In the handful of cases involving psychographic works, courts have consistently recognized the existence of copyright, 
despite assertions by litigants that the works are of non-human, supernatural origin.153 In response to the argument that such 
works are not copyrightable because they lack the necessary element of creativity required by Feist, the Ninth Circuit pointed 
out in Urantia Foundation v. Maaherra that “copyright laws ... do not expressly require ‘human’ authorship.”154 In Urantia 
Foundation and the other automatic writing cases, despite the fact that human authorship is altogether disavowed by the 
parties claiming copyrights, courts have found a sufficient nexus to human creativity to sustain copyright.155 
  
*49 With respect to the question of copyright in procedurally generated artworks, the automatic writing cases suggest that 
such works should be regarded as copyrightable, despite their non-human genesis, because they have a sufficient nexus to 
human creativity. Because copyright law does not expressly require human authorship, artificially intelligent computer 
programs that autonomously generate art need not be relegated for copyright purposes to scare-quoted authorship; their works 
can be regarded as proper “works of authorship” under § 102 of the Copyright Act by virtue of their nexus to human 
creativity. 
  

IV. PROTECTING WORKS OF ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT AUTHORSHIP 

A. If Copyright, Then Whose Copyright? 

*50 On the question of who should be held to own the copyright in procedurally generated works, the automatic writing cases 
are somewhat less helpful. In those cases, courts have consistently taken the pragmatic approach of attributing authorship for 
copyright purposes to the person who held the pen and did the actual writing. With procedurally generated artwork, however, 
there is no one holding the proverbial pen. Whereas automatic writing proximately involves human endeavor (i.e., the output 
in question is human-generated), procedurally generated art does not (i.e., the output is machine-generated). The procedurally 
generated work’s relationship to a human creative agent is more mediated, more attenuated. The author of a procedurally 
generated artwork is, for all intents and purposes, another copyrighted work--a literary work in the form of a computer 
program. Human creativity is necessary for the production of the work, but the human creative agent is not the author of the 
work in the traditional sense. Nor is generative software an author’s tool in the traditional sense; unlike a pen or a paintbrush, 
or even a camera, generative software has a verbal or visual vocabulary of its own and the ability to compose a range of 
distinct works from that vocabulary by independently applying a system of rules.156 
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*51 The law as it is currently configured cannot vest ownership of the copyright in a procedurally generated work in the 
work’s author-in-fact, because the work’s author-in-fact--a generative software program--has no legal personhood.157 Intuition 
and the principle of transitivity both suggest that the programmer of generative software is the logical owner of the copyright 
in the works generated by his or her software. He or she is, after all, the author of the author of the works. As Randall Davis 
wrote of Harold Cohen, the artist and programmer responsible for AARON,158 a sophisticated generative drawing program 
whose output has hung in museums around the world: “He writes programs that draw pictures.”159 For Davis, “the ownership 
issues seem clear” when it comes to software-authored works, because “human action [is] inevitably at the core of the 
creative process” that leads to the production of such works.160 
  
*52 What may be clear intuitively or conceptually, however, is not necessarily clear doctrinally. From the point of view of 
the Copyright Act and the case law interpreting it, it is clear that the programmer of generative software owns the copyright 
in the software itself161 (e.g., that Harold Cohen owns the copyright in AARON or that Raymond Kurzweil owns the 
copyright--as well as a patent--in the Cybernetic Poet); it is less clear, however, that the programmer has any defined 
statutory claim to copyright in the works produced autonomously by the software, which, after all, functions all by itself, 
making individual compositional choices entirely independently.162 One could simply cut out the middle-machine and argue 
that Raymond Kurzweil “really” wrote the poems composed by the Cybernetic Poet or that Harold Cohen “really” painted the 
pictures composed by AARON, but to do so would miss something very important about the nature of these works and the 
process by which they are produced. Such statements are simply not true, even if they get us around the problem that 
copyright law is not currently structured to accommodate the particular authorship matrix of 
people-who-write-programs-that-make-art. 
  

B. A Bad Penny of a Question 

*53 As hard as it is to believe in retrospect, given what turned out to be the slow maturation of AI research, the Register of 
Copyrights identified the question of computer authorship as one of three “major problems” confronting the Copyright Office 
in 1965.163 According to the Register’s annual report that year, the “crucial question” to be answered with respect to works 
whose registrants present them as computer-authored is “whether the ‘work’ is basically one of human authorship, with the 
computer merely being an assisting instrument, or whether the traditional elements of authorship in the work ... were actually 
conceived and executed not by man but by a machine.”164 The Register offered no answer to this question, however, and the 
absence of references to the issue in subsequent annual reports suggests that the urgency of finding an answer abated. 
  
*54 When Congress created the National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) in 
1974, the looming problem of computer authorship was still no closer to being solved.165 Among the specific topics CONTU 
was asked to study was the creation of new works with computer assistance.166 With respect to the question of computer 
authorship, CONTU concluded in its Final Report that the development of an artificial intelligence capable of independently 
creating works was “too speculative to consider at this time.”167 The Final Report channeled Ada Lovelace’s critique of the 
Analytical Engine: 

[T]he Commission believes that there is no reasonable basis for considering that a computer in any way 
contributes authorship to a work produced through its use. The computer, like a camera or a typewriter, is an 
inert instrument, capable of functioning only when activated either directly or indirectly by a human. When so 
activated it is capable of doing only what it is directed to do in the way it is directed to perform.168 

*55 In its final recommendations to Congress, CONTU recommended that there be no change to the Copyright Act in 
consideration of new works produced through the application or intervention of automatic systems.169 
  
  
  
*56 The issue resurfaced in Congress in 1986--this time in a report issued by the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) to 
evaluate the intellectual property policy implications of rapid advances in computer networking and interactive computing.170 
Between the release of the CONTU report in 1976 and the OTA report in 1986, the PC revolution had begun,171 and new 
questions about property rights in computer-generated output were beginning to take shape.172 The OTA report was 
concerned, among other things, with questions of authorship and copyright ownership raised by new developments in 
interactive computing, including computer-mediated interactive storytelling, computer-aided design (CAD), interactive 
computer graphics and image-editing, and digital music sampling and editing.173 With these technologies, the report’s authors 
asserted, figuring out where the programmer’s expression ends and the user’s expression begins is a difficult task--a situation 
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that becomes all the more complicated when the program itself is coded to make expressive choices independently of 
programmer and user alike.174 
  
*57 Significantly, the authors of the OTA report questioned CONTU’s conclusion that computers were simply “inert tools of 
creation” that could not possibly contribute authorship to any work produced through their use.175 By 1986, computing had 
progressed beyond simple tasks like word processing, which the authors of the OTA report characterized as “‘transparent’ to 
the writer’s creativity.”176 The authors of the OTA report recognized a critical difference between word processors and 
programs that autonomously produce summaries of articles or rearrange existing musical works into new compositions.177 In 
such programs, the authors wrote, “creative activities ... fuse with machine intelligence,” and there is a “blurring of the 
distinction between the copyrighted work and its product.”178 What was clear to CONTU in 1976--that computer users should 
be regarded as the sole authors of works created using computers (and the sole owners of the copyrights in those works)--was 
much less clear to OTA only a decade later. 
  
*58 Disagreeing with CONTU, the OTA authors suggested that interactive computer programs might legitimately be 
considered co-authors of the output they produce.179 But co-authors with whom? The programmer? The user? Both? And 
what about authorship in works whose production is predominantly automated and non-interactive? Who is the author of 
those? Who owns the copyright in them? These were all wide open questions; however, on a list of priorities for policy 
intervention, the OTA ranked problems associated with computer authorship below other computer-related copyright 
problems (viz., enforcement, private use, functional works, and the international intellectual property system).180 Along with 
protecting the integrity of works in the digital environment, the report classified the issue of computer authorship as 
“important” but “less ripe [than others] for immediate action” by Congress.181 
  
*59 As is often the case with copyright and innovation, however, litigants force issues on which policymakers demur, leaving 
courts to decide whether and how to reconcile old law with new technology. In the early 1980s, disputes arose concerning 
copyrights in electronic video arcade games and their audiovisual displays.182 In these cases, which almost altogether eschew 
sustained legal analysis, a number of courts held that game displays are copyrightable by the owner of the copyright in the 
game program that generates the displays.183 Moreover, the courts said, it doesn’t matter whether the displays are generated 
autonomously by the machine during the game’s “attract” mode, or through the actions of a player during the game’s “play” 
mode.184 In either case, the display is copyrightable, and the copyright belongs solely to the owner of the copyright in the 
game code.185 
  
*60 These decisions, especially insofar as they address displays produced when games are operating all by themselves in 
“attract” mode, offer some clue as to how courts might decide cases involving works generated autonomously by programs 
like BRUTUS or the Cybernetic Poet. In all likelihood, courts would rely on the video game cases to hold that ownership of 
the copyright in generative code translates directly into ownership of the copyright in the works produced by it. 
  

C. Owning the Problem of Ownership: Authors-in-Fact vs. Authors-in-Law 

*61 Notwithstanding the decisions in the video game display cases, the Copyright Act in its current form actually contains no 
provision pursuant to which ownership of the copyright in a procedurally generated work vests in the programmer of the 
generative code that produced the work. Under section 201, copyright vests initially in the author or authors of the work.186 
Although procedurally generated works have a sufficient nexus to human creativity to make them copyrightable under the 
reasoning articulated in the psychographic writing cases, the programmer of generative code is not the author-in-fact of the 
works generated by the code.187 Harold Cohen doesn’t “use” AARON to paint in the same way that he would “use” a 
paintbrush to paint; AARON paints.188 But AARON and his ilk cannot own copyrights, and therein lies a problem. 
  
*62 One way to solve this problem of ownership would be to follow the video game display cases and imply an intuitively 
satisfying (but analytically loose) rule: people-who-write-programs-that-makeart are authors of the art their programs make. 
The solution is convenient, but it sidesteps complexities relating to authorship in the age of computing--complexities that 
policymakers should be prepared to confront as AI continues to evolve and its products become more widely 
commercialized. While it is tempting to collapse the distance between the coder and the output of generative code, doing so 
ignores both the machinic origin of procedurally generated works and their radically mediated relationship to human 
authorship and creativity. This is particularly true when the works in question can easily be mistaken for human output, and 
the temptation is therefore great to cut the corner and attribute them directly to a human agent.189 
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*63 Instead, we should consider how copyright law’s current provisions might be modified to explicitly address ownership of 
rights in AI authored works. The derivative work doctrine and the work made for hire doctrine are good points of entry for 
considering how (and in whom) ownership of the copyright in such works should vest. For reasons I will explain fully below, 
neither doctrine in its current form provides a perfect fit. Of the two, however, the work made for hire doctrine can be more 
easily modified without undue collateral expansion of the scope of copyrightable subject matter. The work made for hire 
doctrine also avoids the predicament of vesting rights in a machine--a problem the derivative work doctrine cannot get 
around. 
  
*64 The statutory definition of “derivative work” is expansive, encompassing any work “based upon one or more preexisting 
works” and any form in which a preexisting work is “recast, transformed, or adapted.”190 If a procedurally generated work can 
be said to be based upon or adapted from the generative code that produced it, then the work would appear to be classifiable 
as a derivative work of the code. As courts have interpreted the term, however, a derivative work must contain material taken 
from the preexisting work.191 Procedurally generated works do not meet this criterion, because they do not actually 
incorporate any of the code that produces them.192 They are not copied from the underlying code, and they are not 
substantially similar to the underlying code.193 Given the state of the case law, the only way to bring procedurally generated 
works within the scope of the derivative work right would be to expand the definition of derivative work to encompass works 
that do not borrow from the original work. Yet such an expansion in the scope of the derivative work right would be both 
practically unworkable and normatively undesirable.194 It is already difficult to limit the statute’s broad definition of the 
derivative work right, particularly in the digital environment; removing the requirement of actual borrowing would unduly 
exacerbate existing boundary problems, making a wider range of conduct actionable as infringement and potentially 
inhibiting creativity.195 
  
*65 In addition, treating procedurally generated works as derivative works would not solve the ownership problem because 
such a classification would not automatically make the owner of the copyright in the generative code the owner of the 
copyright in the procedurally generated work derived from it.196 To the extent that a derivative work is non-infringing and 
contains new creative material, the copyright in the new material belongs to the author of that material and not to the author 
of the original work.197 Because a procedurally generated work does not actually incorporate any existing material from the 
generative code that produced it, the copyright in such a work would be wholly owned by the work’s author (i.e., the 
generative code).198 There would be, in other words, no preexisting material in the new work to sustain a copyright claim by 
the author of the original work, leaving a non-legal person as the only copyright claimant. This is, of course, an untenable 
result. 
  
*66 The work made for hire doctrine is a more fitting framework within which to situate the problem of AI authorship 
because it represents an existing mechanism for directly vesting ownership of a copyright in a legal person who is not the 
author-in-fact of the work in question.199 Under the work made for hire doctrine, “the employer or other person for whom the 
work was prepared is considered the author.”200 While the video game display cases rely on sleight of hand (i.e., substituting 
the human author of the code for the machinic author of its output), the work made for hire doctrine acknowledges a 
disidentity between the author-in-fact (the employee or contractor) and the author-in-law (the employer or other person for 
whom the work was made).201 The doctrine is a legal fiction that effectuates a policy choice to bypass the author-in-fact to 
vest copyright elsewhere.202 With respect to works of AI authorship, treating the programmer like an employer--as the 
author-in-law of a work made by another--would avoid the problem of vesting rights in a machine and ascribing to a machine 
the ability to respond to copyright’s incentives.203 It would also avoid the expedient logic that conflates the author’s author 
(i.e., the programmer) with the actual author (i.e., the generative program). 
  
*67 Some common law jurisdictions outside the United States have adopted a similar approach to protecting 
computer-authored works. For example, the law of the United Kingdom makes express provision for copyright in 
computer-generated works, which are defined as works “generated by a computer in circumstances such that there is no 
human author.”204 New Zealand’s copyright law contains the same definition.205 The copyright in such works under both U.K. 
and New Zealand law vests in “the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the work are undertaken,” 
who, like the employer under U.S. law, is “taken to be” the author for statutory purposes.206 In Ireland, there are analogous 
provisions: a computer-generated work is defined as a work “generated by computer in circumstances where the author of the 
work is not an individual.”207 Tracking U.K. and New Zealand law verbatim, Irish law considers the author of such a work to 
be “the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of the work are undertaken.”208 These provisions do not 
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imply or assume a human author in the absence of one; rather, they expressly create a legal fiction of authorship by means of 
which copyright vests as a matter of law in a party who is not the author-in-fact. That party could be a natural person or a 
corporation, which can frankly be regarded as something of a machine in its own right.209 
  
*68 As the work made for hire provisions of the U.S. Copyright Act are currently drafted, however, they cannot be stretched 
to cover procedurally generated works. Such works do not fall under the definition of “work made for hire” in section 101(1), 
because the relationship between the programmer and the authoring code is not an employment relationship in the agency 
sense, which the Supreme Court has interpreted the provision to contemplate.210 Nor do they fall under the definition in 
section 101(2), because they are not among the nine categories of commissioned works specified there.211 The statutory 
definition could be amended, however, to incorporate the definition of computer-generated work from the U.K., New 
Zealand, and Ireland: “A work made for hire is ... (3) a work generated by a computer in circumstances such that there is no 
human author of the work.” If section 101 were thus amended, section 201(b), without amendment, would vest ownership of 
such a work in the person for whom it was prepared.212 That person would generally be the programmer in the first instance, 
although one could imagine situations in which it could be either the user of the program or the programmer’s employer. The 
determination would be in the hands of the court based on the facts of the particular case. Treating AI-authored works as 
works made for hire would respect the complex relationship between the creativity of the coder and the creativity of the code. 
  

CONCLUSION 

*69 For more than a quarter century, interest among copyright scholars in the question of AI authorship has waxed and 
waned as the popular conversation about AI has oscillated between exaggerated predictions for its future and premature 
pronouncements of its death. For policymakers, the issue has sat on the horizon, always within view but never actually 
pressing. Indeed, to the extent that the copyright system is now in a digitally induced crisis, the causes lie primarily outside 
the domain of cultural production, in the domains of reproduction and distribution. To recognize this fact, however, is not to 
say that we can or should ignore the challenge that AI authorship presents to copyright law’s underlying assumptions about 
creativity. On the contrary, the relatively slow development of AI offers a reprieve from the reactive model of policymaking 
that has driven copyright law in the digital age. The increasing sophistication of generative software and the reality that all 
creativity is algorithmic compel recognition that AI-authored works are less heterogeneous to both their human counterparts 
and existing copyright doctrine than appearances may at first suggest. AI authorship is readily assimilable to the current 
copyright framework through the work made for hire doctrine, which is a mechanism for vesting copyright directly in a legal 
person who is acknowledged not to be the author-in-fact of the work in question. Through this legal fiction, the machinic 
creativity of generative code can be recognized for what it really is--something other than (but owing to) the human creativity 
of its coder. 
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(2003) (“The copyright system is broken. Merely retooling it will not work. What is needed is a redesign.”); Pamela Samuelson, 
Preliminary Thoughts on Copyright Reform, 3 UTAH L. REV. 551, 555 (2007) (arguing that we need “a simpler copyright law ... 
to provide a comprehensible normative framework for all of us who create, use, and disseminate works of authorship”). 
 

3 
 

See, e.g., BOYLE, supra note 2, at 122-59; LAWRENCE LESSIG, REMIX 51-83 (2008); JOHN PALFREY & URS GASSER, 
BORN DIGITALL 111-29 (2008). 
 

4 
 

See REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, SIXTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REP. OF THE REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS 5 (1966). 
 

5 
 

Expectations for rapid development of an artificial general intelligence (AGI) in the 1960s and 1970s turned out to be 
unrealistically inflated, which led to a dwindling of interest in and funding for AI research the 1980s. Patrick Tucker, The AI 
Chasers, THE FUTURIST, Mar.-Apr. 2008, at 15. Lately, the field has become revitalized, and “narrow AIs,” dedicated to 
performing specific tasks, are increasingly a part of daily life. Id. These programs operate mostly invisibly to the public, managing 
urban vehicle traffic and corporate supply chains, automating the delivery of electricity and the trading of stocks. Id. Many experts 
continue to believe that an AGI is on the horizon, but they have become more cautious in their predictions about the timing. See J. 
STORRS HALL, BEYOND AI 35 (2007) (“It is a virtual certainty that AI is coming .... The only serious question is timing: will 
we have general human-level AI in eighty, forty, twenty, or ten years?”). Narrow AIs that generate art, literature, music, and 
audiovisual works are now in wide enough circulation that the time is upon us to consider their relationship to copyrights and the 
legal construction of authorship on which copyrights depend. Some examples of these programs are discussed infra in Part II. 
 

6 
 

Philip Galanter, Thoughts on Computational Creativity, DAGSTUHL RESEARCH ONLINE PUBLICATION SERVER 2 (July 7, 
2009) http:// drops.dagstuhl.de/opus/volltexte/2009/2193/. 
The term “generative art,” as Galanter uses it, is methodological and not substantive or stylistic. See Philip Galanter, What is 
Generative Art?: Complexity Theory as a Context for Art Theory, PHILIP GALANTER 4 (2003), 
http://philipgalanter.com/downloads/ga2003_paper.pdf. It is also, in Galanter’s formulation, “uncoupled from any particular 
technology,” so it doesn’t necessarily involve computers. Id. The term is commonly understood, however, to denote autonomous or 
semi-autonomous cultural production by computers. See Margaret A. Boden & Ernest A. Edmonds, What is Generative Art?, 20 
DIGITAL CREATIVITY 21, 24 (2009) (explaining that “[b]oth in music and in visual art, the use of the term has now converged 
on work that has been produced by the activation of a set of rules and where the artist lets a computer system take over at least 
some of the decision-making (although, of course, the artist determines the rules)”) (emphasis in original). 
 

7 
 

PCG has been used since the early days of computer gaming. See Noel Llopis, Procedural Content Creation, GAME 
DEVELOPER, Aug. 2009, at 41. The term refers to the automatic creation of game content (e.g., game levels, art assets, narratives, 
and characters) through the use of algorithms. See Julian Togelius et al., Search-Based Procedural Content Generation, in 
APPLICATIONS OF EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTATION 142 (C. DiChio et al. eds. 2010). The virtues of PCG from a game 
publisher’s point of view are many: procedurally generated content (1) saves memory, because it can be compressed until needed; 
(2) saves money, because it eliminates the need for manual production of game content; (3) creates the possibility for endless 
games with nearly infinite replay value; and (4) augments human imagination and can inspire game designers to create new kinds 
of content and narratives. See id. at 141-42. 
 

8 
 

See MARK ROSE, AUTHORS AND OWNERS: THE INVENTION OF COPYRIGHT (1993); Peter Jaszi, On the Author Effect: 
Contemporary Copyright and Collective Creativity, 10 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 293 (1992) [hereinafter Jaszi, On the 
Author Effect]; Peter Jaszi, Toward a Theory of Copyright: The Metamorphoses of “Authorship,” 1991 DUKE L.J. 455 (1991); 
Mark Rose, The Author as Proprietor: Donaldson v. Becket and the Genealogy of Modern Authorship, 23 REPRESENTATIONS 
51 (1988); Martha Woodmansee, On the Author Effect: Recovering Collectivity, 10 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 279 (1992) 
[hereinafter Woodmansee, On the Author Effect]; Martha Woodmansee, The Genius and the Copyright: Economic and Legal 
Conditions of the Emergence of the “Author,” 17 EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY STUDIES 425 (1984). 
 

9 
 

Jaszi, On the Author Effect, supra note 8, at 294. 
 

10 
 

See ROLAND BARTHES, IMAGE-MUSIC-TEXT 142-43 (1977) (“The author is a modern figure, a product of our society 
insofar as, emerging from the Middle Ages with English empiricism, French rationalism and the personal faith of the Reformation, 
it discovered the prestige of the individual, of, as it is more nobly put, the ‘human person.”’); MICHEL FOUCAULT, THE 
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FOUCAULT READER 101 (1984) (“The coming into being of the notion of ‘author’ constitutes the privileged moment of 
individualization in the history of ideas, knowledge, literature, philosophy and the sciences.”) (emphasis in original). 
 

11 
 

See ROSE, supra note 8, at 3 (“Copyright is founded on the concept of the unique individual who creates something original and is 
entitled to reap a profit from those labors. Until recently, the dominant modes of aesthetic thinking have shared the romantic and 
individualistic assumptions inscribed in copyright. But these assumptions obscure important truths about the processes of cultural 
production.”); Jaszi, The Author Effect, supra note 8, at 295 (“[T]he persistence of the notion of ‘authorship’ in American 
copyright law makes it difficult for any new legal synthesis, which would focus on the reality of collective creativity, to emerge.”); 
Woodmansee, On the Author Effect, supra note 8, at 292 (“[T]he law has yet to be affected by the ‘critique of authorship’ initiated 
by Foucault .... [I]t would seem that as creative production becomes more corporate, collective, and collaborative, the law invokes 
the Romantic author all the more insistently.”). 
 

12 
 

James Boyle, A Theory of Law and Information: Copyright, Spleens, Blackmail, and Insider Trading, 80 CAL. L. REV. 1413, 
1423 (1992). In an earlier article, Boyle elegantly describes Foucault’s “author” as “the principle of thrift in the production of 
meaning, a device that limits and disciplines the range of meanings to be found in the text.” James Boyle, The Search for an 
Author: Shakespeare and the Framers, 37 AM. U. L. REV. 625, 626 (1988). 
 

13 
 

See ROSE, supra note 8, at 56. Rose locates the formation of the construct of the author as proprietor at the nexus of three 
historical phenomena: the emergence in England of a mass market for books; the valorization of the individual genius, as reflected 
in the writings of Samuel Johnson and others; and the development of Locke’s philosophy of possessive individualism. Id. As 
Diane Leenheer Zimmerman points out, the Statute of Anne vests copyright in the first instance in authors, but it takes account of 
the interests of many parties, including printers and booksellers. See Diane Leenheer Zimmerman, It’s an Original!(?): In Pursuit 
of Copyright’s Elusive Essence, 28 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 187, 194 (2005). At the time of the Statute’s adoption, the realities of 
the publishing trade were such that authors did not control publication of their own works and usually signed away their rights 
before publication, which was the moment at which copyright attached. Id. Zimmerman’s analysis of the Statute of Anne against 
the backdrop of existing trade practices suggests that the landmark legislation made authors proprietors of their works more in 
theory than in practice. See id. (arguing that the presence of authors in the statute was largely for rhetorical purposes). 
 

14 
 

THE FEDERALIST NO. 43 (James Madison) (1788) (“The copyright of authors has been solemnly adjudged, in Great Britain, to 
be a right of common law. The right to useful inventions seems with equal reason to belong to the inventors. The public good fully 
coincides in both cases with the claims of individuals.”). 
 

15 
 

Id. 
 

16 
 

Trade-Mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82 (1879). 
 

17 
 

Id. at 94-96. 
 

18 
 

Id. at 94. 
 

19 
 

Id. 
 

20 
 

See Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53, 58-59 (1884) (“But it is said that ... the photograph is the mere 
mechanical reproduction of the physical features or outlines of some object ... and involves no originality of thought or any novelty 
in the intellectual operation connected with its visible reproduction in shape of a picture.”). 
 

21 
 

Id. at 56 (“It is insisted in argument, that a photograph being a reproduction on paper of the exact features of some natural object or 
of some person, is not a writing of which the producer is the author.”). 
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22 
 

Id. at 57-58. 
 

23 
 

Id. at 61. The authorship-as-causation formulation recurs in later cases. See, e.g., Remick Music Corp. v. Interstate Hotel Co., 58 F. 
Supp. 523, 531 (D. Nebr. 1944) (“Thus the term ‘author’ is defined as ‘the beginner ... or first mover of anything; hence, efficient 
cause of a thing ....”’) (citing WEBSTER’S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY (1st. ed. 1925)). 
 

24 
 

Burrow-Giles, 111 U.S. at 61. 
 

25 
 

Id. 
 

26 
 

See id. 
 

27 
 

Christine Haight Farley situates Burrow-Giles in the context of the early history of photography--an exercise that reveals how 
easily the case could have gone the other way in light of the rhetoric that camera manufacturers and early adopters used to explain 
(and market) the seemingly miraculous new invention to the public. See Christine Haight Farley, The Lingering Effects of 
Copyright’s Response to the Invention of Photography, 65 U. PITT. L. REV. 385, 389 (2004) (“When photography was first 
invented, it was explicitly promoted as being a mechanical science whereby the machine was able to produce a direct transcription 
of the scene before it. It was argued that the image was not mediated by the human operator of the machine--it was produced 
directly by the technology.”). 
 

28 
 

Burrow-Giles, 111 U.S. at 59; see also Meshwerks, Inc. v. Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A., Inc., 528 F.3d 1258, 1263 n.5 (10th Cir. 
2008) (asserting that photographs are not per se copyrightable). But see Jewelers’ Circular Pub. Co. v. Keystone Pub. Co., 274 F. 
932, 934-935 (D.C.N.Y. 1921) (“[N]o photograph, however simple, can be unaffected by the personal influence of the author, and 
no two will be absolutely alike .... The suggestion that the Constitution might not include all photographs seems to me 
overstrained.”). 
 

29 
 

See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 362 (1991) (stating that “the selection and arrangement of facts 
cannot be so mechanical or routine as to require no creativity whatsoever”); Southco, Inc. v. Kanebridge Corp., 390 F.3d 276, 
284-285 (3d Cir. 2004) (“hold[ing] that the Southco part numbers are not protected by copyright because they are mechanically 
produced by the inflexible rules of the Southco system); Courier Lithographing Co. v. Donaldson Lithographing Co. 104 F. 993, 
995 (6th Cir. 1900) (stating that “a photograph might be something more than a mere mechanical and chemical product, and might 
rise to the dignity of art, through the blending of the mechanical parts of the process with the original intellectual conceptions of an 
artist”); Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. v. Miracle Record Co., 91 F. Supp. 473, 474 (D. Ill.1950) (stating that “the purpose of the 
copyright law is to protect creation, not mechanical skill”); Arnstein v. Edward B. Marks Music Corp., 11 F. Supp. 535, 536 
(S.D.N.Y. 1935) (referencing patent law standards and distinguishing between “an exercise of inventive genius” and “mere 
mechanical skill”). 
Even before Burrow-Giles, the dichotomy between the creative and the mechanical appeared in copyright cases. See Daly v. 
Palmer, 6 F. Cas. 1132, 1137 (C.C.N.Y. 1868) (“The original air requires the aid of genius for its construction, but a mere 
mechanic in music can make the adaptation or accompaniment.”). 
 

30 
 

Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903). 
 

31 
 

Id. at 250. 
 

32 
 

See id. at 251 (“It would be a dangerous undertaking for persons trained only to the law to constitute themselves final judges of the 
worth of pictorial illustrations ....”). 
 

33 
 

To use Zimmerman’s words, the originality standard in Bleistein and its progeny “was reduced to such a state of feebleness that 
failing to find it was aberrational.” Zimmerman, supra note 13, at 204. 
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34 
 

Ansehl v. Puritan Pharm. Co., 61 F.2d 131, 136 (8th Cir. 1932) (quoting W.A. Copinger, LAW OF COPYRIGHT 75 (6th ed. 
1927)); see also Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, Inc., 191 F.2d 99, 106 n.13 (2d Cir. 1951) (quoting W.A. Copinger, Law 
of Copyright 40-44 (7th ed. 1936)). 
 

35 
 

Bell, 191 F.2d at 102. 
 

36 
 

Id. 
 

37 
 

Id. 
 

38 
 

Id. at 102-03. 
 

39 
 

Baltimore Orioles, Inc. v. Major League Baseball Players Ass’n, 805 F.2d 663 (7th Cir. 1986). 
 

40 
 

Id. at 668 n.6. 
 

41 
 

Feist Publ’ns., Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991). 
 

42 
 

Id. at 363. 
 

43 
 

Id. at 362. 
 

44 
 

Id. at 362. 
 

45 
 

Id. at 345. 
 

46 
 

Id. at 362. 
 

47 
 

Id. at 362 (quoting Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, 111 U.S. 53, 59-60 (1884)). 
 

48 
 

See id. at 352-56 (explaining why the industrious collection rationale violates the Constitution’s originality mandate). 
 

49 
 

See id. at 348 (stating that “choices as to selection and arrangement, so long as they are made independently by the compiler and 
entail a minimum degree of creativity, are sufficiently original that Congress may protect such compilations through the copyright 
laws”) (emphasis added); id. at 358 (stating that “[o]riginality requires only that the author make the selection or arrangement 
independently (i.e., without copying ... from another work), and that it display some minimal level of creativity”) (emphasis added). 
 

50 
 

The famous saying is from Jacobellis v. Ohio: 
I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds of material I understand to be embraced within that shorthand description [i.e., 
“hard-core pornography”]; and perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly doing so. But I know it when I see it, and the motion 
picture involved in this case is not that. 
Jacobellis v. Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964) (Stewart, J., concurring). 
 

51 
 

See Leo J. Raskind, Assessing the Impact of Feist, 17 U. DAYTON L. REV. 331, 334 (1992). 
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52 
 

See Zimmerman, supra note 13, at 209. 
 

53 
 

See Michael J. Madison, Beyond Creativity: Copyright as Knowledge Law, 12 VAND. J. ENT. & TECH. L. 817 (2010). 
 

54 
 

Id. at 831. “Copyright began as knowledge law,” Madison contends, “and knowledge law it should remain.” Id. 
 

55 
 

Joseph Scott Miller has argued, conversely, that Feist’s insistence on creativity represents a “definitive tug upward on originality’s 
constitutional minimum” and an opportunity to raise the threshold for copyright protection so that it aligns more closely with 
patent law’s rigorous standards. Joseph Scott Miller, Hoisting Creativity, 31 CARDOZO L. REV. 451, 460 (2009). Miller 
acknowledges, however, that in the wake of Feist “a fog remains of the widespread pre-Feist belief that originality meant only the 
absence of copying from another.” Id. at 461. Indeed, some courts deciding cases after Feist have actually ignored the criterion of 
creativity, focusing exclusively on originality as the absence of copying. See, e.g., Mag Jewelry Co. v. Cherokee, Inc., 496 F.3d 
108, 116 (1st Cir. 2007) (“[A] work is original and may command copyright protection, even if it is completely identical with a 
prior work, provided it was not copied from such prior work but is rather a product of the independent efforts of its author.”) 
(quoting Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 2.01[A] (2007)); Ross, Brovins & Oehmke, P.C. 
v. Lexis Nexis Group, 463 F.3d 478, 485 (6th Cir. 2006) (“Copyright law extends protection to works that are ‘independently 
created by the author (as opposed to copied from other works).”’) (citation omitted); Waldman Publishing Corp. v. Landoll, Inc., 
43 F.3d 775, 782 (2d Cir. 1994) (quoting Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 8.21[E] (2007)). 
These cases suggest that the “tug upward” on originality in Feist (via the criterion of creativity) was less definitive than it could 
have been. 
 

56 
 

AI researchers generally fall into two camps: those who believe in “strong AI” and those who believe in only “weak AI.” Selmer 
Bringsjord, Chess is Too Easy, TECH. REV., Mar.-Apr. 1998, at 23-24. Believers in strong AI “hold [] that all human thought is 
completely algorithmic, that is, it can be broken down into a series of mathematical operations.” Id. at 23. Believers in weak AI 
subscribe to “the notion that human thought can only be simulated in a computational device.” Id. at 23-24. Proponents of strong 
AI believe that “AI engineers will eventually replicate the human mind and create a genuinely self-conscious robot replete with 
feelings and emotions.” Id. at 23. Proponents of weak AI are less ambitious and believe that “future robots may exhibit much of the 
behavior of persons, but none of these robots will ever be a person; their inner life will be as empty as a rock’s.” Id. at 24. 
 

57 
 

See DAVID GELERNTER, THE MUSE IN THE MACHINE 83 (1994) (“Creativity is a fascinating phenomenon and it has been 
studied endlessly .... No master key has been discovered.”); Roger Schank & Christopher Owens, The Mechanics of Creativity, in 
THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES 394 (Raymond Kurzweil ed., 1991) (asserting that “the search for a rigorous 
philosophical definition of creativity has been overworked”). Calvin W. Taylor, an academic psychologist specializing in creativity 
research during the 1960s, when AI was a new field, cataloged over fifty definitions of creativity derived from different sources. 
See DAVID LEVY, ROBOTS UNLIMITED: LIFE IN A VIRTUAL AGE 149 (2006). 
 

58 
 

See Schank & Owens, supra note 57, at 394 (describing a critique of AI premised on the idea that machines can never really be 
creative because creativity is “inherently mystical” and defies reduction to rules and procedures). 
 

59 
 

LEVY, supra note 57, at 149 (quoting Lovelace). Babbage, considered by many to be the inventor of the first digital computer, was 
never able to bring his plans for the Analytical Engine to fruition, and the project remained unexecuted at his death, due at least in 
part to a lack of venture financing. See id. at 11-12. Ada Lovelace, the daughter of Lord Byron, was Babbage’s collaborator. Id. at 
12, n.4. The Ada programming language is named after her. Id. 
 

60 
 

See id. at 150-51. 
 

61 
 

See id. at 151 (“By instructing the computer to employ randomness we are making it creative .... The use of randomness breeds 
creativity because the very process of creativity requires that some decisions be taken for no particular reason.”); see also DAVID 
COPE, COMPUTER MODELS OF MUSICAL CREATIVITY 12 (2005) (asserting that programmed randomness produces output 
that is apparently original much more often than it produces output that is predictable). 
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62 
 

ITALO CALVINO, THE USES OF LITERATURE 13 (Patrick Creagh trans. 1982). 
 

63 
 

See BRINGSJORD & FERRUCCI, supra note 1, at xvi-xviii (identifying and arguing against proponents of computational 
creativity). 
 

64 
 

The most often cited articulation of the AI skeptic’s position comes from John Searle, who proposed a thought experiment in 
which a person who speaks only English sits alone inside a room and manipulates Chinese characters according to instructions 
given to her in English. Although it appears to someone sitting outside the room that she speaks Chinese, the person inside the 
room actually understands nothing of the language. The thought experiment is intended to show by analogy that while computers 
can be programmed to apply linguistic rules correctly, they have no capacity to actually comprehend language. See John R. Searle, 
Minds, Brains, and Programs, 3 BEHAVIORAL & BRAIN SCIENCES 417 (1980). 
 

65 
 

See PAMELA MCCORDUCK, MACHINES WHO THINK: A PERSONAL INQUIRY INTO THE HISTORY AND 
PROSPECTS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 70 (1979). Ironically enough, as Anne Balsamo and others have pointed out, the 
term “computer” initially referred to human beings, specifically to female office workers who operated electromechanical (i.e., 
pre-electronic) calculators. See, e.g., ANNE BALSAMO, TECHNOLOGIES OF THE GENDERED BODY: READING 
CYBORG WOMEN 133 (1996); N. KATHERINE HAYLES, MY MOTHER WAS A COMPUTER: DIGITAL SUBJECTS AND 
LITERARY TEXTS 1 (2005). 
 

66 
 

See DOUGLAS HOFSTADTER AND THE FLUID ANALOGIES RESEARCH GROUP, FLUID CONCEPTS & CREATIVE 
ANALOGIES: COMPUTER MODELS OF THE FUNDAMENTAL MECHANISMS OF THOUGHT 310 (1995) (“People seem 
to want there to be an absolute threshold between the living and the non-living, and between the thinking and the ‘merely 
mechanical,’ and they seem to feel uncomfortable with the thought that there could be ‘shadow entities,’ such as biological viruses 
or complex computer programs, that bridge either of these psychologically precious gulfs.”); MCCORDUCK, supra note 65, at 70 
(“People who are scandalized by such a statement take it as one more instance of the generally irreverent, even misanthropic, 
attitudes that they are convinced pervade artificial-intelligence work.”). 
 

67 
 

Calvino, supra note 62, at 15. Calvino contrasts aesthetic theories holding that poetry is “something intuitive, immediate, authentic, 
and all-embracing that springs up who knows how,” with his own experience of writing, which he characterizes (rather less 
romantically) as “a constant series of attempts to make one word stay put after another by following certain definite rules; or, more 
often, rules that were neither definite nor definable, but that might be extracted from a series of examples, or rules made up for the 
occasion--that is to say, derived from the rules followed by other writers.” Id. The process of writing, as he describes it, is more an 
exercise in finding and applying rules than in channeling a muse. 
 

68 
 

See, e.g., Peter Kassan, AI Gone Awry: The Futile Quest for Artificial Intelligence, 12 SKEPTIC 30, 34 (2006) (“The way people 
actually reason can’t be reduced to an algorithmic procedure like arithmetic or formal logic.”). 
 

69 
 

See Alison James, Automatism, Arbitrariness, and the Oulipian Author, 31 FRENCH FORUM 111, at 122 (2006) (arguing that 
Calvino “divides the process of creation into mechanical and human components, suggesting that the author ... can work both with 
and against the automatism of the machine”). 
 

70 
 

See LOSS PEQUEÑO GLAZIER, DIGITAL POETICS: THE MAKING OF E-POETRIES 128 (2002). Oulipians would say 
Calvino “belongs,” because membership in Oulipo survives death. 
 

71 
 

Id. 
 

72 
 

The constraints within which Oulipians write vary in their complexity. For example, Oulipians are known for employing the S+7 
method, where each noun in a given text, such as a poem, is systematically replaced by the noun to be found seven places away in 
a chosen dictionary. See generally James, supra note 69, at 112-18. Another Oulipian technique for producing poems is to apply 
the snowball (boule de neige) constraint: each line of the poem is a single word, and each successive word is one letter longer than 
the word before. See WARREN F. MOTTE, JR., (ED. & TRANS.), OULIPO: A PRIMER OF POTENTIAL LITERATURE 201 
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(1986). Queneau’s 100,000,000,000,000 Poems (100 Trillion Poems) consists of 10 fourteen-line sonnets, each line of which can 
be interchanged with the corresponding line in any other sonnet. Given that each sonnet has fourteen lines, and that each line of 
each sonnet can be interchanged with its homologue from any of the remaining nine sonnets, the “combinatory ensemble” yields 
1014 individual sonnets. See id. at 3. 
 

73 
 

See MOTTE, supra note 72, at 5. 
 

74 
 

See HARRY MATHEWS ET AL., OULIPO COMPENDIUM 172 (1998). Here is Perec’s description of how he plotted the novel: 
I decided to use a principle derived from an old problem well known to chess enthusiasts as the Knight’s tour; it requires moving a 
knight around the 64 squares of a chess-board without its ever landing more than once on the same square .... For the special case 
of Life A User’s Manual, a solution for a 10 x 10 chess-board had to be found .... The division of the book into six parts was 
derived from the same principle: each time the knight has finished touching all four sides of the square, a new section begins. 
Id. 
 

75 
 

See Bill Seaman, OULIPO | VS | Recombinant Poetics, 34 LEONARDO 423, 425 (2001) (“As we trace the development of 
OULIPO we see an expansion of Oulipian explorations into the use of computer based systems as well as many other fields. 
OU-x-PO (where x = the field in question), for example, was defined by François Le Lionnais and functions as a generative means 
to enable infinite expansion into new fields.”). 
 

76 
 

Charles Ames, Artificial Intelligence and Music Composition, in THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES, supra note 58, at 
389. According to Ames, the tradition of algorithmic composition in music “reaches from Pythagoras and Aristoxenus of antiquity 
... through the Baroque composer Jean-Philippe Rameau, through more recent composers as diverse as Arnold Schoenberg, Henry 
Cowell, Paul Hindemith, Harry Partch, and Joseph Schillinger to contemporaries such as Pierre Boulez and Iannis Xenakis.” Id. 
 

77 
 

See MARGARET BODEN, THE CREATIVE MIND: MYTHS AND MECHANISMS 60 (2004). 
 

78 
 

See James, supra note 69, at 111 (summarizing Gerard Genette’s critique of Oulipo’s techniques as a “game of roulette”). 
 

79 
 

See MOTTE, supra note 72, at 11 (“Every literary work begins with an inspiration (at least that’s what its author suggests) which 
must accommodate itself as well as possible to a series of constraints and procedures that fit inside each other like Chinese boxes. 
Constraints of vocabulary and grammar, constraints of the novel (division into chapters, etc.) or of classical tragedy (rule of the 
three unities), constraints of general versification, constraints of fixed forms (as in the case of the rondeau or the sonnet), etc.”) 
(quoting Oulipian Francois Le Lionnais). 
 

80 
 

Jean-Jacques Poucel, Oulipo: Explore, Expose, X-po, http:// 
www.drunkenboat.com/db8/oulipo/featureoulipo/curator/poucel/intro.html (last visited Mar. 16, 2011). 
 

81 
 

As Boden has argued, the notion that originality can entail creation ex nihilo is an impossible one to maintain. See BODEN, supra 
note 77, at 29. Similarly, Robert W. Weisberg critiques the “genius” view of creativity, which posits that geniuses exhibit “special 
thinking processes that allow [them] to break away from the habitual and the ordinary, in what is often called ‘breaking the set.”’ 
ROBERT W. WEISBERG, CREATIVITY: BEYOND THE MYTH OF GENIUS 7 (1993). Weisberg argues instead that creativity 
comes through ordinary thinking based on continuity with the past: “The new must begin as a variation on old themes.” Id. at 21; 
see also COPE, supra note 61, at 28 (“‘New’ art, then, consists of a reassembly of already existing art.”) 
 

82 
 

Mozart, commonly regarded as one of the most creative minds in the history of music, also experimented with algorithmic 
composition in his Musikalisches Würfelspiel, or musical dice games, which were designed to generate a seemingly infinite 
number of “new” works by combining a finite number of discrete musical elements according to a method involving both rules of 
composition and pure chance. See David Cope, Recombinant Music: Using the Computer to Explore Musical Style, 24 
COMPUTER 22 (July 1991) (explaining how Mozart’s Köchel 516f can produce 45,949,729,863,572,161 different and stylistically 
correct musical combinations from two 8 by 11 matrices containing the numbers 1 through 176). 
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83 
 

BODEN, supra note 77, at 82. 
 

84 
 

See Jaszi, On the Author Effect, supra note 8. 
 

85 
 

See Schank & Owens, supra note 57, at 394 (“Our goal is to come up with an algorithmic definition of creativity, a set of processes 
and steps that can account for the kind of creative thinking that we observe in people.”). 
 

86 
 

Margaret Boden, Computer Models of Creativity, 30 AI MAGAZINE 23, 24 (2009). 
 

87 
 

BODEN, supra note 77, at 32. 
 

88 
 

Id. 
 

89 
 

See Sinclair & Carroll Co. v. Interchemical Corp., 325 U.S. 327, 330 (1945) (“[S]ome substantial innovation is necessary, an 
innovation for which society is truly indebted to the efforts of the patentee .... [The patent system] is not concerned with the quality 
of the inventor’s mind, but with the quality of his product.”). 
 

90 
 

See Feist Publ’ns, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345-46 (1991) (“Originality does not signify novelty; a work may be 
original even though it closely resembles other works so long as the similarity is fortuitous, not the result of copying. To illustrate, 
assume that two poets, each ignorant of the other, compose identical poems. Neither work is novel, yet both are original and, 
hence, copyrightable.”); Mag Jewelry Co. v. Cherokee, Inc., 496 F.3d 108, 116 (1st Cir. 2007) (“[A] work is original and may 
command copyright protection, even if it is completely identical with a prior work, provided it was not copied from such prior 
work but is rather a product of the independent efforts of its author.”) (quoting Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, NIMMER 
ON COPYRIGHT § 2.01[A] (2007)); Ross, Brovins & Oehmke, P.C. v. Lexis Nexis Grp., 463 F.3d 478, 485 (6th Cir. 2006) 
(“Copyright law extends protection to works that are ‘independently created by the author (as opposed to copied from other 
works).”’) (citation omitted); Waldman Publ’g Corp. v. Landoll, Inc., 43 F.3d 775, 782 (2d Cir. 1994) (quoting Melville B. 
Nimmer & David Nimmer, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 2.01[A] (2007)). 
 

91 
 

See Feist, 499 U.S. at 345-46. 
 

92 
 

See 35 U.S.C. § 102 (2011) (enumerating the various novelty-related statutory bars to patentability, including prior use, sale, 
patenting, or publication--domestically or abroad). 
The table below illustrates the mapping of Boden’s bi-partite theory of creativity onto existing IP standards. 
 

 
Field of IP 

 
Creativity Construct 

 
Measure of Novelty 

 

Copyright 
 

P-Creativity 
 

Individual 
 

Patent 
 

H-Creativity 
 

Society/History 
 

 
 Joseph Scott Miller has argued that there should be a closer alignment than there is between copyright and patent law standards of 

originality. See Miller, supra note 55, at 464. Jeanne Fromer argues that the lower creativity standard in copyright law relative to 
patent law is consistent with psychological research showing that people don’t like artistic works that are “too new.” See Jeanne 
Fromer, A Psychology of Intellectual Property, 104 NW. U. L. REV. 1441, 1496-98 (2010). By contrast, in the science and 
engineering domains, large degrees of newness are embraced by the public. Id. at 1472. Others scholars have also recently 
explored the affinity (or lack thereof) between the model of creativity underlying the law of intellectual property and various 
models of creativity from the social sciences. See, e.g., Gregory N. Mandel, To Promote the Creative Process: Intellectual 
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Property Law and the Psychology of Creativity, 86 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1635. 
 

93 
 

Schank & Owens, supra note 57, at 395. 
 

94 
 

Id. 
 

95 
 

See ROBERT PLOTKIN, THE GENIE IN THE MACHINE: HOW COMPUTER-AUTOMATED INVENTING IS 
REVOLUTIONIZING LAW AND BUSINESS 1-3 (2009). Koza’s controller is the subject of U.S. Patent No. 6,847,851, granted 
in 2005. Id. at 1 n.6. Koza also holds a patent on the genetic program that produced the controller. Id. at 3. 
 

96 
 

Id. 
 

97 
 

Id. 
 

98 
 

Id. 
 

99 
 

See BRINGSJORD & FERRUCCI, supra note 1, at xxvi (“As we uncover reasons for believing that human creativity is in fact 
beyond the reach of computation, we will be inspired to nonetheless engineer systems that dodge these reasons and appear to be 
creative.”) (emphasis in original); Schank & Owens, supra note 57, at 394 (“Whether or not a philosopher would agree that the 
resulting machine truly embodied creativity is almost irrelevant to us: building machines that act in ways that appear to be creative 
would be a significant enough step to take.”) (emphasis in original). In keeping with the focus on the appearance of creativity, the 
famous Turing Test for AI is an “imitation game” designed to assess whether a computer program can simulate human 
conversation well enough that a human posing a series of questions blindly to the program and another human has no more than a 
70 percent chance of correctly identifying which interlocutor is the human and which is the computer after five minutes of 
questioning. See Graham Oppy & David Dowe, The Turing Test, in THE STANFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY 
(2008), http:// plato.stanford.edu/entries/turing-test/ (last visited Feb. 5, 2012). The computer’s ability to fool the human 
interrogator enough of the time is treated as a rough proxy for intelligence. See id. 
 

100 
 

See ROALD DAHL, THE GREAT AUTOMATIC GRAMMATIZATOR AND OTHER STORIES 3-26 (2001). 
 

101 
 

Id. at 3. 
 

102 
 

Id. at 5-7. Dahl’s own muse was apparently also reluctant: “He was not, by his own admission, a quick writer and might take six 
months on a story--‘sometimes as much as a month on the first page.”’ Master of the Unexpected: Dahl’s Writing for Adults, 
ROALD DAHL BIOGRAPHY, http:// www.roalddahl.com/ (last visited Feb. 5, 2012). 
 

103 
 

DAHL, supra note 100, at 6. 
 

104 
 

Id. at 7. 
 

105 
 

Id. at 11. 
 

106 
 

See id. at 20. 
 

107 
 

See id. at 18, 26. 
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108 
 

The story concludes with the narrator, a writer who has refused to sign a contract with Knipe, praying on behalf of himself and his 
fellow hold-outs for “strength, Oh Lord, to let our children starve.” Id. at 26. 
 

109 
 

In 1950, just a few years before Dahl published “The Great Automatic Grammatizator,” Alan Turing published “Computer 
Machinery and Intelligence,” the now-famous paper in which he proposed the imitation game that would come to be known as the 
Turing Test. See THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES, supra note 57, at 198. In those early days of computing, the 
potential of AI seemed unlimited, particularly to researchers working in the field. See id. (“In the 1950s concrete progress began to 
be made. Initial progress came so rapidly that some of the early pioneers felt that mastering the functionality of the human brain 
might not be so difficult after all.”). 
 

110 
 

U.S. Patent No. 6,647,395 (filed Nov. 1, 2000). 
 

111 
 

See id. (“The displayed text may be in response to a user input or via an automatic composition process.”). 
 

112 
 

THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES, supra note 57, at 374. The poets whose styles the Cybernetic Poet was initially coded 
to emulate were T.S. Eliot, Percy Bysshe Shelley, and William Carlos Williams. See id. at 378 n.1. 
David Cope’s music generator, Experiments in Musical Intelligence (EMI), which Cope began coding in 1981, follows a similar 
model: “[EMI] composes by first analyzing the music in its database and then using the rules it discovers there to create new 
instances of music in that style.” David Cope, Facing the Music: Perspectives on Machine-Composed Music, 9 LEONARDO 
MUSIC JOURNAL 79, 79 (1999). The musicians whose styles EMI was coded to emulate included Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, and 
Chopin. Id. 
 

113 
 

U.S. Patent No. 6,647,395 (filed Nov. 1, 2000) (emphasis added). 
 

114 
 

Poetry by the Cybernetic Poet, KURZWEIL CYBERART TECHNOLOGIES, 
http://www.kurzweilcyberart.com/poetry/rkcp_how_it_works.php (last visited Feb. 5, 2012). 
 

115 
 

See supra note 108 and accompanying text. 
 

116 
 

THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES, supra note 57, at 377. 
 

117 
 

Id. 
 

118 
 

Id. 
 

119 
 

Id. 
 

120 
 

Id. 
 

121 
 

In the popular media, the most well-known example is probably that of Scott French, a programmer who published a novel in 1993 
written by his Macintosh IIcx, Hal, in the style of romance novelist Jacqueline Susann. See John Boudreau, A Romance Novel With 
Byte: Author Teams Ups With Computer to Write Book in Steamy Style of Jacqueline Susann, LA TIMES, Aug. 11, 1993, at 6. 
According to French, “[t]he most difficult thing was trying to analyze exactly what constitutes a writer’s style.” Id. To do so, he 
scanned portions of two of Susann’s novels and analyzed several hundred plot and style elements across the two texts. “Once 
you’re there,” French said, “the writer’s style emerges, part of her actual personality comes out, and the computer can be 
programmed to make a story.” Id. Although French admitted to having had a hand in editing Hal’s output, he claimed that “it did 
almost 100% of the plot, 100% of the theme and style.” Id. 
Another popular example is Racter, a program by William Chamberlain and Thomas Etter, which purportedly wrote a collection of 
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poetry and prose called The Policeman’s Beard is Half Constructed, which was published in 1984. See John Barry, Computer 
Writes, INFOWORLD, Oct. 29, 1984, at 10. According to Chamberlain, Racter was written in compiled BASIC on a Z80 Micro 
with 64 KB of RAM. Id. Little is really known, however, about Racter’s underlying architecture or technical features. See, e.g., 
HOFSTADTER, supra note 66, at 472-73 (lamenting that “the book itself tells precious little of Racter’s mechanisms”). In 
addition, Chamberlain’s disclaimer (similar to French’s) that “the programmer is removed to a very great extent” from Racter’s 
production makes it difficult to assess how autonomously the program actually operated. Id. 
 

122 
 

BRINGSJORD & FERRUCCI, supra note 1, at 6, xxiii. 
 

123 
 

Id. at xxiv. 
 

124 
 

Id. 
 

125 
 

BRINGSJORD & FERRUCCI, supra note 1, at xix (“Put in terms of our terminology, we say that BRUTUS has weak, rather than 
strong, creativity.”). Bringsjord and Ferrucci define “strong creativity” in terms of Boden’s concept of H-creativity. Id. Computers, 
they assert, have an easy time with P-creativity and a much harder time with H-creativity. Id. 
 

126 
 

Id. at 5. 
 

127 
 

Id. at 63. 
 

128 
 

See Ray Kurzweil’s Cybernetic Poet: How It Works, http:// www.kurzweilcyberart.com/poetry/rkcp_how_it_works.php (last 
visited Feb. 5, 2011). 
 

129 
 

Remember that courts deciding copyright cases must studiously avoid making aesthetic judgments about the works before them. 
See Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239, 251 n.30 (1903). 
 

130 
 

See generally ALLAN KARDEC, EXPERIMENTAL SPIRITISM; BOOK ON MEDIUMS OR, GUIDE FOR MEDIUMS AND 
INVOCATORS (Emma A. Wood trans., 1874). 
 

131 
 

Id. at 190 (explaining that psychography is “the transmission of the thought of the spirit by means of writing by the hand of a 
medium,” whereas pneumatography is “writing produced directly by the spirit, without a medium”). 
 

132 
 

Cummins v. Bond, 1 Ch. 167 (1927). 
 

133 
 

Id. at 168. 
 

134 
 

Id. at 167. The spirit the plaintiff claimed to have channeled was that of the Abbey of Glastonbury. Id. at 172. “The method of 
writing was as follows: The plaintiff covered her eyes with her left hand, took a pencil in her right hand and rested it on a wad of 
foolscap paper. After a while, she passed into a sort of dream state, and her hand commenced to write very rapidly, sometimes over 
2000 words in an hour and a half without any pause.” Id. at 168. 
 

135 
 

Id. at 168. 
 

136 
 

Id. at 170. 
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137 
 

Id. 
 

138 
 

Id. at 173. 
 

139 
 

Id. at 173-75 (rejecting the defendant’s claim of joint authorship based on his presence at the séances where the writings took 
place, which allegedly enabled him to communicate telepathically to the plaintiff some of the historical references that found their 
way into the manuscript). 
 

140 
 

Id. at 173. 
 

141 
 

Id. at 175 (“I can only look upon the matter as a terrestrial one, of the earth earthy, and I propose to deal with it on that footing. In 
my opinion the plaintiff has made out her case, and the copyright rests with her.”). 
 

142 
 

No. 96 Civ. 4126, 2000 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 10394 (S.D.N.Y. July 21, 2000). 
 

143 
 

Id. at *5-6. 
 

144 
 

Id. at *7-9. 
 

145 
 

Id. at *7-8. 
 

146 
 

Id. at *13. 
 

147 
 

Id. at *16. Professor Schucman herself had expressed the eminently reasonable concern that associating her name with the Course 
could damage her reputation as a serious academic. Id. at *11. 
 

148 
 

Id. at *13-16. 
 

149 
 

Id. at *17. It’s not clear why Professor Schucman didn’t elect to have her name omitted entirely from the registration, which the 
Copyright Office permits. See Help: Author, U.S. COPYRIGHT OFFICE (July 29, 2011), 
http://www.copyright.gov/eco/help-author.html (explaining that a registrant may (1) reveal the author’s identity even though the 
work is anonymous, or (2) leave the author fields blank, or (3) give “Anonymous” in the last name field). According to the facts in 
the opinion, the plaintiffs later denied that they had ever attempted to register the copyright in the name of Jesus. Penguin Books, 
2006 U.S. Dist. at *16. 
 

150 
 

Penguin Books, 2006 U.S. Dist. at *34. 
 

151 
 

Id. (holding that “although in each instance the non-human author had the final say, the humans had at least some input into, and 
effect on, the form and content,” which means that “the Course can be protected as a particular compilation of facts”). 
 

152 
 

Id. at *36. 
 

153 
 

See Urantia Found. v. Maaherra, 114 F.3d 955, 963-64 (9th Cir. 1997) (holding that “notwithstanding the Urantia Book’s claimed 
non-human origin, the Papers in the form in which they were originally organized and compiled by the members of the Contact 
Commission were at least partially the product of human creativity”); Garman v. Sterling Publ’g Co., 1992 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 
21932, at *7 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 5, 1992) (finding “no legal relevance to the assertions by both parties that the information was 
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provided by spiritual guides”); Urantia Found. v. Burton, K 75-255 CA 4, 1980 WL 1176, at *1, *5 (W.D. Mich. Aug. 27, 1980) 
(stating that although “there has been some discussion as to whether Dr. Sadler’s patient was the author of the book or was merely 
a conduit for some spiritual author .... The source of the patient’s inspiration is irrelevant”); Oliver v. Saint Germain Found., 41 F. 
Supp. 296, 299 (S.D. Cal. 1941) (finding that there may be copyright in the style or arrangement of messages received from the 
spiritual world for recordation and use by the living). 
 

154 
 

Urantia Foundation, 114 F.3d at 958 (stating that “copyright laws ... do not expressly require ‘human’ authorship,” and holding 
that “a work is copyrightable if copyrightability is claimed by the first human beings who compiled, selected, coordinated, and 
arranged” it); but see Kelley v. Chicago Park Dist., 635 F.3d 290, 304 (7th Cir. 2011) (citing Patry on Copyright for the 
proposition that “[a]uthors of copyrightable works must be human; works owing their form to the forces of nature cannot be 
copyrighted”). 
 

155 
 

Note that this interpretation of copyright law’s creativity requirement excludes from copyright protection the crude paintings and 
drawings produced by animals like elephants and chimpanzees. The requirement of a nexus to human creativity is, in this sense, a 
useful limiting principle. 
 

156 
 

See, e.g., Roman Verostko, Epigenetic Art Revisited: Software as Genotype, in CODE: THE LANGUAGE OF OUR TIME 156, 
159-60 (Gerfried Stocker & Christine Schöpf eds., 2003) (describing the “form generating routines” employed by his program, 
Hodos, to produce individual colored drawings that are “‘one of a kind’ ... [but] share strong familial features because they share 
the same algorithmic parents”). 
 

157 
 

Although we may be fast approaching a time when artificial intelligences achieve the status of legal personhood, that time is not 
yet here. See generally James Boyle, Endowed by their Creator? The Future of Constitutional Personhood, The Brookings 
Institution Future of the Constitution Series, No. 10 (Mar. 9, 2011), available at http:// 
www.brookings.edu/papers/2011/0309_personhood_boyle.aspx; Lawrence B. Solum, Legal Personhood for Artificial 
Intelligences, 70 N.C. L. REV. 1231 (1992). 
This fact led Ralph Clifford to argue in the late 1990s that works generated autonomously by computers should remain in the 
public domain unless (or until) AI evolves to the point at which computers can be endowed with a consciousness that allows them 
to respond to the incentives created by copyright law. See Ralph D. Clifford, Intellectual Property in the Era of the Creative 
Computer Program: Will the True Creator Please Stand Up?, 71 TUL. L. REV. 1675, 1702-03 (1997). In a similar vein, Pamela 
Samuelson argued in 1986 that computers cannot, and should not, be classified as authors because they need no incentives to 
generate output. See Pamela Samuelson, Allocating Ownership Rights in Computer-Generated Works, 47 U. PITT. L. REV. 1185, 
1199 (1986). “Only those stuck in the doctrinal mud,” Samuelson wrote, “could even think that computers could be ‘authors.”’ Id. 
at 1200. 
When considering the question of legal personhood for artificially intelligent entities, however, it is important to acknowledge the 
fact that being human has historically been neither sufficient nor necessary for obtaining legal personality. See SAMIR CHOPRA 
& LAURENCE F. WHITE, A LEGAL THEORY FOR AUTONOMOUS ARTIFICIAL AGENTS 157-58 (2011) (pointing out 
that slaves were not legal persons at all under antebellum U.S. law; that women and children had claims to legal personhood only 
indirectly through husbands and fathers; that admiralty law treats a ship as a legal person capable of being sued in its own right; 
and that business corporations, incorporated associations, and government agencies have been recognized as having legal 
personality). 
 

158 
 

One doesn’t get very far into the literature in this field before encountering discussions of AARON and examples of its quite 
impressive work. See, e.g., BODEN, supra note 77, at 137-54 (discussing the accomplishments and limitations of the program as 
an autonomous creative agent); LEVY, supra note 57, at 181-86 (discussing AARON’s history and method of operation); 
PAMELA MCCORDUCK, AARON’S CODE: META-ART, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, AND THE WORK OF HAROLD 
COHEN (1991). 
Cohen himself has written at length over the years about his work on/with AARON. See, e.g., Harold Cohen, A Self-Defining 
Game for One Player: On the Nature of Creativity and the Possibility of Creative Computer Programs, 35 LEONARDO 59 
(2002); Harold Cohen, Colouring Without Seeing: A Problem in Machine Creativity (1999), available at http:// 
www.kurzweilcyberart.com/aaron/hi_essays.html; Harold Cohen, The Further Exploits of AARON, Painter, 4 STANFORD 
ELECTRONIC HUMANITIES REV. (1995), available at http://www.stanford.edu/group/SHR/4-2/text/toc.html. 
 

159 
 

Randall Davis, Intellectual Property and Software: The Assumptions are Broken, in WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
ORGANIZATION WORLDWIDE SYMPOSIUM ON THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASPECTS OF ARTIFICIAL 
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INTELLIGENCE 101, 102 (1991), available at http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/5975. 
 

160 
 

Id. at 104. 
 

161 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 201 (2011) (providing that copyright vests initially in the author of a work); Apple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin 
Computer Corp., 714 F.2d 1240, 1249 (3d Cir. 1983) (holding that “a computer program, whether in object code or source code, is 
a ‘literary work’ and is protected from unauthorized copying, whether from its object or source code version”). 
 

162 
 

For a detailed discussion of how AARON paints, see articles by Harold Cohen cited supra at note 158. 
 

163 
 

REGISTER OF COPYRIGHTS, supra note 4, at 4 (“The Copyright Office was confronted with three major problems during the 
fiscal year as a result of the constantly expanding development and use of computers: registration for computer programs, 
computer authorship, and automation in the Copyright Office.”). 
 

164 
 

Id. at 5. 
 

165 
 

CONTU was first proposed in legislation in 1967, but it was not actually established until 1974. See NAT’L COMM’N ON NEW 
TECHNOLOGICAL USES OF COPYRIGHTED WORKS, FINAL REPORT 4 (1978) (hereinafter “CONTU REPORT”), 
available at http://eric.ed.gov/PDFS/ED160122.pdf. 
 

166 
 

See Pub. L. No. 93-573, 93d Cong. (1974) (mandating the creation of CONTU to study and make recommendations concerning, 
inter alia, “the creation of new works by the application or intervention of ... automatic systems”). 
 

167 
 

CONTU REPORT, supra note 165, at 44. 
 

168 
 

Id. 
 

169 
 

Id. at 46. The report did recommend several amendments to the Copyright Act with respect to the protection of computer 
programs: (1) the repeal of existing Section 117; (2) the creation of a new Section 117 to limit exclusive rights in computer 
programs; and (3) the addition of a definition of “computer program” to Section 101. Id. at 12. 
 

170 
 

See U.S. OFFICE OF TECH. ASSESSMENT, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN AN AGE OF ELECTRONICS AND 
INFORMATION (1986) (hereinafter “OTA REPORT”). 
 

171 
 

See generally THE AGE OF INTELLIGENT MACHINES, supra note 57, at 478-81 (setting forth a timeline of critical dates in the 
history of computing, including the introduction of the Apple II computer in 1977 and the IBM PC in 1981). 
 

172 
 

See, e.g., OTA Report at 59 (discussing the law’s “race with technology” in the copyright domain). 
 

173 
 

See id. at 70. 
 

174 
 

See id. 
 

175 
 

See id. at 72 (“It is misleading ... to think of programs as inert tools of creation, in the sense that cameras, typewriters, or any other 
tools of creation are inert.”). 
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176 
 

Id. at 69. 
 

177 
 

See id. 
 

178 
 

Id. at 73. 
 

179 
 

Id. at 72 (“CONTU’s comparison of a computer to other instruments of creation begs the question of whether interactive 
computing employs the computer as co-creator, rather than as an instrument of creation.”). 
 

180 
 

Id. at 13. 
 

181 
 

Id. 
 

182 
 

See, e.g., Stern Elec. v. Kaufman, 669 F.2d 852 (2d Cir. 1982) (involving the video game “Scramble”); Atari, Inc. v. North 
American Philips Consumer Elec. Corp., 672 F.2d 607, 610 (7th Cir. 1982) (involving “Pac-Man”); Williams Elec., Inc. v. Artic 
Int’l., Inc., No. 81-1852, 1981 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17856 (D.N.J. June 24, 1981) (involving “Defender”). 
 

183 
 

See, e.g., Stern, 669 F.2d at 856 (“The repetitive sequence of a substantial portion of the sights and sounds of the game qualifies for 
copyright protection as an audiovisual work.”); Atari, 672 F.2d at 617 (“The audio component and the concrete details of the visual 
presentation constitute ... copyrightable expression ....”); Williams, 1981 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17856, at *17 (“Plaintiff has created 
original works in the form of a computer program and audiovisual material ... which are subject to protection under the copyright 
laws ....”). 
 

184 
 

See, e.g., Stern, 669 F.2d at 856 (“We agree with the District Court that the player’s participation does not withdraw the 
audiovisual work from copyright eligibility.”). The court articulated the distinction between the modes: “‘Attract mode’ refers to 
the audiovisual display seen and heard by a prospective customer contemplating playing the game; the video screen displays some 
of the essential visual and sound characteristics of the game. ‘Play mode’ refers to the audiovisual display seen and heard by a 
person playing the game.” Id. at 854 n.2. 
 

185 
 

In Williams, the defendant argued unsuccessfully that the player should be considered the co-author of the machine’s display when 
the game operates in “play” mode. See Williams Elec., Inc. v. Artic Int’l, Inc., 685 F.2d 870, 874 (3d Cir. 1982). 
 

186 
 

See 17 U.S.C. §201(a) (2011). 
 

187 
 

Further evidence of this can be found in the fact that procedurally generated works are not fixed by the programmer. See Cmty. for 
Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 737 (1989) (“As a general rule, the author is the party who actually creates the work, 
that is, the person who translates an idea into a fixed, tangible expression entitled to copyright protection.”). The Copyright Act 
provides that a work may be fixed by another “under the authority of the author,” but delegated fixation has been limited to “rote or 
mechanical transcription that does not require intellectual modification or highly technical enhancement.” Andrien v. S. Ocean 
Cnty. Chamber of Commerce, 927 F.2d 132, 135 (3d Cir. 1991). In the case of procedurally generated art, the program’s output 
cannot be considered a mere transcription of the programmer’s code, so the programmer cannot properly be regarded as the person 
who fixed the work. 
 

188 
 

See Harold Cohen, Further Exploits, supra note 158 (“AARON exists; it generates objects that hold their own more than 
adequately, in human terms, in any gathering of similar, but human-produced, objects, and it does so with a stylistic consistency 
that reveals an identity as clearly as any human artist’s does. It does these things, moreover, without my own intervention.”). 
 

189 Cf. Arthur R. Miller, Copyright Protection for Computer Programs, Databases, and Computer-Generated Works: Is Anything New 
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 Since CONTU?, 106 HARV. L. REV. 977, 1071 (1993) (“And it should require little, if any, adjustment in most copyright systems 
to attribute the authorship of such a work to some human ... even if the machine is responsible for most or all of the effort involved 
in creating the work.”). 
 

190 
 

17 U.S.C. § 101 (2011) (defining “derivative work”). 
 

191 
 

See, e.g., Montgomery v. Noga, 168 F.3d 1282, 1292 (11th Cir. 1999) (stating that “[t]o constitute a violation of section 106(2), the 
infringing work must incorporate a portion of the copyrighted work in some form”); Alcatel USA, Inc. v. DGI Technologies, Inc., 
166 F.3d 772, 787 n.55 (5th Cir. 1999) (“[T]o violate clause (2), the infringing work must incorporate a sufficient portion of the 
pre-existing work ....”); Litchfield v. Spielberg, 736 F.2d 1352, 1357 (9th Cir. 1984) (requiring an infringing work to “incorporate 
in some form a portion of the copyrighted work”). 
 

192 
 

See Samuelson, supra note 157, at 1215 (making the point that computer-generated works generally do not incorporate expression 
from the underlying program or from the database on which the program draws to generate material). 
 

193 
 

In order to infringe the derivative work right, the defendant’s work must be substantially similar to the preexisting work from 
which it was allegedly derived. See Vault Corp. v. Quaid Software, Ltd., 847 F.2d 255, 267 (5th Cir. 1988); Litchfield, 736 F.2d at 
1357. 
 

194 
 

Cf. Samuelson, supra note 157, at 1220 (arguing that computer-generated works should not be treated as derivative works of the 
programs with which they are produced because such treatment would create a de facto exclusive use right in the program). 
 

195 
 

See generally Lydia Pallas Loren, The Changing Nature of Derivative Works in the Face of New Technologies, 4 J. SMALL & 
EMERGING BUS. L. 57, 76 (2000) (arguing that overbroad judicial applications of the derivative work right threaten innovation 
in the digital environment). 
 

196 
 

Although the right to prepare derivative works is an exclusive right of the copyright owner, 17 U.S.C. § 106(2) (2011), derivative 
works are independently copyrightable by their authors to the extent that they contain new material and do not infringe copyright in 
any of the preexisting material they incorporate, see 17 U.S.C. § 103 (2011) (providing that derivative works are copyrightable and 
that the copyright in a derivative work is independent of copyright protection in the preexisting material). 
 

197 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 103 (2011). 
 

198 
 

See id. 
 

199 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 101 (2011) (defining “work made for hire”) and 17 U.S.C. § 201(b) (2011) (governing the initial vesting of 
copyright ownership in works made for hire). 
 

200 
 

17 U.S.C. § 201(b) (2011). 
 

201 
 

The statute does not say that the employer or other person for whom the work was made is the author, only that such a person “is 
considered the author for purposes of this title.” Id. 
 

202 
 

This policy choice is far from universal as a matter of international and comparative law. See generally Robert A. Jacobs, 
Work-For-Hire and the Moral Right Dilemma in the European Community: A U.S. Perspective, 16 B.C. INT”L & COMP. L. REV. 
29 (1993). It is also far from uncontroversial, and its effects on authors-in-fact have been profound and in many ways deleterious. 
See CATHERINE FISK, WORKING KNOWLEDGE: EMPLOYEE INNOVATION AND THE RISE OF CORPORATE 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, 1800-1930 251-55 (2009). 
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203 
 

Samir Chopra and Laurence F. White have offered a complete exposition of the virtues of selectively adapting agency theory to the 
actions of “autonomous artificial agents,” albeit outside the context of copyright law. See CHOPRA & WHITE, supra note 157. 
 

204 
 

Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, c. 48, § 178 (U.K.). 
 

205 
 

See Copyright Act of 1994, § 2 (N.Z.). 
 

206 
 

Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, c. 48, § 9(3) (U.K.); Copyright Act of 1994, § 5 (N.Z.). 
 

207 
 

Copyright and Related Rights Act 2000, Part I, § 2 (Act. No. 28/2000) (Ir.). 
 

208 
 

Id. Part II, Ch. 2, § 21. 
 

209 
 

See Nick Montfort, The Coding and Execution of the Author, in CYBERTEXT YEARBOOK 201, 205 (Markku Eskelinen & 
Raine Koskimaa eds., 2003) (“Machines are already parties in interest in lawsuits every day: such machines are called 
“‘corporations’ ... In fact [it] is difficult to imagine that modern copyright law could possibly exist for the benefit of human beings 
rather than for the enrichment of such machines.”). 
 

210 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 101(1) (2011); Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 731 (1989) (holding that the meaning of 
“employee” under § 101 must be determined with reference to agency law). 
 

211 
 

See 17 U.S.C. § 101(2) (2011) (providing an exhaustive list of the categories of commissioned works that may be considered 
works made for hire: a contribution to a collective work, a part of a motion picture or other audiovisual work, a translation, a 
supplementary work, a compilation, an instructional text, a test, answer material for a test, or an atlas). 
 

212 
 

See 17 U.S.C., § 201(b) (2011). 
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